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Introduction

Edgar Degas views the empire of cotton: merchants in New Orleans, 1873. (illustration credit itr.1)

In late January 1860, the members of the Manchester Chamber of Commerce
assembled in that city’s town hall for their annual meeting. Prominent among the
sixty-eight men who gathered in the center of what was then the most industrialized
city in the world were cotton merchants and manufacturers. In the previous eighty
years, these men had transformed the surrounding countryside into the hub of
something never before seen—a global web of agriculture, commerce, and industrial
production. Merchants bought raw cotton from around the world and took it to
British factories, home to two-thirds of the world’s cotton spindles. An army of
workers spun that cotton into thread and wove it into finished fabrics; then dealers
sent those wares out to the world’s markets.
The assembled gentlemen were in a celebratory mood. President Edmund Potter
reminded his audience of the “amazing increase” of their industry and “the general
prosperity of the whole country, and more particularly of this district.” Their
discussions were expansive, touching on the affairs of Manchester, Great Britain,
Europe, the United States, China, India, South America, and Africa. Cotton
manufacturer Henry Ashworth added superlatives of his own, celebrating “a degree
of prosperity in business which has probably been unequalled in any previous
time.”1

These self-satisfied cotton manufacturers and merchants had reason to be smug:
They stood at the center of a world-spanning empire—the empire of cotton. They
ruled over factories in which tens of thousands of workers operated huge spinning
machines and noisy power looms. They acquired cotton from the slave plantations
of the Americas and sold the products of their mills to markets in the most distant
corners of the world. The cotton men debated the affairs of the world with
surprising nonchalance, even though their own occupations were almost banal—
making and hawking cotton thread and cloth. They owned noisy, dirty, crowded,
and decidedly unrefined factories; they lived in cities black with soot from coalfueled steam engines; they breathed the stench of human sweat and human waste.
They ran an empire, but hardly seemed like emperors.
Only a hundred years earlier, the ancestors of these cotton men would have
laughed at the thought of a cotton empire. Cotton was grown in small batches and
worked up by the hearth; the cotton industry played a marginal role at best in the
United Kingdom. To be sure, some Europeans knew of beautiful Indian muslins,
chintzes, and calicoes, what the French called indiennes, arriving in the ports of
London, Barcelona, Le Havre, Hamburg, and Trieste. Women and men in the
European countryside spun and wove cottons, modest competitors to the finery of
the East. In the Americas, in Africa, and especially in Asia, people sowed cotton
among their yam, corn, and jowar. They spun the fiber and wove it into the fabrics
that their households needed or their rulers demanded. As they had for centuries,
even millennia, people in Dhaka, Kano, and Teotihuacán, among many other places,
made cotton cloth and applied beautiful colors to it. Some of these fabrics were
traded globally. Some were of such extraordinary fineness that contemporaries
called them “woven wind.”
Instead of women on low stools spinning on small wooden wheels in their
cottages, or using a distaff and spinning bowl in front of their hut, in 1860 millions
of mechanical spindles—powered by steam engines and operated by wage workers,
many of them children—turned for up to fourteen hours a day, producing millions
of pounds of yarn. Instead of householders growing cotton and turning it into
homespun thread and hand-loomed cloth, millions of slaves labored on plantations
in the Americas, thousands of miles away from the hungry factories they supplied,
factories that in turn were thousands of miles removed from eventual consumers of
the cloth. Instead of caravans carrying West African cloth across the Sahara on
camels, steamships plied the world’s oceans, loaded with cotton from the American
South or with British-made cotton fabrics. By 1860, the cotton capitalists who
assembled to celebrate their accomplishments took as a fact of nature history’s first
globally integrated cotton manufacturing complex, even though the world they had
helped create was of very recent vintage.
But in 1860, the future was nearly as unimaginable as the past. Manufacturers
and merchants alike would have scoffed if told how radically the world of cotton
would change in the following century. By 1960, most raw cotton came again from
Asia, China, the Soviet Union, and India, as did the bulk of cotton yarn and cloth. In
Britain, as well as in the rest of Europe and New England, few cotton factories
remained. The former centers of cotton manufacturing—Manchester, Mulhouse,
Barmen, and Lowell among them—were littered with abandoned mills and haunted
by unemployed workers. Indeed, in 1963 the Liverpool Cotton Association, once one
of cotton’s most important trade associations, sold its furniture at auction.2 The

empire of cotton, at least the part dominated by Europe, had come crashing down.
This book is the story of the rise and fall of the European-dominated empire of
cotton. But because of the centrality of cotton, its story is also the story of the
making and remaking of global capitalism and with it of the modern world.
Foregrounding a global scale of analysis we will learn how, in a remarkably brief
period, enterprising entrepreneurs and powerful statesmen in Europe recast the
world’s most significant manufacturing industry by combining imperial expansion
and slave labor with new machines and wage workers. The very particular
organization of trade, production, and consumption they created exploded the
disparate worlds of cotton that had existed for millennia. They animated cotton,
invested it with world-changing energy, and then used it as a lever to transform the
world. Capturing the biological bounty of an ancient plant, and the skills and huge
markets of an old industry in Asia, Africa, and the Americas, European
entrepreneurs and statesmen built an empire of cotton of tremendous scope and
energy. Ironically, their shocking success also awakened the very forces that
eventually would marginalize them within the empire they had created.
Along the way, millions of people spent their lives working the acres of cotton
that slowly spread across the world, plucking billions of bolls from resistant cotton
plants, carrying bales of cotton from cart to boat and from boat to train, and
working, often at very young ages, at “satanic mills” from New England to China.
Countries fought wars for access to these fertile fields, planters put untold numbers
of people into shackles, employers abbreviated the childhoods of their operatives,
the introduction of new machines led to the depopulation of ancient industrial
centers, and workers, both slave and free, struggled for freedom and a living wage.
Men and women who had long sustained themselves through small plots of land,
growing cotton alongside their food, saw their way of life end. They left behind
their agricultural tools and headed to the factory. In other parts of the world, many
who had worked at their looms and who wore clothing that they themselves had
woven found their products overwhelmed by the ceaseless output of machines. They
left their spinning wheels and moved into the fields, now trapped in a cycle of
endless pressure and endless debt. The empire of cotton was, from the beginning, a
site of constant global struggle between slaves and planters, merchants and
statesmen, farmers and merchants, workers and factory owners. In this as in so
many other ways, the empire of cotton ushered in the modern world.
Today cotton is so ubiquitous that it is hard to see it for what it is: one of
mankind’s great achievements. As you read this sentence, chances are you are
wearing something woven from cotton. And it is just as likely that you have never
plucked a cotton boll from its stem, seen a wispy strand of raw cotton fiber, or
heard the deafening noise of a spinning mule and a power loom. Cotton is as
familiar as it is unknown. We take its perpetual presence for granted. We wear it
close to our skin. We sleep under it. We swaddle our newborns in it. Cotton is in the
banknotes we use, the coffee filters that help us awaken in the morning, the
vegetable oil we use for cooking, the soap we wash with, and the gunpowder that
fights our wars (indeed, Alfred Nobel won a British patent for his invention of
“guncotton”). Cotton is even a component of the book you hold in your hands.
For about nine hundred years, from 1000 to 1900 CE, cotton was the world’s most

important manufacturing industry. Though it now has been surpassed by other
industries, cotton remains important in terms of employment and global trade. It is
so ubiquitous that in 2013 the world produced at least 123 million cotton bales,
each weighing about four hundred pounds—enough to produce twenty T‑shirts for
each living person. Stacked on top of one another, the bales would create a tower
forty thousand miles high; laid horizontally the bales would circle the globe one and
a half times. Huge cotton plantations dot the earth, from China to India and the
United States, from West Africa to Central Asia. The raw strands they produce,
tightly packed in bales, are still shipped around the globe, to factories employing
hundreds of thousands of workers. The finished pieces are then sold everywhere,
from remote village stores to Walmart. Indeed, cotton might be one of the very few
human-made goods that is available virtually anywhere, testifying both to cotton’s
utility and to capitalism’s awe-inspiring increases in human productivity and
consumption. As a recent advertising campaign in the United States announced,
quite accurately, “Cotton is the fabric of our lives.”3
Take a moment and imagine, if you can, a world without cotton. You wake up in
the morning on a bed covered in fur or straw. You dress in woolens or, depending
on the climate and your wealth, in linens or even silks. Because it is hard to wash
your clothes, and because they are expensive or, if you make your own, laborintensive, you change them irregularly. They smell and scratch. They are largely
monochromatic, since, unlike cottons, wool and other natural fibers do not take
colors very well. And you are surrounded by sheep: it would take approximately 7
billion sheep to produce a quantity of wool equivalent to the world’s current cotton
crop. Those 7 billion sheep would need 700 million hectares of land for grazing,
about 1.6 times the surface area of today’s European Union.4
Hard to imagine. But in a patch of land on the westernmost edge of the Eurasian
landmass, such a world without cotton was long the norm. That land was Europe.
Until the nineteenth century, cotton, while not unknown, was marginal to European
textile production and consumption.
Why was it that the part of the world that had the least to do with cotton—
Europe—created and came to dominate the empire of cotton? Any reasonable
observer in, say, 1700, would have expected the world’s cotton production to
remain centered in India, or perhaps in China. And indeed, until 1780 these
countries produced vastly more raw cotton and cotton textiles than Europe and
North America. But then things changed. European capitalists and states, with
startling swiftness, moved to the center of the cotton industry. They used their new
position to ignite an Industrial Revolution. China and India, along with many other
parts of the world, became ever more subservient to the Europe-centered empire of
cotton. These Europeans then used their dynamic cotton industry as a platform to
create other industries; indeed, cotton became the launching pad for the broader
Industrial Revolution.
Edward Baines, a newspaper proprietor in Leeds, called cotton in 1835 a
“spectacle unparalleled in the annals of industry.” He argued that analyzing this
spectacle was “more worthy the pains of the student” than the study of “wars and
dynasties.” I agree. Following cotton, as we shall see, will lead us to the origins of
the modern world, industrialization, rapid and continuous economic growth,
enormous productivity increase, and staggering social inequality. Historians, social
scientists, policy makers, and ideologues of all stripes have tried to disentangle these

origins. Particularly vexing is the question of why, after many millennia of slow
economic growth, a few strands of humanity in the late eighteenth century suddenly
got much richer. Scholars now refer to these few decades as the “great
divergence”—the beginning of the vast divides that still structure today’s world, the
divide between those countries that industrialized and those that did not, between
colonizers and colonized, between the global North and the global South. Grand
arguments are easily made, some deeply pessimistic, some hopeful. In this book,
however, I take a global and fundamentally historical approach to this puzzle: I
begin by investigating the industry that stood at the very beginning of the “great
divergence.”5
A focus on cotton and its very concrete and often brutal development, casts doubt
on several explanations that all too many observers tend to take for granted: that
Europe’s explosive economic development can be explained by Europeans’ more
rational religious beliefs, their Enlightenment traditions, the climate in which they
live, the continent’s geography, or benign institutions such as the Bank of England
or the rule of law. Such essential and all too often unchangeable attributes,
however, cannot account for the history of the cotton empire or explain the
constantly shifting structure of capitalism. And they are often also wrong. The first
industrial nation, Great Britain, was hardly a liberal, lean state with dependable but
impartial institutions as it is often portrayed. Instead it was an imperial nation
characterized by enormous military expenditures, a nearly constant state of war, a
powerful and interventionist bureaucracy, high taxes, skyrocketing government
debt, and protectionist tariffs—and it was certainly not democratic. Accounts of the
“great divergence” that focus exclusively on conflicts between social classes within
particular regions or countries are just as flawed. This book, in contrast, embraces a
global perspective to show how Europeans united the power of capital and the
power of the state to forge, often violently, a global production complex, and then
used the capital, skills, networks, and institutions of cotton to embark upon the
upswing in technology and wealth that defines the modern world. By looking at
capitalism’s past, this book offers a history of capitalism in action.6
Unlike much of what has been written on the history of capitalism, Empire of
Cotton does not search for explanations in just one part of the world. It understands
capitalism in the only way it can be properly understood—in a global frame. The
movement of capital, people, goods, and raw materials around the globe and the
connections forged between distant areas of the world are at the very core of the
grand transformation of capitalism and they are at the core of this book.
Such a thorough and rapid re-creation of the world was possible only because of the
emergence of new ways of organizing production, trade, and consumption. Slavery,
the expropriation of indigenous peoples, imperial expansion, armed trade, and the
assertion of sovereignty over people and land by entrepreneurs were at its core. I
call this system war capitalism.
We usually think of capitalism, at least the globalized, mass-production type that
we recognize today, as emerging around 1780 with the Industrial Revolution. But
war capitalism, which began to develop in the sixteenth century, came long before
machines and factories. War capitalism flourished not in the factory but in the field;
it was not mechanized but land- and labor-intensive, resting on the violent

expropriation of land and labor in Africa and the Americas. From these
expropriations came great wealth and new knowledge, and these in turn
strengthened European institutions and states—all crucial preconditions for Europe’s
extraordinary economic development by the nineteeth century and beyond.
Many historians have called this the age of “merchant” or “mercantile”
capitalism, but “war capitalism” better expresses its rawness and violence as well as
its intimate connection to European imperial expansion. War capitalism, a
particularly important but often unrecognized phase in the development of
capitalism, unfolded in a constantly shifting set of places embedded within
constantly changing relationships. In some parts of the world it lasted well into the
nineteenth century.
When we think of capitalism, we think of wage workers, yet this prior phase of
capitalism was based not on free labor but on slavery. We associate industrial
capitalism with contracts and markets, but early capitalism was based as often as
not on violence and bodily coercion. Modern capitalism privileges property rights,
but this earlier moment was characterized just as much by massive expropriations as
by secure ownership. Latter-day capitalism rests upon the rule of law and powerful
institutions backed by the state, but capitalism’s early phase, although ultimately
requiring state power to create world-spanning empires, was frequently based on
the unrestrained actions of private individuals—the domination of masters over
slaves and of frontier capitalists over indigenous inhabitants. The cumulative result
of this highly aggressive, outwardly oriented capitalism was that Europeans came to
dominate the centuries-old worlds of cotton, merge them into a single empire
centered in Manchester, and invent the global economy we take for granted today.
War capitalism, then, was the foundation from which evolved the more familiar
industrial capitalism, a capitalism characterized by powerful states with enormous
administrative, military, judicial, and infrastructural capacities. At first, industrial
capitalism remained tightly linked to slavery and expropriated lands, but as its
institutions—everything from wage labor to property rights—gained strength, they
enabled a new and different form of integration of the labor, raw materials, markets,
and capital in huge swaths of the world.7 These new forms of integration drove the
revolutions of capitalism into ever more corners of the world.
As the modern world came of age, cotton came to dominate world trade. Cotton
factories towered above all other forms of European and North American
manufacturing. Cotton growing dominated the U.S. economy throughout much of
the nineteenth century. It was in cottons that new modes of manufacturing first
came about. The factory itself was an invention of the cotton industry. So was the
connection between slave agriculture in the Americas and manufacturing across
Europe. Because for many decades cotton was the most important European
industry, it was the source of huge profits that eventually fed into other segments of
the European economy. Cotton also was the cradle of industrialization in virtually
every other part of the world—the United States and Egypt, Mexico and Brazil,
Japan and China. At the same time, Europe’s domination of the world’s cotton
industry resulted in a wave of deindustrialization throughout much of the rest of the
world, enabling a new and different kind of integration into the global economy.
Yet even as the construction of industrial capitalism, beginning in the United
Kingdom in the 1780s and then spreading to continental Europe and the United
States in the early decades of the nineteenth century, gave enormous power to the

states that embraced it and to capitalists within them, it planted the seeds of further
transformation in the empire of cotton. As industrial capitalism spread, capital itself
became tied to particular states. And as the state assumed an ever more central role
and emerged as the most durable, powerful, and rapidly expanding institution of all,
labor also grew in size and power. The dependence of capitalists on the state, and
the state’s dependence on its people, empowered the workers who produced that
capital, day in and day out, on the factory floor. By the second half of the
nineteenth century, workers organized collectively, both in unions and political
parties, and slowly, over multiple decades, improved their wages and working
conditions. This, in turn, increased production costs, creating openings for lowercost producers in other parts of the world. By the turn of the twentieth century, the
model of industrial capitalism had traveled to other countries and was embraced by
their modernizing elites. As a result, the cotton industry left Europe and New
England and returned to it origins in the global South.
Some may wonder why the claims made here for the empire of cotton do not
apply to other commodities. After all, before 1760, Europeans had traded
extensively in many commodities in the tropical and semitropical areas of the
world, including sugar, rice, rubber, and indigo. Unlike these commodities, cotton,
however, has two labor-intensive stages—one in the fields, the other in factories.
Sugar and tobacco did not create large industrial proletariats in Europe. Cotton did.
Tobacco did not result in the rise of vast new manufacturing enterprises. Cotton did.
Indigo growing and processing did not create huge new markets for European
manufacturers. Cotton did. Rice cultivation in the Americas did not lead to an
explosion of both slavery and wage labor. Cotton did. As a result, cotton spanned the
globe unlike any other industry. Because of the new ways it wove continents
together, cotton provides the key to understanding the modern world, the great
inequalities that characterize it, the long history of globalization, and the everchanging political economy of capitalism.
One reason it is hard to see cotton’s importance is because it has often been
overshadowed in our collective memory by images of coal mines, railroads, and
giant steelworks—industrial capitalism’s more tangible, more massive
manifestations. Too often, we ignore the countryside to focus on the city and the
miracles of modern industry in Europe and North America while ignoring that very
industry’s connection to raw material producers and markets in all corners of the
world. Too often, we prefer to erase the realities of slavery, expropriation, and
colonialism from the history of capitalism, craving a nobler, cleaner capitalism. We
tend to recall industrial capitalism as male-dominated, whereas women’s labor
largely created the empire of cotton. Capitalism was in many ways a liberating
force, the foundation of much of contemporary life; we are invested in it, not just
economically but emotionally and ideologically. Uncomfortable truths are
sometimes easier to ignore.
Nineteenth-century observers, in contrast, were cognizant of cotton’s role in
reshaping the world. Some celebrated the amazing transformative power of the new
global economy. As a Manchester Cotton Supply Reporter put it in 1860, rather
breathlessly, “Cotton seems to have been destined to take the lead among the
numerous and vast agencies of the present century, set in motion for human
civilization. . . . Cotton with its commerce has become one of the many modern
‘wonders of the world.’ ”8

When you look at the cotton plant, it seems an unlikely candidate for one of the
wonders of the world. Humble and unremarkable, it grows in many shapes and
sizes. Prior to Europe’s creation of the empire of cotton, different peoples in
different parts of the world cultivated plants quite unlike one another. South
Americans tended to grow G. barbadense, a small bushy tree that sprouted yellow
flowers and produced long-staple cotton. In India, by contrast, farmers grew G.
arboretum, a shrub about six feet in height, with yellow or purple flowers, producing
a short-staple fiber, while in Africa the very similar G. herbaceum thrived. By the
mid-nineteenth century, one type dominated the empire of cotton— G. hirsutum—
also known as American upland. Originating in Central America, this variant, as
described by Andrew Ure in 1836, “rises to the height of two or three feet, and then
divaricates into boughs, which bristle with hairs. The leaves are also hairy on their
inferior surfaces, and are three- or five-lobed. The upper leaves are entire and heartshaped; the petioles are velvety. The flowers near the extremities of the boughs are
large, and somewhat dingy in colour. The capsules are ovate, four-celled, nearly as
large as an apple, and yield a very fine silky cotton wool, much esteemed in
commerce.”9
This fluffy white fiber is at the center of this book. The plant itself does not make
history, but if we listen carefully, it will tell us of people all over the world who
spent their lives with cotton: Indian weavers, slaves in Alabama, Greek merchants in
the Nile Delta towns, highly organized craft workers in Lancashire. The empire of
cotton was built with their labor, imagination, and skills. By 1900 about 1.5 percent
of the human population—millions of men, women, and children—were engaged in
the industry, either growing, transporting, or manufacturing cotton. Edward
Atkinson, a mid-nineteenth-century Massachusetts cotton manufacturer, was
essentially correct when he pointed out that “there is no other product that has had
so potent and malign an influence in the past upon the history and institutions of
the land; and perhaps no other on which its future material welfare may more
depend.” Atkinson was speaking of the United States and its history of slavery, but
his argument could be applied to the world as a whole.10
This book follows cotton from fields to boats, from merchant houses to factories,
from pickers to spinners to weavers to consumers. It does not separate the cotton
history of Brazil from that of the United States, Great Britain’s from Togo’s, or
Egypt’s from Japan’s. The empire of cotton, and with it the modern world, is only
understood by connecting, rather than separating, the many places and people who
shaped and were in turn shaped by that empire.11
I am centrally concerned with the unity of the diverse. Cotton, the nineteenth
century’s chief global commodity, brought seeming opposites together, turning them
almost by alchemy into wealth: slavery and free labor, states and markets,
colonialism and free trade, industrialization and deindustrialization. The cotton
empire depended on plantation and factory, slavery and wage labor, colonizers and
colonized, railroads and steamships—in short, on a global network of land, labor,
transport, manufacture, and sale. The Liverpool Cotton Exchange had an enormous
impact on Mississippi cotton planters, the Alsatian spinning mills were tightly linked
to those of Lancashire, and the future of handloom weavers in New Hampshire or
Dhaka depended on such diverse factors as the construction of a railroad between
Manchester and Liverpool, investment decisions of Boston merchants, and tariff
policies made in Washington and London. The power of the Ottoman state over its

countryside affected the development of slavery in the West Indies; the political
activities of recently freed slaves in the United States affected the lives of rural
cultivators in India.12
From these volatile opposites, we see how cotton made possible both the birth of
capitalism and its subsequent reinvention. As we explore the twinned paths of
cotton and capitalism across the world, and the centuries, we are reminded again
and again that no state of capitalism is ever permanent or stable. Each new moment
in capitalism’s history produces new instabilities, and even contradictions,
prompting vast spatial, social, and political rearrangements.
Writing about cotton has a long history. Indeed, cotton might be the most fully
researched of all human industries. Libraries are filled with accounts of slave
plantations in the Americas, the beginnings of cotton manufacturing in Britain,
France, the German lands, and Japan, and the merchants who connected one to the
other. Much less common are efforts to link these diverse histories; in fact, what is
perhaps the most successful such effort is now nearly two centuries old. When
Edward Baines penned his History of the Cotton Manufacture in Great Britain in 1835,
he concluded that “the author may be permitted to express…that his subject derives
interest not merely from the magnitude of the branch of industry he has attempted
to describe, but from the wonderful extent of intercourse which it has established
between this country and every part of the globe.”13 I share Baines’s enthusiasm and
his global perspective, if not all of his conclusions.
As a Leeds newspaper editor living close to the center of the empire of cotton,
Baines could not help but take a global perspective on these matters.14 However,
when professional historians turned to cotton, they almost always focused on local,
regional, and national aspects of this history. Yet only a global viewpoint allows us
to understand the great realignment that each of these local stories was part of—the
huge global shifts in labor regimes in agriculture, the spread of state-strengthening
projects by nationalist elites, and the impact of working-class collective action,
among others.
This book draws on the vast literature on cotton, but places it in a new
framework. As a result, it contributes to a vibrant but often stultifyingly presentist
conversation on globalization. Empire of Cotton challenges excited discoveries of an
allegedly new, global phase in the history of capitalism. It shows that capitalism has
been globe-spanning since its inception and that fluid spatial configurations of the
world economy have been a common feature of the last three hundred years. The
book argues also that for most of capitalism’s history the process of globalization
and the needs of nation-states were not conflicting, as is often believed, but instead
mutually reinforced one another. If our allegedly new global age is truly a
revolutionary departure from the past, the departure is not the degree of global
connection but the fact that capitalists are for the first time able to emancipate
themselves from particular nation-states, the very institutions that in the past
enabled their rise.
As its subtitle suggests, Empire of Cotton is also part of a larger conversation
among historians trying to rethink history by looking at it within a transnational,
even global, spatial frame. History as a profession emerged hand in hand with the
nation-state, and played an important part in its constitution. But by assuming

national perspectives, historians have often underemphasized connections that
transcend state borders, settling for explanations that can be drawn from events,
people, and processes within particular national territories. This book is intended as
a contribution to efforts to balance such “national” perspectives with a broader
focus on the networks, identities, and processes that transcend political
boundaries.15
By focusing on one specific commodity—cotton—and tracing how it was grown,
transported, financed, manufactured, sold, and consumed, we are able to see
connections between peoples and places that would remain on the margins if we
embarked upon a more traditional study bounded by national borders. Instead of
focusing on the history of a particular event, such as the American Civil War, or
place, such as the cotton factories of Osaka, or group of people, such as West Indian
slaves growing cotton, or process, such as rural cultivators turning into industrial
wage workers, this book uses the biography of one product as a window into some
of the most significant questions we can ask about the history of our world and to
reinterpret a history of huge consequence: the history of capitalism.16
We are about to embark on a journey through five thousand years of human history.
Throughout this book, we will look at a single, seemingly inconsequential item—
cotton—to solve a vast mystery: Where does the modern world originate? Let’s
begin by traveling to a small farming village in what is today Mexico, where cotton
plants bloom in a world utterly unlike our own.

Chapter One

The Rise of a Global Commodity

Aztec woman spinning cotton (illustration credit 1.1)

Half a millennium ago, in a dozen small villages along the Pacific coast of what is
today called Mexico, people spent their days growing maize, beans, squash, and
chiles. There, between the Río Santiago to the north and the Río Balsas to the south,
they fished, gathered oysters and clams, and collected honey and beeswax.
Alongside this subsistence agriculture and the modest crafts they produced by hand
—small painted ceramic vessels decorated with geometric motifs were their most
renowned creation—these men and women also grew a plant that sprouted small
tufted white bolls. The plant was inedible. It was also the most valuable thing they
grew. They called it ichcatl: cotton.
The cotton plant thrived among the maize, and each fall, after they harvested
their food crops, the villagers plucked the soft wads of fiber from the pyramidally
shaped, waist-high plants, gathering the numerous bolls in baskets or sacks, then
carrying them to their mud-and-wattle huts. There they painstakingly removed the
many seeds by hand, then beat the cotton on a palm mat to make it smooth, before
combing out the fibers into strands several inches long. Using a thin wooden spindle
fitted with a ceramic disk and a spinning bowl to support the spindle as it twirled,
they twisted the strands together into fine white thread. Then they created cloth on
a backstrap loom, a simple tool consisting of two sticks attached by the warp
threads; one stick was hung from a tree, the other on the weaver herself, who
stretched the warp with the weight of her own body and then wove the contrasting
thread (the weft) in and out between the warps in an unending dance. The result
was a cloth as strong as it was supple. They dyed the cloth with indigo and
cochineal, creating a rich variety of blue-blacks and crimsons. Some of the cloth

they wore themselves, sewn into shirts, skirts, and trousers. The rest they sent to
Teotihuacán as part of an annual tribute owed to their distant Aztec rulers. In 1518
alone, the people of these twelve coastal villages provided the emperor Moctezuma
II with eight hundred bales of raw cotton (each weighing 115 pounds), thirty-two
hundred colored cotton cloths, and forty-eight hundred large white cloths, the
product of thousands of hours of backbreaking and highly skilled labor.1
For hundreds of years both before and after, similar scenes unfolded across vast
stretches of the world’s inhabited land. From Gujarat to Sulawesi, along the banks of
the Upper Volta to the Rio Grande, from the valleys of Nubia to the plains of
Yucatán, people on three continents had grown cotton in their fields, and then
manufactured cotton textiles in the houses next door, just as their ancestors had
done for generations prior. The plant is stubborn, seemingly able to thrive with little
help from farmers, given the right natural conditions. It grows in a wide range of
environments thanks to its “morphological plasticity,” that is, in the words of plant
scientists, its ability to “adapt to diverse growing conditions by shortening,
lengthening, or even interrupting its effective bloom period.”2
The many peoples who grew cotton remained for thousands of years unaware that
their efforts were being replicated by other peoples around the globe, all of whom
lived in a geographic band roughly from 32–35 degrees south to 37 degrees north.
These areas offered a climate suitable for the growing of cotton. As a subtropical
plant, it needs temperatures not dipping below 50 degrees Fahrenheit during its
growth period and usually remaining above 60 degrees. Cotton, we now know,
thrives in areas in which no frost occurs for around 200 days, and in which it rains
from twenty to twenty-five inches a year, concentrated in the middle of the growing
period, a common climate zone that explains its abundance across multiple
continents. Seeds are put in trenches about three feet apart and then covered with
soil. It takes from 160 to 200 days for the cotton to mature.3
By themselves or through encounters with other peoples, each of these cotton
cultivators had discovered that the fluffy white fiber that quelled out of the cotton
boll was superbly suited to the production of thread. This thread in turn could be
woven into a cloth that was easy to wash, pleasant against the skin, and effective as
protection from the sun’s burning rays—and to some degree from the cold. As early
as a thousand years ago, the production of cotton textiles in Asia, Africa, and the
Americas was the world’s largest manufacturing industry; sophisticated trade
networks, mostly local but a few regional, connected growers, spinners, weavers,
and consumers.
The history of clothing is difficult to reconstruct, because most cloth has not
survived the ravages of time. We know that ever since Homo sapiens moved from the
African savanna into colder climes, about one hundred thousand years ago, they had
to protect themselves from the elements. The spotty archaeological record that we
have tells us that humans first used furs and skins to clothe themselves. There is
evidence that they spun and wove flax as early as thirty thousand years ago. Such
cloth production expanded significantly about twelve thousand years ago, once
humans settled down and began to engage in agriculture and animal husbandry.
Then men and women began to experiment more widely with different fibers to spin
and to weave cloth for protection against the cold and the sun.4
The methods for transforming plants into cloth were invented independently in
various parts of the world. In Europe, people began to weave various grasses and

also linen during the Neolithic Era, starting about twelve thousand years ago. About
eight thousand years later, during the Bronze Age, they also began to harvest wool
from animals. In the Middle East and North Africa, for seven millennia before the
Common Era, societies spun and wove various kinds of wool and flax as well. Over
the same millennia, Chinese peasants and artisans manufactured clothing from
ramie and silk. As societies became more stratified, cloth emerged as an important
marker of social rank.5
In this world of linen, wool, ramie, and silk, cotton’s importance gradually grew.
About five thousand years ago, on the Indian subcontinent, people, as far as we
know, first discovered the possibility of making thread out of cotton fibers. Almost
simultaneously, people living on the coast of what today is Peru, ignorant of
developments in South Asia, followed suit. A few thousand years later, societies in
eastern Africa developed techniques for the spinning and weaving of cotton as well.
In each of these regions cotton quickly became the dominant fiber for the spinning
of thread, its properties for most uses clearly superior to those of flax and ramie and
other fibers. For these first millennia of the plant’s cultivation, the production of
cotton goods rarely expanded beyond cotton’s natural growing zone, but all who
encountered it saw it as a remarkable material for the production of clothing: soft,
durable, and light, easy to dye and easy to clean.
Evidence of cotton’s essential role in early societies can be found in the
foundational myths and sacred texts of many peoples. In Hindu scripture, cotton
appears frequently and prominently. Vishnu, Hindus believe, wove “the rays of the
sun into a garment for himself.” People across West Africa attributed their spinning
skills to Ananse, a spider deity. In North America, a Hopi spider goddess was
believed to spin and weave cotton. The Navajo believed that Begochiddy, one of the
four sons of Ray of Sunlight and Daylight, had created and planted cotton after
making the mountains and insects. According to a Navajo belief, “When a baby girl
is born to your tribe you shall go and find a spider web…and rub it on the baby’s
hand and arm. Thus, when she grows up she will weave, and her fingers and arms
will not tire from the weaving.” In China, according to a 1637 text from the late
Ming dynasty, clothing, including cottons, distinguished humans from beasts, and
among humans it “distinguished between the rulers and the ruled.” Moreover, the
idea of fate as either spun or woven was central to many diverse cultures, including
those, not surprisingly, in which cotton played a dominant role.6
Modern plant scientists have looked beyond cotton as a gift of the gods, but are
no less impressed. Biologists think cotton plants have grown on earth for 10 to 20
million years. Four genetically different species of cotton have developed since—the
Mesoamerican G. hirsutum, the South American G. barbadense, the African G.
herbaceum, and the Asian G. arboretum. These four species, in turn, have sprouted
hundreds of further variations, of which only a few would come to dominate
commercial cotton production. Today, more than 90 percent of the world’s cotton
crop is G. hirsutum cultivars, also known as American upland. Human domestication
has changed the plant even further. Over a five-thousand-year period, according to
one expert, our forebears transformed it “from undisciplined perennial shrubs and
small trees with small impermeable seeds sparsely covered by coarse, poorly
differentiated seed hairs, to short, compact, annualized plants with copious amounts
of long, white lint borne on large seeds that germinate readily.” Cotton growers
carefully experimented with the plant, gradually forging it into something that

supported their growing need for cloth. They adapted the plant to particular
environmental niches, transported it over long distances, spread its reach, and
increased its diversity. As with so many other pieces of the natural world, human
cultivation radically accelerated and altered the biological history of cotton—a
capacity that would quicken during the nineteenth century and become of great
importance to the empire of cotton.7
Farmers in the Indus valley were the first to spin and weave cotton. In 1929,
archaeologists recovered fragments of cotton textiles at Mohenjo-Daro, in what is
now Pakistan, dating to between 3250 and 2750 BCE. Cottonseeds found at nearby
Mehrgarh have been dated to 5000 BCE. Literary references further point to the
ancient nature of the subcontinent’s cotton industry. The Vedic scriptures, composed
between 1500 and 1200 BCE, allude to cotton spinning and weaving. The very first
reports by foreign travelers to South Asia similarly mention cotton: The ancient
Greek historian Herodotus (484–425 BCE) was familiar with India’s fine cotton
clothing, observing in 445 BCE that in the subcontinent “wild trees bear fleeces for
their fruit surpassing those of the sheep in beauty and excellence, and the natives
clothe themselves in cloths made therefrom.”8
From the earliest time until well into the nineteenth century—that is, for several
millennia—the people of the Indian subcontinent were the world’s leading cotton
manufacturers. Peasants in what are today India, Pakistan, and Bangladesh
cultivated small quantities of cotton alongside their food crops. They spun and wove
cotton for their own use and for sale in local and regional markets. Most regions
within South Asia produced all the textiles they consumed well into the nineteenth
century. They harvested the crop by hand, employed a roller gin to remove the
seeds, removed dirt and knots with the help of a bow (a wooden tool with string
attached that vibrates if struck with a piece of wood), spun the fiber on a distaff (a
tool holding the unspun cotton) and a spindle into thread, and wove this thread into
fabric using looms hung between trees.9
The quality of the top tier of Indian cotton fabrics was legendary: In the thirteenth
century, the European traveler Marco Polo elaborated on Herotodus’s observations
of nearly nine hundred years earlier, noting on the coast of Coromandel “the finest
and most beautiful cottons that are to be found in any part of the world.” Six
hundred years later, Edward Baines, a newspaper proprietor and cotton expert from
Leeds, reported the best Indian cloth was of “almost incredible perfection…. Some
of their muslins might be thought the work of fairies, or of insects, rather than of
men.” They were, in effect, “webs of woven wind.”10
The subcontinent, however, was far from alone. Cotton was plentiful and cotton
cloth ubiquitous in the Americas, long before Europeans arrived in the New World.
In a four-thousand-mile arc through Mesoamerica and the Caribbean to South
America, cotton was the most important manufacturing industry. Perhaps the oldest
center of cotton manufacture was located in present-day Peru. There, archaeologists
have excavated cotton fishing nets dated to 2400 BCE and textile fragments from
1600–1500 BCE. When Francisco Pizarro attacked the Inca Empire in 1532, he
marveled at the quality and quantity of cotton fabrics he saw. At the Incan city of
Cajamarca, the conquistadores found stores filled with huge quantities of cotton
textiles “far superior to any they had seen, for fineness of texture, and the skill with
which the various colors were blended.”11
Several thousand miles to the north and a decade earlier, Europeans were just as

surprised when they penetrated the Aztec Empire and encountered extraordinary
cottons. In addition to gold and other treasure, Hernán Cortés sent to Charles V
cotton cloth brilliantly dyed with indigo and cochineal. The Mesoamerican cotton
industry, like its South American counterpart, had a long history. Cotton was
planted throughout what is today central Mexico as early as 3400 BCE, and the
earliest thread found in archaeological excavations has been dated to between 1200
and 1500 BCE. Cotton use by the Mayas has been documented as early as 632 BCE,
and in the lowlands of modern-day Veracruz, a cotton industry probably emerged
between 100 BCE and 300 CE. As the wearing of cotton spread from elites to
commoners, production increased, especially with the rise of the Aztecs’ military
and economic empire after 1350. And as more people wore cotton, its processing
became ever more important. Techniques in weaving and dying all became more
and more refined, not least to display social difference through distinctive
clothing.12
Indigenous production continued after the conquest of Central America by
Spanish colonists in the sixteenth century. One late-seventeenth-century colonial
Spanish administrator, Don Juan de Villagutierre Soto-Mayor, praised the Indian
women of the former realm of the Maya who “spin cotton and weave their cloths
with energy and ability, giving them perfect colors.” In addition to clothing, cotton
was used for religious offerings, as gifts, a medium of exchange, for decorative
hangings, for wrapping mummies, as armor, and even for medicinal uses. An
estimated 116 million pounds of cotton were produced annually in pre-Columbian
Mexico, equaling the cotton crop of the United States in 1816. As the rulers of
Teotihuacán expanded the reach of their power, they drew tribute and trade from
cotton-growing and -manufacturing regions. Places within the Aztec Empire that
were particularly prominent growers of cotton had Nahuatl names that meant “on
the cotton temple,” “in the river of cotton,” and “on the hill of cotton.”13
Mexico and Peru were the centers of the pre-Columbian cotton industry, but the
production of cotton textiles also spread to other parts of the continent. In what is
today Brazil, cotton fibers gathered from wild plants were used to manufacture
cloth. In what later became the southwestern United States, Native Americans
became avid cotton producers, especially the Navajos and Hopi, perhaps as early as
300 BCE. Knowledge about cotton had traveled up the west coast of Mexico from
Central America. When Spanish settlers came into contact with Indians north of the
Rio Grande, they noticed that “the Indians spin cotton and weave cloth” and that
they “wear Campeche-type cotton blankets for they have large cotton fields.” For
some Native Americans, cotton also had important religious uses: The Hopi utilized
it to symbolize clouds in ceremonies in which they prayed for rain, and placed it
over the faces of the dead “with the idea of making the spiritual body light, like a
cloud.” In the Caribbean, as well, cotton growing was widespread. Indeed, one of
the reasons why Christopher Columbus believed that he had reached India was that
he encountered great quantities of cotton in the Caribbean; he recounted islands
“full of…cotton.”14
Cotton growing and manufacturing also has a long history in Africa. It was
probably first cultivated by Nubians in what today is eastern Sudan. Some claim
that the fiber was cultivated, spun, and woven there as early as 5000 BCE, though
archaeological finds at Meroë, a former city on the east bank of the Nile, confirm
the presence of cotton textiles only for the years between 500 BCE and 300 CE.

From Sudan, cotton spread north to Egypt. While cotton textiles played no
significant role in ancient Egyptian civilizations, we know that cottonseed was used
as animal fodder as early as 2600–2400 BCE, and depictions on the Karnak Temple
in Luxor show cotton bushes. Yet cotton cultivation and the manufacturing of cotton
textiles only took off in Egypt between 332 BCE and 395 CE. In 70 CE, Pliny the
Elder observed that “the upper part of Egypt, in the vicinity of Arabia, produces a
shrub, known by some as gossypium. The shrub is small, and bears a fruit similar in
appearance to a nut with a beard, and containing in the inside a silky substance, the
down of which is spun into threads. There is no tissue known that is superior to
those made from this thread, either for whiteness, softness, or dressing…” After 800
CE, the spread of cotton, and its attendant production, accelerated further on the
wings of Islam.15
Knowledge about how to grow and process cotton then traveled to western Africa.
How exactly cotton came there is still unclear, but it is possible that itinerant
weavers and merchants brought it from East Africa sometime around the beginning
of the Common Era. With the arrival of Islam in the eighth century CE, the cotton
industry expanded significantly, as Islamic teachers taught girls to spin and boys to
weave, while advocating a previously unimagined modesty of dress to peoples
whose environmental conditions demanded little clothing. Excavations have found
cotton cloth dated to the tenth century. Literary sources and archaeological finds
testify to cotton spinning and weaving in West Africa in the late eleventh century,
by which time it had spread as far south as present-day Togo. By the early fifteenth
century, Leo Africanus reported on the “great abundance” of cotton in the
“kingdome of Melli” and the wealth of cotton merchants in the “kingdome of
Tombuto,” meaning the great West African empires of Mali and Timbuktu.16
The domestication, spinning, and weaving of cotton, to the best of our knowledge,
evolved independently in these three regions of the world.17 From South Asia,
Central America, and eastern Africa, however, knowledge spread rapidly along
existing trade and migration routes—from Mesoamerica to the north, for example,
and from East Africa to the west. Central to these movements of the cotton industry
was India. From there, cotton growing and manufacturing skills moved west, east,
and south, placing Asia at the center of the global cotton industry, where it would
remain until well into the nineteenth century, and return again in the late twentieth
century. India’s location, and skill with cotton, was most consequential to the plant’s
prominent role in our world, since a group of Europeans, clothed no doubt in fur,
wool, and linen, was most impressed when they stumbled more than two thousand
years ago upon these wondrous new fabrics arriving from a mythical “East.”
But prior to its discovery by Europeans, cotton was busy altering the lives of
others. Cotton moved westward, from India via Turkestan into the Middle East and
later into the Mediterranean. Even before the Common Era, we have evidence of
cotton being grown in Persia, Mesopotamia, and Palestine. Cotton clothing dated to
around 1100 BCE was found in Nineveh (in present-day Iraq), and an Assyrian
cylinder dated to the seventh century BCE speaks of a tree that bears wool. A few
hundred years later, during the first centuries of the Common Era, Anatolian
peasants had taken up cotton cultivation. Just as in Africa, the spread of Islam
played a major role in transmitting the skills to grow, spin, and weave cotton across

the Middle East, as religious demands for modesty made cotton an “ordinary article
of clothing.” Ninth- and tenth-century Iran saw a “cotton boom” to supply urban
markets, especially at Baghdad. In the thirteenth century, Marco Polo encountered
cotton and cotton cloth everywhere from Armenia to Persia, and the “abundance” of
cotton across Asia became a major motif of his reporting.18
Just as cotton cultivation moved farther west, the knowledge of cotton also spread
from India east through Asia, and especially into China. While China eventually
became one of the most significant producers of cotton and cotton textiles
worldwide, and is the center of the world’s cotton industry today, the plant is not
indigenous there. Indeed, the Chinese word for cotton and cotton fiber is borrowed
from Sanskrit and other Indian languages.19 By 200 BCE, cotton was known in
China, but for the next millennium it did not spread much beyond the southwestern
border regions where it had originally been introduced.
Cotton became a major presence in the Chinese countryside during the Yuan
dynasty (1271–1368). During those years, it effectively replaced ramie, which, with
silk, had traditionally served the Chinese as a fiber for making cloth. By 1433,
Chinese subjects could pay taxes in cotton, which enabled the state to clothe its
soldiers and officials in the fiber. As we will see, the connection between the crop
and taxation was one of many instances of political authorities taking an interest in
the cotton industry. During the expansionary Ming dynasty (1368–1644), cotton
production spread throughout China’s new conquests. At the end of the Ming, the
Chinese produced an estimated 20 million cotton cloth bales annually. A
geographical division of labor had emerged in which northern farmers shipped raw
cotton south to the lower Yangtze, where farmers used it, along with their own
homegrown cotton, to manufacture textiles, some of which they sold back to the
north. So vibrant was this interregional trade that cotton cloth accounted for onefourth of the empire’s commerce. By the seventeenth century, nearly all Chinese
men, women, and children wore cotton clothing. Not surprisingly, when China’s
population doubled over the course of the eighteenth century, to 400 million
people, its cotton industry became the second largest in the world after India’s,
growing an estimated 1.5 billion pounds of cotton in 1750, roughly equal to U.S.
production as its planters ramped up production in the decade prior to the Civil
War.20

Worlds of Cotton: The First 5,000 Years

Indian cotton technology also spread into Southeast Asia. As production skills
advanced, cotton cloth emerged as the region’s most valuable manufactured product
after foodstuffs. Buddhist monks brought it to Java sometime between the third and
fifth centuries CE. Much later, between 1525 and 1550, cotton cultivation expanded
into Japan. By the seventeenth century it had become an important commercial
crop there, as small farmers grew cotton to earn extra income for tax payments,
often in rotation with rice.21 With cotton’s arrival in Japan, the original Indian
cotton culture had now spread over most of Asia.
Fashioned by African, American, and Asian peasants, spinners, weavers, and
merchants over at least five millennia, this cotton world was vibrant and expanding.
Despite its diversity across three continents, the centers of this huge manufacturing
industry had many things in common. Most important, cotton growing and
manufacturing almost always remained small-scale and focused on households.
While some growers sold their raw cotton into markets, including long-distance
markets, and many rulers forced cultivators to part with some of their crop as
tribute, no growers depended on their cotton crops alone; instead they diversified
their economic opportunities, hoping to lessen risk to the best of their ability. In a
large swath of Africa, and parts of South Asia and Central America, such patterns
persisted until well into the twentieth century.
For millennia, then, households planted cotton in a delicate equilibrium with
other crops. Families grew cotton alongside their food crops, balancing their own
and their community’s need for food and fiber with their rulers’ demands for tribute.
In Veracruz, for example, double cropping of food grains and cotton was common,
providing subsistence both for those who grew cotton and those who spun and
wove. In the Yucatán, Mayan peasants grew cotton in fields that also produced
maize and beans. In West Africa, cotton was “interplanted with food crops,” such as
sorghum, in present-day Ivory Coast, or with yams, as in the area that is now Togo.
In Gujarat, “the [cotton] shrubs are planted between the rows of rice.” In the cotton-

growing areas of Central Asia, peasants grew the fiber alongside not only rice, but
also wheat and millet, and in Korea alongside beans. No significant cotton
monoculture emerged before the eighteenth century, and yet when that
monoculture appeared so too did the hunger for ever more land and labor.22
Like cotton growing, cotton manufacturing throughout the world began in
households, and, with few exceptions, stayed there until the nineteenth century. In
areas controlled by the Aztecs, for example, all cotton manufacturing was organized
within households. In Africa as well, “in many cases the production of cotton goods
was purely a family industry, each social unit being entirely self-sufficient.” We
have similar testimony for India, China, Southeast Asia, Central Asia, and the
Ottoman Empire. Household production enabled a family to produce the cloth they
needed, but it also allowed production for markets. Since labor needs in most
agricultural societies varied enormously by the season, and since picked cotton
could be stored for months, peasants could focus on textile production
intermittently and seasonally, during slack times. This was especially the case for
women, whose activities focused on the house, with some of their labor available
for the homebound production of yarn and cloth.23
In every society a definite gender division of labor emerged, with a particularly
strong association between women and textile production. Indeed, there was a
premodern saying in China that “men till the soil and women weave.” Except among
the Navajo, Hopi, and some peoples in Southeast Asia, women throughout the world
have had a virtual monopoly on spinning. Because spinning can be done
intermittently, and enables a simultaneous commitment to other activities, such as
watching young children and cooking, women’s roles within households usually led
them to be in charge of spinning as well. So close was the association of women and
cloth production that in some cultures women were buried with their spinning tools.
With weaving, on the other hand, no such stark gender divisions emerged. While
men tended to dominate the weaving industry in places such as India and southeast
Africa, there were many cultures in which women wove as well, such as in
Southeast Asia, China, and North and West Africa. Yet even in societies in which
both women and men wove, they usually specialized in different designs, produced
distinct qualities, and worked on different types of looms. This gendered division of
labor was reproduced in the emerging factory system as well, making gender
relations in the household an important factor in the emergence of factory
production.24
Embedded within households and their particular strategies for survival, this
premodern cotton industry was also characterized by slow technological change in
ginning, spinning, or weaving. As late as the eighteenth century, a woman in
Southeast Asia, for example, needed a month to spin a pound of cotton and another
month to weave a piece of cloth ten yards long.25 This enormous time requirement
was partly the result of what economists call “low opportunity costs” for the labor
that went into spinning and weaving, and partly of a world in which rulers taxed
their subjects’ production to the maximum extent possible. Moreover, since many
households were self-sufficient in textiles, markets were of a limited scale, again
reducing incentives to improve production techniques.
Yet slow technological change was also related to constraints on the supply of raw
materials. In most regions of the world, raw cotton could not be transported
efficiently very far. Beasts of burden or humans sometimes carried raw cotton over

relatively short distances. In the Aztec Empire, raw cotton was transported into
highland areas to be manufactured, at distances of perhaps a hundred miles. More
efficient and common was the waterborne cotton trade. In the second millennium
CE, for example, observers reported hundreds if not thousands of boats floating
cotton down the Yangtze to the region of Jiangnan. Gujarati and central Indian
cotton was similarly shipped on the Ganges and along the coast to South India and
Bengal. Nonetheless, until the nineteenth century the overwhelming bulk of raw
cotton was spun and woven within a few miles from where it was grown.26
So many people in so many parts of the world grew cotton, spun it, and wove it
into fabrics that it was very likely the world’s most important manufacturing
industry. And while household production for household consumption would
remain until the nineteenth century its most important sector, there was significant
change before the Industrial Revolution of the 1780s. Most importantly, cotton
goods—partly because they were so labor-intensive to produce—became an
important store of value and a medium of exchange. Rulers everywhere demanded
cotton cloth as tribute or taxes, and indeed it might be said that cotton was present
at the birth of political economy as such. Among the Aztecs, for example, it was the
most important medium for tribute payments. In China, beginning in the fifteenth
century, households were required to pay some of their taxes in cotton cloth. And in
Africa the payment of tribute in cloth was common. Practical as a means to pay
taxes, cotton cloth was also used as currency in China, throughout Africa, in
Southeast Asia, and in Mesoamerica. Cloth was an ideal medium of exchange
because unlike raw cotton it could be easily transported over long distances, was not
perishable, and was valuable. Nearly everywhere in the premodern world, a piece of
cotton cloth could buy needed things: food, manufactured goods, even protection.27
Cotton’s use as proto-money illuminates the fact that not all cotton textiles, with
their favorable ratio of value to weight, were used in the immediate vicinity of their
production. Indeed, the cotton centers that had emerged separately in the Americas,
Africa, and Asia all developed increasingly sophisticated networks of trade,
connecting growers, manufacturers, and consumers over long, eventually even
transcontinental distances. In Iran, the ninth- and tenth-century cotton industry led
to significant urbanization, drawing raw cotton from the surrounding countryside,
spinning, weaving, and tailoring it to sell into long-distance markets, especially in
what is today Iraq. In precolonial Burkina Faso one author finds that “cotton was at
the center of trade.” Gujarati cotton cloth, as early as the fourth century BCE, came
to play a very significant role in the trade between the various lands bordered by
the Indian Ocean, and large quantities were sold along the East African coast, to be
traded far into the African hinterland. In all of these exchanges, traders, especially if
far removed from the polities they originated from, had to adjust to local tastes, and
had to offer their products at prices attractive to local consumers.28
In Mesoamerica, cloth was traded over many hundreds of miles, including to
neighboring states, as, for example, when merchants brought cloth from Teotitlán
(in modern-day Oaxaca) to Guatemala. In the Southwest of what is now the United
States, yarn and cloth were also important trade items. Cotton goods have been
found in excavations far from regions in which cotton could grow. Since the
thirteenth century, Chinese merchants imported cotton yarn and cloth to
supplement domestic production from as far away as Vietnam, Luzon, and Java. In
similar ways, African merchants traded cotton textiles over long distances, as for

example when they exchanged Malinese cotton cloth for salt brought in by desert
nomads. Ottoman cotton textiles found their way to places as distant as western
Europe, while cotton goods were already being imported into Japan in the
thirteenth century.29
India, at the center of this increasingly global reach, traded with the Roman
Empire, Southeast Asia, China, the Arab world, North Africa, and East Africa. Indian
cottons crisscrossed South Asia on the backs of people and bullocks. They crossed
the seas in Arab dhows, traversed the great Arabian Desert to Aleppo on the backs
of camels, moved down the Nile to the great cotton mart of Cairo, and filled the
bottoms of junks on their way to Java. Already in the sixth century BCE Indian
cotton was traded to Egypt, as merchants brought Indian cotton to Red Sea and
Persian Gulf ports. Greek merchants then took it from Egypt and also Persia to
Europe. Roman merchants eventually participated in this trade as well, making
cotton a coveted luxury good among the imperial elites. Throughout eastern Africa,
Indian cottons were an important presence as well. And throughout the Arab world
and Europe, India remained a major supplier until the nineteenth century, with
Gujarati merchants, among others, unloading huge quantities of cloth. As an
Ottoman official complained in 1647, “So much cash treasury goes for Indian
merchandise that…the world’s wealth accumulates in India.”30
Indian cloth also traded eastwards into other parts of Asia. Merchants sold it in
the marts of China in very ancient times. Huge quantities of Indian cloth also found
their way to Southeast Asia to clothe the local elite: Imports to Malacca in the early
sixteenth century, it has been estimated, filled the holds of fifteen ships that arrived
annually from Gujarat, Coromandel, and Bengal. So dominant was Indian cloth on
world markets that around 1503 the Italian merchant Lodovico de Varthema
observed about the Gujarati port town of Cambay, “This city supplies all Persia,
Tartary, Turkey, Syria, Barbary, i.e., Arabia Felix, Africa, Ethiopia, India and a
multitude of inhabited islands, with silk and cotton stuff.” The Sanskrit word for
cotton goods (karpasi) entered into Hebrew, Greek, Latin, Persian, Arabic,
Armenian, Malay, Uigur, Mongolian, and Chinese. Even the names of particular
fabrics became global brand names—chintz and jackonet, for example, are
corruptions of terms in Indian languages that eventually came to describe a
particular style throughout the world. Beginning in the seventeenth century, Indian
cottons, in fact, were what historian Beverly Lemire has called the “first global
consumer commodity.”31
As demand grew, cotton took its first tentative steps out of the home. During the
second millennium CE, production in cotton workshops became more common,
especially in Asia. Professional weavers emerged in India; they focused on supplying
the long-distance trade, providing rulers and wealthy merchants both at home and
abroad with cotton cloth. In Dhaka, weavers labored under tight supervision to
produce muslins for the Mughal court, “forced to work only for the Government
which paid them ill and kept them in a sort of captivity.” Workshops containing
more than one loom are also reported to have been located in Alamkonda, in
modern-day Andhra Pradesh, as early as the fifteenth century. In contrast to the
subsistence weavers, the long-distance tradesmen were geographically concentrated:
Bengal was known for its fine muslins, the Coromandel coast for its chintzes and
calicoes, and Surat for its strong but inexpensive fabrics of every kind. Though
weavers could occupy very different positions within India’s caste system, in some

parts of the subcontinent they found themselves in the upper reaches of social
hierarchies, prosperous enough to be among the leading donors to local temples.
Groups of full-time cotton manufacturers emerged in other parts of the world as
well: In fourteenth-century Ming China, for example, higher-quality textiles were
worked up in “urban loom houses,” which collectively employed many thousands of
workers. In the Ottoman city of Tokat, highly skilled weavers produced significant
quantities of cotton textiles. Baghdad, Mosul, and Basra, among other cities in the
Islamic world, had large cotton workshops, and indeed the word muslin for fine
cottons derives from Musil, the Kurdish name for Mosul. In Bamako, the capital of
present-day Mali, up to six hundred weavers plied their trade, while in Kano, the
“Manchester of West Africa,” a large weaving industry arose, supplying the people
of the Sahara with cloth. In Timbuktu, already in the 1590s twenty-six cottonproducing workshops plied their trade, each with fifty or more workers. In Osaka as
well, thousands of workers wove cotton textiles; workshops spread throughout the
region employing thirty to forty thousand people by the early eighteenth century.32
As the workshop became more common, so too did a new type of weaver: an
individual, usually male, who produced specifically for sale in a market. Yet even as
workshops emerged, this specialized production for markets typically took place in
the countryside, not towns, and in homes, not workshops. What set these rural
market producers apart from those who produced for subsistence only was their
reliance on an emerging force in global commerce: putting-out networks held
together by merchant capital. In these networks, which would form the nuclei of
nineteenth-century mechanized cotton production, spinners and weavers worked up
cotton thread and cloth for urban merchants who would collect the products of the
spinners and weavers and then sell them on distant markets. The particular ways
merchant capitalists and producers related to one another varied widely. On the
Indian subcontinent, for example, rural weavers relied on merchants for the capital
needed to purchase sufficient yarn, and for the food they needed to subsist while
weaving, yet these weavers generally owned their own tools, worked without
supervision, and enjoyed some control over the disposal of their products. In other
parts of the world, rural weavers enjoyed considerably less power. In the Ottoman
Empire, for example, merchants advanced cotton and yarn to peasants, who spun
and wove it, then returned the product to the merchants for a small profit. Unlike
weavers in India, they did not have any control over disposal of the product. In
China merchants also enjoyed great control over production. “They bought up raw
cotton, put it out at local markets for peasant women to spin and to weave, had the
cloth dyed and calendared in town or city workshops and then exported it all over
China for sale.” Merchants, in fact, controlled every stage of production,
foreshadowing their central role in the nineteenth-century construction of a globespanning empire of cotton.33
With expanding markets, cotton technology changed as well. While the basic
principles of cotton processing were quite similar throughout the world, and
productivity was dramatically lower before the invention of the novel gins, spinning
machines, and looms of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, there
were some significant innovations. In Mesoamerica, for example, spinning was
improved by the introduction of “specially formed ceramic spindle whorls.” After
1200 CE, Mesoamericans also used specifically designed spinning bowls, which
increased the productivity of spinners, enabling them, among other things, to feed

the voracious appetite for tribute of their rulers. The center of technological
innovation, however, was Asia: The roller gin (to remove seeds), the bow (to clean
and disentangle ginned cotton), the spinning wheel, and new kinds of looms,
including the upright warper, all originated in Asia. The spinning wheel, invented in
the eleventh century, was an especially significant innovation as it allowed peasants
to spin cotton much faster. Weavers in the same regions also invented a novel kind
of loom—the treadle loom. While its exact origins are uncertain, it was introduced
into India sometime between 500 BCE and 750 CE, and into China (where it was
first used in silk manufacturing) in the third century CE.34
The greatest innovations occurred in the domestication of the cotton plant itself,
indeed so much so that the cotton picked by slaves in the nineteenth century would
be nearly unrecognizable to Indian farmers of two thousand years earlier. Human
selection made cotton compatible with highly varied environmental conditions and
rendered its fiber ever more applicable to the production of textiles. Rural
cultivators in China, Japan, Southeast Asia, North and South America, western
Africa, and Anatolia brought cottonseeds from adjacent territories and added cotton
to their crop mix. Through the centuries, this process of domestication drastically
altered the physical properties of cotton, creating plants that produced longer and
brighter fibers (later-day cotton experts would refer to the length of the fiber as
“staple”), ever more plentiful and easier to remove from the filbertlike shell.
Moreover, advances in irrigation techniques and agronomy allowed for the
expansion of production into new regions. Through seed selection and improved
technology, the cotton plant flourished in drier and colder parts of Africa, Asia, and
the Americas, including the mostly arid soils of the Islamic world. In Iran, for
example, investments in irrigation systems as early as the ninth century enabled a
significant extension of cotton agriculture. Nonetheless, compared to eighteenthand nineteenth-century changes, overall productivity increases in the two thousand
years prior to the Industrial Revolution were small. For much of its history, the
world’s cotton industry expanded primarily because ever-increasing numbers of
people spent ever more time growing, spinning, and weaving cotton.35
These manufacturing networks connecting rural spinners and weavers with urban
merchant capital, especially in Asia, created a gradual but significant expansion of
output for markets. They did so, however, largely without exploding older social
structures, without altering production as it had been organized for centuries. The
household, and the technology associated with it, remained at their center. This
premodern world was safe behind two bulkheads: first, the markets for finished
goods, which were growing but, compared to the world after 1780, only at a modest
pace, and second, the great obstacles to sourcing raw cotton across long distances. A
great countervailing force would be needed to break through those ancient
constraints.
For a very long time, in this remarkably diverse, fabulously vibrant, and
economically important world of cotton, Europe was nowhere to be found.
Europeans had remained marginal to networks of cotton growing, manufacturing,
and consumption. Even after they began importing small quantities of cotton cloth
during Greek and Roman times, they remained of little importance to the global
cotton industry as a whole. People dressed, as they had since the Bronze Age, in

clothing made from flax and wool. As Mahatma Gandhi put it, while India supplied
Europe with cottons, Europeans themselves “were submerged in barbarism,
ignorance and a state of wilderness.”36
Cotton, quite simply, was exotic to Europe. The fiber grew in faraway lands, and
many Europeans reportedly imagined cotton as a mixture of a plant and an animal
—a “vegetable lamb.” Stories circulated in medieval Europe about little sheep
growing on plants, and bending down at night to drink water; other fables told of
sheep attached to the ground by low stems.37
Cotton’s first serious incursion into Europe, as in West Africa, was the result of the
spread of Islam. By 950 CE, cotton was manufactured in such Islamic cities as
Seville, Córdoba, Granada, and Barcelona, as well as Sicily; some of those textiles
were exported to the rest of Europe. During the twelfth century, the Seville botanist
Abu Zacaria Ebn el Awam published a treatise on agriculture that included a
detailed description of how to cultivate cotton.38 So tight was the association
between Islam and cotton that most western European languages borrowed their
words for the fiber from the Arabic qutun. French coton, English cotton, Spanish
algodón, Portugese algodão, Dutch katoen, and Italian cotone all derive from the
Arabic root. (The German Baumwolle and the Czech bavlna—translated roughly as
“tree wool”—are the exceptions that prove the rule.) While the Christian
Reconquista of Iberia in the first half of the second millennium seriously contracted
the region’s cotton production, the centuries-long exposure to Arab technology and
culture left behind a familiarity with and appreciation for cotton textiles in large
areas of Europe.

The vegetable lamb: Europeans imagine the cotton plant. (illustration credit 1.2)

By the twelfth century, small pockets of Europe—particularly northern Italy—
returned to the world of cotton production, and this time to stay. While Europe’s

climate was largely unsuited for cotton growing, the Crusaders had extended
European power into the Arab world, and thereby into areas where cotton grew
naturally.39 The first endeavors to manufacture cotton were modest, but the
beginning of a trend that would alter the continent’s history, and the world’s
economy.
The first center of a non-Islamic cotton industry in Europe emerged in northern
Italy, in cities such as Milan, Arezzo, Bologna, Venice, and Verona. The industry
grew quickly, starting in the late twelfth century, and came to play a vital role in
these urban economies. In Milan, for example, by 1450 the cotton industry
employed a full six thousand workers making fustians, fabrics using both cotton and
linen.40 These northern Italians became the dominant producers in Europe, and they
retained their position for about three centuries.41
Cotton manufacturing blossomed in northern Italy for two reasons. First, these
cities looked back on a long history of still vibrant wool production, which had left
them with skilled workers, capital-rich merchants, and expertise in long-distance
trade. Once entrepreneurs decided to engage in cotton manufacturing, they could
draw on those resources. They advanced raw cotton to women in the surrounding
countryside to have it spun. They contracted with urban artisans, organized in
guilds, to weave the yarn. They branded and standardized their goods, and drew
upon their long-distance trade networks to export goods to foreign markets
throughout the Mediterranean, the Middle East, Germany, Austria, Bohemia, and
Hungary.42
Second, northern Italy had easy access to raw cotton. Indeed, the northern Italian
industry was from the beginning entirely dependent on eastern Mediterranean
cotton from such places as western Anatolia and what today is Syria. Already in the
eleventh century, cotton yarn and cotton cloth had been imported into the ports of
Venice, Genoa, and Pisa, giving people a taste for cottons. Raw cotton imports
followed in the wake of the Crusades, with the first such trade documented for the
year 1125.43
As improvements in shipping allowed for the cheaper transportation of bulk
commodities, Venice became Europe’s first cotton entrepôt, the Liverpool of the
twelfth century. Some traders became dedicated cotton merchants, buying lowgrade raw cotton from Anatolia, while procuring better-quality fiber from Syria.
This supply was supplemented by Genovese imports from Anatolia, Sicily, and
Egypt. But despite importing large quantities, European merchants had little if any
impact on the specific ways in which raw cotton was grown in the Levant: They
bought cotton from local merchants, loaded it on their ships, and transported it
across the sea. Nevertheless, Venice’s ability to insert itself into and eventually
dominate Mediterranean trade was crucial to the success of the northern Italian
cotton industry. Moreover, it was a harbinger of the wedge that European states and
capitalists would later drive into the heart of the ancient cotton centers.44
Not only did the Mediterranean networks give Italian manufacturers relatively
easy access to raw cotton, but they also provided them with access to “Eastern”
technologies. Northern Italian entrepreneurs appropriated technologies from the
Islamic world—some of which had in turn come from India and China. The twelfth
century witnessed a “massive infusion of outside technology into the European
textile industry”—most importantly the spinning wheel. Before the spinning wheel
was introduced into Europe in the middle of the thirteenth century, Europeans, like

Americans and Africans, had spun with hand spindles. It was a slow process: A
skilled spinner produced about 120 meters of thread per hour. At that rate, it took
about eleven hours to spin enough yarn for one blouse. The spinning wheel
increased the output of European spinners tremendously, tripling productivity. Thus
the availability of a new material—cotton—led to the embrace of the new
manufacturing technique, which is why in medieval Europe the spinning wheel was
also called the “cotton wheel.” If less dramatic than the spinning wheel,
improvement also came to weaving with the horizontal treadle loom. First used in
Europe in the eleventh century, it enabled the weaver to change the sheds—the
device that separates some of the warp threads to allow the shuttle to pass through
—with his feet, freeing the hands to insert the weft, and thus allowing for the
production of finer-quality textiles. It came to Europe from India or China via the
Islamic world.45
The growth of the northern Italian cotton industry rested principally on its access
to raw cotton and manufacturing technology from the Islamic world. Yet these
linkages and dependencies would become Italy’s principal vulnerabilities; the
industry remained distant from the sources of raw materials, and lacked control
over the growing of cotton. Northern Italy’s industry eventually suffered both from
the strengthening of the Islamic cotton industry and the marginalization of its own
trade networks with the Islamic world.46
Yet even before the disruption of these crucial networks, the Italian industry faced
another challenge: the rise of nimbler competitors north of the Alps, in the cities of
southern Germany. They drew, like their Italian counterparts, on cotton from the
Levant. But while Italian manufacturers faced high taxes, high wages, wellorganized urban weavers, and guild restrictions, German producers enjoyed the
advantage of the more tractable German countryside, where they gained access to
cheap labor. By the early fifteenth century, German manufacturers had used this
cost differential not only to capture many of the Italian export markets, including
eastern and northern Europe, Spain, the Baltic region, the Netherlands, and
England, but to make inroads even into the Italian market itself.47

Horizontal treadle loom, Milan, middle of the fourteenth century (illustration credit 1.3)

One such enterprising manufacturer arrived in the southern German town of
Augsburg in 1367. The young weaver Hans Fugger at first tried to sell his father’s
cotton fabrics, but in due course set up as a master weaver himself. In the next
decades, he expanded his investments, eventually employing a hundred weavers in
Augsburg to supply the long-distance trade. By the time of his death, he was among
the fifty wealthiest citizens of Augsburg, and had laid the foundation for the rise of
one of the wealthiest merchant and banking families of medieval Europe.48
Hans Fugger furthered the rapid establishment of a dynamic cotton industry in
southern Germany in the span of just one generation. Between 1363 and 1383, the
output of German weavers effectively supplanted Lombardy fustians on European
markets. Fugger and others like him succeeded because they had access to skilled
textile workers, capital, and trade networks. With its long history of linen
production, southern Germany had powerful long-distance traders with sufficient
capital to fund a new industry. But these traders also had access to cheap labor,
northern European markets, and the ability to enforce regulations guaranteeing the
quality of their products. As a result, cities such as Ulm, Augsburg, Memmingen, and
Nuremberg became major centers of fustian production. The industry eventually
spread east along the Danube and south to Switzerland.49
The control of a rural workforce was crucial. In Ulm, for example, one of the most
important manufacturing centers, only about two thousand people were busy with
cotton production in the city itself, while eighteen thousand workers labored on

cottons in the hinterland. Indeed, most of the weaving was done in the countryside,
not the city, as merchants provided money, raw materials, and even tools to
spinners and weavers—another putting-out network like the ones that characterized
the Indian countryside. This organization of production was much more flexible
than urban production, since no guilds regulated it and since rural weavers
continued to have access to their own land and thus grew their own food.50
With the emergence of a cotton industry in northern Italy and southern Germany,
small regions of Europe for the first time became a minor part of the global cotton
economy. Yet within Europe, the industry was not yet particularly prominent.
Europeans still largely dressed in linen and woolens, not cottons. And hardly any
European cotton goods were consumed outside the continent itself. Moreover, after
the early sixteenth century, the Venice-dependent European industry declined, as
the Thirty Years War disrupted the industry and trade shifted away from the
Mediterranean and toward the Atlantic. In the sixteenth century, indeed, Venice lost
control over the Mediterranean trade to a strengthened Ottoman Empire, which was
encouraging domestic industries and restricted the export of raw cotton. When
Ottoman troops consolidated their hold on the realm in the 1560s, the effects were
felt in distant German cotton textile towns. The rise of the Ottoman Empire, a
powerful state capable of controlling raw and manufactured cotton flows, ruined the
northern Italian and German cotton industries. To make matters worse for the once
dominant Venetians, by the end of the sixteenth century British ships called ever
more frequently in ports such as Izmir (Ottoman Smyrna); in 1589 the sultan
granted the English merchants far-reaching trading privileges.51
Some shrewd observers surely noted that the first European cotton producers,
both the northern Italians and the southern Germans, failed at least in part because
they had not subjugated those people who supplied them with cotton. It was a
lesson that would not be forgotten. As the sixteenth century came to a close, an
entirely new cotton industry arose that focused on the Atlantic, not the
Mediterranean. Europeans took for granted that only the projection of state power
would ensure success in these new trade zones.52

Chapter Two

Building War Capitalism

Capturing global cotton networks: the British East India Company “factory” in Cossimbazar, West Bengal, c.
1795 (illustration credit 2.1)

Though impressive, the emergence of cotton production in twelfth-century northern
Italy, and later in fifteenth-century southern Germany, did not seem world-altering.
In each instance, boom was followed by bust. And the larger cotton industry,
already well established on three continents, continued to hum along as it had for
centuries. World production still centered on India and China, and intercontinental
trade was still dominated by the products of Indian weavers. No significant
technological or organizational departures characterized the European industry:
Asian producers remained at the cutting edge of textile technology. To be sure,
Europe’s new manufacturing endeavors produced an unprecedented quantity of
cotton cloth for that continent, spread a taste for cotton fabrics, and established
widespread knowledge about the principles of cotton manufacturing—all factors
that eventually became exceedingly important. But for now those small shifts were
irrelevant to the global cotton industry, because Europeans lacked the ability to
compete in transoceanic markets, not least because the quality of their output was
much inferior to that of India. Unlike Indian or Chinese producers, moreover,
Europeans depended on the import of raw cotton from distant regions of the world

—regions over which they enjoyed little control. And in 1600, most Europeans
continued to clothe themselves in linens and woolens.
Over the next two hundred years, however, all that was to change. The change
was slow, at first hardly perceptible, but the momentum built, faster and faster and
then exponentially. The ultimate result was a radical reorganization of the world’s
leading manufacturing industry: an explosion in how and where cotton was grown
and manufactured, and a shocking vision of how the crop could yoke the world
together. This recasting of cotton did not at first derive from technical advances, nor
from organizational advantages, but instead from a far simpler source: the ability
and willingness to project capital and power across vast oceans. With increasing
frequency, Europeans inserted themselves, often violently, into the global networks
of the cotton trade—within Asia as well as between Asia and the rest of the world—
before using that same power to create entirely novel networks between Africa, the
Americas, and Europe.1 Europe’s first incursion into the world of cotton had
collapsed in the face of superior power; new generations of European capitalists and
statesmen took heed and built a comparative advantage with a willingness and
ability to use force to extend their interests. Europeans became important to the
worlds of cotton not because of new inventions or superior technologies, but
because of their ability to reshape and then dominate global cotton networks.
European capitalists and rulers altered global networks through multiple means.
The muscle of armed trade enabled the creation of a complex, Eurocentric maritime
trade web; the forging of a military-fiscal state allowed for the projection of power
into the far-flung corners of the world; the invention of financial instruments—from
marine insurance to bills of lading—allowed for the transfer of capital and goods
over long distances; the development of a legal system gave a modicum of security
to global investments; the construction of alliances with distant capitalists and rulers
provided access to local weavers and cotton growers; the expropriation of land and
the deportation of Africans created flourishing plantations. Unbeknownst to
contemporaries, these alterations were the first steps toward the Industrial
Revolution. Centuries before the “great divergence” of per capita economic output
between Europe and East Asia, a small group of Europeans seized control of the
heretofore episodic and gradual process of forging global economic connections,
with dramatic consequences not only for the cotton industry but for human societies
across the globe. The “great divergence” was at first a divergence of state power as
well as a peculiar relationship between these states and capital owners. In the
process, the many worlds of cotton became a European-centered empire of cotton.
Christopher Columbus’s landing in the Americas in 1492 marked the first
momentous event in this recasting of global connections. That journey set off the
world’s greatest land grab, with Hernán Cortés attacking the Aztec Empire in 1518
and establishing vast territorial claims for the Spaniards in America, spreading into
South America and also farther north. By the mid-sixteenth century, Portugal had
followed suit and acquired what is today Brazil. The French set out to the Americas
in 1605 and acquired Quebec; parts of the modern-day midwestern and southern
United States, which were grouped into a French administrative unit called
Louisiana; and a number of Caribbean islands, including, in 1695, Saint-Domingue,
the western third of Hispaniola. England established its first successful American

settlement in Jamestown, which became a part of the colony of Virginia, in 1607,
soon to be expanded with further colonies in North America and also the Caribbean.
Eventually, as we will see, controlling huge territories in the Americas allowed,
among other things, the monocultural growing of large quantities of cotton.
The second momentous event in the history of cotton came five years later, in
1497, when Vasco da Gama sailed triumphantly into the port of Calicut, having
pioneered a sea route from Europe to India around the Cape of Good Hope. Now
Europeans could for the first time access the products of Indian weavers—the
world’s dominant producers—without having to rely on the numerous middlemen
who had transported Indian cloth by ship across the Indian Ocean, by camel across
Arabia, and then by boat to European ports. Europeans began establishing formal
trade relations on the Indian subcontinent when da Gama obtained permission from
local rulers to trade in Calicut in 1498. By the early sixteenth century, the
Portuguese had established a series of trading outposts on India’s west coast, most
enduringly in Goa. At the end of the sixteenth century, the Netherlands and Great
Britain began to challenge Portugal’s monopoly on trade with Asia by chartering
joint-stock companies, hoping to catch a share of the highly profitable spice trade.
After a series of Anglo-Dutch wars, the Dutch and the British agreed to divide their
spheres of interest in Asia, with the Indian textile trade falling mostly into British
hands.
That expansion into South Asia, at first, was the most momentous intervention of
European merchants and statesmen into the networks of the global cotton industry.
With it, Europeans began to play a role in the transoceanic trade of Indian textiles,
pioneered by the Portuguese, who brought large quantities of such cloth to Europe.
They also tried to assert their dominance over the important trade between Gujarat
and both the Arabian Peninsula and eastern Africa—first by violently restricting the
access of Gujarati merchants to those traditional markets (with mixed success), and
in the second half of the sixteenth century by regulating the trade. Other European
merchants later joined in: In 1600, merchants established the British East India
Company, in 1602 the Dutch Vereenigde Oost-Indische Compagnie, and in 1616 the
Danish Dansk Ostindiske Kompagni. By the early seventeenth century, the Dutch
and British were replacing the Portuguese in violently regulating the trade in
Gujarati textiles, seizing Gujarati ships, and limiting local merchants’ access to the
markets of Arabia and, increasingly, Southeast Asia, which were supplied from
factories in southern India, along the Coromandel coast, with Madras at its center.2
France was the last of the great European powers to launch trade with the East. In
1664, French traders founded the Compagnie des Indes Française and brought the
first of what the French called indiennes—colorfully printed cotton cloth—into
France. These companies tried to assert monopoly rights in certain areas, but facing
each other as well as competing independent merchants, their project never
succeeded completely.3
What all these European trading companies had in common was that they
purchased cotton textiles in India, to trade for spices in Southeast Asia, and also to
bring to Europe, whence they might be consumed domestically or shipped to Africa
to pay for slaves to work the plantations just beginning to take root in the New
World. Cotton textiles, for the first time ever, became entangled in a threecontinent-spanning trading system; the consequences of Columbus’s and da Gama’s
momentous journeys fed on one another. European consumers and African traders

hungered for the beautiful chintzes, muslins, and calicoes, or the simpler but useful
plain cloths, spun and woven by South Asian householders and artisans.
As a result, cotton textiles became central to European expansion into Asia.
Already by the early seventeenth century, European traders and merchants played
an important role in the trade at the Bengali port of Dhaka, which for centuries had
been the source of some of the world’s highest-quality cottons. The East India
Company as early as 1621 imported an estimated fifty thousand pieces of cotton
goods into Britain. Forty years later, this number had increased by a factor of five.
Cotton cloths, in fact, became the company’s most important trading good; by 1766
that cloth constituted more than 75 percent of the East India Company’s total
exports. As a result, according to English writer Daniel Defoe—no friend of the
imports—cotton “crept into our Houses, our Closets and Bed Chambers, Curtains,
Cushions, Chairs, and at last Beds themselves were nothing but Calicoes or Indian
stuffs.”4
Armed European merchants inserted themselves successfully into the transoceanic
trade of Indian cotton textiles. In India itself, however, European power was limited.
It basically found its end at the outskirts of port cities, or the walls of the forts that
these soldier-traders increasingly constructed along the coast. To secure the very
large quantities of Indian textiles they exported, European merchants depended on
local traders, banias, who guarded their crucial relationships with the inland farmers
and weavers who grew, spun, and wove these increasingly valuable goods.
Europeans set up warehouses—so-called factories—along the coast of India, in cities
such as Madras, Surat, Dhaka, Cossimbazar, and Calicut, where their agents placed
orders with banias for cloth and received the wares ready for shipment. Hundreds of
leather-bound books, many of which are still extant, recorded each one of these
transactions.5
In 1676, the factory of the British East India Company in Dhaka detailed the
mechanisms through which cloth was purchased, testifying to its dependence on
indigenous traders. The English merchants subcontracted the task of securing cloth
to a number of banias eight to ten months before the trading ships arrived,
specifying the qualities, designs, prices, and delivery dates they desired. African and
European consumers of cotton textiles demanded very particular goods at particular
prices. Banias then advanced cash to various middlemen, who would travel from
village to village to advance funds and contract for finished cloth with individual
weavers.6 Eventually the cloth traveled the same chain back to the English factory
in Dhaka, where merchants graded and prepared it for shipment.
In this system of production, the weavers themselves had control over the rhythm
and organization of their work, owned their tools, just as they had for centuries, and
even retained the right to sell their products to whomever they pleased. As
European demand grew, weavers were able to increase production and raise prices,
which was clearly beneficial to them. In fact, the arrival of European traders in the
Gujarati town of Broach, just as much as in Orissa and Dhaka, gave a new impetus
to the regional cotton industry. Weavers were still poor, yet they could take
advantage of competition for their cloth, as did indigenous banias and even Indian
rulers, who quickly established taxes and duties on the production and export of
cotton cloth.7 The power of European merchants in India was hence significant, but
far from all-encompassing: The English complained that the system was frequently
disrupted by “Arabians and Moguls who trade in Dacca cloth carrying yearly very

considerable quantities of the same overland some so far as the great Turks
Dominions,” as well as by the “contest, trouble and Charge” of the weavers and
local banias.8
This “factory” system, with its continuing dependence on local traders and local
capital, persisted for roughly two centuries. As late as 1800, the British East India
Company agreed to purchase piece goods from Pestonjee Jemsatjee and Sorabje
Jevangee, two merchants in Bombay, for more than 1 million rupees, while the
Surat bania Dadabo Monackjee entered into contracts with weavers north of the city
to deliver cloth for the British. Indeed, at first, Portuguese, English, Dutch, and
French traders were merely the latest arrivals to an old and vibrant market, taking
their place alongside hundreds of merchants from all over South Asia and the
Arabian Peninsula. In Dhaka, as late as the 1700s, European traders acquired only
about one-third of all the cloth traded. And the trading capacity of Europeans in
India remained dependent on South Asian bankers and merchants who financed
cotton growing and manufacturing.9
The insertion of armed European merchants into the Asian trade, however, slowly
marginalized these older networks, as they muscled the once dominant Indian and
Arab traders out of many intercontinental markets. In 1670, one British observer
could still note that Middle Eastern merchants “carried off five times as many
calicoes as the English and the Dutch.” Yet with bigger, faster, and more reliable
boats, and more damaging firepower, “the old pattern of the Indian-Levant trade as
the principal artery for world exchange underwent a complete structural change,”
one historian concludes, with “the Ottoman Empire…the chief loser.” Gujarati
merchants trading with East Africa also began facing European competition. Just as
European merchants became increasingly common in India, they also established
themselves in the East African markets; as a result, on both sides of the Indian
Ocean, Europe’s dominance grew. With the eighteenth-century decline of Surat and
the rise of British Bombay, merchants in western India became even more
dependent on British power.10
The growing influence of European merchants and their sponsoring states in India
eventually began to have important repercussions in Europe itself. As much larger
quantities of Indian cottons traveled to Europe, new markets and fashions emerged.
Beautiful chintzes and muslins attracted the attention of the growing class of
Europeans who had the money to purchase them and the desire to flaunt their social
status by wearing them. As Indian cottons became ever more fashionable in the
eighteenth century, the desire to replace these imports was a powerful incentive to
ramping up cotton production in England and eventually to revolutionize it.11
Moreover, domination in Asia dovetailed with expansion into the Americas. As
Spanish, Portuguese, French, English, and Dutch powers captured huge territories in
the Americas, they took away the continent’s movable wealth: gold and silver. It
was indeed some of these stolen precious metals that had funded the purchase of
cotton fabrics in India in the first place.
Eventually, however, European settlers in the Americas could not discover
sufficient gold and silver and they invented a new road to wealth: plantations
growing tropical and semitropical crops, sugar in particular, but also rice, tobacco,
and indigo. Such plantations needed large numbers of workers, and to secure these
workers, Europeans deported at first thousands and then millions of Africans to the
Americas. European merchants built fortified trading stations along the western

coast of Africa—Goree in present-day Senegal, Elmina in present-day Ghana, Ouidah
in present-day Benin. They paid African rulers to go on a hunt for labor, exchanging
captives for the products of Indian weavers. In the three centuries after 1500, more
than 8 million slaves were transported from Africa to the Americas, first mostly by
Spanish and Portuguese traders, to be joined in the seventeenth century by the
British, French, Dutch, Danish, and others. During the eighteenth century alone,
they deported more than 5 million people, mostly from west-central Africa, the
Bight of Benin, the Gold Coast, and the Bight of Biafra.12 Slaves arrived almost daily
on Caribbean islands, as well as along the coasts of both Americas.
Such trade increased the demand for cotton fabrics, since African rulers and
merchants almost always demanded cotton cloth in exchange for slaves. Although it
is often imagined that the slave trade was animated by simple exchanges of guns
and gewgaws for human export, slaves were more frequently traded for a far more
banal commodity: cotton textiles. One study of 1,308 barters of British merchant
Richard Miles between 1772 and 1780 for 2,218 Gold Coast slaves found that
textiles constituted over half of the value of all traded goods. Portuguese imports to
Luanda in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries tell a similar story:
Woven goods constituted nearly 60 percent of imports.13
African consumers became notorious for their discerning and dynamic tastes,
much to the consternation of European merchants. Indeed, one European traveler
observed that African consumer tastes were “most varied and capricious,” and that
“scarcely two villages concur in their canons of taste.” When the slave ship Diligent
sailed from its French port in 1731, it carried in its hold a careful assortment of
Indian textiles to cater to the particular demands at the Guinea coast. In the same
way, Richard Miles sent very specific instructions on what colors and types of
textiles were currently in demand on the Gold Coast to his British suppliers, down to
the very manufacturers that should be utilized. “Mr Kershaw’s [manufactures] are
by no means equal to [Knipe’s],” he told a British contact in one 1779 letter, “at
least not in the eyes of the Black traders here, & it is them that are to be pleased.”14
European trade in cotton textiles tied together Asia, the Americas, Africa, and
Europe in a complex commercial web. Never before in the four millennia of the
history of cotton had such a globe-spanning system been invented. Never before had
the products of Indian weavers paid for slaves in Africa to work on the plantations
in the Americas to produce agricultural commodities for European consumers. This
was an awe-inspiring system, speaking clearly to the transformative powers of a
union of capital and state power. What was the most radical was not the particulars
of these trades, but the system in which they were embedded and how different
parts of the system fed upon one another: Europeans had invented a new way of
organizing economic activity.
This expansion of European trade networks into Asia, Africa, and the Americas
did not rest primarily on offering superior goods at good prices, but on the military
subjugation of competitors and a coercive European mercantile presence in many
regions of the world. Depending on the relative balance of social power in particular
places, there were variations on this central theme. In Asia and Africa, Europeans
settled coastal enclaves and dominated transoceanic commerce, without at first
much involvement in cultivation and manufacturing. In other parts of the world,
most prominently the Americas, local populations were expropriated and often
displaced or killed. Europeans invented the world anew by embarking upon

plantation agriculture on a massive scale. Once Europeans became involved in
production, they fastened their economic fortunes to slavery. These three moves—
imperial expansion, expropriation, and slavery—became central to the forging of a
new global economic order and eventually the emergence of capitalism.
They combined with one other feature of this new world: states that backed these
merchant and settler ventures, but that only weakly asserted their sovereignty over
the places and peoples in distant territories. Instead, private capitalists, often
organized in chartered companies (such as the British East India Company) asserted
sovereignty over land and people, and structured connections to local rulers.
Heavily armed privateering capitalists became the symbol of this new world of
European domination, as their cannon-filled boats and their soldier-traders, armed
private militias, and settlers captured land and labor and blew competitors, quite
literally, out of the water. Privatized violence was one of their core competencies.
While European states had envisioned, encouraged, and enabled the creation of vast
colonial empires, they remained weak and thin on the ground, providing private
actors the space and leeway to forge new modes of trade and production. Not secure
property rights but a wave of expropriation of labor and land characterized this
moment, testifying to capitalism’s illiberal origins.
The beating heart of this new system was slavery. The deportation of many
millions of Africans to the Americas intensified connections to India because it
increased pressure to secure more cotton cloth. It was that trade that established a
more significant European mercantile presence in Africa. And it was that trade that
made it possible to give economic value to the vast territories captured in the
Americas, and thus to overcome Europe’s own resource constraints. This
multifaceted system certainly showed variation and changed over time, but it was
sufficiently different from the world that came before and the world that would
emerge from it in the nineteenth century that it deserves its own name: war
capitalism.
War capitalism relied on the capacity of rich and powerful Europeans to divide
the world into an “inside” and an “outside.” The “inside” encompassed the laws,
institutions, and customs of the mother country, where state-enforced order ruled.
The “outside,” by contrast, was characterized by imperial domination, the
expropriation of vast territories, decimation of indigenous peoples, theft of their
resources, enslavement, and the domination of vast tracts of land by private
capitalists with little effective oversight by distant European states. In these imperial
dependencies, the rules of the inside did not apply. There, masters trumped states,
violence defied the law, and bold physical coercion by private actors remade
markets. While, as Adam Smith argued, such territories advanced “more rapidly to
wealth and greatness than any other human society,” they did so via a social tabula
rasa, which, perhaps ironically, provided the foundation for the emergence of very
different societies and states on war capitalism’s “inside.”15
War capitalism had an unprecedented transformative potential. At the root of the
emergence of the modern world of sustained economic growth, it created
unfathomable suffering, but also a consequential transformation of the organization
of economic space: A multipolar world increasingly became unipolar. Power long
spread across multiple continents and through numerous networks increasingly
became centralized through a single node, dominated by European capitalists and
European states. At the core of this change stood cotton, as the multiple and diverse

worlds of the production and distribution of this commodity increasingly lost
ground to a hierarchical empire organized on a global scale.
Within Europe itself, this reorganization of economic space had continent-wide
repercussions. “Atlantic” powers such as the Netherlands, Great Britain, and France
replaced the erstwhile economic powerhouses such as Venice and its northern
Italian hinterland. As Atlantic trade superseded Mediterranean trade and as the New
World became an important producer of raw materials, cities with links to the
Atlantic also rose in prominence in the manufacturing of cotton textiles. Indeed, as
early as the sixteenth century, expanded cotton manufacturing in Europe was
contingent on a link to the rapidly expanding markets throughout the Atlantic world
—from the cloth markets in Africa to the newly emerging sources of raw cotton in
the Americas. In Flemish cities such as Bruges (starting in 1513) and Leiden
(starting in 1574), cotton manufacturing burgeoned, as Antwerp began to carry a
significant trade in raw cotton and overseas expansion that gave access to huge new
markets. French manufacturers, for identical reasons, also embarked upon new
cotton spinning and weaving ventures in the late sixteenth century.16
Amid these seismic geographic shifts, the most significant in the long run was cotton
manufacturing’s arrival in England. By 1600, Flemish religious refugees began
weaving cotton cloth in English towns. The earliest reference to cotton dates to
1601, “when the name of George Arnould, fustian weaver of Bolton, appears in the
records of quarter sessions.” The industry grew, and by 1620 British cotton
manufacturers exported their wares to France, Spain, Holland, and Germany. Cotton
manufacturing thrived especially in the northern English county of Lancashire,
where both the lack of guild control and the proximity to Liverpool, an important
slaving port, became key to producers who supplied the African trade in slaves and
plantations in the Americas.17
This slowly emerging English cotton industry drew on earlier experiences with the
production of linen and woolens. As on the continent, cottons were at first
manufactured in the countryside. Merchants, many of them Puritans and other
dissenters, advanced raw cotton to peasants, who employed family labor seasonally
to spin and weave, before returning the cloth to the merchants who sold it. As
cotton cloth demand exploded, spinning and weaving became ever more important
to smallholding peasants, and some of them eventually gave up their traditional
crops and became entirely dependent on the industry. Some of the merchants who
organized domestic cotton production turned into substantial businessmen. As they
accumulated capital, they expanded production by providing ever more credit to
ever more spinners and weavers, encouraging an “extensification” of production—
its geographic dispersal throughout ever larger areas of the countryside. This was
the classic putting-out system, quite similar to its incarnations across Asia centuries
earlier, or to the British woolens industry. The countryside became ever more
industrial and its inhabitants ever more dependent on putting-out work for distant
merchants.18
Unlike Indian cotton spinners and weavers, the growing class of English cotton
workers had no independent access to raw materials or to markets. They were
entirely subordinated to the merchants—indeed, they enjoyed less independence
and power than their Indian counterparts.19 British putting-out merchants, as a

result, had far more power than Indian banias. The British cotton men were part of a
rising global power whose navy increasingly dominated the world’s oceans, whose
territorial possessions in the Americas and in Asia—India foremost among them—
grew rapidly, and whose slavers created a plantation complex that rested in various
ways on the manufacturing capacity of spinners and weavers thousands of miles
away in the remote uplands of Lancashire and the plains of Bengal.
Despite these beginnings, their significance emerged only in retrospect.
Throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, Europe’s cotton industry was
not particularly prominent. In England, but also elsewhere in Europe, the
“manufacture of cotton remained almost stationary.” Even after 1697, it grew only
slowly; for example, it took sixty-seven years for the amount of raw cotton worked
up into thread and cloth to approximately double, to 3.87 million pounds. That was
the amount of cotton used in an entire year. By 1858, in contrast, the United States
would export this amount of cotton on average on a single day. France was similar,
and, outside Britain and France, European cotton demand was even less
significant.20
One reason for the relatively slow growth of European cotton manufacturing was
the difficulty of accessing raw cotton. As cotton was not grown in Europe itself, the
industry’s essential raw material had to be brought from distant locations. The
modest demand for raw cotton among European manufacturers of the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries, before the heyday of the new machines that would by
1780 revolutionize cotton manufacturing, was largely met through established and
diversified trade channels, in which cotton remained one commodity among many.
In 1753, twenty-six ships arrived in the port of Liverpool from Jamaica with cotton,
of which twenty-four had less than fifty bags of the fiber on board.21 There were
neither merchants nor ports nor regions of the world that specialized in cotton
production for export.
Since the twelfth century the most important source of cotton imports to Europe,
as we have seen, was the Ottoman Empire, especially western Anatolia and
Macedonia. Throughout the seventeenth century, cotton from Izmir and
Thessaloniki (Ottoman Salonica) continued to dominate local markets, arriving in
London and Marseille alongside other products of the East, such as silk and mohair
yarn. As European demand for raw cotton slowly expanded in the eighteenth
century, Ottoman cotton still filled a significant share: one-quarter of all British
imports between 1700 and 1745, and a similar quantity shipped to Marseille.22
Small quantities of raw cotton also arrived from other regions of the world, such
as the Indian cotton that found its way to London in the 1690s, courtesy of the East
India Company. Similarly, in the 1720s, the Royal African Company reported selling
“At Their House in Leaden-Hall-Street by the Candle, on Thursday the 12th Day of
September 1723, at Ten of the Clock in the Forenoon…. Cotton from Gambia.” A
year later, they offered “Casks of Fine Silk Cotton…from Whyday,” and the
subsequent year “Bags of Guinea Cotton.” But such minor sales paled in comparison
to these merchants’ more important trade items like elephant tusks.23
More important, however, was a new source of cotton: the West Indies. Though
cotton remained a marginal crop compared to sugar on these islands, a number of
small farmers, with fewer resources to invest than the sugar lords, did grow the
“white gold.” The production of these petits blancs, as they were called on the French
islands, remained rather static until 1760. Yet for the British and French cotton

industries, even this small amount of West Indian cotton supplied a significant share
of their needs. And more important, as we will see, its way of production pointed to
the future.24
Before 1770, therefore, European merchants secured the valuable fiber through
well-established trade networks from a wide variety of locations. With the exception
of the West Indies, their influence did not go much beyond the port cities
themselves, as they had neither the power to tinker with how cotton was cultivated
in the hinterland nor the inclination to advance capital for additional cotton
growing. Cotton came to them thanks to the prices they were willing to pay, but
they had no influence on how the cotton came into being. Local growers and
merchants remained powerful actors within this global raw cotton nexus, not least
because they neither specialized in cotton production for export nor in northern
European markets.25

Cotton imports into the UK, 1702–1780, by source, in millions of pounds, five-year trailing averages (illustration
credit 2.2)

As small quantities of raw cotton came to Europe to feed the expanding but in
global terms still puny European cotton industry, demand for cotton cloth grew in
Europe, as well as in Africa and on the slave plantations of the Americas. Yet
European production was insufficient to meet it. In response, English, French,
Dutch, Danish, and Portuguese traders, all with a similar feverish energy, tried to
secure greater quantities of cotton textiles in India under ever more favorable
conditions. While in 1614 British merchants had exported 12,500 untailored pieces
of cotton cloth, between 1699 and 1701 that number spiked to 877,789 pieces
annually. Exports of cloth by the British had increased by a factor of seventy in less
than a hundred years.26
To obtain these fabulous quantities of textiles from India at favorable prices,
representatives for the European East India companies began to insert themselves
even more into the production process within India itself. For decades,

representatives of the chartered European East India companies had complained
about the ability of Indian weavers to sell their goods to competing European
companies, competing Indian banias, traders from other regions of the world, or
even to private European merchants who operated independently of the companies,
creating competition that raised prices. Profitability could be increased only if
Europeans could force weavers to work for their respective company alone.
Monopolizing the market became the way to drive down weavers’ incomes and
drive up the selling price of particular goods.27
European traders were helped in securing cotton cloth in the quantity and quality
they needed, and at the price they desired, because their business practices were
reinforced with political control of increasingly extensive Indian territories. They
came not just as traders, but increasingly as rulers. By the 1730s, the Dhaka factory,
for example, hosted a contingent of military personnel and arms to protect the
company’s interests. Most dramatically, by 1765 the British East India Company—a
group of merchants—ruled Bengal, and in the decades thereafter expanded its
control over other South Asian territories. Such territorial dreams were furthered by
British merchants’ increasing investment in the raw cotton trade between India and
China by the late eighteenth century, which made them hope for the integration of
western Indian cotton tracts into East India Company territories as well. This
assertion of private political power by a state-chartered company over distant
territories was a revolutionary reconceptualization of economic might. States shared
sovereignty over territory and people with private entrepreneurs.28
Among many other things, this new combination of economic and political power
enabled European merchants to gain greater control over textile manufacturing,
especially by increasing control over weavers.29 Along the Coromandel coast the
influential Indian merchants who acted as brokers between Indian weavers and
European exporters increasingly were replaced by agents who were under much
greater control of the European companies already in the seventeenth century. In
Surat, which, like Bengal, would fall under company rule in 1765, the Board of
Trade of the governor-general expressed in 1795 its dissatisfaction with
the system in practice hitherto of having a Contractor who has not himself any
immediate connection with the manufacturers or weavers, but engages in
subordinate contracts with a large number of the Native Merchants of little
property or probity and though bound in responsibility, are not competent to
pay a penalty if forfeited, and that in fact the goods never came into their
possession, and apprehend that the difficulties now existing, will not be
removed but with its abolition or very material alteration.30
Removing the Indian middlemen promised the foreign merchants better control
over production and the ability to secure a greater quantity of piece goods. To that
end, the East India Company tried to bypass the independent Indian banias who had
historically connected them to the weavers by giving that responsibility to Indian
“agents” whom they put on their own payroll. The Board of Trade in London
instructed the governor-general in great detail how to recast the system of
purchasing cotton cloth, hoping thereby to “recover to the Company that genuine
knowledge of the business,” and thus acquire more cloth at cheaper prices by
implementing the “grand Fundamental principle of the Agency System.” Through its

Indian agents the company now made direct advances to weavers, something the
British had not done in earlier years, which was greatly aided by territorial control
and the attendant political authority. While weavers had always depended on credit,
the novel insertion of Europeans into these credit networks along with the efforts of
European merchants to monopolize economic control of particular parts of India
made them ever more dependent on the company. Already by the middle of the
eighteenth century, European companies sent these agents deep into the
manufacturing centers in the countryside near Dhaka, agents who increasingly set
the terms of production and thus succeeded in lowering prices. In the 1790s the East
India Company even encouraged weavers to relocate to Bombay and produce cloth
there—all with the goal of being able to supervise them better “without being
extorted by the Servants of the Rajah of Travancore.”31
The encroachment of British power on the subcontinent meant that weavers
increasingly lost their ability to set prices for cloth. According to the historian
Sinnappah Arasaratnam “they could not produce for any customer they chose; they
had to accept part of their payment in cotton yarn; they were subject to a strict
supervision of the process of manufacture by the Company’s servants who were
located in the village.” Weavers were now often compelled to take advances from
particular merchants. The ultimate aim, never fully realized, was to make weavers
into wage workers—along the lines of what contemporary merchants succeeded in
implementing in the English countryside itself.32
To further their goal, the company now also employed its coercive powers toward
the weavers directly. The company hired large numbers of Indians to supervise and
implement new rules and regulations, in effect bureaucratizing the cloth market.
Extensive new regulations attached weavers legally to the company, making them
unable to sell their cloth on the open market. Company agents now inspected cloth
on the loom, and endeavored to ensure that the cloth was, as promised, sold to the
company. A new system of taxation penalized those weavers who produced for
others.33
The company also increasingly resorted to violence, including corporal
punishment. When a company agent complained that a weaver was working
illegally for a private merchant, “the Company’s Gumashta seized him and his son,
flogged him severely, painted his face black and white, tied his hands behind his
back and marched him through the town escorted by seapoys [sic] [Indian soldiers
in the employ of the English], announcing ‘any weaver found working for private
merchants should receive similar punishment.’ ” Such policies produced their
intended results: Indian weavers’ income fell. In the late seventeenth century, up to
one-third of the price of cloth might have gone to a weaver. By the late eighteenth
century, according to historian Om Prakash, the producer’s share had fallen to about
6 percent. As income and living standards declined, a lullaby sung by Saliya
weavers spoke longingly of a mystical time when their looms contained a silver
plank. By 1795, the company itself observed an “unprecedented mortality among
the Weavers.”34
Unsurprisingly, weavers resisted the coercive encroachment of European capital
in the production process. Some packed up and moved away from territories
controlled by Europeans. Others secretly produced for competitors, but the need to
avoid detection made them vulnerable to pressures for lower prices. At times,
groups of weavers collectively approached the East India Company to complain

about the company’s interference with free trade.35
Such resistance sometimes reduced the power of European capitalists. Thus
despite its wish to eliminate Indian middlemen, the East India Company understood
that “it is impossible to do without the subordinate Contractors,” whose much
denser social networks into weaving villages could never be completely replaced by
company agents. The interests of independent European merchants also often
worked against the company, as they offered weavers more money for cloth, thus
giving weavers an incentive to undermine company policies.36
Despite such constraints, aggressive policies succeeded in getting ever more
cotton cloth into the stores of European traders. European cloth exports from India
amounted to an estimated 30 million yards in 1727, but increased to some 80
million yards annually by the 1790s. British merchants in particular, but also their
French counterparts, controlled the acquisition and export of huge quantities of
cottons woven for export: In 1776, the district of Dhaka alone counted roughly
eighty thousand spinners and twenty-five thousand weavers, while in 1795 the East
India Company estimated that the city of Surat alone contained over fifteen
thousand looms. And there was pressure for more. A 1765 dispatch from the East
India Company office in London to its counterparts in Bombay, reflecting on the
possibilities of the peace following the Seven Years War, beautifully summarizes
what was at the core of the revolutionary reconceptualization of the global
economy.37
Since the Peace the Slaving Trade to the Coast of Africa has greatly encreased,
in course the Demand for Goods proper for that Market is very large; & as We
are very desirous of contributing so far as lyes in Our Powers to the
Encouragement of a Trade on which the well-being of the British plantations in
the West Indies so much depends, & considering the same therefore in a
National View, We expect & positively direct that you conform as near as
possible can, not only to the Provision in general of the several Articles ordered
in the abovementioned List of Investment [i.e., cloth], but those marked A
which are more immediately for that Trade.38
As this message makes clear, cotton from India, slaves from Africa, and sugar
from the Caribbean moved across the planet in a complex commercial dance. The
huge demand for slaves in the Americas created pressure to secure more cotton
cloth from India. Not surprisingly, Francis Baring of the East India Company
concluded in 1793 that from Bengal an “astonishing Mass of Wealth has flowed…
into the Lap of Great Britain.”39
European merchants’ increasing control over the production process in India would
seem to threaten Europe’s own not particularly important or dynamic infant cotton
industry. How could the English, French, Dutch, and other producers possibly
compete against India’s fabrics, which were both superior in quality and cheaper?
And yet it appears that the European industry expanded even as India exported
more cloth. Ironically, imports from India helped the European cotton textile
industry by creating new markets for cotton fabrics and by continuing Europe’s
appropriation of relevant technologies from Asia. In the long run, moreover, imports

from India influenced Europe’s political priorities. As we will see, Great Britain,
France, and others emerged as newly powerful states, with a vocal group of
capitalists; for states and individuals alike, replacing Indian cotton cloth imports
with domestically manufactured cloth became an important, albeit difficult-torealize priority.
Protectionism played a key role in this process, testifying again to the enormous
importance of the state to the “great divergence.” By the late seventeenth century,
with both cotton imports and domestic cotton manufacturing expanding, Europe’s
woolen and linen manufacturers pressured their respective governments to protect
them from upstart cotton manufacturers in general and Indian imports in particular.
Textiles were Europe’s most important manufacturing industry: Dislocation of the
sector by cotton imports and manufacturing seemed to endanger profits and
threaten social stability.40
As early as 1621, only a little more than two decades after the creation of the East
India Company, London wool merchants protested against the growing importation
of cotton cloth. Two years later, in 1623, Parliament debated Indian textile imports,
calling them “injurious to the national interests.” Indeed, agitation against cotton
imports became a constant feature of the English political landscape in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. A 1678 pamphlet, “The Ancient Trades
Decayed and Repaired Again,” warned that the woolen trade was “very much
hindered by our own people, who do wear many foreign commodities instead of our
own.” In 1708, Defoe’s Review printed a bitter editorial that looked “into the real
Decay of our Manufactures,” ascribing the decline to the import of ever increasing
quantities of “Chints and painted Callicoes” by the East India Company. The result
was that “the Bread taken out of [the people’s] Mouths, and the East-India Trade
carry away the whole Employment of their People.” Usually it was woolen and linen
manufacturers who agitated against Indian imports, but sometimes cotton
manufacturers chimed in as well: In 1779, calico printers, fearful that the East India
Company would ruin their business, wrote to the Treasury that “if there is not a
Prohibition put to the East India Company’s going on with their printing
Manufactory in the East Indies a great many more must also leave off this Branch of
Business.”41
Such agitation led to protectionist measures. In 1685, England imposed a 10
percent duty on “all calicoes and other Indian linen and all wrought silks which are
manufactures of India.” In 1690, the tariff was doubled. In 1701, Parliament
outlawed the import of printed cottons, leading to the importation of plain calicoes
for further processing in England, giving a huge boost to British calico printing. A
1721 law went so far as to ban people from wearing printed calicoes if the white
calicoes themselves originated from India, a measure that gave an impetus to calico
fabrication in Britain. Selling Indian cottons was eventually criminalized altogether:
In 1772 Robert Gardiner of London rented an apartment to one W. Blair, who
“brought illegal goods into his house,” namely Indian muslins. He was sent to jail. In
1774, Parliament decreed that cotton cloth for sale in England had to be made
exclusively of cotton spun and woven in England. Only goods destined for reexport
were permitted from the East Indies. The Indian cotton goods not subject to these
bans, such as plain chintz and muslins, were subject to heavy tariffs. In the end, all
of these protectionist measures did not help the domestic woolen and linen industry,
but did spur domestic cotton manufacture.42

Like Britain, France took pains to outlaw the import of Indian cottons. In 1686, in
response to pressure from silk and wool industrialists, it outlawed the manufacture,
use, and sale of cottons. Over the next seventy years, no fewer than two royal edicts
and eighty rulings of the king’s council attempted to repress cottons. Penalties were
made ever more severe, with imprisonment and, starting in 1726, even the death
penalty awaiting offenders. In 1755, France again outlawed the import of Indian
printed textiles for consumption in France, and in 1785 the king reconfirmed the
prohibitions in order to protect a “national industry.” Twenty thousand guards
worked on enforcing these laws, sending as many as 50,000 violators to forced labor
on French galleys. Explicitly excluded from the long list of prohibited Indian
textiles, however, were those destined for Guinée, that is, textiles used in the slave
trade. Slaves, after all, could only be gotten by exchanging them for the cottons
from India.43
Other European countries followed suit: Venice disallowed the import of Indian
cottons in 1700, as did Flanders. In Prussia, a 1721 edict of King Friedrich Wilhelm
outlawed the wearing of printed or painted chintz and cottons. Spain outlawed the
import of Indian textiles in 1717. And in the late eighteenth century, the Ottoman
Empire under Sultan Abdulhamid I prohibited subjects from wearing certain Indian
cloths.44
What began as a policy to protect domestic wool, linen, and silk makers evolved
toward an explicit program of encouraging the domestic production of cotton
textiles. “The prohibition that the industrial nations imposed on printed textiles in
order to encourage their own national production,” the French traveler FrançoisXavier Legoux de Flaix argued in 1807, provided European manufacturers who
could not yet freely compete with Indian weavers with a sense of how promising the
market for cottons would be. Domestic as well as export markets were potentially
huge and extremely elastic. And just as protectionist measures limited access to
European textile markets for Indian producers, European states and merchants
increasingly dominated global networks that allowed them to capture markets for
cotton textiles in other parts of the world. These markets, in fact, provided an outlet
for cottons secured in India as well as for domestic producers. Thus Europeans could
both increase cloth purchases in India and protect their own uncompetitive national
industries—a miraculous feat possible only because war capitalism had allowed
Europeans to dominate global cotton networks while at the same time constructing
new kinds of ever more powerful states whose constant warfare demanded ever
greater resources and thus embraced domestic industry.45
Imperial expansion and the increasing dominance of Europeans in the global
cotton trade allowed, furthermore, for an increasing transfer of Asian knowledge to
Europe. Manufacturers in Europe felt more and more pressure to appropriate these
technologies in order to compete both on price and on quality with Indian
producers. Europe’s movement toward manufacturing cotton textiles was based, in
fact, on what might be considered one of history’s most dramatic instances of
industrial espionage.
One reason that Indian textiles were so popular among European and African
consumers was their superior design and brilliant colors. In order to match the
fabulous qualities of their Indian competitors, European manufacturers, supported
by their various national governments, collected and shared knowledge about
Indian production techniques. French cotton manufacturers, for example, devoted

great effort to copying Indian techniques by closely observing Indian ways of
manufacturing. In 1678, Georges Roques, who worked for the French East India
Company, wrote what quickly became an invaluable report on Indian woodblock
printing techniques, based on his observations in Ahmedabad. Forty years later, in
1718, Le Père Turpin followed suit, and in 1731 Georges de Beaulieu, the second
lieutenant on a French East India Company ship, reached Pondicherry to investigate
how Indian artisans produced chintz. As a result of these and other efforts, by 1743
French manufacturers were capable of copying all but the very finest Indian textiles.
Yet despite this rapid appropriation of Indian techniques, even in the late eighteenth
century cloth from the subcontinent still defined quality. Legoux de Flaix admired in
1807 the qualities of Indian yarn and cloth (“a degree of perfection far beyond what
we are familiar with in Europe”) and once again reported in minute detail on Indian
manufacturing techniques, in the hopes of enabling French artisans to copy them:
“All the weaving combs in France should be made according to the model used in
Bengal,” he advised, among other things. “Then we will succeed in equaling the
Indians in the manufacture of their muslin.”46
Other European manufacturers followed suit. In the late eighteenth century,
Danish travelers ventured to India to understand and appropriate Indian technology.
And throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, English cotton printers
collected and then copied Indian designs using Indian cotton printing expertise.
Publications such as the “Account of the Manufactures carried on at Bangalore, and
the Processes employed by the Natives in Dyeing Silk and Cotton,” or the similarly
oriented “The Genuine Oriental Process for giving to Cotton Yarn, or Stuffs, the fast
or ingrained Colour, known by the Name of Turkey or Adrianople-Red,” exemplified
a persistent interest in technology transfer. Just as was the case with the spinning
wheel and the horizontal treadle loom in the centuries prior, Asia from the sixteenth
through the eighteenth century remained the most important source of cotton
manufacturing and, especially, printing technology. As European domination of the
global networks of cotton quickened, so too did the pace of European assimilation of
Indian technology.47
Replacing Indian cotton cloth with domestic production, both for export markets
and for local consumption, became a goal to aspire to. Glasgow cotton
manufacturers pressured the government to help them gain access to export markets
in 1780, since there was “a surplus of Goods which the Home Consumption cannot
exhaust: and therefore a foreign Sale to a much greater extent becomes
indispensably necessary, in order to occupy the Machinery (which must otherwise
be lost) and also to keep alive the Industry of the People, who have been trained to
this business.”48 Imperial expansion, moreover, had acquainted European, and
especially British, merchants with global cotton markets. By 1770, it had become
clear that markets for cotton textiles in Europe, but even more so in Africa, the
Americas, and, of course, Asia, were huge—and the opportunities for profit to
anyone able to produce for these markets on a competitive basis virtually limitless.
Knowledge of the elasticity and profitability of these markets derived directly from
merchants’ experience in the world’s long-distance cotton trade networks.49
Indeed, export markets eventually became central to Europe’s cotton textile
manufacturers—markets that had been captured, at first, through the export of
fabrics from India. “It is of very great importance to our Investment,” the London
Commercial Department wrote to its counterparts in Bombay, “that we should be

enabled to bring regularly to Sale a considerable amount of Surat Goods for the
supply of the African Trade in particular.” West Africans turned into principal
customers for cotton cloth secured by the French from Pondicherry not least because
imports into France itself were illegal. As Legoux de Flaix observed in the late
eighteenth century, “It was the establishment of colonies [in the West Indies] and
the slave trade which gave birth to this branch of commerce with Indoustan…. But
if the colonies of the Antilles cease to buy slaves, one can say without doubt, that
this article will decline more and more.”50
English manufacturers and merchants had relied early on exports of domestic and
Indian fabrics to Africa. This reliance on overseas markets became pronounced after
1750. As historian Joseph E. Inikori has shown, in 1760, Britain exported about onethird of its cotton cloth production. By the end of the eighteenth century the share
going abroad had expanded to about two-thirds. Africa and the Americas were the
most important markets. By mid-century, 94 percent of all cotton cloth exports from
Britain went there. The sheer scale of this market meant that those able to compete
there could reap fortunes. Adam Smith saw this clearly when he wrote in 1776 that
by “opening a new and inexhaustible market to all the commodities of Europe, it
gave occasion to new divisions of labour and improvements of art, which, in the
narrow circle of the ancient commerce, could never have taken place for want of a
market to take off the greater part of their produce.”51
Africans’ appreciation for these cottons was grounded in their own cotton
industry and their much earlier exposure to Indian textiles. European slave
merchants at first struggled to deliver exactly the type of cloth for which African
demand already existed, especially indigo blue and white cottons. Around 1730 the
East India Company remarked that a shortage of Indian cottons had “put people
upon making goods in imitation of them here” in England—and European traders
even exported cloth under their Indian names, because Africans usually preferred
cloth “made in India.” In a memorandum for the Board of Trade, Elias Barnes hoped
that British weavers could successfully copy Indian cottons. The potential market for
such cloth, he believed, was immense: “Besides what is consumed in our Own
Dominions, the whole World will be our customer.” As late as 1791 the Commercial
Department of the East India Company urged Bombay to regularly ship cottons to
England “for the supply of the African trade in particular.”52
Imperial expansion, slavery, and land expropriations—war capitalism—laid the
foundations for the still small and technologically backward domestic cotton
industry in Europe. It provided dynamic markets and access to technology and to
essential raw materials. It also became a significant engine of capital formation.
Mercantile cities such as Liverpool, which derived their wealth largely from slavery,
became important sources of capital for the emerging cotton industry, and cotton
merchants in Liverpool provided ever more credit to manufacturers to enable them
to work up the cotton. London merchants, in turn, who sold the yarn and cloth
coming from British producers advanced credit to Lancashire manufacturers. In fact,
they provided the very important and very significant working capital, as profits
from trade were redirected toward manufacturing, “a flow of capital inwards from
commerce.” Moreover, as these merchants gained wealth in long-distance trade,
they could demand political protections from a government increasingly dependent
on extracting revenue from them.53
Last but not least, war capitalism also nourished the emerging secondary sectors

of the economy such as insurance, finance, and shipping, sectors that would become
exceedingly important to the emergence of the British cotton industry, but also
public institutions such as government credit, money itself, and national defense.
These institutions originated in the world of war capitalism “as advanced industrial
techniques and commercial practices” migrated from export businesses into the
domestic economy.54
European—and especially British—merchants, with the willing partnership of the
British state, had inserted themselves in unique ways into the global networks of
cotton production, between growers and spinners, between spinners and weavers,
between producers and consumers. Long before the advent of new cotton-producing
technologies, they had in fact already rearranged the global cotton industry and
global cotton networks. These networks were dominated by the joint venture of
private capital and increasingly robust states. Together their commitment to armed
trade, industrial espionage, prohibitions, restrictive trade regulations, domination of
territories, capturing of labor, removal of indigenous inhabitants, and the statesponsored creation of territories that were then left to the far-reaching domination
of capitalists had created a new economic order.55
From these abundant exertions by merchants, manufacturers, and government
bureaucrats alike, Europe by the eighteenth century enjoyed a fundamentally new
place in the global networks of cotton. Most of the world’s cotton production was
still located in Asia, and vibrant cotton industries remained throughout Africa and
the Americas, but Europeans now decisively dominated its transoceanic trade. In the
New World, they had built a regime for the production of agricultural commodities
based on slave labor, a system of production that would ultimately make more and
more Europeans into cotton growers, even though little cotton grew on European
soil. Strong European states had simultaneously created barriers to the import of
foreign textiles just as they built a system for the appropriation of foreign
technology. By orchestrating economic processes in Asia, Africa, and the Americas
as well as in Europe, Europeans gained the paradoxical ability to direct the global
trade in Indian textiles while at the same time keeping Asian cloth increasingly out
of Europe, instead trading the products in Africa and elsewhere beyond Europe’s
shores. A globalized textile industry had emerged and Europeans, for the first time,
had grasped the vast scope of the global demand for cotton goods.
What set European statesmen and capitalists apart from their counterparts
elsewhere was their ability to dominate these global networks. Whereas trade in
Africa, Asia, and the Americas had been characterized by networks fueled by the
mutually advantageous exchange of goods, Europeans built transcontinental
production systems that exploded existing social relations on their continent and
elsewhere. The significance of this early history of global interaction was not global
trade as such (which remained of limited quantitative importance to all economies),
but instead the reshaping of how things were produced, both in time and in space,
and the social and political ramifications of that production.56 India and China, or,
for that matter, the Aztec and Inca empires, had not even come close to such global
dominance, and even less so to reinventing how people produced things in the farflung corners of the globe. And yet starting in the sixteenth century, armed
European capitalists and capital-rich European states reorganized the world’s cotton

industry. It was this early embrace of war capitalism that was the precondition for
the Industrial Revolution that eventually created an enormous further push toward
global economic integration and continues to shape and reshape our world today.
What happened was a swift transition from the older world of cotton—
discontinuous, multifocal, horizontal—to an integrated, centralized, and hierarchical
empire of cotton. As late as the mid-eighteenth century, it would have seemed
unlikely to contemporary observers that Europe, and especially Britain, would very
soon turn into the world’s most important cotton manufacturer. Indeed, even in
1860, James A. Mann, a fellow at the Statistical Society of London and a Member of
the Royal Asiatic Society, could still remember:
Our own condition, at a period very recent, would but ill-compare with the
then inhabitants of the New World or of India; our moral condition with all the
advantages of climate, was absolutely below the latter, and the position of the
manufacturing art in America, at the date of its discovery, or in India,
surpassed even that of our woolen manufacture; and to this day, with all our
appliances, we cannot surpass in fineness the muslins of the East, or the
solidity and elegance of the Hamaca’s, the Brazilians and Carribees were wont
to weave. When our people were in primeval darkness, East and West were in
comparative light.
India…is the source whence we received indirectly our ideas of trade; it was
the manufactures of that country, as of China, that inspired the minds of our
forefathers with the wish for luxuries according to the received notions of the
times. The period in which the manufacture was carried on in India, formed
comparatively speaking, the dawning of our day; the sun was then traveling
from another and past era in the world’s commerce. The Indian manufacture
was the forecast of that light, which, intensifying on its road hither, gained the
needful warmth to dispel the early mists of morn, and develop the embryo
state; and strengthened by the energy of the European, it has given rise to a
new era of commercial splendour never before witnessed.57
As the sun was made to rise over a small part of Europe, as enterprising
Europeans sucked the discontinuous, multifocal, and horizontal worlds of cotton
slowly into their orbit, they invented tools and methods that enabled them to
mobilize land, labor, and markets in the service of a newly and boldly imagined
empire. By creating this vast sphere of war capitalism that followed rules so
different from the ones in Europe itself, they created not just the conditions for the
“great divergence” and the Industrial Revolution but also for a further strengthening
of states at home that would in turn become crucial to the creation of the empire of
cotton. By 1780, Europe in general, and Britain in particular, had become a hub of
the world’s cotton networks.

Chapter Three

The Wages of War Capitalism

Spinning mule, Lancashire, 1835 (illustration credit 3.1)

The revolution began in the most unlikely places: a quiet valley in the low hills that
surround Manchester, for example. Today just a short bus ride away from the city’s
bustling international airport, Quarry Bank Mill attracts tourists as much for its
well-kept gardens as for its industrial history. Visitors stroll along the banks of the
Bollin River, whose waters over the millennia have cut a valley perhaps a hundred
feet deep into the surrounding fields.
Two centuries ago that river inspired a British merchant to launch one of the most
important experiments in human history. In 1784, on the bank of the stream,
Samuel Greg gathered together in a small factory a few newfangled spinning
machines, so-called water frames, a collection of orphaned children, putting-out
workers from surrounding villages, and a supply of Caribbean cotton. Eschewing the
power supply that spinners had been using for hundreds of years—human—Greg
put his yarn-spinning machines into motion using the weight of falling water.
Though modest in size, Greg’s mill was unlike anything the world had seen. By 1784
here and on a handful of riverbanks nearby, for the first time in human history,
machines powered by non-animate energy manufactured yarn. Greg and his
manufacturing contemporaries, after decades of tinkering, had suddenly increased
the productivity of one of mankind’s oldest industries, and with it began to
choreograph an unprecedentedly grand movement of machines and people.

Samuel Greg’s venture was a quintessentially local event. Greg was born in 1758
in Belfast, but grew up in Manchester, and moved to nearby Styal soon after
realizing the capacities embedded in its sleepy stream. His workers came from the
valleys, hills, and orphanages of Cheshire and nearby Lancashire. Even his machines
had recently been invented in nearby towns and cities. Like Silicon Valley’s role as
the incubator of the late-twentieth-century computer revolution, the idyllic rolling
hills around Manchester emerged in the late eighteenth century as the hotbed of
that era’s cutting-edge industry—cotton textiles. In an area forming an arc of about
thirty-five miles around Manchester, the countryside filled with mills, country towns
turned into cities, and tens of thousands of people moved from farms into factories.
What at first glance seems like a local, even provincial event, however, could not
have occurred without the ideas, materials, and markets provided by the recasting
of the worlds of cotton during the previous three centuries. Greg’s factory was
embedded within globe-spanning networks—and would eventually spark around the
world far greater changes than Greg could comprehend. Greg secured the essential
raw material for production from his merchant relatives in Liverpool, who had
purchased it off boats from places like Jamaica and Brazil. The very idea of cotton
fabrics, and the technologies for finishing them, as we know, came from Asia, India
in particular, and Greg’s desire to produce them was largely motivated by his hope
to replace the products of Indian spinners and weavers in domestic as well as
international markets. Last but not least, much of Greg’s production would leave the
United Kingdom for destinations elsewhere—feeding the slave trade on the western
coast of Africa, dressing Greg’s very own slaves on the island of Dominica, and
catering to consumers in continental Europe. Samuel Greg was able to draw upon all
of these networks in large part because British merchants had long dominated them.
The actual material contribution made by Greg and his colleagues during the
heyday of the Industrial Revolution between 1780 and 1815 would still not come
close to matching the volume and the quality of Asian, Latin American, and African
spinners and weavers. Yet their mills were the future. These water-powered (and,
soon, steam-powered)machines, driven by relentless innovation, animated by wage
workers, enabled by significant capital accumulation and the willing encouragement
of a new kind of state, seemed almost magical, and they created the central pillar of
the empire of cotton. From this local spark, England came to dominate a manypronged world economy, making one of humanity’s most important industries its
own. From this local spark, industrial capitalism would emerge and eventually
spread its wings across the globe. From this local spark, the world as most of us
know it emerged.

The changing spatial arrangements between growers, manufacturers, and consumers of cotton in the world,

2000 BCE–1860 CE. Phase I: Multipolar, disconnected. Phase II: After 1600, networks focused increasingly on
Europe, but production remained dispersed. Phase III: After the Industrial Revolution, production networks
focused on Europe, and a multicentric industry became unipolar. (illustration credit 3.2)

“This Land of Long Chimneys”: The Industrial Revolution in the United Kingdom, 1780–1815

Samuel Greg was important to this story; he and his contemporaries shaped the
future. But like most successful revolutionaries, they relied on the past, on the
networks constructed by British merchants, planters, and the state during the
previous two hundred years. In other words, the power they harnessed in water was
only possible because of the power harnessed by war capitalism. Slavery, colonial
domination, militarized trade, and land expropriations provided the fertile soil from
which a new kind of capitalism would sprout. Greg’s genius lay in realizing that
risk-taking English entrepreneurs like him could build upon this material and

institutional heritage and generate unprecedented wealth and power by embracing
the heretofore ungentlemanly world of manufacturing.
Greg had deep roots in war capitalism, its violent appropriation of territory and
slave labor, as well its reliance on the imperial state to secure new technologies and
markets. He had secured his part of the family fortune through Hillsborough Estate,
a profitable sugar plantation on the Caribbean island of Dominica, where he held
hundreds of enslaved Africans until the final abolition of slavery in British territories
in 1834. Greg’s uncles Robert and Nathaniel Hyde, who had raised him from age
nine and also provided much of the capital for the building of Quarry Bank Mill,
were also textile manufacturers, West Indian plantation owners, and merchants.
Greg’s wife, Hannah Lightbody, was born into a family involved in the slave trade,
while his sister-in-law’s family had moved from the slave trade into the export of
cloth to Africa.1
Most of Greg’s fellow cotton manufacturers came from considerably less
prosperous circumstances, without Caribbean slave plantations. They had
accumulated only modest amounts of capital, but had a wealth of tinkering spirit
and technical aptitude—as well as a hunger for the huge profits that might be
generated by manufacturing. Yet they, too, drew their essential raw material—
cotton—from slave labor. Even they catered to markets that had first been opened
by the trade in Indian cotton textiles, textiles that had been kept out of many
European markets in order to protect noncompetitive European producers. And
they, too, drew on Indian technologies captured through British imperial expansion
on that continent. Many, moreover, used capital accumulated via the Atlantic trade
and catered to Atlantic markets—especially in Africa and in the Americas,
economies fueled almost exclusively by slave labor. And for them, war capitalism
had also provided many learning opportunities—how to organize long-distance
trade, for example, how to run domestic industries; an understanding of the
mechanisms to move capital across oceans—lessons that informed the development
of domestic financial instruments. Even modern labor cost accounting had emerged
from the world of the slave plantation and only later migrated into modern industry.
And British entrepreneurs’ incentive and ability to reinvent radically the production
of cotton textiles was protected by a powerful imperial state, a state that itself had
been the product of war capitalism.2

Bringing war capitalism home: Hannah Lightbody, Samuel Greg’s wife, and daughter of a Liverpool merchant
family (illustration credit 3.3)

Most crucially, by the second half of the eighteenth century, that heritage allowed
British merchants to assume commanding roles at many vital nodes of the global
cotton industry—even though British workers produced only a tiny percentage of
global output and Britain’s farmers grew no cotton whatsoever. England’s
domination of these global networks, as we will see, was essential to recast
production and become the unlikely source of the cotton-fueled Industrial
Revolution. While certainly still revolutionary, industrial capitalism was the
offspring of war capitalism, the previous centuries’ great innovation.3
Samuel Greg and his fellow innovators knew that the global reach and power of
the British Empire gave them a tremendous advantage over their fellow merchants
and artisans in Frankfurt, Calcutta, or Rio de Janeiro. Having started out as a
merchant in the employ of his uncles, he had already organized a large putting-out
network of cotton spinners and weavers in the Lancashire and Cheshire countryside
before investing in his new machines. In addition to the profits and labor from this
putting-out network, Greg had easy access to abundant capital from his wife’s
family. And the Rathbone family, which would become one of the dominant players
in the nineteenth-century cotton trade, stood ready in 1780 to supply raw cotton to
Greg. He knew firsthand that the market for cotton fabrics—in continental Europe,
along the coast of Africa, and in the Americas—was rapidly expanding.4
And while the upside was tremendous, the risks of these first ventures were
modest. In the 1780s, Greg invested at first a fairly small amount of capital into his
Quarry Bank Mill: £3,000, the equivalent of about half a million U.S. dollars today.
Then he recruited ninety children between the ages of ten and twelve from nearby
poorhouses, attaching them for seven years to his factory as “parish apprentices.” By
1800 he supplemented these children with 110 adult workers who received wages.
Greg sold his cloth first mostly to Europe and the West Indies, and, after the 1790s,
increasingly to Russia and the United States. Thanks to those expanding markets,
the new factory, like others, was spectacularly profitable from the beginning,

returning annually 18 percent on his original investment, four times as much as UK
government bonds.5
Contemporary observers as well as modern historians have found many reasons
that explain Greg’s venture, and with it why the much broader Industrial
Revolution, “broke out” in this place, in northern England, and at this time, in the
1780s. The genius of British inventors, the size of the British market and its
unusually deep integration, the geography of Britain with its easy access to
waterborne transport, the importance of religious dissenters for thinking outside the
box, and the creation of a state favorable to entrepreneurial initiative have all been
cited.6 While none of these arguments are unimportant, they omit a core part of the
story of the Industrial Revolution: its dependence on the globe-spanning system of
war capitalism.
As a result of all these factors, for the first time ever, a new character, the
manufacturer, strode onto the scene, an individual who used capital not to enslave
labor or conquer territory, though that remained essential, but to organize workers
into great orchestras of machine-based production. Manufacturers’ efforts to
reorganize production rested on new ways of mobilizing land, labor, and resources
—and called, among other things, for a new connection between capitalists and the
state. It was this nexus of social and political power that together animated
industrial capitalism, the transformational invention of the Industrial Revolution. It
was that innovation that would, as we will see, eventually take wing and travel to
other parts of the world.
Fueled by the wages of war capitalism, Greg and his contemporaries, as one
observer remarked in the 1920s, “wrested the empire of cotton from the East within
a vigorous generation of invention,” rewriting the entire geography of global cotton
manufacturing. Their work was revolutionary because it heralded a new
institutional form for organizing economic activity and a world economy in which
rapid growth and ceaseless reinvention of production became the norm, not the
exception. To be sure, important inventions had been made in the past, and there
had been moments of accelerated economic growth in various regions of the world
before the Industrial Revolution. Yet none of them had created a world in which
revolution itself would become a permanent feature of life, a world in which
economic growth would, despite periodic collapses, seem to fuel its own expansion.
There had been no radical acceleration of economic growth in the thousand years
before 1800 in Europe or elsewhere, and any that had occurred had soon foundered
on the shoals of resource constraints, a food crisis, or disease. Now industrial
capitalism was creating an ever-changing world, and cotton, the world’s most
important industry, was the mainspring of this unprecedented acceleration of
human productivity.7
In retrospect, late-eighteenth-century England seemed ripe for a reinvention of
cotton manufacturing. British capitalists looked back on two centuries of cotton
textile production, had access to investable capital, and employed ever more
peasants to spin and weave at home. Also, British textile producers based in
households had withstood the pressures of imports from India for decades, an
experience that schooled them in the importance of being able to compete with
Indian manufacturers to capture their markets. And last but not least, workers were

available to staff the new factories, workers who did not have the ability to resist
the process of being turned from rural cultivators or artisans into wage laborers.
These factors provided the necessary conditions for a radical reimagining of
production and the institutions in which it was embedded. Such conditions,
however, were hardly unique, in fact they were shared, if not in all aspects, then at
least in many particulars, from China to India to continental Europe to Africa. They
cannot alone explain why the Industrial Revolution broke out in a small part of the
British Isles in the late eighteenth century.8
British capitalists, however, in contrast to their counterparts elsewhere, controlled
many global cotton networks. They had access to uniquely dynamic markets, they
dominated the transoceanic trade in cottons, and they had firsthand knowledge of
the fabulous potential wealth that could come from selling cloth. The core problem
faced by British cotton manufacturers was the difficulty of competing with highquality yet cheap Indian products. In the course of the eighteenth century, as we
have seen, British producers had largely (though not entirely) solved the quality
problem by appropriating Indian technology. Expanding output, and lowering costs,
proved more difficult: The putting-out networks that British merchants had built in
the countryside proved largely resistant to higher production. Work was performed
irregularly, additional workers were difficult to mobilize on short notice, and
transportation costs rose with the volume of work. And it was difficult to enforce
homogeneous quality in products spun and woven on remote farms. With the
existing technology and social organization of production, British outworkers could
hardly compete with cotton workers in other parts of the world. Indeed, they
succeeded mostly only in the protected domestic and colonial markets.9
The main reason for this inability to compete, however, was wage costs. Wages in
the United Kingdom were significantly higher than in other parts of the world;
indeed, in 1770 Lancashire wages were perhaps as much as six times those in India.
Even though by this point improved machinery meant that productivity per cotton
worker in Britain was already two to three times higher than in India, that
multiplier was still not sufficient to level the playing field. War capitalism had
created a fundamentally new set of opportunities for British cotton capitalists, but it
had no answer to the question of how to enter cotton cloth markets in a globally
significant way. Protectionism had been a workable answer to a point, and was
deployed to great success, but the tantalizing possibility of global exports could not
be preserved by such prohibitions. What British cotton capitalists needed was a
dynamic combination of new technologies to lower costs, the further growth of
elastic markets that already had begun to expand on the tails of British expansion,
and a supportive state with the ability not just to protect global empire but to
transform society in Britain itself.10
Since labor costs were the primary obstacle to grasping the new tantalizing
opportunities, British merchants, inventors, and budding manufacturers—practical
men all—focused on methods to increase the productivity of their high-cost labor. In
the process, they effected the most momentous technological change in the history
of cotton. Their first noteworthy innovation came in 1733 with John Kay’s invention
of the flying shuttle. This small wooden tool in the shape of the hull of a ship
allowed weavers to attach the weft thread and then propel it to “fly” from one side
of the loom to the other through the warp threads. The shuttle doubled the
productivity of weavers. At first it spread only slowly, but its spread was

unstoppable: After 1745, despite resistance from weavers who feared for their
livelihoods, it was widely adopted.11
This tiny piece of wood propelled in novel ways prompted a cascade of further
innovations that would gradually but permanently change cotton manufacturing.
The spread of more productive weaving techniques put huge pressure on spinning,
as ever more spinners were needed to supply one weaver with sufficient yarn to
keep the looms working. Despite more women in ever more households working
longer hours on the spinning wheel, the supply was insufficient. After Kay’s
invention it took four spinners to supply one weaver. Many artisans tried to find
ways to circumvent this bottleneck, and by the 1760s productivity increases became
possible with James Hargreaves’s invention of the spinning jenny. The jenny
consisted of a hand-operated wheel that would rotate a number of spindles within a
frame, while the spinner would use her other hand to move a bar back and forth to
extend the thread and then to wind it on the spindles themselves. This machine was
at first able to spin eight separate threads, later sixteen or more, and as early as
1767 it had tripled a spinner’s speed. It spread rapidly, and by 1786 there were
about twenty thousand in use in Britain.12
As early as 1769, however, spinning was already seeing further improvements
thanks to Richard Arkwright’s water frame, a machine that anticipated Greg’s mill
by relying on falling water. Consisting of four rollers that drew out the cotton
strands before a spindle twisted them into thread, it allowed for continuous
spinning, and unlike the jenny, which had at first been mostly employed in people’s
homes, the water frame required larger amounts of energy, thus concentrating
production in factories. A decade later, in 1779, Samuel Crompton’s mule was the
capstone of these inventions, combining elements of the jenny with those of the
water frame (hence its name). The mule was a long machine with two parallel
carriages: Bobbins of roving (lightly twisted cotton fibers) lined one side, and
spindles ready to accept spun yarn lined the other. The exterior carriage, mounted
on wheels, was pulled out about five feet, stretching multiple lengths of roving
simultaneously. The number of rovings spun depended on the number of spindles
mounted to the mule: Although two hundred was the norm in the 1790s, the
number would climb to more than thirteen hundred over the ensuing century. The
stretched roving was then twisted into yarn and wound onto the spindles as the
carriage was pushed back in. Unlike with the water frame, which operated
continuously, yarn was produced in five-foot bursts, but was stronger and finer than
yarn produced on water frames. The mule was first powered by water (which
remained the dominant source of power until the 1820s), but later mostly by steam
engines (which James Watt patented in 1769).13
With spinning no longer a laggard, pressure shifted back to weaving. First came a
vast expansion of home-based weaving. With new machines and an abundant supply
of thread, this was a golden age for weavers all over the Lancashire and Cheshire
countryside, as tens of thousands of cottagers spent endless hours on their looms
working up the rapidly increasing output of British spinning factories. While
Edmund Cartwright had patented a water-powered loom as early as 1785,
productivity improvements in weaving at first proved modest, and technical
problems with power looms great.14
Britain’s growing class of manufacturers, despite issues with looms, were acutely
aware that these new machines allowed them to increasingly dominate the one node

in the global cotton complex whose control had eluded them: manufacturing. In
eighteenth-century India, spinners required 50,000 hours to spin a hundred pounds
of raw cotton; their cohorts in 1790 Britain, using a hundred-spindle mule, could
spin the same amount in just 1,000 hours. By 1795 they needed just 300 hours with
the water frame, or, with Roberts’s automated mule after 1825, only 135 hours. In
just three decades, productivity had increased 370 times. Labor costs in England
were now much lower than in India.15
Prices for British yarn fell accordingly, and soon were lower than those
manufactured in India. In 1830, British cotton merchant Edward Baines cited the
price of one pound of Number 40 yarn (the number reflects the quality of the yarn
—the higher the number, the finer the thread) in England as 1 shilling, 2.5 pence,
while in India the same quality and quantity of yarn would cost 3 shillings, 7 pence.
Manchester spinners McConnel & Kennedy reported that the prices for its highquality 100-count yarn fell by 50 percent between 1795 and 1811, and, despite
various ups and downs, continued to fall further throughout the nineteenth century.
While yarn prices, especially of fine yarns, fell the most rapidly, the cost of finished
cloth also declined. A piece of muslin in the early 1780s cost (in deflated prices) 116
shillings per piece; fifty years later the same piece could be had for 28 shillings.16
The resulting boom in cotton manufacturing was unprecedented. After nearly two
centuries of slow growth in Europe, British cotton manufacturing expanded by leaps
and bounds. Between 1780 and 1800, output of cotton textiles in Britain grew
annually by 10.8 percent, and exports by 14 percent; already in 1797 there were
approximately nine hundred cotton factories. In 1788, there had been 50,000 mule
spindles, but thirty-three years later that number had increased to 7 million. While
it had been cheaper to produce cotton cloth in India before 1780, and its quality
had been superior, after that year English manufacturers were able to compete in
European and Atlantic markets, and after 1830 they even began to compete with
Indian producers in India itself. Once Indians began using British-manufactured yarn
and cloth, it signaled to all that the world’s cotton industry had been turned on its
head.17
As ever larger numbers of cotton factories began to dot northern England to
accommodate the new spinning and weaving machines, it might come as a surprise
that the inventors, who had enabled this departure, had started in distinctly
unspectacular ways. They created a world radically different from anything ever
seen before without recourse to theoretical science, often even without much
education. They were skilled men in tiny workshops, with little formal education.
Among the inventors, Kay came from the most prosperous family, as his father was
a modestly successful woolens manufacturer. He might have received some formal
education in France. Hargreaves, on the other hand, was a handloom weaver from
Blackburn, who probably never had any formal schooling—much like Arkwright,
the youngest of seven children born to poor parents, who learned how to read first
from his uncles and then educated himself. Crompton grew up in dire poverty: After
his father died, Crompton began to spin cotton, perhaps as early as age five, while
his mother tried to make ends meet by spinning and weaving. All four were
tinkerers, people who breathed and lived with their machines, trying to solve
practical problems with simple tools and insights that emerged from their day-today efforts to improve production.18
But they were far from local heroes. Their innovations sometimes even brought

down the wrath of their neighbors, who dreaded the job losses the innovators
caused. Fear of mob violence drove Kay and Hargreaves away from the places they
had made their inventions. Neither translated their inventions into wealth; after
losing their efforts to defend their patents, they lived modestly. When Hargreaves
died in Nottingham in 1778, he owned little more than a prize from the Society for
the Encouragement of Arts and Manufactures, and his children were destitute. Only
Arkwright profited from his invention—establishing cotton factories in numerous
locations. Yet a rapidly growing number of British manufacturers did embrace the
new technologies, a British state valued them so highly that it criminalized their
export for nearly half a century after 1786. From then on, technical progress became
a constant: Profits were made by increasing the productivity of human labor. This
would in fact become a defining feature of industrial capitalism.
These new machines, the “macro inventions” celebrated by historians Joel Mokyr,
Patrick O’Brien, and many others, not only accelerated human productivity, but also
altered the nature of the production process itself: They began to regulate the pace
of human labor.19 Dependent on central energy sources and requiring large spaces,
production moved out of the home and into factories. Along with the machines,
workers assembled in unprecedented numbers in central locations. While puttingout merchants had traversed the countryside searching for laborers, now workers
sought out manufacturers in search of employment.
The mechanization of cotton spinning created a novel entity: the cotton mill.
Although mills could vary tremendously in size, they shared one attribute: a nearby
source of running water. To harness its energy, either a dam was constructed or an
inlet was cut from a steep section of river and diverted through a waterwheel. The
waterwheel drove shafts that ran through the length of the mill, upon which large
leather belts could be engaged or disengaged in order to run the various machines.
Unlike its predecessors, the mill’s primary function was not to simply aggregate and
control labor, but to house a complex array of machinery. And by the 1780s, some
mills were taking on gargantuan proportions; at two hundred feet long, thirty feet
wide, and four to six stories in height, they dominated the surrounding
countryside.20
Yarn production in these mills entailed three basic steps: willowing, carding, and
spinning. The first step had workers, generally women, spread the raw cotton upon
meshed tables and beat it with sticks to remove any twigs, leaves, and dirt that the
ginning had failed to remove. Since the process pushed so much fire-hazardous
cotton dust into the air, it was often completed in adjoining buildings rather than
within the main mill complex. After the cotton was cleaned, a series of machines
centralized in the bottom floors of the mill would transform the raw cotton into
“roving,” a thin cord of lightly twisted, parallel fibers ready to be spun. First, the
cotton was fed into a carding engine, a spinning cylinder covered in metal teeth
fitted into a similarly toothed casing. Through carding, a snarled mess of cotton was
turned into an untangled so-called sliver with the fibers running parallel. The cotton
was then fed into a draw frame, a set of rollers through which the sliver was passed
—stretching, twisting, and drawing it—creating the roving. The cotton strand was
then wound into a roving can, from which it could be placed onto a bobbin. Finally,
the cotton was ready to be spun. Spinning machines were located across the top
floors of the mill, and the machines themselves usually took one of two forms:
Arkwright’s water frame or, increasingly, Crompton’s mule.21

To operate all this machinery and to move the cotton through the factory,
manufacturers hired hundreds of workers, most of them children and women. And
while not all workers arrived at the factory gates voluntarily and received wages,
the majority did. This was, as we will see later, another important institutional
innovation of industrial capitalism. Outside the slave plantations of the Americas
capitalists for the first time organized, supervised, and dominated the production
process.22
Such domination of labor by capital, embrace of technological revolution, and
social innovation did not happen elsewhere, including in the heart of the world’s
cotton industry, China and India. This was in some ways surprising, since for
centuries manufacturing in these parts of the world had defined the cutting edge of
global cotton production technology. Way back in 1313, Wang Zhen had written a
description of a “machine for spinning hemp thread” that came quite close to
Hargreaves’s spinning jenny and Arkwright’s water frame. Developing new spinning
machines was certainly within the grasp of Chinese artisans, or, for that matter,
their French or Indian counterparts. Moreover, trade in cotton and cotton textiles
was the most important facet of an increasing commercialization of the Chinese
economy between the fourteenth and nineteenth centuries.23
Despite these promising preconditions, neither China nor India—nor, for that
matter, England’s closest European competitor in technical education, Prussia—
came close to dominating as many nodes within the global cotton production
complex as Britain. Nor did any other country embrace war capitalism as effectively.
Moreover, in India and China, peasants were more secure on the land than their
British counterparts, making it more difficult for eager manufacturers to mobilize
large numbers of workers. Because of the different organization of households,
especially limitations on women’s outside activities, female-dominated spinning had
extremely low opportunity costs in India and China, making the embrace of new
technologies less likely. Women’s labor, in the calculation of peasant households,
was inexpensive. In India, additionally, the chain between the weaver and the final
consumer was a long one, with many intermediaries. “To break out of this
traditional historical institution” proved difficult, as one historian has remarked,
and in the minds of many, of little advantage. Many spinners and weavers in the
English countryside likely felt similarly to their brethren in India and China; they
knew that newer spinning technology would make their home-based manufacturing
unsustainable. And yet with few other means of earning income, and with their
episodic efforts to organize against the encroachment of technology defeated by a
determined state, they had little choice but to capitulate to industrial capitalism.24

Water-powered ramie spinning wheel, China, 1313 (illustration credit 3.4)

Embracing new technologies, subduing labor without enslaving it, and finding
new ways to organize production emerged in cotton mills first, and as a result the
once modest industry scattered along the rivers of Lancashire and neighboring
Cheshire grew by leaps and bounds—around the time of Greg’s construction of his
first mill in 1784, new mills blossomed, and in the decades thereafter existing mills
expanded, sometimes quite significantly. Greg himself employed 2,084 workers in
five mills in 1833, and the number of spindles at his Quarry Bank Mill had
quadrupled, to 10,846. In 1795, cotton manufacturer Robert Peel expanded
operations into twenty-three different mills, all owned and managed by him. In
other instances, new producers entered the industry, often people with little capital
but the right kinds of connections. When Irish merchant William Emerson wanted to
help a relative start a spinning mill, he wrote to his business partners McConnel and
Kennedy in Manchester, informing them in a letter “that a relation of mine has a
desire to acquire a knowledge of Carding and Spinning, and for which purpose, I wd
willingly send him to you for Six Mo and pay you any reasonable price for his
instruction, you d be so good to say if you could with convenience have him
Instructed Either in your own House or any other and on what terms.”25
As factories multiplied, many remained small and their owners were often not
wealthy by the standards of Liverpool merchants, Somerset landowners, or London
bankers. In 1812, 70 percent of all firms had fewer than ten thousand spindles and
were valued at less than £2,000. The entrepreneurs who entered the industry came
from a variety of backgrounds. Many had been merchant-manufacturers, others
manufacturers in different industries, while others had started out as well-off
farmers, or even as apprentices with unusual mechanical abilities. There were
certainly examples of extraordinary social mobility, such as Elkanah Armitage, who
began work at a cotton factory at age eight as a spinner’s helper and fifty-nine years
later owned mills that employed 1,650 workers.26

Others, however, started with more substantial resources, such as Samuel
Oldknow, who was born in 1756 in Anderton, Lancashire. His father already owned
a successful muslin manufacturing operation worked entirely by handlooms.
Following his father’s premature death, Oldknow was apprenticed to his uncle, a
draper, before he returned to his hometown in 1781 to rebuild the family muslin
business. It was auspicious timing. The introduction of the spinning mule in 1779
made high-quality, mass-produced yarn available on an unprecedented scale,
allowing Oldknow to break into a market previously dominated by Indian
manufacturers. Oldknow also partnered with two London firms to secure wide
access to British and overseas markets. As he put it in a draft of a 1783 letter, “The
prospect is at present very propitious.” By 1786, he was the most successful muslin
manufacturer in Britain. Oldknow continued to build mills and expand his
enterprises, at one point controlling some twenty-nine mills. By 1790, he was
branching out into spinning with the construction of a steam-powered factory in
Stockport; by 1793, an even larger six-story spinning mill in Mellor began
production.27
Cotton manufacturing, even if engaged in on a small scale, was astonishingly
profitable in the 1780s and 1790s. The firm of Cardwell & Birle had average annual
returns on their capital of 13.1 percent, N. Dugdale 24.8 percent, and McConnel &
Kennedy 16 percent. Such profits allowed them to expand without much recourse to
formal capital markets. Indeed, “the favorite source of capital [for expansion] was
retained profits.” Yet such capital was often augmented by merchants who invested
in mills that they did not run themselves, and, more important, by London and
Liverpool merchants’ credit for the purchase of raw cotton and the sale of yarn and
cloth. This additional working capital was crucial: While in 1834 fixed capital
investments in factories and machines in the British cotton industry may have
amounted to £14.8 million, working capital invested in raw cotton and wages
equaled £7.4 million—a very significant share. Access to such capital rested often
on personal connections, and as the need to secure significant amounts of
circulating capital increased, it became more difficult for people outside the middle
class to join the ranks of cotton capitalists. High profits from production in turn
made manufacturing an ever more attractive field for further investments.28
One example of the rapid growth of cotton mills was the Manchester cotton
manufacturers McConnel & Kennedy. They founded their partnership in 1791,
focusing on the production of spinning machines, a business that came naturally to
machine maker James McConnel. One day, however, McConnel produced two mules
that his customer could not pay for, and this seeming bad luck led him to begin
using them himself. His partner, John Kennedy, and two other investors expanded
both the production of machines and spinning, investing a total capital of £500, an
exceedingly modest sum. Calling themselves “machine makers and spinners,” they
expanded their mills rapidly, focusing on high-quality yarns. In 1797 they operated
7,464 spindles; by 1810 the number of spindles had increased to 78,972, while the
number of workers they employed grew from 312 in 1802 to 1,020 in 1816. Like
others, they financed that expansion out of retained profits, which had averaged
26.5 percent annually between 1799 and 1804.29
The growth of cotton manufacturing soon made it the center of the British
economy. In 1770, cotton manufacturing had made up just 2.6 percent of the value
added in the economy as a whole. By 1801 it accounted for 17 percent, and by

1831, 22.4 percent. This compared to the iron industry’s share of 6.7 percent, coal’s
7 percent, and woolens’ 14.1 percent. In Britain, as early as 1795, 340,000 people
worked in the spinning industry. By 1830, one in six workers in Britain labored in
cottons. At the same time, the industry itself became centered on a small part of the
British Isles: Lancashire. Seventy percent of all British cotton workers would
eventually labor there, while 80.3 percent of all owners of cotton factories
originated in that same county.30
The explosion of the cotton industry was not a flash in the pan. Instead, as we will
see, other industries would be made possible by the rise of cotton: a railroad
network, the iron industry, and later in the nineteenth century a new set of
industries that would amount to a second industrial revolution. But cotton was the
vanguard. As historian Fernand Braudel has argued, the Industrial Revolution in
cottons affected the “entire national economy.”31 As late as the mid-nineteenth
century, the Industrial Revolution was still, numerically, the story of cotton.
The spectacular take off of the British cotton industry allowed British capitalists—
along with the British state—to retain even more of the wages of war capitalism.
With cheaper production costs thanks to the unprecedented productivity of their
new machines and the new organization of production, with wage workers in large
factories, British manufacturers, as expected, broke into new markets. Domestic
markets expanded as cottons became cheaper and as cotton fabrics became ever
more fashionable as their changing designs mattered increasingly to the selfpresentation of middle-class consumers.32
British cotton manufacturers also moved decisively into the all-important export
market. By the 1780s, they came to sell in markets that British merchants previously
had served with Indian textiles. Fine muslins that had been the pride of Bengal and
“which for some thousands of years stood unequalled” were henceforth produced in
the United Kingdom. This was clearly decisive, since the British market, with its
8.66 million people, was quite small, and per capita disposable income grew only
modestly. Over the course of the eighteenth century cotton exports from Britain
increased two hundred times—yet 94 percent of that increase took place in the two
decades after 1780, when exports exploded by a factor greater than sixteen from
their 1780 value of £355,060 to £5,854,057 in 1800. By the last years of the
eighteenth century, 61.3 percent of all cotton cloth produced on the British Isles was
exported. After 1815, thanks to these exports, England had indeed pretty much
“eliminated all rivals from the non-European world” in the global trade of cotton
yarn and cloth.33
The true boom of the British cotton industry was thus an export boom. By 1800
British manufactured cottons had become a major presence on world markets—and
at the same time thousands of spinners and weavers in newly built factories all over
the English countryside, not to mention hundreds of factory owners and merchants
and seamen, were newly dependent on such foreign markets. As Edward Baines
observed in amazement in 1835, cotton exports “at the present day…are three times
as large as the woolen exports,—having in so short a period outstripped and
distanced a manufacture which has flourished for centuries in England and which
for that length of time all writers on trade had justly considered as the grand source
of commercial wealth to the country.” Indeed, such record trade in cottons

influenced the entire British economy: 56 percent of all additional British exports
from 1784–86 to 1804–6 were in cottons.34

The export explosion: growth of British exports of cotton goods, 1697–1807 (illustration credit 3.5)

British cottons now rapidly replaced Indian cottons on world markets. While in
fiscal year 1800–1801, piece goods valued at £1.4 million were still exported from
Bengal to Britain, by 1809–10, only eight years later, cloth exports had been
reduced to just a bit more than £330,000—and would continue to fall rapidly
thereafter. As a result, Indian weavers, who had dominated global cotton textile
markets for centuries, went into free fall. In 1800, commercial resident John Taylor
wrote a detailed history of the clothing industry of the Bengali city of Dhaka and
reported that the value of cloth exports there had fallen by 50 percent between
1747 and 1797. Spinners especially had been hurt by British competition, and as a
result a great number, he reported, “died of famine.” The people of the once
thriving manufacturing city had been “reduced and impoverished,” its houses
“ruined and abandoned,” and its commercial history become “a melancholy
retrospect.” The “ancient celebrity” and “great wealth” of Dhaka were all but gone.
By 1806, another report on Bengali commerce concluded that “the exports of Piece
Goods on the public account, have also very considerably decreased…the
consequences are, that the weavers finding no employment for their looms, many of
them have been necessitated to quit their homes and seek employment elsewhere;
most of them take to the plough, some remain in their own districts, while others
migrate into distant parts of the country.” One critic of the East India Company,
observing that it seemed the goal of British policy to make India into an importer of
cotton cloth and an exporter of raw cotton, found it “a policy similar to that which
Spain pursued towards the unhappy aborigines of America.”35
British cottons captured the multifaceted export markets formerly controlled by
Indian spinners and weavers, while manufacturers focused at first on selling to parts
of the world subject to war capitalism. During the last decades of the eighteenth
century, the heyday of the Industrial Revolution, more than two-thirds of British
cotton exports went to such places. Exports flowed, in effect, within the same
channels of the Atlantic economy that Britain had spent two hundred years and
untold treasure building. Slaves on plantations in the Americas, unlike agricultural
producers elsewhere, did not produce their own clothing and provided a uniquely

rich market despite the low level of their masters’ provisioning. In the African trade
—mostly in slaves—demand was just as high (and even increasing, as a result of the
cotton planting boom in the Americas), as African merchants began to accept
British-made cloth as equivalent to Indian cloth in quality and price. After 1806,
British cottons were decisively dominating this market that had for so long eluded
them.36
The ability of merchants and manufacturers to access these markets pointed to the
importance of a peculiar and novel form of state, a state that would be the crucial
ingredient for industrial capitalism and would eventually travel in quite peculiar
patterns around the globe. After all, cotton exports expanded on the strength of
British trade networks and the institutions in which they were embedded—from a
strong navy creating and protecting market access to bills of lading allowing for the
transfer of capital over large distances. This state was capable of forging and
protecting global markets, policing its borders, regulating industry, creating and
then enforcing private property rights in land, enforcing contracts over large
geographical distances, forging fiscal tools to tax populations, and building a social,
economic, and legal environment that made the mobilization of labor through wage
payments possible.
As one perceptive French observer argued in the early nineteenth century,
“England has only arrived at the summit of prosperity by persisting for centuries in
the system of protection and prohibition.”37 Indeed, in the end, it was not so much
the new machines that revolutionized the world, impressive and important as they
were. The truly heroic invention was the economic, social, and political institutions
in which these machines were embedded. These institutions came to further define
industrial capitalism and increasingly set it apart from its parent, war capitalism.38
The creation of such a state at the core of industrial capitalism was a complicated
dance between various interests. A rising group of manufacturers pressed for a
recognition of their interests, while statesmen and bureaucrats came to understand
that their own exalted position in the world rested on Great Britain’s rapidly
expanding manufacturing capacity. Manufacturers fought competing interests—the
East India Company, for example—and competing elites, such as aristocratic
landowners. And as merchants and manufacturers accumulated significant resources
on which the state came to depend, these capitalists could translate their growing
importance to the national economy into political influence.39 Cotton mill owners
became increasingly active politically, culminating in the 1832 Reform Act that
extended them the suffrage, allowing many textile entrepreneurs to move into the
House of Commons, where they strenuously lobbied for the (global) interests of
their industry, from the Corn Laws to British colonial expansion.40 The argument of
the manufacturers for policies conducive to their interests was straightforward and
strikingly modern, as this 1789 petition of 103 cotton goods manufacturers from
around Glasgow to the Treasury shows:
That your Petitioners began early to Manufacture British Muslins, and of late
years have made great Progress in extending and improving this valuable
branch of Trade, as well as the other Articles denominated Callicoes, and
Mixed Goods. That the Power of Machinery applied on this Manufactory,

joined to the new Facilities, which a more extended Practice has enabled your
Petitioners to introduce, occasions a surplus of Goods which the Home
Consumption cannot exhaust: and therefore a foreign Sale to a much greater
extent becomes indispensably necessary, in order to occupy the Machinery.41
Built by newly empowered manufacturers and a state with vastly increased
capacity, industrial capitalism found a very different answer to the question of how
to mobilize labor, capital, and markets compared to its parent, war capitalism.
Labor, unlike in the Americas, could be mobilized because changes in the
countryside, including legal changes, had already produced a large group of landless
proletarians who were forced to sell their labor power to survive, and did so without
being physically coerced. Moreover, unlike for the plantation economy of the
Americas, the territorial needs of cotton manufacturing were limited and focused
mostly on accessing waterpower. As markets in land had emerged centuries before,
and property rights in land were relatively secure and protected by the state, the
land grab so typical of war capitalism did not and could not emerge in Britain itself.
At the same time, an interventionist state was able to promote land uses deemed
helpful to general economic development, for instance by allowing expropriations
for the building of turnpikes and canals. Moreover, a highly centralized and
bureaucratic state regulated and taxed domestic industry.42
Finally, and perhaps most decisive for this early moment in the emergence of
industrial capitalism, the mechanisms of war capitalism could be externalized
thanks to the state’s imperial expansion, in effect reducing capitalists’ need to recast
the domestic social structure and their dependence on domestic resources, ranging
from labor to food to raw materials. Some of the problems in the mobilization of
labor, raw materials, territories, and markets had indeed been solved by war
capitalism in the Americas, Africa, and Asia. And it was again a strong state (a state
fortified by the institutional and financial accumulations of war capitalism) that was
the root cause of the ability to externalize some of the labor, land, and resource
mobilization. This state could in fact enforce different kinds of institutions in
different parts of the world, with slavery and wage labor coexisting, for example.
Manufacturers, merchants, and statesmen constructed a new form of capitalism—
a capitalism that would dominate much of the world by the late nineteenth century.
The modern state at its core was sometimes less “visible” than autocratic
monarchical rule, and thus seemed “weaker” as its power was increasingly
embedded in impersonal rules, laws, and bureaucratic mechanisms. Paradoxically,
industrial capitalism made state power less visible as it amplified it. No longer did
the personal authority of the king, the lord, or the master, or age-old custom,
regulate the market; instead the market was made by explicit rules relentlessly
enforced by contracts, laws, and regulations. Weaker states continued to rely on
client networks, the subcontracting of authority, and arbitrary rule—characteristics
that would not provide fertile ground for industrial capitalism. And as European
colonialism spread its tentacles into ever more areas of the world, it further
strengthened the state capacity of the colonizers, while at the same time
undermining political authority and state capacity among the colonized. Just as
state capacity became ever more important, its distribution around the globe
became more unequal.
Tellingly, even though Edward Baines argued in 1835 that “this [cotton] trade

was not the nursling of government protection,” he proceeded to list in
chronological order all “interferences of the legislature” that related to the cotton
industry, from prohibitions to tariffs—a list that would fill seven pages, a striking
reminder of the state’s importance to ensuring the “free” market of cotton.43 In
Great Britain and eventually in a few other states, this dependence of capitalists on
the state attached them firmly to one another and resulted in a kind of
territorialization and “nationalization” of manufacturing capital. Ironically, that link
between capitalists and the state would eventually also empower workers, who
could deploy the state’s dependence on the consent of the governed to mobilize
collectively for higher wages and better working conditions.
It was also because of the awe-inspiring capacity of modern states (what Hegel
would call the “spirit of history”) that war capitalism’s way of mobilizing land,
labor, and markets would be largely irrelevant within Europe itself. This is in many
ways surprising. After all, large-scale and capital-intensive enterprises, the
mobilization of vast numbers of workers, and the tight managerial supervision of
those workers had all been pioneered to great profit on the plantations of the
Americas and seemed to show the way toward the reorganization of production. Yet
in Britain itself, war capitalism provided only the foundation, not the nature, of
capitalism. To dominate production, workers were neither enslaved nor populations
murdered, for capitalists were not fulfilling frontier fantasies beyond the reach of
the state. This was revolutionary, but in our world, in which the institutional
foundations of industrial capitalism have become commonplace, it is hard to
appreciate just how revolutionary it was.
And the relationship between the expansion of manufacturing and the
strengthening of the state was mutually reinforcing. Just as the British state
undergirded the economic dynamism of the cotton industry, that industry’s many
progeny became ever more important to the British state. To fuel the wars of the
late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries that established British hegemony in
the Atlantic, according to Edward Baines, Britain relied heavily on its commerce,
and the most important line of commerce was cotton: “Without the means supplied
by her flourishing manufacturers and trade, the country could not have borne up
under a conflict as prolonged and exhausting.” Cotton goods valued at £150 million
were exported between 1773 and 1815, estimated Baines, filling the coffers of
manufacturers, merchants—and the state. It was the volume and balance of trade
that provided the state the revenues it needed to invest, for example, in expanded
naval power in the first place. State revenues indeed increased by a factor of sixteen
between the late seventeenth and the early nineteenth centuries, as Britain engaged
in these years in a total of fifty-six years of warfare. And fully one-third of tax
revenues in 1800 came from customs. As the Edinburgh Review remarked in 1835,
“How great a degree of our prosperity and power depend on their [manufacturers’]
continued improvement and extension.” State bureaucrats and rulers understood
that manufacturing was a way to produce revenue for the state, as the state itself
now rested on the industrial world it had helped create.44
The first, lurching stages of this great acceleration, as seen at Quarry Bank Mill,
might still have appeared modest. To modern eyes, the new technologies seem
quaint, the factories small, and the impact of the cotton industry limited to a few
regions in just one small part of the world, while much of the globe, even much of
Great Britain, continued as before. The productive capacity of the first factories

dotting the English countryside, looked at from a global perspective, was indeed
minuscule. After all, Chinese spinners and weavers processed about 420 times as
much cotton in 1750 as their counterparts in Britain in 1800, and the numbers for
India were similar.45 In 1800, two decades after Greg’s midwifery to the Industrial
Revolution, less than one-tenth of 1 percent of global cotton cloth production came
from machines invented on the British Isles. Yet once the social and institutional
scaffolding of industrial capitalism had been invented in a decades-long conflict
between capitalists, aristocrats, the state, workers, and peasants, it could spread to
other industries and other parts of the world. The territory for further
transformations was huge.
The Industrial Revolution, powered by cotton, was, as historian Eric Hobsbawm has
put it, “the most important event in world history.” It created a world unlike any
that had come before. “This land of long chimneys,” as cotton manufacturer Thomas
Ashton called it in 1837, was not just different from the centuries-old world of the
British countryside, it was also a vast leap from the world of war capitalism that
merchants, planters, and state officials had forged over the previous two hundred
years. Its spectacle attracted visitors from all over the world, simultaneously awed
and horrified by the sheer scale of it all: the endless chimneys, the chaotic cities, the
spectacular social transformations. An 1808 English visitor saw in Manchester a
town that was “abominably filthy, the Steam Engine is pestiferous, the Dyehouses
noisesome and offensive, and the water of the river as black as ink.” Alexis de
Tocqueville made that same pilgrimage in 1835 and saw a “sort of black smoke
[that] covers the city. The sun seen through it is a disk without rays. Under this half
daylight 300,000 human beings are ceaselessly at work. A thousand noises disturb
this damp, dark labyrinth, but they are not at all the ordinary sounds one hears in
great cities.” However, Tocqueville added, it was “from this foul drain [that] the
greatest stream of human industry flows out to fertilise the whole world. From this
filthy sewer pure gold flows. Here humanity attains its most complete development
and its most brutish; here civilisation works its miracles, and civilised man is turned
back almost into a savage.” Observers from the still pastoral United States were
terrified by this new Old World; Thomas Jefferson wished that his compatriots
would “never…twirl a distaff…let our workshops remain in Europe.”46
Within Britain, and within two decades, cotton’s evolution was vast. It began as
one of the many spoils of imperial expansion, and became the driving commodity
behind the Industrial Revolution. From tufted white bolls emerged a new global
system: industrial capitalism. There was of course inventiveness and innovation in
other industries, but cotton was the only one with a global scope, a strong
connection to coercive labor, and a unique level of the state’s imperial attention to
capture the necessary markets across the world.
Although industrial capitalism would eventually dominate the world, in the
immediate aftermath of its birth it helped to expand and sharpen war capitalism
elsewhere. That was because England’s lopsided lead in the exploitation of
industrial capitalism rested in the ability of its merchants to secure ever more
inexpensive and predictable supplies of cotton for its factories.47 And while British
cotton manufacturers quite suddenly demanded huge new quantities of cotton, the
institutional structures of industrial capitalism were still too immature and

provincial to generate the labor and territory needed to produce all this cotton. For
a terrible ninety years, from about 1770 to 1860, as we will see, industrial
capitalism reinvigorated rather than replaced war capitalism.
In 1858, the president of the Galveston, Houston, and Henderson Railroad
Company, Richard B. Kimball, visited Manchester. His observations are startling in
their prescience: “As I entered your city, a sort of hum, a prolonged, continuous
vibration struck my ear, as if some irresistible and mysterious force was at work.
Need I say it was the noise of your spindles and your looms, and of the machinery
which drives them?…. And I said to myself, what connection shall there be between
Power in Manchester and Nature in America? What connection shall there be
between the cotton fields of Texas, and the Factory, and loom, and spindle of
Manchester?”48 The connection that he felt, but could not name, was the vital cord,
still attached, between war capitalism and industrial capitalism.

Chapter Four

Capturing Labor, Conquering Land

Capturing land: Christopher Columbus arriving on Hispaniola, 1492 (illustration credit 4.1)

We are far remote from the period when men lived, and died, like plants, in the spot
where destiny had produced them…. But of all the travels originating in curiosity,
ambition, or the love of lucre, not one can be compared in the importance of its
results, its extent, or the influence which it had exerted, to the mere transport of the
produce of a weak shrub,—to the travels which industry has imposed upon the wool
of a cotton-tree, the metamorphoses of which are as innumerable as our wants and
desires.1
—Asiatic Journal, 1826
In 1857, the British economist John T. Danson published his attempt to disentangle

the history of the modern cotton textile industry. On the mystery of the “connection
between American Slavery and the British Cotton Manufacture,” he noted that
“there is not, and never has been, any considerable source of supply for cotton,
excepting the East-Indies, which is not obviously and exclusively maintained by
slave-labour.” Efforts to cultivate cotton with free labor had largely failed, he
observed, lending support to his conclusion that “as far as yet appears, [cotton]
must continue to be grown, chiefly by slave-labour.” So ironclad, argued Danson,
was the connection between slave labor in the United States and a prospering
European cotton industry that “I cannot but deem it superfluous to say one word”
about “modifying the existing system.”2
At first glance, Danson seemed correct. The year his essay was published, a full 68
percent of all cotton arriving in the United Kingdom came from the United States,
and slaves grew most of it. Yet the reality that seemed so self-evident to Danson and
others was only a recent invention. Indeed, in the five thousand years of the history
of the world’s cotton industry, slavery had never played an important role. And it
was not just slavery that was new. The emerging cotton complex centered in Europe
was also unique because it did not draw on the production of nearby peasants for its
raw materials. As late as 1791, most of the cotton grown for manufacturing
purposes around the world was produced by small farmers in Asia, Africa, and Latin
America and consumed locally.3 When cotton manufacturing exploded in Great
Britain, it was unclear where enough cotton would come from to feed its hungry
factories. Yet despite these challenges, never before had an industry grown so large
so fast. Indeed, it grew as large as it did, as fast as it did, not despite but because of
its peculiar spatial arrangements and its ability to draw on slave labor.
In the crucible of the late-eighteenth-century cotton revolution, cotton built its
last, but most decisive, link to the newly global, dynamic, and violent form of
capitalism, whose signal feature was the coercive expropriation of land and labor.
Necessitated by the yawning gap between the imperatives of mechanized
manufacturing and the capacities of premodern agriculture, at its core was slavery.4
Rapidly expanding factories consumed cotton so fast that only the exigencies of war
capitalism could secure the necessary reallocation of land and labor. As a result,
indigenous people and land-grabbing settlers, slaves and planters, local artisans and
factory owners woke to a new century clouded by a constant, if one-sided, state of
war. As Danson had understood so well, it was coercion that opened fresh lands and
mobilized new labor, becoming the essential ingredient of the emerging empire of
cotton—and thus an essential ingredient in forging industrial capitalism. Yet by
projecting the world he lived in both backward and forward, Danson missed both
the novelty of slavery’s essential role and the possibility that it could come to an
end.
For millennia, as we have seen, cultivators had grown cotton in Asia, Africa, and
the Americas. But while the cotton plant found a favorable environment in large
stretches of the world’s arable lands, Lancashire, or anywhere else in the British
Isles for that matter, was not among them. Outside of the greenhouses at the Royal
Gardens at Kew (which to this day showcase the core commodities on which the
British Empire rested), Britain and much of Europe was too cold and wet for cotton.
Among European leaders, only French revolutionaries, with their fervent belief in
inventing the world anew, seriously tried to outwit the local climate and grow
cotton—and even they failed.5

Indeed, British cotton manufacturing—and later, manufacturing across Europe—
seemed a poor bet, for it was the first major industry in human history that lacked
locally procured raw materials. In the United Kingdom, woolen and linen
manufacturers had relied on Scottish sheep and English flax, the iron industry had
used Sheffield iron ore, and the pottery manufacturers had worked up clay found in
Staffordshire. Cotton spinning and weaving was different, with British
manufacturers entirely dependent upon imports. To flourish, they required not just
Asian technologies and African markets, but also raw material from yet another
continent. Managing to acquire these materials meant building the first globally
integrated manufacturing industry.
Yet in 1780, even as mechanical innovations occurred at a remarkable pace, a key
piece of this global integration—the actual supply of cotton—remained
undiscovered. The solution that emerged—slaves in the southern United States
growing cotton on land expropriated from Native Americans—was far from obvious
from the perspective of British cotton manufacturers and merchants. After all, in
1780 no cotton whatsoever arrived from North America. Instead, manufacturers
drew on a far-flung network of small-scale suppliers to feed their mills. In the ports
of London and Liverpool, bags of the “white gold” arrived from Izmir and
Thessaloniki in the Ottoman Empire, from Port-au-Prince and Port Royal in the
Caribbean, from Bombay in India and the Gold Coast in Africa. Raw cotton had
traveled comparable routes for many centuries, within Asia, Africa, and the
Americas, as well as between Asia and Europe. Syrian cotton had been spun and
woven in Egypt, Maharashtra cotton in Bengal, Hainan cotton in Jiangnan,
Anatolian cotton in Lucerne, Yucatecan cotton in Teotihuacán, and Macedonian
cotton in Venice.6
By 1780, the surging production speeds of spinning machines in British factories
increasingly strained this traditional nexus. British manufacturers spun about 5.1
million pounds of cotton in 1781, only about two and a half times as much as they
had spun eighty-four years earlier. But a mere nine years later in 1790, that figure
had multiplied six times. By 1800, the quantity had nearly doubled again to 56
million pounds. In France, growth was slower but nonetheless remarkable: In 1789,
4.3 times more cotton was consumed than in 1750, 11 million pounds. Rapidly
falling yarn prices created ever larger groups of consumers, especially in Europe,
where cotton, once a luxury product only accessible to the rich, could now be
consumed by the many, and in Africa, where it would replace the products of Indian
spinners. The increased consumption of raw cotton, as Leeds writer Edward Baines
noted in 1835, “has been rapid and steady far beyond all precedents in any other
manufacture.”7
As demand for raw cotton rose, so too did prices. In 1781, prices for cotton in
Britain were between two and three times higher than they had been a decade
earlier. Manchester manufacturers were “quite convinced that unless some new
source of supply could be found the progress of the rising industry would be
checked, if not altogether arrested.” As a result, “From the 1780s they formed a
powerful and influential group in their efforts to acquaint the planters and the
British government with their requirements.”8
This sudden and unprecedented demand for cotton, and the lucrative prices paid
for it, according to a contemporary expert, “occasioned a most extraordinary
Increase of Culture in every Part, wherever the Climate and Soil could produce it;

and, on this Account, every Sinew in the commercial World was strained to supply
our Wants.” Ottoman growers, who for the past two hundred years had been a
major source of raw cotton for Europe, could not satisfy this exploding demand.
Indeed, throughout the 1780s, exports from Thessaloniki and Izmir remained nearly
level. A severe labor shortage and the tenacity of feudal relations in the Ottoman
countryside limited the supply from Anatolia and Macedonia. The labor shortage
was such that beginning in the 1770s landowners in western Anatolia brought in
thousands of Greek laborers to grow cotton—an expansion that still did not provide
the scale necessary for the supply of European industry. The largely precapitalist
dependencies that structured the world of rural cultivators, the efforts of peasants to
secure their subsistence, the lack of transportation infrastructure, and the continued
political independence of the Ottoman state contributed to Europeans’ inability to
press for the monocultural production of cotton. A rapid reallocation of land and
labor for cotton planting proved impossible. Local elites, moreover, remained a
powerful counterweight against the increasingly influential presence of Western
merchants in port cities such as Izmir and Thessaloniki, hampering the ability of
Western capitalists to reform the social structure in the countryside to produce more
cotton for world markets. Western merchants were also competing for what cotton
there was with domestic spinners, a sizable and relatively prosperous artisan class.
As a result, Ottoman cotton soon became marginal to European markets: while
between 1786 and 1790 the Ottoman Empire supplied 20 percent of cotton imports
to Great Britain, twenty years later it supplied only 1.28 percent and another ten
years later a minuscule 0.29 percent. Unable or unwilling to revolutionize their
countryside and trade networks, Ottoman cotton farmers and merchants exited the
emerging European industrial system.9
With this traditional source of cotton production insufficient to meet demand,
manufacturers desperately looked elsewhere. Cotton merchant William Rathbone
and cotton spinner Richard Arkwright, for example, embarked upon a failed effort
to increase the cotton supply from Africa by creating the Sierra Leone Company.
Manufacturers also cast an acquisitive eye toward India’s bountiful cotton harvests.
Given that the East India Company enjoyed significant power on the subcontinent
and that India was the ancient home of the world’s cotton industry, many expected
it to become a major source of fiber. The company, however, reacted warily to
Manchester’s appeals. The export of raw cotton, they argued, would undermine
manufacturing in India and therefore its own profitable export business of cotton
cloth. “If the Manufactures of Bengal were to suffer any material Check,” warned
the East India Company in 1793, “and become considerable decreased, the Revenue
of that Country would fall off, and its Population decline beyond the Power of
Prevention; for it is not to be expected that even any considerable Encrease in the
Cultivation of raw Materials could become an equivalent for a material Reduction in
the Extent and Encouragement of Manufactures.”10 Moreover, such production for
export would make peasants unduly dependent on purchasing food grains on the
market, “which in an Indifferent Seasin might bring in a scarcity of Grain, nay even
a famine, which would bring desolation on the Country, and an annihilation of
Revenue.”11 Whatever cotton there was available for export the East India Company
shipped to China to finance its purchases of tea, replacing the need to export bullion
there. The resistance of the East India Company compounded other difficulties:
infrastructure that made moving cotton to the coast often prohibitively expensive,

the quality of Indian cotton, especially its short fiber, and a lack of labor in the vast
interior of the South Asian subcontinent. In short, Indian cotton exports to Britain
proved insufficient to satisfy the growing demand.12
More promising than in India, Africa, or Anatolia, it seemed, was the situation in the
West Indies and South America. The exploding demand for cotton was no secret to
the region’s white planters, who had grown small quantities of the fiber since the
1630s. As demand for cotton increased, West Indian and South American merchants
increasingly added cotton shipments to their regular trade in sugar and other
tropical commodities. They also integrated it with their trade in slaves, as in the
case of Liverpool’s Tarleton Brothers, whose trade in cotton was at first just a
sideline to their trade in human beings.
With fortunes to be made, European merchants in the Caribbean tried to secure
more of the white gold. They drew on Caribbean planters who, unlike growers in
Africa, Anatolia, and India, had nearly two centuries of experience growing crops
for European consumers, most importantly sugar. The planters also controlled two
key elements: land suitable for cotton growing and long-standing experience in
mobilizing labor to produce for world markets. In the boom years of the 1770s
through the 1790s, cotton was especially attractive to two up-and-coming groups of
planters. The first consisted of small growers who lacked the capital necessary to
start a sugar plantation and wanted a crop that would let them work more marginal
lands, with fewer slaves and less investment, and still make fabulous profits. On
Saint-Croix, for example, the average cotton plantation drew on the labor of less
than a fifth as many slaves as the average sugar plantation. The second group
consisted of planters in newly settled territories who planted cotton as a first crop
for a few seasons to break the soil and would then use the cotton profits to move
into sugar.13
Collectively, hundreds of these planters opened up a new “commodity frontier”—
a new cotton-producing territory—and with it they began a new chapter in the
global history of cotton. As a result of their decisions and the efforts of their slaves,
cotton exports from the Caribbean exploded. Between 1781 and 1791, cotton
imports quadrupled from the British-controlled islands alone. French planters
followed suit, doubling exports of what French manufacturers called “coton des
Isles” from Saint-Domingue, the Caribbean’s most important cotton island, to France
between 1781 and 1791.14 So rapid was the growth of Caribbean cotton that by
1800 Bahamian planter Nathan Hall reported in awe that the cotton “trade has
increased amazingly.”15
Caribbean cotton came from various sites. Those islands that had been at the
forefront of cotton production earlier in the century—Jamaica, Grenada, and
Dominica, for example—continued to produce cotton, but their exports remained
nearly constant at around two million pounds during the 1770s, and then
approximately doubled during the course of the 1780s. The increase in production
was (relatively) modest because cotton had found a stable place in the local
economy and because sugar cultivation, which required a significant financial
investment, was hardly ever given up for cotton.
But on islands with more uncultivated land and fewer sugar plantations,
production boomed. On Barbados between 1768 and 1789, cotton exports increased

by a factor of eleven, from 240,000 pounds to 2.6 million pounds. First, an ant
invasion had decimated Barbados’s traditional crop, sugar. Then in 1780 a massive
hurricane destroyed much of the island’s sugar infrastructure, which could not
easily be rebuilt because of limited access to raw materials from revolution-torn
North America. Transformed essentially into a huge cotton plantation, Barbados
became the most productive cotton island within the British Empire. Similarly,
Tobago planters had exported no cotton in 1770 but shipped a full 1.5 million
pounds in 1780. And planters in the Bahamas, who had grown virtually no cotton
before the 1770s, by 1787 sold nearly half a million pounds to British merchants.16
Significant amounts of cotton also found their way to Britain from the French
Caribbean islands. There, British merchants profited both from the slower growth of
the French cotton industry and the abundant imports of slaves to Saint-Domingue
above all. In 1770, for example, the French islands produced an estimated 56
percent of the total Caribbean cotton crop, compared to 35 percent for the British.
Saint-Domingue alone shipped 36 percent, or more than all the British islands taken
together. Twenty years later the imbalance continued. Of the 14 million pounds of
cotton that the French islands produced in 1789, only about 6 million pounds were
consumed in France itself, while an estimated 5.7 million pounds were exported
from French mainland ports to Great Britain.17

The Caribbean cotton revolution: West Indian cotton shipments to the United Kingdom, 1750–1795, in million
of pounds (illustration credit 4.2)

As the dependence on cotton produced on the French-controlled islands grew
among Europe’s cotton manufacturers, Saint-Domingue in particular took on a
central role. In 1791, the island, which counted nearly as many cotton as sugar
plantations, exported 6.8 million pounds of cotton to France, 58 percent more than
eight years earlier, and substantial amounts to Britain. This rapid expansion of
cotton production was fueled by the importation of a quarter million African slaves
between 1784 and 1791. At the height of the cotton boom, in the 1780s, as cotton
prices in France increased by 113 percent over 1770 levels, nearly thirty thousand
slaves were shipped to Saint-Domingue annually. That elasticity of the labor supply,
a hallmark of war capitalism, was unmatched by any other region of the world.
Indeed, as mechanized spinning spread on the European continent, ever more

Africans were put in shackles, forced into the holds of ships, sold on the auction
block in Port-au-Prince, transported to remote farms, and then forced to clear the
land and hoe, sow, prune, and harvest the white gold.18
Slavery, in other words, was as essential to the new empire of cotton as proper
climate and good soil. It was slavery that allowed these planters to respond rapidly
to rising prices and expanding markets. Slavery allowed not only for the
mobilization of very large numbers of workers on very short notice, but also for a
regime of violent supervision and virtually ceaseless exploitation that matched the
needs of a crop that was, in the cold language of economists, “effort intensive.”19
Tellingly, many of the slaves who were doing the backbreaking labor to grow cotton
had been and were still being sold for cotton cloth that the European East India
companies shipped from various parts of India to western Africa.
Encouraged by their home governments, rising prices, the availability of labor,
and, within bounds, land, Caribbean planters became the cutting edge of the cotton
revolution. From that moment on, ever newer cotton frontiers replaced one another,
motivated by the unrelenting search for land and labor, as well as soils that had yet
to escape the ecological exhaustion that so often came with cotton growing. The
world’s cotton industry relied upon “restless spatial expansion.”20
Caribbean planters had lengthy experience growing cotton—but so had Ottoman
and Indian farmers. The soil and climate of the Caribbean was well suited to cotton
—but so was the soil of western Anatolia or central India. Caribbean merchants
moved large quantities of cotton easily to European markets—but so did the
merchants of Izmir and Surat. Yet Caribbean planters, unlike Ottoman and Indian
farmers, faced few constraints on land and labor. With the native population
decimated and slaves arriving on an almost daily basis from West Africa, Caribbean
planters’ ability to respond rapidly to newly emerging markets set them decisively
apart from all other cotton growers. While powerful Ottoman and Indian landlords
also resorted to coercion to force peasants to work on their cotton estates, plantation
slavery, as such, never took root.21 Moreover, the infusion of capital that enabled
the rapid reallocation of resources in the Caribbean was hampered elsewhere by the
lack of private ownership of land and the continued political strength of the
Ottoman and Indian rulers. Fresh land and new labor, capitalized by virtually
unrestrained European merchants, bankers, and planters, precipitated an explosion
of cotton growing.
These factors were supplemented by the support, albeit mild, that planters
received from their government. Already in 1768 the British Royal Society of the
Arts had offered a gold medal “for the best Specimen of West-India cotton,” which
was claimed ten years later by Andrew Bennet of Tobago, who had spent years
studying dozens if not hundreds of varieties of cotton. In 1780, the British
government levied a tariff on cotton imported on foreign boats, the “proceeds to be
devoted to the encouragement of the growth of cotton in his Majesty’s Leeward
Islands, and for encouraging the import thereof into Great Britain.” Later, the British
Board of Trade asked a Polish botanist, Anton Pantaleon Hove, to collect
cottonseeds in India and forward them to the Caribbean. And in 1786, Lord Sydney,
secretary of state for the colonies, pressured by manufacturers in Manchester, called
upon the governors of the West Indian colonies to encourage planters to grow
cotton. In response, the governor of Dominica, John Orde, went so far as to promise
free land to individuals interested in planting cotton on the island. Such state

support would have seemed inconsequential viewed from the vantage point of the
late nineteenth century, yet it pointed to a future in which the state’s involvement
in the global securing of essential raw materials for industrial production would
become a widespread concern.22
But the true importance of the Caribbean planters was not the cotton that was
shipped, though that remained essential, but the institutional innovation that the
Caribbean experiment produced: the re-creation of the countryside through bodily
coercion, something only possible under war capitalism. Cotton grown by slaves
motivated and financed the unprecedented incorporation of newly depopulated
territories into the world economy. Slavery and land expropriation on a continental
scale created the expansive, and elastic, global cotton supply network necessary for
the Industrial Revolution, and with it the mechanisms through which the needs and
rhythms of industrial life in Europe could be transferred to the global countryside.
In the process, a new kind of slavery (what historians have called “second slavery”)
emerged that was tightly linked to the intensity and profits of industrial capitalism
—a dynamic that soon drew the African continent into its grasp as well, where West
African economies increasingly found their focus in supplying sharply rising
numbers of workers to the Americas. Approximately half of all slaves (46 percent, to
be precise) sold to the Americas between 1492 and 1888 arrived there in the years
after 1780. Slavery’s future was now firmly attached to the industrial capitalism that
it had enabled.23

Capturing labor: the decks of a slave ship (illustration credit 4.3)

As the Caribbean cotton explosion shows, war capitalism—exactly because violence
was its fundamental characteristic—was portable. Its next stop was South America.
With cotton exports from the West Indies rapidly rising but demand spiraling even
faster, South American farmers discovered the newly profitable cotton market. In

Guyana, between 1789 and 1802 cotton production skyrocketed by a staggering 862
percent, fueled by the concurrent import of about twenty thousand slaves into
Surinam and Demerara.24
Even more important was Brazil. The first Brazilian cotton arrived in England in
1781, supplementing Caribbean production but soon surpassing it. Cotton was
indigenous to many parts of Brazil, and for centuries its planters had exported small
quantities. As part of the process of economic modernization of its Brazilian colonies
in the latter half of the eighteenth century, Portugal had encouraged the growing of
cotton, especially in the northeastern regions of Pernambuco and Maranhão. When
early efforts paid off, a surge in the importation of slaves caused one observer to
opine that “white cotton turned Maranhão black.” Though cotton would eventually
become a “poor man’s crop,” its first explosive expansion in Brazil was fueled by
larger slave plantations. As in the West Indies, cotton in Brazil would never
challenge sugar and later coffee, but its share of total exports in Brazil grew to a
respectable 11 percent in 1800, and 20 percent in the years between 1821 and
1830.25
Without any constraints on the availability of land, as in the West Indies, or on
labor, as in Anatolia, the volume of Brazilian cotton expanded sharply. Between
1785 and 1792, Brazil overtook the Ottoman Empire in cotton shipments to
England. By the end of that period, nearly 8 million pounds of Brazilian cotton had
landed in Great Britain, compared to 4.5 million pounds from the Ottoman Empire
and 12 million pounds from the West Indies. In Maranhão—then the most important
cotton region of Brazil—exports doubled between 1770 and 1780, nearly doubled
again by 1790, and nearly tripled once more by 1800. For a few years in the late
1700s, the period when neither West Indian nor Ottoman cotton production had
expanded sufficiently and before North American cotton swamped markets, Brazil
became a very important supplier to the booming British cotton textile industry. Not
only did Brazilian farmers produce significant amounts of cotton, but they were also
able to grow a particularly long-staple variety that was better suited to emerging
factory technology.26
By the 1780s, slaves in the West Indies and South America produced the vast
majority of cotton sold on world markets, and this explosive combination of slavery
and conquest fueled the Industrial Revolution all the way to 1861. John Tarleton, a
successful slave trader and Liverpool cotton merchant, understood that the slave
trade, the export of commodities from plantation economies, and the well-being of
the British shipping industry were all “mutually blended & connected together.” And
the combination was stupendously profitable: Cotton and slaves made many
merchants rich, with Tarleton calculating, for example, that his “fortune” had
tripled between 1770 and 1800.27
The risks and costs entailed in the development of its globe-spanning system of
supply might have seemed an insurmountable brake on the cotton industry’s
development. Yet the cotton manufacturers’ total dependence on a distant tropical
commodity turned out to be their signal breakthrough. Indeed, their factories would
likely never have expanded as rapidly without the counterintuitive gamble of
relying entirely on faraway land and labor. Already by 1800, Britain alone
consumed such fabulous amounts of cotton that 416,081 acres of land were needed

to cultivate it. If that cotton had been grown in Britain, it would have taken up 3.7
percent of its arable land, and approximately 90,360 agricultural laborers would
have been needed to work these hypothetical cotton fields. In 1860, with the
appetite for cotton even greater, more than 1 million workers (or half of all British
agricultural workers) would have had to work these fields, which would have taken
up 6.3 million acres or 37 percent of all arable land in Great Britain. Alternatively,
if we assume that the woolen industry, instead of the cotton industry, had been at
the forefront of the Industrial Revolution even more land would have been needed
to raise the required number of sheep: 9 million acres in 1815, and 23 million acres
in 1830—or more than Britain’s entire arable land area. Under both the hypothetical
domestic cotton and the wool scenario, land and labor constraints would have made
all but impossible the sudden expansion of cloth production. Perhaps even more
decisively, such a scenario would have created unimaginable upheaval in the British
and European countryside, whose social structure, like that of the Ottoman Empire
and India, was not suited for such a massive and quick reallocation of land and
labor. The elasticity of supply so essential to the Industrial Revolution thereby
rested on reliable access to distant land and foreign labor. The ability of Europe’s
states and their capitalists to rearrange global economic connections and to
violently expropriate land and labor were as important, if not more important, to
the ascendency of the West as the traditional explanations of technical
inventiveness, cultural proclivities, and the geographical and climatic location of a
small group of cotton manufacturers in a remote part of the British Isles.28
West Indian and South American cotton thus poured into the markets of
Liverpool, London, Le Havre, and Barcelona, in effect allowing for the rapid
expansion of mechanized spinning. But there were limits to this expansion. As
already mentioned, the West Indian islands themselves had a rather low supply of
suitable cotton lands, limiting cotton production and putting it at a long-term
disadvantage with sugar. Sugar plantations there as well as in land-rich Brazil also
competed with cotton plantations for labor. As a result, beginning in 1790, exports
of West Indian cotton declined absolutely: In 1803 only about half as much cotton
left the West Indies as in 1790, and its market share in Britain was now reduced to
10 percent. Even preferential treatment at customs, which British-grown cotton was
afforded after 1819, could not reverse the tide. By the early nineteenth century, the
market share of West Indian cotton was in free fall, “accelerated by the
emancipation of the negroes.” In Brazil, the lack of a massive redeployment of
slaves from sugar into cotton production acted as a brake on the expansion of cotton
production. As cotton expert James A. Mann observed, “If Brazil could command the
needful labour, there is no question but that she would become a large supplier of
our wants.”29
In 1791, revolution rocked the most important cotton island of all—SaintDomingue—all but halting production of commodities for world markets, including
cotton. In the largest slave revolt in history, Saint-Domingue’s enslaved population
armed themselves and defeated the French colonial regime, leading to the creation
of the state of Haiti and the abolition of slavery on the island. War capitalism had its
first major reversal at the hands of its seemingly least powerful actors: SaintDomingue’s hundreds of thousands of slaves. Saint-Domingue cotton production had
equaled 24 percent of British cotton imports the year before the revolution, while
four years later, in 1795, it was only 4.5 percent. As one British observer put it,

“That Island, which has been the grand Source of Supply to us, of the Article of
Cotton Wool, is, from these Causes, in a State of Anarchy, Distress, and almost
Dissolution.” Indeed, he predicted that it was unlikely that “the Soil of the Planters,
fertilized by the Thirst and Blood of the Negroes, will always increase the Store of
our Coffers, in order to add to the Excess of your Wealth, Extravagance and
Voluptuousness.” By 1795, cotton exports to France had fallen by 79 percent, and
even ten years after the beginning of the revolution, exports had recovered to only
one-third of their prerevolutionary level. The French National Assembly
compounded British supply anxieties by disallowing the export of raw cotton from
French ports. The Pennsylvania Gazette in 1792 reported matter-of-factly, “The
cotton and indigo…must have been deeply injured in 1791, as they were in season
during the part of that year when the disturbances were greatest.”30
The combination of rapidly rising demand for cotton and political upheaval in the
Caribbean led to worrisome price spikes for manufacturers dependent on capturing
new markets for cotton textiles by competing with Indian production. Throughout
1791 and 1792 John Tarleton reported to his brother that “Cotton is rising daily.”
By 1795 he found “Cotton up amazingly.” In 1790, prices for West Indian cotton
peaked at 21 pence per pound, in 1791 at 30 pence, and prices stayed consistently
high throughout the 1790s. So traumatic was the experience of revolution for some
cotton merchants that as late as 1913 the Rathbone family, one of Liverpool’s major
cotton traders, remembered that the effect of the upheaval was a doubling of prices
for cotton. Once war broke out between France and Britain in 1793, moreover, the
import of French West Indian cottons into the British Caribbean ports came to an
end.31
By the 1790s, therefore, it had become obvious to interested observers that the
gap between the demand for and supply of raw cotton in Europe would grow
rapidly and continuously for the foreseeable future. As the American writer Tench
Coxe put it, “The peculiar fitness of the staple for the conversion into yarn, cloths,
&c. by machinery…have hitherto made these demands, at home and abroad, very
extensive, steady, and increasing.”32 Traditional techniques of procuring cotton had
clearly been insufficient. In the West Indies and Brazil, however, building on the
experiences of their sugar economies, a new way of producing cotton had been
invented that focused clearly on plantations and slavery. And while the production
growth in these parts of the world soon reached their limits, or, as in Haiti’s case,
was curtailed by revolution, there was a nearby region that seemed to meet all
conditions for producing an abundant supply of cotton: the newly born United
States of America. It was there that cotton production based on slavery would reach
unprecedented heights.

Chapter Five

Slavery Takes Command

War capitalism at work: marrying slavery and industry in the American Cotton Planter (1853) (illustration credit
5.1)

As British cotton manufacturing exploded in the 1780s, the pressures on the global
countryside to supply the crucial cotton increased at a rapid clip. It was in the
middle of that decade, in the winter of 1785, that an American ship sailed into
Liverpool harbor. There was nothing remarkable about such a voyage; thousands of
ships had brought the bounties of North America to the shores of Britain before,
filled to the brim with tobacco, indigo, rice, furs, timber, and other commodities.
This ship, however, was different: In its hold, among other goods, were a number of
bags of cotton. Such freight seemed suspicious, and Liverpool customs officials
immediately impounded the cotton, arguing that it had to be contraband West
Indian produce. When the Liverpool merchants Peel, Yates & Co., who had imported
the cotton, petitioned the Board of Trade in London a few days later to permit entry,
they were told that it “cannot be imported from thence it not being the Produce of
the American States.”1
Indeed, to Europeans in the 1780s, cotton was the product of the West Indies, of
Brazil, of the Ottoman Empire, and of India—but not of North America. It was all
but unimaginable to Liverpool customs officials that cotton could be imported from
the United States. That the United States would ever produce significant amounts of
cotton seemed even more preposterous. Though cotton was indigenous to the
southern parts of the new nation, and though many settlers in South Carolina and
Georgia grew small amounts of the fiber for domestic use, it had never been planted
primarily for commercial purposes nor exported in significant quantities. As the

customs officials undoubtedly knew, American planters used their plentiful land and
abundant slave labor to grow tobacco, rice, indigo, and some sugar, but not cotton.2
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This was, of course, a spectacular misjudgment. The United States was superbly
suited for cotton production. The climate and soil of a wide swath of the American
South met the conditions under which the cotton plant thrived, with the right
amount of rain, the right patterns of rainfall, and the right number of days without
frost. Perceptive observers noticed that potential: In a bout of optimism, James
Madison had predicted as early as 1786, only a year after the unexpected American
cotton sailed into Liverpool harbor, that the United States would turn into a major
cotton-growing country, while George Washington believed that “the increase of
that new material (cotton)…must be of almost infinite consequence to the
prosperity of the United States.” Philadelphian Tench Coxe, himself a substantial
landowner in the South, made a more subtle but nonetheless powerful case for
America’s cotton-growing potential. In 1794, observing the rapid expansion of
cotton manufacturers in Great Britain and rising prices of West Indian cotton in the
wake of the uprising in Saint-Domingue, he urged that “this article must be worth
the attention of the southern planters.” He was encouraged by British industrialists
such as Stockport cotton manufacturer John Milne, who embarked in the late 1780s
on the long journey across the Atlantic to persuade North Americans to grow
cotton.3
As predicted by these self-interested observers, cotton production would soon
dominate vast swaths of the United States. Indeed, the crop would become so

intrinsic to American enterprise that the earlier reality—the dominance of cotton
from the Ottoman Empire, the West Indies, and Brazil—has largely been lost. It
turned out that Peel, Yates & Co. had anticipated one of the nineteenth century’s
most consequential dynamics.4

The rapid expansion of cotton in the United States was partly possible because
planters used the experience that their colonial ancestors had accumulated in the
cultivation of the white gold. As early as 1607, settlers in Jamestown had grown
cotton; by the end of the seventeenth century, travelers had introduced cottonseeds
from Cyprus and Izmir to American soil. Throughout the eighteenth century,
farmers continued to gather knowledge about cotton cultivation from the West
Indies and the Mediterranean and planted cottonseeds from these regions, primarily
for domestic consumption. During the upheavals of the American struggle for
independence, planters grew larger quantities to substitute for the now absent
imports of cloth from Britain, and to keep at work slaves whose usual crops—
namely tobacco and rice—suddenly lacked a market. South Carolinian planter Ralph
Izard, for example, eagerly gave orders in 1775 “for a considerable quantity of
cotton to be planted for clothing my negroes.”5
Quick expansion was made easier because substantial similarities existed between
the growing of tobacco and cotton; knowledge accumulated in the cultivation of the
former could be used to grow the latter. Moreover, some of the infrastructure that
had facilitated the moving of tobacco to world markets could be rededicated to
cotton. And during the revolutionary upheavals of the eighteenth century, planters
and slaves moved back and forth between the West Indies and North America,
bringing with them further knowledge about cotton planting. In 1788, for example,
the owners of a slave from Saint Croix advertised him for sale in the United States as
“well acquainted with the culture of cotton.” The slave-cotton paradigm invented in
the West Indies now spread to the North American mainland.6
In 1786, American planters also began to notice the rising prices for cotton
engendered by the rapid expansion of mechanized cotton textile production in the
United Kingdom. That year, planters grew the first long-staple Sea Island cotton,
named after the location of their plantations on islands just off the coast of Georgia,
with seeds they had brought from the Bahamas. Unlike the local cottons, this cotton
had a long, silky fiber, which made it exceedingly well suited for finer yarns and
cloths, much in demand by Manchester manufacturers. Though accounts vary, it is
possible that a Frank Levett was the first to take this momentous step. Levett, a
native of the great cotton mart of Izmir, had left the rebelling American colonies for
the Bahamas, but eventually returned to Georgia, retook possession of his land, and
then began a major effort at cotton growing. Others followed his model and the
planting of Sea Island cotton spread up and down the coast of South Carolina and
Georgia. Exports from South Carolina, for example, ballooned from less than 10,000
pounds in 1790 to 6.4 million pounds in 1800.7
Production received a decisive boost in 1791 when rebellion eliminated cotton
rival Saint-Domingue, Europe’s most important source of cotton, sending prices

upward and scattering the entire class of French cotton planters: Some went to Cuba
and other islands; many came to the United States. Jean Montalet, for example, one
of many of Saint-Domingue’s former cotton planters, sought refuge on the mainland,
and upon his arrival in South Carolina converted a rice plantation to the growing of
cotton. Revolution thus in one stroke both brought needed growing expertise to the
United States and increased the financial incentive for American planters to grow
cotton. But the slaves’ uprising on the plantations of Saint-Domingue also ingrained
a sense among manufacturers, planters, and statesmen of the inherent instability of
the system of cotton slavery and land expropriations that they were about to expand
in North America.8
While Sea Island cotton production expanded rapidly, it soon reached its limit, as
the variety failed at any substantial distance from the coast. Farther inland, a
different strain of cotton thrived, so-called upland cotton, shorter in staple length,
with the fiber tightly attached to its seed. It was difficult to remove the seeds with
the help of existing gins, but with demand increasing and prices high, planters had
their slaves work it up in a slow and tedious process by roller gins modeled after
Indian churkas.9
Yet even with slave labor, the result was not adequate. Planters yearned for a
device that would more quickly separate seed from fiber. In 1793, Eli Whitney, only
a few months after arriving in Savannah from his college days at Yale, built the first
working model of a new kind of cotton gin that was able to rapidly remove the
seeds of upland cotton. Overnight, his machine increased ginning productivity by a
factor of fifty. News of the innovation spread quickly; farmers everywhere built
copies of the gin. Like the jenny and the water frame, Eli’s gin overcame yet another
bottleneck in the production of cotton textiles. As a result, in what can only be
described as a “cotton rush,” land on which cotton grew allegedly trebled in price
after the invention of the gin, and “the annual income of those who plant it is
double to what it was before the introduction of cotton.”10
Armed with this new technology, cotton production spread rapidly after 1793 into
the interior of South Carolina and Georgia. As a result, in 1795 significant amounts
of U.S. cotton arrived in Liverpool for the first time; none, as best we know, was
seized by customs. As settlers streamed into the region, many of them migrants from
the upper South, the countryside was turned upside down—from a thinly inhabited
region of native people and farmers who focused on subsistence crops and tobacco
to one in the thrall of cotton.11
To enable such expanded production, planters brought with them thousands of
slaves. In the 1790s, the slave population of the state of Georgia nearly doubled, to
sixty thousand. In South Carolina, the number of slaves in the upcountry cotton
growing districts grew from twenty-one thousand in 1790 to seventy thousand
twenty years later, including fifteen thousand slaves newly brought from Africa. As
cotton plantations spread, the proportion of slaves in four typical South Carolina
upcountry counties increased from 18.4 percent in 1790 to 39.5 percent in 1820 and
to 61.1 percent in 1860. All the way to the Civil War, cotton and slavery would
expand in lockstep, as Great Britain and the United States had become the twin hubs
of the emerging empire of cotton.12
The only substantial problem was the land, as the same patch could not be used
for more than a few years without either planting legumes on it or applying
expensive guano to it. As one Putnam County, Georgia, planter lamented, “We

appear to have but one rule—that is, to make as much cotton as we can, and wear
out as much land as we can…lands that once produced one thousand pounds of
cotton to the acre, will not now bring more than four hundred pounds.” Yet even
soil exhaustion did not slow the cotton barons; they simply moved farther west and
farther south. Newly emptied lands, portable slave labor, and the new ginning
technology allowed cotton to be easily transferred to new territories. After 1815,
cotton planters moved westward into the rich lands of upland South Carolina and
Georgia. Their migration to Alabama and Louisiana, and eventually to Mississippi,
Arkansas, and Texas, was choreographed to the movement of cotton prices. While
the price of cotton gradually declined over the first half of the nineteenth century,
sharp price upswings—such as in the first half of the 1810s, between 1832 and
1837, and again after the mid-1840s—produced expansionist bursts. In 1811, onesixteenth of all cotton grown in the United States came from states and territories
west of South Carolina and Georgia, by 1820 that share had reached one-third, and
in 1860 three-fourths. New cotton fields sprouted in the sediment-rich lands along
the banks of the Mississippi, the upcountry of Alabama, and the black prairie of
Arkansas. So rapid was this move westward that by the end of the 1830s, Mississippi
already produced more cotton than any other southern state.13

Moving westward: Production of cotton by U.S. states, 1790–1860 (illustration credit 5.2)

The entry of the United States into the empire of cotton was so forceful that
cotton cultivation in the American South quickly began to reshape the global cotton
market. In 1790, three years before Whitney’s invention, the United States had
produced 1.5 million pounds of cotton; in 1800 that number grew to 36.5 million
pounds, and in 1820 to 167.5 million pounds. Exports to Great Britain increased by
a factor of ninety-three between 1791 and 1800, only to multiply another seven
times by 1820. By 1802 the United States was already the single most important
supplier of cotton to the British market, and by 1857 it would produce about as
much cotton as China. American upland cotton, which Whitney’s gin worked up so
efficiently, was exceedingly well suited to the requirements of British
manufacturers: While the gin damaged the fiber, the cotton remained suitable for

the production of cheaper, coarser yarns and fabrics in high demand among the
lower classes in Europe and elsewhere. But for American supplies, the miracle of the
mass production of yarn and cloth, and the ability of new consumers to buy these
cheap goods, would have foundered on old realities of the traditional cotton market.
The much-vaunted consumer revolution in textiles stemmed from a dramatic
transformation in the structure of plantation slavery.14
The rise of the United States to dominance in world cotton markets was a radical
reversal of fortunes. But why did it happen? As Tench Coxe pointed out in 1817,
climate and soil alone did not explain the cotton-producing potential of the United
States, because, as he put it, the white gold “can be cultivated in an immense
district of the productive zones of the earth.”15 What distinguished the United States
from virtually every other cotton-growing area in the world was planters’ command
of nearly unlimited supplies of land, labor, and capital, and their unparalleled
political power. In the Ottoman Empire and India, as we know, powerful indigenous
rulers controlled the land, and deeply entrenched social groups struggled over its
use. In the West Indies and Brazil, sugar planters competed for land, labor, and
power. The United States, and its plentiful land, faced no such encumbrances.
Ever since the first European settlers stepped off their boats, they had pushed
inland. The land’s native inhabitants had to reckon with what these boats brought—
first germs, later steel. In the late eighteenth century, Native Americans still
controlled substantial territories only a few hundred miles inland from the coastal
provinces, yet they were unable to stop the white settlers’ steady encroachment. The
settlers eventually won a bloody and centuries-long war, succeeding in turning the
land of Native Americans into land that was legally “empty.” This was a land whose
social structures had been catastrophically weakened or eliminated, a land without
most of its people and thus without the entanglements of history. In terms of
unencumbered land, the South had no rival in the cotton-growing world.
With the support of southern politicians, the federal government aggressively
secured new territories by acquiring land from foreign powers and from forced
cessions by Native Americans. In 1803, the Louisiana Purchase nearly doubled the
territory of the United States, in 1819 the United States acquired Florida from Spain,
and in 1845 it annexed Texas. All of these acquisitions contained lands superbly
suited to cotton agriculture. Indeed, by 1850, 67 percent of U.S. cotton grew on land
that had not been part of the United States half a century earlier. The fledging U.S.
government had inaugurated the military-cotton complex.

Cotton production in the United States, in millions of pounds, 1790–1859 (illustration credit 5.3)

That territorial expansion, the “great land rush” as geographer John C. Weaver
has called this moment more broadly, was tightly linked to the territorial ambitions
of planting, manufacturing, and finance capitalists. Cotton planters constantly
pushed the boundaries, seeking fresh lands to grow cotton, often moving ahead of
the federal government. The frontier space they created was characterized by the
near absence of government oversight: The state’s monopoly on violence was still a
distant dream.16 But these frontier planters at the rough edges of the empire of
cotton had well-dressed and well-spoken company. British banker Thomas Baring,
one of the world’s greatest cotton merchants, for example, was instrumental in the
expansion of the empire of cotton when he financed the purchase of the Louisiana
lands, negotiating and selling the bonds that sealed the deal with the French
government. Before doing so, Baring asked for approval from the British
government for such a vast expansion of the United States, through Henry
Addington, the British prime minister. So important was the meeting to Baring that
he scribbled in small letters in his notepad:
Sunday, June 19: saw Mr. Addington at Richmond Park, communicated to him
the particulars of the business, & answered every question. I asked distinctly if
he approved the treaty & our conduct. He said that he thought it would have
been wise for this country to pay a million sterling for the transfer of Louisiana
from France to America, & that he saw nothing in our conduct but to approve.
He appears to consider Louisiana in the hands of America as an additional
means for the vent of our manufacturers & Co. in preference to France, besides
other motives which we did not discuss, directly of a political nature.17
The thrust south and west was far more than just planters searching for fresh
land. Expansion served many interests: of a rapidly consolidating state, of western
farmers hoping for an outlet to the sea, of manufacturers’ need for raw materials,
and of British economic and political desires. As industrial capitalism expanded, the
zone of war capitalism continued to push outward.
But international treaties alone were not sufficient. To make the land useful to
planters, this newly consolidated territory needed to be removed from the control of
its native inhabitants. Already in the early 1800s, the Creeks, under duress, had

given up claims to land in Georgia that was then converted into cotton farms. A
decade later the Creeks suffered further defeats and were forced to sign the Treaty
of Fort Jackson, ceding 23 million acres of land in what is today Alabama and
Georgia. In the years after 1814, the federal government signed further treaties with
the Creeks, Chickasaw, and Choctaws, gaining control over millions of acres of land
in the South, including Andrew Jackson’s 1818 treaty with the Chickasaw nation
that opened western Tennessee to cotton cultivation and the 1819 treaty with the
Choctaw nation that gave 5 million acres of land in the Yazoo-Mississippi Delta to
the United States in exchange for vastly inferior lands in Oklahoma and Arkansas.
Alabama congressman David Hubbard invited the New York and Mississippi Land
Company in 1835 to purchase lands from which the Chickasaw had been expelled,
which were then turned into cotton lands: “If on my return I should meet with any
thing from you in the shape of a distinct proposition to take hold of the public lands
in the Chickasaw Nation, I shall then be ready to act immediately, according to the
magnitude of your scheme & shall shape my course so as to meet fully the views of
your capitalists in my future operation.” The company bought approximately
twenty-five thousand acres. In 1838, federal troops began removing the Cherokee
nation from their ancestral homeland in Georgia, which was to be turned into cotton
plantations. Farther south, in Florida, extraordinarily rich cotton lands were
expropriated from the Seminoles between 1835 and 1842, the longest war in U.S.
history until the Vietnam War. It is no wonder that Mississippi planters, argues one
historian, had “an obsessive concern with well-organized and trained militias,
adequate weaponry, and a responsive federal army.”18
Native Americans understood the underlying foundations of the expanding
military-cotton complex: Upon removal in 1836, the chief of the Cherokees, John
Ross, in a letter to Congress decried that “our property may be plundered before our
eyes; violence may be committed on our persons; even our lives may be taken away,
and there is none to regard our complaints. We are denationalized; we are
disenfranchised. We are deprived of membership in the human family!” The
coercion and violence required to mobilize slave labor was matched only by the
demands of an expansionist war against indigenous people. Nothing of this kind had
even been dreamed of in Anatolia or Gujarat.19
If the project of continental consolidation provided access to new cotton lands, it
also secured major rivers needed to carry the cotton. America’s remarkably cheap
transportation costs were not preordained, but the direct result of the expansion of
its national territory. Most significant here was the Mississippi, whose surge of
cotton freight turned New Orleans, at the river’s mouth, into the key American
cotton port. But other rivers—the Red River in Louisiana and the Tombigbee and
Mobile in Alabama—mattered as well. The first steamboats appeared on the
Mississippi in 1817, reducing transport costs, and by the 1830s, railroads connected
the new hinterland to river and seaports. The most modern technologies thus made
the most brutal exploitation of human labor possible.20
The insatiable demand of cotton planters dominated the politics of the new
nation, not just because of their reliance on the state to secure and empty new land,
but also because of their need for coerced labor. Planters in the United States, unlike
elsewhere, enjoyed access to large supplies of cheap labor—what the American
Cotton Planter would call “the cheapest and most available labor in the world.”
Cotton, until the advent of mechanized harvesting during the 1940s, was a labor-

intensive crop. Even more than the hours required to spin and weave, the shortage
of workers to harvest was the most constraining factor in its production. “The true
limitation upon the production of cotton,” argued the southern journal De Bow’s
Review, “is labor.” In the complex agricultural structures of Mughal India and the
Ottoman Empire, rural cultivators had to first secure subsistence crops for their own
use, thus limiting what they harvested for the market. Indeed, as we have seen, the
shortage of labor had been one of the principal constraints on production in western
Anatolia and had frustrated efforts to create cotton plantations in India. In Brazil,
where slave labor was available, cotton competed poorly with the even greater labor
requirements of sugar plantations. And with the British abolition of the slave trade
in 1807 it became difficult for West Indian planters to recruit labor.21
In the United States, however, nearly any shortage could be fixed, with the right
amount of money. The slave markets in New Orleans and elsewhere boomed as
cotton did. And as significant, hundreds of thousands of slaves were available to
grow cotton because tobacco production in the states of the upper South became
less profitable after the American Revolution, encouraging slave owners there to sell
their human property. As one British observer remarked perceptively in 1811, “The
cultivation of tobacco in Virginia and Maryland, has been less of late an object of
attention; and the gangs of negroes formerly engaged in it, have been sent into the
southern states, where the American cotton planter, thus reinforced, is enabled to
commence his operations with increasing vigour.” Indeed, by 1830 fully 1 million
people (or one in thirteen Americans) grew cotton in the United States—most of
them slaves.22
The expansion of cotton production, as a result, reinvigorated slavery and led to
an enormous shift of slave labor from the upper to the lower South. In the thirty
years after the invention of the gin alone (between 1790 and 1820), a quarter
million slaves were forcefully relocated, while between 1783 and the closing of the
international slave trade in 1808, traders imported an estimated 170,000 slaves into
the United States—or one-third of all slaves imported into North America since
1619. Altogether, the internal slave trade moved up to a million slaves forcefully to
the Deep South, most to grow cotton.23
To be sure, not all cotton in the United States was grown by slaves on large
plantations. Small farmers in the southern upcountry produced cotton as well, and
they did so because it provided ready cash and its cultivation, unlike the growing of
sugar or rice, did not require significant capital investments. Yet despite their
efforts, in aggregate they produced only a small share of the total crop. As we have
seen the world over, small farmers focused on securing subsistence crops before
growing marketable commodities. Indeed, 85 percent of all cotton picked in the
South in 1860 was grown on units larger than a hundred acres; the planters who
owned those farms owned 91.2 percent of all slaves. The larger the farm, the better
the planter was able to take advantage of the economies of scale inherent in slavebased cotton production. Larger farms could afford the gins to remove seeds and
presses to compress loose cotton into tightly pressed bales to lower shipping costs,
they could engage in agricultural experiments to wrest more nutrients from cleared
soil, and they could buy more slaves to avoid any labor constraints.24 Cotton
demanded quite literally a hunt for labor and a perpetual struggle for its control.
Slave traders, slave pens, slave auctions, and the attendant physical and
psychological violence of holding millions in bondage were of central importance to

the expansion of cotton production in the United States and of the Industrial
Revolution in Great Britain.
Better than anyone else, slaves understood the violent foundation of cotton’s
success. If given an opportunity, they testified in vivid detail to its brutality. John
Brown, a fugitive slave, remembered in 1854 how he was “flogged…with the cowhide,” and how overseers “hunt[ed] ‘stray niggers.’ ” “When the price [of cotton]
rises in the English market,” he remembered, “the poor slaves immediately feel the
effects, for they are harder driven, and the whip is kept more constantly going.”
Henry Bibb, another slave, remembered the fearful violence: “At the sound of the
overseer’s horn, all the slaves came forward and witnessed my punishment. My
clothing was stripped off and I was compelled to lie down on the ground with my
face to the earth. Four stakes were driven in the ground, to which my hands and
feet were tied. Then the overseer stood over me with the lash.”25
The expansion of cotton manufacturing in Great Britain depended on violence
across the Atlantic. Cotton, emptied lands, and slavery indeed became so closely
connected to one another that Liverpool cotton merchant William Rathbone VI, on a
trip to the United States in 1849, reported to his father that “negroes & everything
here fluctuates with Cotton.” So crucial was slave labor that the Liverpool Chronicle
and European Times warned that if slaves ever should be emancipated, cotton cloth
prices might double or triple, with devastating consequences for Britain. While
brutal coercion weighed like a nightmare upon millions of American slaves, the
potential end of such violence was a nightmare to those who gathered the fabulous
profits of the empire of cotton.26

Slaves picking cotton in a Georgia field (illustration credit 5.4)

To make such a nightmare less likely, planters in the United States also drew on
the third advantage that turned them into the world’s leading cotton growers:
political power. Southern slaveholders had enshrined the basis of their power into
the Constitution with its three-fifths clause. A whole series of slaveholding
presidents, Supreme Court judges, and strong representation in both houses of
Congress guaranteed seemingly never-ending political support for the institution of
slavery. Such power on the national level was enabled and also supplemented by the
absence of competing elites in the slaveholding states themselves, and the enormous
power slaveholders enjoyed over state governments. These state governments, in the
end, also allowed North American cotton planters to amplify their good fortune of
navigable rivers near their plantations by building railroads deeper and deeper into
the hinterland. In contrast, Brazilian cotton farmers, competing with the interests of
the country’s powerful sugar growers, were unable to command infrastructure
improvements to facilitate cotton exports. Transporting cotton over long distances
on mules or horses remained expensive; transporting cotton from the São Francisco
River region to the port of Salvador, for example, almost doubled the price of
cotton. In India, transportation infrastructure remained similarly poor (it was said
that transporting cotton to the port added about 50 percent to its cost in India, but
as little as 3 percent in the United States), as cotton merchants and growers in India
lacked the capital and power to effect its rapid improvement. The political influence
of slaveholders in the American Republic was also decisive because it allowed them
to expand the institution of slavery into the newly acquired territories of the South
and Southwest, while successfully committing the federal government to a policy of
expropriating Native Americans.27
In a roundabout way, American independence had turned out to be a blessing for
the European, especially the British, cotton industry. Bowing to a century of
abolitionist persuasion, Britain in 1834 outlawed slavery within its empire. Some
American revolutionaries envisioned a similar extinction of slavery as their own
nation evolved, only to see the institution become the engine of the most important
cotton-growing region of the world. And independence removed restraints from
expropriating Native Americans as well, with the relationship between white settlers
and North American Indians now removed from the complex negotiations of
European politics. The disjunction of political from economic spaces in fact proved
to be crucial for the world’s most dynamic industry—with cotton-growing slave
owners dominating regional governments and exerting significant influence on the
national government, their interests and the policies of the state could be aligned to
a stunning degree, an impossibility for slaveholders within the British Empire.

A cotton carrier, Brazil, 1816 (illustration credit 5.5)

How these factors came together can be seen, for example, in the YazooMississippi Delta. Here, in an area of approximately seven thousand square miles,
the mighty Mississippi had unloaded its rich sediments for millennia, becoming the
seedbed of the world’s most productive cotton land. In 1859, as many as sixty
thousand Delta slaves produced a staggering 66 million pounds of cotton, nearly ten
times as much as was exported from Saint-Domingue to France during the height of
its production in the early 1790s.28
For the Delta to become the chief grower of the industrial world’s most important
commodity—a kind of Saudi Arabia of the early nineteenth century—its land had to
be taken from its original inhabitants and labor, capital, knowledge, and state power
had to be mobilized. Between 1820 and 1832 a series of treaties backed by
skirmishes and armed confrontations transferred much of the land from the
Choctaws—its native inhabitants—to white settlers. Using wagons, rafts, and
flatboats, hopeful cotton planters brought slaves from elsewhere in the South to
clear that land of its “jungle-like” vegetation, and later to hoe the soil, sow seeds,
prune the young plants, and then harvest the cotton. The news that the Delta was
“the most certain cotton planting area in the world” spread through the South;
planters who were able to draw on sufficient capital (mostly in the form of labor)
and expertise moved in. The plantations they built became substantial businesses:
By 1840, Washington County, in the heart of the Delta, counted more than ten
slaves for every white inhabitant. By 1850, each and every white family in the
county held on average more than eighty slaves. The largest Delta planter, Stephen
Duncan, owned 1,036 slaves and the value of his property by the late 1850s was
estimated at $1.3 million. While not typical cotton farms, plantations in the Delta
were highly capitalized businesses, indeed among the very largest in North America,

and the investments necessary would have been beyond the reach of nearly every
northern industrialist. Wealth, as viewed from the front porches of the lavish and
elegantly furnished mansions in the Delta, appeared to flow out of the soil, the
result of a strange alchemy that combined emptied lands, slave labor, and, as we
will see, the never-ending flow of European capital.29
The growing domination of global cotton markets by planters in fact fed upon
itself. As cotton cultivation expanded in the southern United States and as British
and eventually continental European consumers became more and more dependent
on that supply, institutional links between the South and Europe deepened.
European import merchants sent agents to Charleston, Memphis, and New Orleans.
They corresponded with business partners across the Atlantic on a regular basis.
These merchants built a dense network of shipping connections and integrated the
trade in cotton with their other businesses. People engaged in the cotton trade
crossed the North Atlantic frequently, forging close business connections,
friendships, and even marriages. Such networks, in turn, made transatlantic trade
more secure and more predictable, thus lowering costs and giving the United States
another decisive advantage over its potential competitors, such as India or Brazil.
At the core of all of these networks was the flow of cotton from the United States
to Europe and of capital in the opposite direction. This capital more often than not
was secured by mortgages on slaves, giving the owners of these mortgages the right
to a particular slave should the debtor default. As historian Bonnie Martin has
shown, in Louisiana 88 percent of loans secured by mortgages used slaves as
(partial) collateral; in South Carolina it was 82 percent. In total, she estimates that
hundreds of millions of dollars of capital was secured by property in humans.
Slavery thus allowed not just for the rapid allocation of labor, but also for a swift
allocation of capital.30
With enormous riches gained from expropriated land and labor, planters invested
in agricultural improvements, another illustration of how success begot further
success. They experimented, for example, with various cotton hybrids drawing on
Indian, Ottoman, Central American, West Indian, and other seeds, creating cotton
strains adapted to particular local climates and soils, eventually crafting hundreds
upon hundreds of different kinds of cotton. Most significantly, in 1806 a Natchez
planter, Walter Burling, brought cottonseeds from Mexico, which had larger bolls
that could be more easily picked and, according to experts, “possessed better fiber
quality, especially fiber length, and was resistant to ‘rot.’ ” This type of cotton had
been cultivated by Native Americans in the central Mexican highlands for centuries,
and once brought into the United States it was appropriated by American planters,
becoming the “basic germplasm for all subsequent upland cotton cultivars in the
United States and around the world.” The new cotton could be picked three to four
times as fast as the then common Georgia Green Seed cotton. The cruel irony was
that Amerindians’ ability to develop a strain of cotton well suited for the American
environment gave considerable impetus to the expropriation of their lands, and
made slave labor on those lands much more productive.31
Such innovations in labor control and agriculture were increasingly
institutionalized by the construction of dense but distinctly regional networks for
the dispersal of knowledge. Books, agricultural institutes, journals such as De Bow’s
Review and the American Cotton Planter, along with regional agricultural
conventions, all spread information about how to select seeds, how to organize a

labor force, how to read the market, how to hoe and plant, and where to invest—in
short, how to perfect a “Practical Plantation Economy.”32
The Industrial Revolution in Europe also actively influenced the evolution of
slavery in the American South. Gang labor, by no means new but never so prevalent
as on cotton plantations, exemplified the new rhythm of industrial labor, or what
one author has called “military agriculture.” The systematic mobilization of slave
women and children on cotton farms further expanded their output. As a result,
cotton production in the United States increased much faster than the number of
slaves employed on farms. Some of that increase was related to the embrace of
different cotton plants, but there was also a systematic intensification of
exploitation. Plantation slavery in the nineteenth-century United States allowed for
an organization of labor unlike what was possible in the world’s newly emerging
industrial heartland. Because plantations were frequently larger than factories and
required more substantial capital investments, and because aside from the spike in
innovation around the invention of Eli Whitney’s gin in the 1790s technological
progress in cotton agriculture was limited, productivity gains on plantations could
only result from a reorganization of labor. Slave owners secured these productivity
gains by taking almost total control of the work process—a direct result of the
violent domination of their workers. Nothing of that sort was possible in the world’s
emerging textile mills, where workers succeeded in maintaining some of the
rhythms of the farms, small workshops, and craft guilds from whence they came.33
The all-encompassing control of workers—a core characteristic of capitalism—
experienced its first great success on the cotton plantations of the American South.
Because planters dominated labor in ways radically different from English
merchants’ connection to agricultural cultivators in India, or Ottoman landowners in
Anatolia, they could drive their slaves ever harder, as they came up with
increasingly brutal methods of disciplining their workforce. Indeed, torture,
according to historian Edward Baptist, was at the root of the ability of American
planters to produce ever more cotton. Innovative ways of labor accounting further
helped planters squeeze more labor out of their workers. As management scholar
Rob Cooke has argued, “There is no real question nowadays…that it [the
plantation] was a site of early development of industrial discipline.” And with rising
productivity on cotton plantations, prices fell, allowing British manufacturers to
become even more competitive in the markets of the world, a move that, among
many other things, would eventually undermine manufacturing in India and
elsewhere and make the later integration of that countryside into the global cotton
empire much easier.34
The rhythm of industrial production also entered the plantation in other ways.
Since the expansion of cotton agriculture depended on the advance of credit,
sometimes secured by mortgages on slaves, most of which derived from the London
money market, its patterns now followed the competitive logic of markets rather
than the whimsy of personal aspiration and regional circumstance—capital moved
to wherever cotton could be produced in the greatest quantities and at the cheapest
cost. To the great lament of southern planters, the factor—a merchant who would
sell a planter’s cotton, supply him with goods, and provide credit—and with him the
London money market, was a decisive source of their wealth and power. But the
London money market and the Lancashire manufacturers depended just as much on
the local experts in the violent expropriation of land and labor. The old paternalism

of East Coast planters, shielded partially by the mercantilist logic of mutually
beneficial and protected exchange between motherland and colony of the greater
British imperial economy, had given way to a freer, more competitive, and fluid
social order mediated by merchant capital. The voracious appetite for accumulation
sped the “social metabolism” of cotton production. The logic of war capitalism in
fact now emanated from its industrial (wage labor) center in Lancashire. While in
the eighteenth century, slavery had enabled industrial takeoff, it now became
integral to its continued expansion.35

Rationalizing labor control with the whip: Thomas Affleck markets his cotton plantation account book
(illustration credit 5.6)

The peculiar combination of expropriated lands, slave labor, and the domination
of a state that gave enormous latitude to slave owners over their labor was
fabulously profitable for those positioned to embrace it: As early as 1807 a
Mississippi cotton plantation was said to return 22.5 percent annually on its
investment. Many thousands of planters moved along with the cotton frontier to
capture some of these profits. Cotton’s profitability is also revealed by the dramatic
increase in the price of slaves: A young adult male slave in New Orleans cost about
$500 in 1800, but as much as $1,800 before the Civil War. Consider the story of a
young Georgia planter, Joseph Clay. He had bought Royal Vale, a rice plantation in
Chatham County, Georgia, in 1782. He grew rice until 1793. That year, hearing of
Whitney’s gin, he obtained a loan of $32,000, used that money to buy additional

slaves, had them convert some of the land to cotton fields, and installed a number of
gins. So profitable was the undertaking that a mere seven years later he was able to
repay his debt, lavishly redecorate his mansion, and buy additional slaves and gins.
When Clay died in 1804, his estate was valued at $276,000.36

The wages of slavery: indexed cotton prices, American middling, at Liverpool (1860 = 100) (illustration credit
5.7)

In similar ways, South Carolina indigo planter Peter Gaillard saw his fortunes
revive thanks to the cotton boom. By 1790 Gaillard’s indigo business had all but
collapsed owing to the disappearance of British markets, and he had resorted to
growing food for his family on his plantation. As a friend of his reported, “The
disastrous ten years which preceded the introduction of cotton as a market crop
involved him, as it did others, in debt and distress.” In 1796, however, he began
growing cotton—“a brilliant prospect now opened to the eyes of the desponding
planters”—a crop so profitable that four years later he had paid back all his debts
and in 1803 constructed a new mansion on his property. Coerced labor meant rapid
profits; by 1824 he owned five hundred slaves. South Carolinian Wade Hampton I
followed suit. His first cotton crop in 1799 allegedly netted a profit of $75,000, and
by 1810 he drew $150,000 annually from his cotton plantations. His son would
eventually use some of the profits to relocate to the Mississippi Delta in the mid1840s. Prospective cotton planter Daniel W. Jordan, surveying the opportunities for
cotton growing in Mississippi, saw “a field to operate in and here I can make
money…. I can in this State make as much money in 5 years as a man should
want.”37
Fortified by their wealth, confident of their slave-aided ability to squeeze ever
more cotton from the land, American cotton planters came to dominate British
markets by 1802. By the 1830s they had also captured newly emerging continental
European and North American markets. As a result, earlier producers, especially
those in the West Indies, suffered: “The Competition, if left perfectly free and
unrestricted, cannot be long maintained by the Colonialists [in the West Indies]; as
the same price that yields a liberal profit to the American Cultivator, is not adequate
to defray the charges of cultivation to the colonist,” observed an anonymous letter
writer in 1812. Other potential competitors, such as farmers in India, planted cotton
on just as much land as North Americans as late as 1850, but their presence on

world markets remained marginal.38
As this cotton boom violently transformed huge swaths of the North American
countryside, it catapulted the United States to a pivotal role in the empire of cotton.
In 1791, capital invested in cotton production in Brazil, as estimated by the U.S.
Treasury, was still more than ten times greater than in the United States. By 1801,
only ten years later, 60 percent more capital was invested in the cotton industry of
the United States than that of Brazil. Cotton, even more so than in the Caribbean
and Brazil, infused land and slaves alike with unprecedented value, and promised
slaveholders spectacular opportunities for profits and power. Already by 1820,
cotton constituted 32 percent of all U.S. exports, compared to a minuscule 2.2
percent in 1796. Indeed, more than half of all American exports between 1815 and
1860 consisted of cotton. Cotton so dominated the U.S. economy that cotton
production statistics “became an increasingly vital unit in assessing the American
economy.” It was on the back of cotton, and thus on the backs of slaves, that the
U.S. economy ascended in the world.39
So important had American cotton become to the Western world that a German
economist remarked that “a disappearance of the American North or West would be
of less significance to the world, than the elimination of the South.” Southern
planters, convinced of their central role in the global economy, gleefully announced
that they held “THE LEVER THAT WIELDS THE DESTINY OF MODERN
CIVILIZATION.” As the American Cotton Planter put it in 1853, “The slave-labor of
the United States, has hitherto conferred and is still conferring inappreciable
blessings on mankind. If these blessings continue, slave-labor must also continue, for
it is idle to talk of producing Cotton for the world’s supply with free labor. It has
never yet been successfully grown by voluntary labor.”40
American cotton farmers had succeeded in turning themselves into the world’s
most important growers of the industrial age’s most important commodity. Their
“gigantic plantations,” observed a British merchant in Tellicherry, India, “now
supply the materials for clothing half the civilized world.” And with slave-grown
cotton pouring in from the United States, the cost of finished cotton declined,
making clothes and sheets affordable for a rapidly expanding market. As the
Manchester Chamber of Commerce put it in 1825, “We are firmly persuaded that it
is in great measure owing to the very low price of the raw material that this
manufacture has been of late years so rapidly increased.” In 1845, South Carolina’s
cotton planters agreed: “Nearly one half of the population of Europe…have not now
the comfort of a cotton shirt,” constituting an “untried market…opening more and
more to our enterprize.” The world of cotton, which before 1780 had consisted
mostly of scattered regional and local networks, now increasingly became one
global matrix with a single nexus. And slavery in the United States was its
foundation.41

War capitalism recasts the global cotton industry: world’s cotton crop, 1791–1831 (rough estimate) (illustration
credit 5.8)

Despite its undeniable success, the dependence of Europe’s cotton manufacturers on
one country and on one peculiar system of labor disquieted some consumers of raw
cotton. As early as the 1810s, British manufacturers in particular began to worry
that they had become too dependent on a single supplier for their valuable raw
materials. In 1838, the Glasgow Chamber of Commerce and Manufactures shrilly
warned of the “alarming fact that Britain is almost entirely dependant on foreign
supply for this article, which is now scarcely less necessary than bread.” Six years
later, “A Cotton Spinner” looked with “great apprehension” at the dependence of
the United Kingdom on cotton supplies from the United States. This relationship had
become important just as the North American colonies embarked upon their slow
and painful move away from the empire, showing that connections across the
Atlantic could be severed by political and military action. Cotton manufacturers
understood that their prosperity was entirely dependent on the labor of slaves and
they “dreaded the severity of the revulsion which must sooner, or later arrive.” By
1850, one British observer estimated that 3.5 million people in the United Kingdom
were employed by the country’s cotton industry—all subject to the whims of
American planters and their tenuous hold on their nation’s politics.42

Cotton imports into Great Britain, annual averages, in percent, by country of origin (illustration credit 5.9)

Cotton manufacturers’ concerns about dependence on U.S. cotton focused on
three issues. First, they feared that the United States would siphon off everincreasing amounts of its own cotton in its own factories, which had begun to
emerge in significant numbers in the 1810s, making less cotton available to
European consumers. Second, British manufacturers in particular were concerned
that continental producers would acquire a rising percentage of the world’s cotton,
competing for American supplies. Third, and most important was “the increasing
uncertainty of the continuance of the system of slavery.” Drawing on “the bloodstained produce” constituted a “suicidal dependence” on the “crime of American
slavery.”43
In 1835, Thomas Baring carefully observed the United States, expecting that “the
further agitation of the Slave question might materially alter the result, acting of
course, favourably on prices.” How secure, after all, would slave property be in an
industrializing America with increasing abolitionist sympathies? Would the political
economy of southern planters collide with that of northern economic elites? And
could the increasingly expansionist designs of wealthy and powerful slaveholders in
the American South and their proto-nationalist project be contained within an
industrializing United States? Southern planters, the “lords of the lash,” emboldened
by their wealth, began to lament their subordinate role within the global economy;
their fledgling designs to revolutionize their own position within it were yet another
threat to the system as a whole. To the “lords of the loom,” raw material producers
had to be politically subordinate to the will and direction of industrial capital.44
On the plantation itself, another terror was lurking. A visit to the industrial cotton
fields of the “black belt” impressed on many observers that slavery was unstable
because the war between slaves and their masters could turn at any point. “A Cotton
Spinner” warned in 1844 that “the safety of this country depends upon our
obtaining an improved supply of Cotton from British India,” since in America “on
the first opportunity…these slave-gangs will naturally disperse, the improvident
negroes will cease to grow cotton, and there being no white men to supply their
places; Cotton cultivation in America will terminate.” He feared an “exterminating

war of races—a prospect too horrible to dwell upon.” Emancipation, he worried,
might shake “our country…to [its] very foundations.” Talk of runaways, refusals to
work, and even outright rebellion kept planters and European cotton manufacturers
on their toes. Merchant Francis Carnac Brown warned in 1848 of “a race of
discontented slaves, ruled by tyranny, and threatening daily some ruinous outbreak,
which it is known must one day come.” Americans tried to explain to their
European customers that slavery in the United States, unlike in Saint-Domingue, was
safe—not least, as Tench Coxe put it, because of the presence of a powerful white
militia and because slaves have “no artillery nor arms. Tho they are numerous they
are much separated by rivers, Bayos and tracts thickly peopled with whites.” But
concerns remained.45
During these moments of anxiety, European cotton manufacturers looked to other
regions of the world for an increased supply of cotton, to places such as Africa and
India. French officials eyed Senegal in the 1810s and 1820s as a potential
alternative source of cotton, but despite their concerted efforts, little cotton came. In
Britain, hopes for non-American cotton focused squarely on India, whose long
history of cotton exports seemed to make it superbly suited to supply British
factories, not least because manufacturers believed the country had “overflowing
supplies of various descriptions of cotton.” And India might point toward ways to
build a cotton industry not dependent on the inherent instabilities and exigencies of
slavery and expropriations. The possibilities of Indian cotton were enumerated and
analyzed in literally dozens of books, many with fantastically ambitious titles like
Scinde & The Punjab: The Gems of India in Respect to Their Past and Unparalleled
Capabilities of Supplanting the Slave States of America in the Cotton Markets of the
World. Some of these books were not mere pamphlets; John Chapman, a former
manufacturer of supplies for the textile industry and railroad promoter in Western
India, for example, published in 1851 The Cotton and Commerce of India, Considered
in Relation to the Interests of Great Britain, with over four hundred pages of detailed
accounts of the soil, agricultural practices, land ownership patterns, transportation
infrastructure, and trade relations of various parts of India, supported by a vast
array of statistical information. Like him, most writers concluded that “the soil and
climate” of India was “favourable to the growth of” cotton.46
By the 1830s, these individual voices found collective expression. In 1836, the
Manchester Chamber of Commerce mentioned Indian cotton for the first time in its
Annual Report. Four years later, they held a special meeting to pressure the East
India Company to do something about cotton production in India, and in 1847 they
sent a petition to the House of Commons to similar effect. In 1845 the Manchester
Commercial Association, a rival body of local entrepreneurs, even sent a deputation
to the directors of the East India Company to urge them to promote cotton growing
in India, a subject “of paramount importance to the interests of this district.”47
Some forward-looking manufacturers began to understand that there might be a
deeper, and enduringly profitable, relationship between India as a market for their
goods and India as a provider of raw materials. They imagined a world in which
Indian peasants would export their cotton and in turn purchase Manchester piece
goods: “Nothing can be more natural than that the inhabitants, deprived of a market
for their cloths, should be encouraged to cultivate the raw material.”48
The agitation for Indian cotton reached its height during the 1850s, when prices
for U.S. cotton rose once more. To be sure, Manchester cotton interests were still

divided on the merits of state intervention to secure Indian cotton, with some
believing that things should be left to the market.49 But by 1857 the “adequate
supply of cotton being obtained to sustain the industry of this district” had become
a major topic of discussion at the Chamber’s annual meetings. Cotton manufacturer,
Chamber of Commerce president, and member of Parliament Thomas Bazley
believed that “the supply of…cotton is altogether inadequate” and demanded that
more needed to be done to secure cotton from India, Africa, Australia, and other
places, “precisely because the British government does possess that soil.” Calling
upon spinners to organize to expand cotton production in colonial territories, he
was the prime mover behind the creation of the Manchester Cotton Supply
Association in 1857 “with a view to having a more abundant and universal supply.”
Concerned about the increasing volatility of American politics in the wake of the
Kansas-Nebraska Act and the Dred Scott decision, the association literally went to
the ends of the earth delivering cotton gins, giving advice, and distributing seeds
and implements to farmers, while collecting information on various kinds of cotton
and various ways of growing it. The association’s work was a microcosm of the
grand project of cotton capitalists: to transform the global countryside into a cottongrowing complex.50
For cotton manufacturers, India beckoned for the obvious reason that it remained
one of the world’s greatest growers of the white gold. They believed that India
produced more cotton than the United States; notoriously imprecise estimates spoke
of up to 750 million pounds of cotton consumed annually within India, in addition
to its annual exports of 150 million pounds and more. This compared favorably with
total U.S. production, in 1839, of 756 million pounds. Traditionally, much of this
cotton was used for domestic production, and even cotton that went into longdistance trade usually remained within India. Central Indian cotton had been traded
to Madras in the south and Bengal in the east, but with the decline of the Indian
cotton cloth export industry, it was increasingly brought to Bombay and from there
exported to China and, in limited quantities, to Britain.51
The British East India Company had halfheartedly supported efforts to increase
such exports since 1788, but the quantities involved were small, not least because of
high transport costs. Indeed, until the 1830s, much more cotton was exported to
China than to Europe (it paid for the company’s purchases of tea), and increases in
exports to Europe usually went hand in hand with decreasing exports to China. Thus
Indian cotton agriculture did not significantly become more export-oriented.52
Yet Manchester manufacturers wanted more. They pressured the British East India
Company, the British government, and, later, the British colonial administration to
develop a multitude of activities to encourage the growth and export of Indian
cotton. Private initiative was insufficient to change India’s cotton-growing
countryside, as “private companies do not answer” and thus government needed to
step in. Infrastructure improvements were first and foremost on their mind, “a
bridge [needed to be] built, or a railway made, or canals dug, or cotton cultivated,
or machines introduced.” In 1810, the company sent out American cottonseed to be
used in India. In 1816, the Board of Directors shipped Whitney gins to Bombay. In
1818, four experimental cotton farms were started. In 1829, further experimental
farms were established and land was given to Europeans “to grow the approved
kind of cotton.” In 1831, the Bombay government created an agency to purchase
raw cotton in Southern Mahratta County. In 1839, discussions emerged within the

East India Company on more investments in infrastructure, experimental farms, and
the shifting of capital out of opium production into cotton. Their cause was aided by
legal changes: Starting in 1829, the Bombay government punished with up to seven
years in prison people who fraudulently packaged and sold cotton. In 1851, another
“Act for the Better Suppression of Frauds” came into effect, with similar goals.
Numerous initiatives sought to increase and improve Indian cotton exports. And in
1853, as the British acquired Berar, a territory about 300 miles northeast of
Bombay, Lord Dalhousie, governor-general of India, bragged that this “secured the
finest cotton tracts which are known to exist in all the continent of India; and thus…
opened up a great additional channel of supply, through which to make good a felt
deficiency in the staple of one great branch of its manufacturing industry.”53
As important were schemes to collect, appropriate, and disperse knowledge.
Efforts to survey the state of Indian cotton agriculture proliferated. In 1830, the
administration commissioned detailed reports on cotton cultivation in India. In 1848
the government of India surveyed virtually the entire subcontinent, investigating the
potential of each and every region for the increased production of cotton for export.
Indeed, as elsewhere, the statistical and informational penetration of territory
usually came before the incorporation into the global economy, and at midcentury,
Europeans’ knowledge about the climate, soil, agricultural diseases, labor supplies,
and social structures in many parts of India was still tentative. Simultaneously,
exotic seeds, especially of U.S. origin, were introduced into India, new gins
delivered, and experimental farms established in Gujarat, in Coimbatore, and
elsewhere.54
The most significant of these efforts occurred in the 1840s, when the East India
Company supported the creation of experimental farms run by U.S.-born cotton
planters as a step toward supplanting U.S.-grown cotton with that from India.
Several Americans had offered their services “to go to Hindustan.” One W. W.
Wood, who was “born and bred on Cotton plantations,” wrote from New Orleans in
June 1842 that he had been “entertaining the Idea for some time of going to India
to cultivate the Cotton plant on my own account but would much prefer patronage
and support” of the East India Company. He received that support and went, along
with nine other planters, to Bombay with seed, gins, and implements brought from
the United States. The planters traveled to various parts of India, where they were
given land, a house, and a cotton press to grow exotic cotton varieties, mostly from
American seed. They hired workers and contracted for the growing of cotton with
peasants working on their own account. At first things looked good and the Asiatic
Journal reported on the “zeal and diligence” of the American planters.55
However, despite their best efforts, the farms failed rapidly. Rainfall patterns
frustrated plans to use American farming practices. Limitations of infrastructure
made transport difficult. There was a growing realization that American practices
were too capital-intensive for the conditions in which Indian cotton cultivators
found themselves. Indians also opposed the use of so-called waste lands for
experimental farms because traditionally “they have been able to feed their cattle
without expense upon the wastelands.” Moreover, farms failed because peasants
paid less attention to the fields on which they worked for hire than their own fields.
And then there was outright resistance. One of the American farmers, “Mr. Mercer, a
few weeks ago, had his bungalow burnt down, and the estate and works, together
with his whole property, destroyed, except the suit of clothes he had on him.” At

such moments, it certainly did not help that the Americans were “perfect strangers
to the habits and Language of the country.” As a result, Mercer reported in 1845
that the “the experimental farms were only a useless expense to Government; that
the American system of cultivation was not adapted to India, that the Natives of
India were, from their knowledge of the climate and capabilities of the soil, able to
cultivate better and much more economically than any European, and requested
that the farms be abolished…”56
Indian cultivators, in effect, resisted giving up so-called waste lands, and they did
not easily come to be persuaded to work for wages on farms, making a “plantation
revolution” along the lines of the one occurring in the Americas unlikely. Indeed,
they actively opposed the impositions of colonial officials. The American cotton
farmers in India complained that they were “obliged to give way to [their workers’]
prejudices.” They complained of the “laziness” of Indian cotton pickers, of cotton
stolen from their farms, that workers went on strike, forcing them to give in to
demands for higher wages, and that capital was lacking, soils were poor, and they
“did not succeed in obtaining labor.” Eventually they decided that wage labor did
not work, with one of the planters stating categorically that “cultivation by paid
labor could, under no circumstances, be profitably applied to Cotton in that part of
the country.”57
The experiences in India indeed seemed to confirm cotton’s dependence on
coercion. Yet slavery, manufacturers began to understand, could not be completely
trusted. And since manufacturers’ own capital and their own institutions were
insufficient to create alternative systems, they turned to the state: They demanded
new laws regarding land tenure to secure investments in cotton. They demanded
even more investment in experimental farms and the accumulation of agricultural
knowledge, more state investment in infrastructure, and a tax on the cultivators that
would not discourage cotton growers from investing and improving the quantity and
quality of their crops. Cotton capitalists in Britain and India understood that capital
had to be infused in the countryside, but they found the conditions there too risky.
As the Bombay Chamber of Commerce argued, “An Extension of production, so
great as to reach many million of pounds annually, and an improvement in
processes so radical as to involve a change in the customs and habits of a whole
people, cannot be produced by measures of petty detail, but can only be looked for
from the operation of causes and principles of commensurate extent and force.”58
The British East India Company defended itself vigorously against charges by
cotton manufacturers and merchants that it did not sufficiently encourage cotton
cultivation in India. By 1836, the East India Company had already published a book
in its defense, Reports and Documents Connected with the Proceedings of the East-India
Company in Regard to the Culture and Manufacture of Cotton-Wool, Raw Silk, and
Indigo in India, in which it listed in great detail the myriad of activities it had
undertaken. The company accused the merchants instead, demanding from them
more vigilance when acquiring cotton in India and a willingness to purchase only
clean, well-ginned cotton. As it happened, European cotton merchants and colonial
officials would spend the next fifteen years accusing one another of being
responsible for the inferior state and insufficient quantities of Indian export
cotton.59
Yet despite all the bickering and all of these efforts, Indian cotton continued to
play only a very minor role on world markets and posed no threat whatsoever to the

supremacy of American-grown cotton. To be sure, more Indian cotton came to the
United Kingdom, not least because former exports to China were redirected toward
Europe. But despite that redirecting of Indian cotton, its market share in the U.K.
remained low—ranging from 7.2 percent during the 1830s to 9.9 percent during the
1850s. “The success which has attended the cultivation of this article has not been
so great as could be wished,” admitted the Revenue Department in 1839. More
categorically, for the Bombay Chamber of Commerce, the efforts to improve and
expand cotton exports “resulted in signal failure.”60
As the failed experimental farms had suggested, one important reason was the
problematic transportation infrastructure. Cotton was usually brought to market on
bullocks and carts, an extremely slow and expensive way to transport the raw
material. As late as 1854, there were only thirty-four miles of railroad in India. One
expert indeed argued that American cotton was so much more competitive than
Indian cotton because of the vastly better system of railroads, and, one should add,
a vastly superior system of rivers. There was a disjuncture between the industrial
rhythm of Lancashire and the rhythms of economic life in India’s cotton-growing
countryside. War capitalism had succeeded in bridging this gap by resorting to
bodily coercion elsewhere, but not in India.61
Perhaps more important than the lack of adequate infrastructure was that the
pattern of production of Indian cultivators did not articulate well with the needs of
production for export. Indian peasants were still deeply embedded in a cotton
economy separate from the cotton upstarts in Europe. They produced cotton for
domestic consumption, and more often than not produced their own clothing. What
Britain saw as a “failure” is more usefully viewed as evidence for the vast
differences in the possibilities and the priorities of cotton production. The
monocultural production of cotton, so prevalent in the American South, was
unknown. Indian cultivators gave preference to subsistence crops, because they
feared they would starve if their market crop did not succeed—one observer
described “the cultivators growing Cotton & Grains in their respective fields
together, and indiscriminately as their inclinations or interests dictate.” Local
peasants grew cotton only “as a secondary crop,” lamented a British collector.62
Moreover, Indians were reluctant to embrace new methods of cultivation and new
ways of preparing cotton for market. They resisted the use of exotic seeds. They
continued to gin their cotton by footroller or churka. This resistance to different
ways of growing and processing cotton, so maddening to the British colonialists,
was entirely rational from the standpoint of Indian cultivators. After all, the
technologies they employed were well adapted to local social and environmental
conditions, and so were the indigenous seeds. Moreover, the peasants’ biggest
customers were indigenous spinners, so they grew cotton that they knew would
appeal to the local markets. Under conditions of extreme capital scarcity, it made
sense to focus on subsistence crops, proven technology, and established markets.
And since capital was not forthcoming, neither from European merchants nor from
Indian traders, the revolutionizing of production was difficult if not impossible.
Creating a rural proletariat, potentially another strategy to gain control over
production, proved just as impossible without clear-cut private property in land,
which could be fashioned only with massive expropriations and a powerful presence
of the state.63
Just as peasants retained control over land, their labor, and the way they

produced cotton, indigenous merchants remained powerful in the circuits of
exchange, effectively limiting Western encroachment and, with it, the
revolutionizing of the countryside. Trade in cotton was until the 1860s still largely
dominated by Indian agents, brokers, middlemen, merchants, and even exporters.
Despite “strenuous efforts…made by British interests to adapt the marketing of
cotton to the needs of the export economy,” they largely failed. In 1842 the Bombay
Chamber of Commerce took up a perpetual question: “Why is British capital, so
powerful everywhere else, and from which so much was expected to be done for
India, here so wholly inoperative?” They listed numerous disadvantages to
European capitalists: They were few in number, with only forty European merchants
in Bombay dealing in cotton. They had to adapt “to a pre-existing state of
commerce.” They lamented “the opposition and imposition that must inevitably be
encountered.” And they had to compete with local spinners.64
Even when Western merchants operated in the cotton-growing districts, they met
opposition at every point: “The cultivators were taught to distrust them, in
consequence of their being Europeans, to demand for their Cotton a price far
beyond what they accepted from Native dealers. A similar imposition was attempted
in every thing—the price of labour, the hire of carts, the rent of warehouses, and the
rates of churka men.” As a result, the idea of “the maintenance of Establishments in
the interior” for European merchants was quite unthinkable and English merchants
limited themselves “to the purchase of Cotton when brought here [Bombay] to
market.” Even though they knew of the need for “Mercantile Agency in the interior
of the country” as a precondition for the recasting of cotton production, they were
not likely “to risk in a place so remote from their control the large amount of capital
requisite to erect the buildings, and furnish the advances to the cultivators, which
would be necessary to keep up permanent establishments in Guzerat.” In Berar as
late as 1848, “the Cotton is usually purchased in small quantities by itinerant
Dealers at the Villages where it is produced,” with much of the cotton spun by the
farmers themselves, and “with no Capitalist in the Country who could make
advances to any great extent worth mentioning.” Unlike in the United States, they
were not yet capable of what a British parliamentary committee in 1847–48 deemed
might be necessary: “for European capitalists to place themselves in direct
communication with the cultivators of the soil.”65
In short, Europeans had only very superficially penetrated India’s cotton growing.
Western merchants had no impact whatsoever on how cotton was produced in the
Indian countryside. They had just as little impact on the ways cotton moved from its
producers to the traders on the coast. British efforts to grow cotton on large farms
with wage labor failed spectacularly, not least because labor could not be mobilized.
One superintendent of such a cotton farm wrote that “these people all refuse to
come to the Farm when the villagers require their services, and some who have
been paid by Government by the month went away saying they were sick and
unable to work in the Morning, and in the evening I found them working for the
villagers.”66
Given such troubles, coerced labor seemed an attractive option. Indeed, the
example of the great slave-based American system of cotton growing led one
commercial resident to ask in 1831 if it might not be better if the company would
engage in “a little gentle coercion.” Another writer similarly suggested that
Europeans should employ “apprentices from the Orphan Schools,” while others

favored the use of prison and convict labor. All these came to naught—and with
them European-run cotton plantations. Instead, the East India Company had to
engage constantly with local rulers, local power structures, local property ownership
patterns, and local ways of producing things. British difficulties in India clarify the
decisive difference from the United States. Though settler conflicts with Native
Americans were costly, both in lives and treasure, the result left settlers in full
control of the land and its resources. Indigenous ways of doing things were no
longer. The local was simply obliterated.67
Indian peasants, like their counterparts in Anatolia, western Africa, and
elsewhere, had shaped a world in which they could resist the onslaught of European
merchant capital. Since Europeans were unable to transfer bodily coercion and allencompassing expropriation of land to these regions of the world, and since they
lacked the power to force some other alternative system of raw material production,
much to their lament, their dependence on the United States deepened. As Mr.
Dunbar, commissioner of Dhaka, concluded in 1848, “In this ancient and populous
Country where land is valuable and rents high, where agricultural Service is almost
unknown and the want of skill, energy and enterprise of the agricultural population
is proverbial, where the produce is so inferior and the Cost of transportation
necessarily so high, competition with America seems a hopeless task.”68
In contrast to India, Egypt contained the possibility for coercion, expropriation, and
even slavery. Cotton as a major export staple came late to Egypt, during the reign of
Muhammad Ali Pasha in the 1820s. As part of Ali’s effort to create a vibrant
domestic cotton industry, in the late 1810s he brought Louis Alexis Jumel, a French
textile engineer long since removed to New York City. Jumel chanced across a
cotton bush in a Cairo garden with unusually long and strong fiber. With the
support of Ali, he developed the strain further, and by 1821 was already harvesting
substantial amounts of what came to be called Jumel cotton, finding ready markets
in Europe.69
Ali understood the potential of this new export crop and ordered it grown
throughout the country. Coercion was integral to this project from the beginning.
Peasants were forced to cultivate cotton on state-owned lands for their yearly corvée
duty, a forced-labor tax. On their own lands they were also forced to plant cotton in
specific ways, to sell their crop to the state, and to work without pay. The
government set prices for the cotton and controlled all aspects of its transport and
sale to foreign merchants in Alexandria, who were explicitly disallowed to directly
purchase cotton from Egyptian growers. Workers were also forced to dig canals to
water the crop and to build roads that crisscrossed Lower Egypt to move it to
market. As Merchants’ Magazine and Commercial Review observed in New York in
1843, “Cotton is not willingly cultivated by the fellah, and would probably be
scarcely produced at all but through the despotic interference of the pasha.” In
Egypt, unlike the United States where force was exerted by private individuals,
violent coercion descended upon rural cultivators from a premodern state.70
The Egyptian state also dominated the cotton trade itself. Until the 1850s, in
contrast to indebted American planters, Egyptian rulers succeeded in limiting the
influence of foreign merchants on the domestic trade in cotton, despite their
centrality in organizing the export trade from the Mediteranean port city of

Alexandria. The government purchased the cotton at fixed prices, collected it at
central warehouses, and then shipped it to Alexandria, where Ali was the only seller
of the raw material to foreign merchants. In the 1820s and 1830s, between 10 and
25 percent of the revenues of the Egyptian state derived from this sale of cotton.71
Egyptian cotton came to play a significant role in supplying European
manufacturers.72 British factory owners noted in 1825 that such exports had
“materially checked the advances which lately occurred in the prices of all other
Cottons.” But the prime value of Egyptian cotton, they argued, was that it could
substitute for American long-staple Sea Island cotton, which they considered
important “in the event of any political event depriving us altogether of the Cotton
of the United States.”73

Cotton exports from Egypt, in millions of pounds, 1821–1859 (illustration credit 5.10)

The cataclysmic event did not materialize. Not yet. Instead, cotton flowed ever
more cheaply out of the American South. Slavery and the expropriation of native
lands, fueled by European capital, combined to feed raw materials relentlessly into
Europe’s core industry. The massive infusion of European capital transformed the
American countryside; land became wealth, and linked across great distances slaves
and wage workers, planters and manufacturers, plantations and factories. In the
wake of the Industrial Revolution, slavery had become central to the Western
world’s new political economy. But this capitalism, based on territorial expansion
and violent domination of labor, was also inherently unstable: As the Bremer
Handelsblatt put it in 1853, “the material prosperity of Europe hangs on a thread of
cotton. Would slavery suddenly be abolished, cotton production would fall at one
stroke by ⅚th, and all cotton industries would be ruined.”74
Relief for cotton-hungry manufacturers, ironically, came from unexpected
quarters, for unexpected reasons: from the slow but steady collapse of competing
circuits of cotton manufacturing in Asia. Throughout the first half of the nineteenth
century, local cotton craft networks remained a powerful presence in the world. In
Africa, Latin America, and throughout Asia, the growing of cotton for household use
or local markets remained important; indeed, it is entirely possible that as late as
midcentury more cotton entered such limited circulation than entered industrial
production. In large parts of Africa, observed Thomas Ellison as late as 1886,
“indigenous Cotton has from time immemorial been both grown and manufactured,

and the natives are for the most part clothed in fabrics of their own production.”75
In China as well, using traditional methods of production, spinners and weavers,
working mostly in their houses and drawing on the labor of their dependents,
continued to serve their very large domestic market. Most of the cotton they
consumed came from their own or their neighbors’ fields, while others bought
cotton from the large cotton merchants of Shanghai and elsewhere. “Early in the
fine autumnal mornings,” observed a British traveler in 1845, “the roads leading
into Shanghae are crowded with bands of coolies from the cotton farms,” testifying
to a world of cotton distant from the circuits of growing, production, and
consumption dominated by Europeans. Japan too had a flourishing domestic trade
in locally grown cotton, and produced large amounts of cotton goods in homes and
workshops. And Bengal, despite the beginning decline of its export manufacturing
industry, still imported huge quantities of raw cotton in the first years of the
nineteenth century: In 1802, it was said that Bengal grew a little more than 7
million pounds of cotton, but imported more than 43 million pounds, principally
from western India, competing with China and Lancashire for the raw material of its
core industry. Despite British designs to the contrary, India continued to be the most
prominent example for such alternative circuits of cotton.76
Yet while local and regional networks persisted, they would never again flourish.
These smaller networks, defined by custom, convenience, and profit, were
undermined by the ever-widening veins of European capital and state power.
Indeed, the cheapness of cottons enabled by slavery in the United States would help
undermine local manufacturing everywhere. Many times over, indeed, the empire of
cotton would advance what historian Kären Wigen has called the “making of a
periphery.” Tench Coxe understood that process already in 1818: The export of
British piece goods to India, he perceptively observed, would force Indians “to turn
to raising cotton instead of making piece goods they cannot sell.” Across the
nineteenth century, Europeans gambled on the efficacy of war capitalism again and
again; each time they succeeded in planting new fields, in coercing more slaves, in
finding additional capital, they enabled the production of more cotton fabrics at
cheaper prices, and they pushed their cotton rivals to the periphery. The destruction
of each of these alternative circuits of cotton, in turn, would further tip the balance
of power in many parts of the world’s countryside, making more territory and more
labor vulnerable to the encroachment of the global economy. The great irony of this
rapacious cycle of war capitalism, as we will see, is that its success laid the
foundation for its own demise.77
But any hint of demise was distant. In the first half of the nineteenth century, war
capitalism seemed a vast and impenetrable machine, a painfully efficient
mechanism for profit and power. As Britain’s power grew, capitalists in other
regions of the world saw the possibilities inherent in the marriage of new
technologies and bodily coercion. Certainly, many observers were anxious about the
warlike expropriation of native peoples, the violence on the plantation, and the
social turmoil in England’s industrial cities. Yet wealth and power beckoned to those
able to embrace that new world. Throughout France, the German lands,
Switzerland, the United States, Lombardy, and elsewhere, capitalists tried to follow
the path laid down by Manchester.

Chapter Six

Industrial Capitalism Takes Wing

The Industrial Revolution in Alsace (illustration credit 6.1)

In 1835, John Masterson Burke, a twenty-three-year-old business manager at the
iron foundry of James P. Alair in New York City, set sail for southern Mexico. His
destination was the small colonial town of Valladolid. There, Don Pedro Baranda,
the onetime governor of Yucatán, and John L. MacGregor, a Scot, had opened
Mexico’s first steam-powered cotton manufacturing enterprise, a factory that Burke
was to direct. They cited the “spontaneous growth of cotton around Valladolid” as
the incentive for this venture, but stories of cotton profits from Lancashire to Lowell
must have encouraged Baranda and MacGregor as well.1
Building a cotton factory in Valladolid, far from shipping facilities and technical
expertise, was no small undertaking. Although a New Yorker who passed through in
1842 described the factory as “remarkable for its neat, compact, and business-like
appearance,” setting up production in Yucatán had been a struggle. To get the
Aurora Yucateca started, Burke had brought with him from New York not only the
machinery (including the carts required to move these machines from the port to
Valladolid) but also four engineers, two of whom promptly died of malaria. With no
architect, the entrepreneurs designed the factory themselves and “twice the arches
gave way, and the whole building came down.” Nonetheless, Baranda, MacGregor,
and Burke eventually got the mill up and running. Drawing on 117 local workers,
along with Mayan families who supplied the wood to fire the steam engines and

who planted cotton on their maize fields, they churned out 395,000 yards of cloth
in the nine years before 1844. Though modest by the standards of Lancashire, this
was a spectacular achievement.2
That a cotton mill arose in the middle of the tropical wilderness of the Yucatán
Peninsula, several days’ ride away from the port town of Mérida, and remote from
sources of capital, testifies to the powerful attraction that cotton had for
entrepreneurs across the globe. After the spread of water-powered spinning
machines in Great Britain during the 1780s, mechanized cotton manufacturing
spread around the world, at first slowly and then at breakneck speed, from Britain
to continental Europe and to the United States, then on to Latin America, to
northern Africa, and eventually to India and beyond.
Hundreds, perhaps thousands, of such stories could be told. Take the Wiesental in
what is today Germany. Reaching from the highest peaks of the Black Forest in the
Duchy of Baden to the Rhine near the Swiss city of Basel, this valley had been a
vibrant center for the hand spinning and weaving of cotton since the eighteenth
century. Flush with Swiss capital, cheap labor, and a broad network of middlemen,
enterprising Basel merchants mobilized thousands of peasants to spin cotton in their
homes, workers who came from local farm families unable to find land for their
offspring and who were outside the guild restrictions that limited the expansion of
production in cities such as Basel. Some of these merchants began to employ very
large numbers of these workers, helped by government stipulations that forced
children and young adults to spin: In 1795 putting-out merchant Meinrad Montfort
from Zell in the Black Forest paid wages to about twenty-five hundred households in
which one or more family members spun or wove. Montfort and other such puttingout merchants received the raw cotton from Basel and returned the finished cloth to
its merchants, who in turn delivered the goods to the burgeoning cotton printing
factories located in Mulhouse, an independent city-state just across the Rhine. So
massive was Swiss investment that one historian has called the attendant economic
restructuring of the area the “colonialization of the Wiesental.”3
Already in the eighteenth century, these Swiss entrepreneurs and their Baden
subcontractors had put some spinners and weavers to work in nonmechanized
workshops in order to better supervise production. Montfort himself had created as
early as 1774 a bleaching workshop in nearby Staufen. Once workers left their
homes to labor in workshops, it was only a question of time when mechanical
devices for the spinning of cotton, recently invented in England, would come to the
Wiesental. Indeed, in 1794—only ten years after Greg’s venture in Styal—
entrepreneurs erected the first mechanized spinning mill, although government
agents forced its closure soon thereafter for fear that mechanization would lead to
unemployment, misery, and social upheaval. But this government intervention
against industry was a rare exception, and by 1810 modern water frames and mules
returned to the valley, invited by a government more favorably inclined to
mechanization. Drawing their power from the plentiful streams cascading down the
mountainsides of the Black Forest, these mills destroyed hand spinning in short
order. The greater availability of yarn, however, resulted in a boom in hand
weaving, which for a short period allowed peasants to remain within their farm
households. As elsewhere, rising demand and ready capital eventually moved
weaving into factories as well. Mulhousian entrepreneur Peter Koechlin, to name
but one, created hand-weaving factories in the Wiesental towns of Steinen (in

1816), Schönau (1820), and Zell (1826). With manufacturing moving from their
households into factories, peasants in ever greater numbers gave up raising cattle as
well as making cheese. By 1860, the Wiesental counted 160,000 mechanized
spindles and 8,000 looms, nearly all of them located in factories. Once a remote
outpost of subsistence farming, the valley had become yet another dot on the map of
the Industrial Revolution. Like the Yucatecan town of Valladolid, it had fallen into
the vortex of a globe-spanning capitalist economy linking peasants in the Black
Forest and on the Yucatán Peninsula, slaves on the banks of the Mississippi and, as
we will see, consumers on the shores of the Río de la Plata.4
Hitched behind a well-matched team of entrepreneurs hungry for profits and
rulers lusting for power, the mechanized cotton industry successfully colonized the
Wiesental, Valladolid, and an ever-larger swath of the world. In 1771, the spinning
jenny came to the French city of Rouen, only six years after it had been introduced
in the United Kingdom. In 1783, Johann Gottfried Brügelmann, a putting-out
merchant in Ratingen near Düsseldorf, did not have enough yarn for his weavers, a
problem that would have been impossible to solve just a few years earlier; now he
invested 25,000 reichstaler, gathered about eighty workers, and with the help of a
British expert created the first spinning factory in the German-speaking lands. Two
years later, the first mechanical spinning machine arrived in Barcelona, a city with
such ancient cotton traditions that one of its narrow streets to this day carries the
name Carrer del Cotoners. In 1789, Providence merchant Moses Brown hired a
skilled British cotton worker, Samuel Slater, and built the first successful spinning
factory in America. In 1792, Belgian entrepreneur Lieven Bauwens followed suit and
started the first mechanized spinning mill in Twente. A year later, such machines for
the first time began twisting yarn in Russia, when the Russian Treasury sponsored
Michael Ossovski to start a cotton spinning mill. In 1798, a citizen of the Saxon city
of Chemnitz, Christian Friedrich Kreissig, bought twenty-five spinning jennies and
started a cotton factory. By 1801, local merchants in St. Gallen in Switzerland had
sponsored Marc-Antoine Pellis’s creation of the country’s first spinning mill, the
Spinnerei Aktiengesellschaft. Seven years later, spindles turned in the Lombardian
town of Intra on the shores of Lake Maggiore. By 1818, the first mechanized cotton
spinning mill began operations in Egypt on orders of Muhammad Ali, and in the
mid-1830s, Don Pedro Baranda built the first steam-powered cotton spinning factory
in Mexico.5
British tinkerers’ revolutionary methods for the production of cotton yarn spread
rapidly, probably more rapidly than any previous manufacturing technology. It
certainly helped that travelers, journals, newspapers, and learned societies
trumpeted these wondrous advances. But even more influential must have been the
influx of British traders carrying yarn and finished cotton cloth at unbeatable prices.
European and North American consumers, introduced to the wonderful properties of
cotton through relatively expensive goods made in India, responded swiftly and
enthusiastically, as did consumers in regions of the world that had produced their
own cotton fabrics for centuries or millennia. As more people bought cheap cottons,
entrepreneurs in more countries became convinced that they could produce the
same goods. With equal enthusiasm skilled artisans, adventurers, state bureaucrats,
and budding entrepreneurs embraced the new machines and techniques. By 1800, as
we have seen, the first mechanized spinning mills had sprung up in Britain, France,
the German lands, the United States, Russia, Switzerland, the Netherlands, and

Belgium. Twenty years later, new mills churned out yarn and cloth in the Habsburg
Empire, Denmark, Italy, Egypt, and Spain. And by 1860, mills could be found
throughout Europe, North America, India, Mexico, and Brazil. While that year the
United Kingdom still controlled 67.4 percent of the world’s mechanical spindles,
cotton spinning by machines had effectively replaced older ways of doing things in
large areas of the world.6
The world’s mechanized cotton industry was remarkable not only for its rapid
global dispersion but also for its feverish rate of growth. Each new spinning mill
served as an example to entrepreneurial neighbors that profits awaited those who
could master the new world of cotton manufacturing. Belgian industrialization,
without precedent in continental Europe in the first decade of the nineteenth
century, was an example of this growth: In Ghent alone, its center, there had been
only 227 cotton spinners in 1802, but six years later there were already 2,000 such
workers, with an additional 1,000 laboring in the surrounding countryside.7 The
number of spindles in the German lands increased from 22,000 in 1800 to 2 million
in 1860. Catalonia saw an exponential growth of its cotton industry as well, so
much so that it became known as the “little England in the heart of Spain,” with
nearly 800,000 spindles turning in 1861. By 1828, nine spinning mills had opened
in Russia, and by the middle of the nineteenth century Russia had become selfsufficient in cotton textiles. In Mexico, 25,000 spindles and 2,600 looms worked in
its fifty-eight mills by 1843. Switzerland counted 1.35 million spindles in 1857.
Nearby Alsace housed more than 500,000 mechanical spindles in 1828, and 859,300
in 1846. In the United States, cotton mills opened in Rhode Island (1790), New
Jersey (1791), Delaware (1795), New Hampshire (1803), New York (1803),
Connecticut (1804), and Maryland (1810). In 1810, according to the U.S. census,
there were 269 cotton establishments in the United States with a total of 87,000
spindles. By 1860, there would be 5 million spindles, making cotton textiles the
United States’ most important manufacturing industry in terms of capital invested,
workers employed, and net value of its product.8
The rapid spread and exponential growth of mechanized cotton yarn production
in so many parts of the world evinces the compelling nature of this new social
system. Most obviously, mechanized spinning led to enormous productivity gains;
those with sufficient capital to afford the new technology immediately enjoyed a
competitive advantage over hand spinners. Once entrepreneurs installed spinning
mules in Switzerland, productivity per worker increased by as much as a factor of a
hundred.9 It is not surprising that the history of cotton after 1780 had a definite
direction: Ever-more productive machines substituted for human labor, turning the
world’s most important manufacturing industry upside down.

Cotton’s dramatic decline in price: average price of 100 kilograms of cotton yarn in Mulhouse, 1811–1860
(illustration credit 6.2)

Yet if this new way of spinning cotton yarn was so compelling, should it not have
spread more evenly throughout the globe? Why did it take ten or more years to
travel a few hundred miles to continental Europe, twenty or more years to cross the
Atlantic to the United States, fifty or more years to reach Mexico and Egypt, and a
hundred or more years to reach India, Japan, China, Argentina, and most of Africa?
The spread of cotton industrialization is puzzling. Clearly it was a vastly more
productive way to satisfy a basic human need for cloth. Cotton growing needed
appropriate climates and soil, but cotton manufacturing, as the British example had
shown, needed neither. In fact, the spread of mechanized cotton manufacturing
seemed to follow a universal law of efficiency—yet with surprisingly particular
results.
If we compare mechanized cotton production to the spread of a virus or an
invasive species, then figuring out the underlying causes requires us to differentiate
the vulnerable populations from the resistant ones. And indeed, even a cursory
glance around the edges of these newfangled machines in the countries and regions
that adopted them first reveals a host of characteristic economic, social, and
political relations—the embryonic features of industrial capitalism. As we have seen
in Britain, this industrial capitalism was a radical departure from the life of
centuries prior. It was one thing for British tinkerers and putting-out merchants to
stumble upon a new way of spinning cotton in the last decades of the eighteenth
century. But it was an entirely different thing to scale that model by several orders
of magnitude and forge it into a new social order. It was the capacity of a newly
emerging type of state, as we will see, that was decisive.
To understand the seemingly peculiar patterns of the spread of mechanized cotton
manufacturing around the world, and with it industrialization as such, let us chart
what the places that followed the British had in common. First and foremost, these
early adopters all had a prior history of textile manufacturing. While no guarantee
of success, such prior experience was all but required for cotton industrialization.
Spinning mills almost always arose in areas that had already sustained vibrant
textile industries—no matter if in woolens, flax, or cottons, urban or rural, home-

based or in workshops. In the area around Ghent, for example, a long tradition of
flax spinning and weaving had trained labor to cotton manufacturing. In the
Mexican city of Puebla, mechanical cotton spinning built upon a centuries-long
history of cotton spinning and weaving so established that its workers had a cotton
producers’ guild, and indeed large workshops had emerged even before the advent
of mechanization. The situation in the German lands was no different: One
economist found that “the modern cotton industry nearly everywhere is building on
older home industries.” In Russia, the cotton manufacturing industry emerged from
eighteenth-century linen and woolen manufacturing; in the United States, New
England’s textile mills arose in areas in which women especially had a long tradition
of spinning yarn and weaving textiles; in Alsace, the history of textile production
stretched back to the fifteenth century; and in Switzerland’s cotton manufacturing
areas, the long and distinguished history of people making cotton fabrics in their
homes had resulted in the accumulation of skills and capital. This small-scale work
was often the first victim of industry’s rise, but it provided the usurpers with skills
and labor essential to modern manufacturing.10
The focus of the old manufacturing base also shaped the avenues each region
followed to industrialization. In some areas of the world, cotton industrialization
unfolded from basic spinning, with the weaving and printing of textiles being
secondary. In the United States, for example, as in England itself, industrialization
was led by basic manufacturing, namely spinning, moving next into weaving and,
later, printing, the application of colorful designs on cotton cloth imported from
elsewhere. In many other parts of the world, among them Belgium, Russia, and
Alsace, however, cotton industrialization emerged from a thriving printing
industry.11

The Spread of Industrial Capitalism, 1780–1860

Whether led by spinning or printing, in all of these regions rural people had spun
and woven in their cottages, farmhouses, and huts and had done so under the
direction of merchants. In Saxony, cotton spinning and weaving extended back to
the fifteenth century, with peasants first producing yarn and cloth for their own use.
By the eighteenth century, merchants had built a complex putting-out system,
advancing raw cotton to farmers to later retrieve finished yarn and cloth from them.
Eventually some of these peasants became full-time spinners. By 1799, in and
around Chemnitz as many as fifteen thousand people spun cotton in their homes. As
workers honed their skills, merchants accumulated capital and marketing
expertise.12
The Swiss story unfolded similarly. Tens of thousands of people had been busy
manufacturing cotton textiles long before machines arrived. Merchants, just like in
Saxony, gradually organized this production. When inexpensive British yarn began
flooding the Swiss market, many spinners became weavers, continuing to work in
their homes. Some of the putting-out merchants, however, saw an opportunity to
produce yarn domestically, and they brought workers into factories to work for
wages on new English-made machines. At first, industrialization did not eliminate
manufacturing in the countryside and in homes, but over time its insatiable hunger
for capital and ever greater mechanization shifted power to those merchants most
capable of building large factories employing wage workers.13
In Italy as well, Lombardian putting-out systems paved the way for the emergence
of factory production in the early decades of the nineteenth century. A few hundred
miles to the west, in Catalonia, earlier manufacturing in both the countryside as
well as in the city of Barcelona had smoothed the path toward factory production,
fueled in part by the new accumulation of capital and in part by the creation of a
rural group of wage earners who could be moved into factories. Holland’s
mechanized cotton industry was also built upon and embedded within its puttingout networks, as was Mexico’s.14
Such a system of home spinning could, at least at first, easily adapt to a more
mechanized way of doing things. In the late eighteenth century, for example, some
spinners began using jennies in their homes or small workshops, as they had done in
Britain a few decades earlier. Eventually, however, merchants nearly everywhere
would concentrate production in factories, where it could be better supervised,
standardized, and accelerated by the use of water and steam power.15
This early manufacturing often, though not always, also provided access to that
other ingredient essential for industrial production: capital. Without access to
capital, the new ways of producing cotton were impossible: buildings had to be
erected, streams diverted, machines built, workers hired, raw materials secured, and
expertise recruited, often from long distances and across national boundaries. The
merchants’ most common strategy was reinvesting capital accumulated in the
organization of household production of cotton yarn and cloth into small factories.
In Switzerland, for example, former putting-out merchants financed the wave of
mechanized spinning mills built after 1806. They began with small factories of a few
mules and slowly enlarged them. In Catalonia, by the late eighteenth century,
artisan producers had accumulated capital in the nonmechanized and householdbased textile industry and then used it to expand and mechanize production. In
Alsace, the industry drew its capital and entrepreneurial skills from the older
merchant and artisanal elites of the city of Mulhouse. In Russia, the Prokhorov

family, cotton manufacturers from Sergiyev Posad, a small city fifty miles from
Moscow, followed a similar trajectory. Serfs emancipated by Catherine II, they
became small-scale merchants, and then, in 1843, focused on calico printing.
Shortly thereafter, they started a small spinning mill and their firm grew rapidly. As
the age’s most dynamic industry, cotton manufacturing provided ample
opportunities for social mobility. Swiss cotton manufacturer Heinrich Kunz started
out as a wage worker, but at the time of his death in 1859 he owned eight spinning
mills with 150,000 spindles, employing two thousand workers.16
Mill owners in the United States also often rose from the ranks of small merchants
and skilled artisans. Rhode Island’s Samuel Slater had apprenticed himself in
England, oversaw other factories, and then migrated to the United States in 1789.
Once there, he entered into a partnership with Providence merchant Moses Brown,
who was rich from the West Indian provisioning trade and was trying to introduce
mechanical spinning in the Browns’ Pawtucket factory. Slater proceeded to build
British-designed machines from memory, and in December 1790 the factory
produced its first yarn. The energetic Slater soon expanded operations, built
additional mills, and eventually accumulated sufficient wealth to create his own
company in 1799. By 1806 the Rhode Island countryside was graced by the village
of Slatersville.17
Such successes inspired others: When in 1813 William Holmes, whose “object is to
get business for myself,” wrote to his brother John that they should build a cotton
factory, he reviewed what a nearby factory had cost and concluded from such
observations that putting up a factory large enough to eventually accommodate a
thousand spindles would cost about $10,000. He was “ready to join & put in 1000
dollars. A spinner who is a workman can be obtained who will put in 500 more & I
can get more subscriptions from this quarter if necessary.” Once started, these
humble investors could “so increase the machinery from the profits of the 200
spindles.”18
As the example of the Holmes brothers shows, capital requirements in early
cotton factories could be quite modest, so modest that even in areas in which the
availability of capital was limited, such as Saxony, cotton factories might still
flourish in a fashion, despite being small, outdated, and reliant on cheap labor and
cheap waterpower. Don Baranda, just as modestly, had invested a total of 40,000
pesos, the equivalent of the annual wages of approximately two hundred skilled
workers, in his Valladolid factory in 1835. Even in areas with a greater capital
availability, expenditures were measured and conservative. In the French
department of Bas-Rhin, part of the cotton complex centered in Mulhouse, a cotton
spinning factory only required an average capitalization of 16,216 francs in 1801,
allowing the thirty-seven factories that existed to employ an average of eighty-one
workers. A weaving factory required more—35,714 francs on average, but this was
still a modest amount compared to the 150,000 francs needed for a carriage maker,
and the 1.4 million francs that an arms manufacturing establishment required.
Later, factories would of course grow: during the first half of the nineteenth century,
a mechanized spinning mill might cost between 200,000 and 600,000 francs, an
integrated factory with spinning, weaving, and printing operations perhaps as much
as 1.5 million francs.19
Reinvestments of capital accumulated in the putting-out industry and small
artisan workshops combined with tentative investment from large fortunes

accumulated in the sometimes fickle world of trade. In some exceptional instances,
indeed, huge fortunes were invested in cotton manufacturing as merchant capital
attached itself to industrial production. The most dramatic such move was
undertaken by a group of Boston merchants looking for new outlets for capital
suddenly and ruinously idled due to the American trade embargo against Britain
and France from 1807 to 1812. In 1810 Francis Cabot Lowell traveled to the United
Kingdom to acquire the blueprints for a cotton mill. Upon his return, he and a group
of wealthy Boston merchants had signed the “Articles of Agreement between the
Associates of the Boston Manufacturing Company,” which created a huge integrated
spinning and weaving mill in Waltham near Boston, initially capitalized at
$400,000, or a bit more than 2 million francs. The mill focused on inexpensive
coarse cotton goods, some of which were sold to clothe slaves, replacing Indian
manufactured cloth. (So common did Lowell cloth become among slaves that
“Lowell” became the generic term slaves used to describe coarse cottons.) The
venture proved hugely profitable, with dividends in most years above 10 percent on
the paid-in capital. In 1817, the mills paid peak dividends of 17 percent. By 1823,
the Boston Associates expanded further, building more mills in Lowell, about
twenty-five miles north of Boston, and creating the largest integrated mills
anywhere in the world. This move of American merchant capital into manufacturing
marked another tight connection between slavery and industry. Early cotton
industrialists such as the Cabot, Brown, and Lowell families all had ties to the slave
trade, the West Indian provision trade, and the trade in agricultural commodities
grown by slaves. The “lords of the lash” and the “lords of the loom” were, yet again,
tightly linked.20
The Boston Associates were unusual in the size of their investment, but they were
not the only large merchants moving capital into industrial production. Swiss
merchants by the early nineteenth century began to invest into the Alsatian cotton
industry, and also into the emerging cotton complex of Lombardy. Barcelona
merchants followed suit. In Mexico as well, the larger share of the capital invested
in cotton manufacturing did not come out of the textile industry itself, but instead
from fortunes accumulated in trade. Of the forty-one capitalists who opened cotton
factories in Puebla between 1830 and 1849, nineteen had been merchants, five
landowners, and only three had previously been involved in textiles.21
Wealthy merchants, many of them foreign, also played a central role in the
development of the Russian cotton textile industry, none more emblematically than
Ludwig Knoop. Born into a middling Bremen merchant family, Knoop had come to
Russia in 1839 as an assistant representative of a Manchester merchant firm, de
Jersey, importing yarn. He was only eighteen years old but already quite familiar
with cotton manufacturing technology and in thrall to its promise. When, four years
later, Britain lifted its ban on textile machine exports, a ban that had from 1786 to
1843 outlawed the export of such things as the spinning mule (or blueprints
thereof), Knoop began to bring these machines to Russia, along with English
engineers and mechanics; he also imported American-grown cotton and secured
credits abroad for Russian manufacturers. He built eight spinning mills between
1843 and 1847, eventually selling those factories to Russian entrepreneurs. Riding
cotton’s meteoric global rise, Knoop became Russia’s most prominent industrialist.22
Such mobilizations of capital were almost always embedded within kinship
networks, the Boston Associates, for example, drew on relatives for investments; so

did the Fränkel family of Upper Silesia, who built a large spinning, weaving, and
finishing empire in and around Lodz, effectively pooling family capital and
management skills. The best example of the importance of family to the emerging
cotton industry, however, was Alsace, where a handful of families came to dominate
a huge local industry for many generations: the Dollfuses, Koechlins, and
Schlumbergers among them. These families intermarried. Pierre Schlumberger, one
of Mulhouse’s major cotton entrepreneurs, whose spinning mills and printing
workshops were valued at 1.3 million francs when he died, had twenty-two children
and grandchildren who entered adulthood between 1830 and 1870. Nineteen of
them married, fourteen into the Alsatian bourgeoisie, and three into the bourgeoisie
of the cotton port of Le Havre. The textile bourgeoisie of Mulhouse thus was
extraordinarily cohesive, capable of organizing (in 1826, they founded the Société
Industrielle de Mulhouse), and of exerting its power to create a political, social, and
economic environment that was conducive to their interests. One descendant, André
Koechlin, was aptly dubbed the “Sultan of Mulhouse.”23
Access to capital and a history in textile production thus were essential to
embarking upon the great adventure of manufacturing yarn and cloth with
machines, but the catalyst that turned these preconditions into full-fledged cotton
industrialization was pressure: namely, the competition from British imports.
Indeed, throughout the world, the embrace of mechanized cotton manufacturing
was motivated by the need to substitute domestic production for foreign—usually
British—imports, just as England had fought so hard to replace a reliance on Indian
imports with its own domestic products. By 1800, Britain was flooding world
markets, exporting huge quantities of cotton yarn and a smaller proportion of cloth:
the value of exports to Europe increased by more than twenty times between 1780
and 1805.24
THE ENTREPRENEURS

Russia: Ludwig Knoop and his wife (illustration credit 6.3)

France: André Koechlin

Belgium: Lieven Bauwens

Mexico: Don Pedro Baranda (illustration credit 6.4)

At first British manufacturers themselves were important agents in the spread of
industrial capitalism. Wright Armitage, for example, a Manchester cotton

manufacturer, sent his brother Enoch to the United States to sell his factory’s
products. In similar ways, McConnel & Kennedy, the Manchester spinners, drew on
agents as far away as Hamburg, Switzerland, France, and, in 1825, Leipzig, Belfast,
St. Gallen, Thessaloniki, Frankfurt, Calcutta, France, Genoa, and Geneva to sell their
yarn. Their business records testify to the ever greater variety of foreign markets
they served. While in the 1790s the firm had corresponded nearly exclusively with
customers in the United Kingdom, by 1805 it corresponded with business partners
in Germany, Portugal, and the United States, and by 1825 with partners in Egypt,
France, India, Italy, Poland, and Switzerland. In that year, 30 percent of the firm’s
letters went to places outside the United Kingdom, testifying to the global scope of
their sales. John Rylands, Manchester’s first multimillionaire and the builder of an
“industrial and commercial empire,” started his career as a weaver, turned himself
into a manufacturer, and by the 1820s became a wholesale trader, with huge
warehouses in Manchester and by 1849 also in London, that supplied the markets of
the world.25
Eventually, however, mill owners focused on manufacturing only and left the
selling to a burgeoning group of merchants. Already in 1815 the city of Manchester
had fifteen hundred cotton showrooms that made a panoply of goods available to
customers. Foreign-born merchants flocked there. Nathan Rothschild, for example,
arrived from Germany in 1798 to acquire textiles for his father’s house back in
Frankfurt, the first of many German Jews who settled in Manchester. After 1840, a
large number of Greeks joined them to serve the needs of the Ottoman Empire and
beyond. Merchants located in foreign ports, drawing on the credit of wealthy British
merchants and bankers, became further conduits for the sale of British textiles. In
Buenos Aires, for example, a rapidly growing group of British merchants sold British
yarn and cloth from the earliest years of the nineteenth century, exporting at the
same time hides and other meat products. Hugo (Hugh) Dallas, for example,
imported such yarn and cloth on commission, and sent “information respecting
Colours, Assortments, qualities & prices” to British manufacturers so they could
adopt their production to a remote market, where letters could take six months to
arrive.26

Capturing the world market: John Rylands, Manchester, 1869 (illustration credit 6.5)

And Buenos Aires was not the only place in South America where British
merchants traded in cotton. Already by the mid-1820s it has been estimated that ten
British merchant houses were active in Montevideo, twenty in Lima, fourteen in
Mexico City, four in Cartagena, sixty in Rio, twenty in Bahia, and sixteen in
Pernambuco.27 This tidal wave of exports flooded the world’s nonmechanized cotton
industries. Switzerland, one of Europe’s earliest industrializers, witnessed significant
imports of British machine-spun yarn starting in the mid-1790s. As a result, wages
in spinning fell dramatically: if a Swiss spinner was able to buy a five-pound loaf of
bread in 1780 with one day’s spinning labor, it took between two and two-and-ahalf days in 1798. As early as 1802, representatives of British spinning mills
traveled to Switzerland to sell their wares in even higher volumes, and by the early
1820s no hand spinners were left in the Swiss countryside. Similar incursions
happened in Catalonia, in northwestern Europe, and in the German lands,
challenging budding capitalists, rulers, and bureaucrats to embrace mechanized
manufacturing. Failure to do so, in effect, meant giving up on cotton, and forgoing
what had become a significant source of wealth and, increasingly, a precondition for
being “modern.” Yet rulers and capitalists in many parts of the world, as we will
see, were unable to respond.28
British competition was a strong incentive to embark upon something radically
new, but no manufacturer could do so without British technology. Though the
British government tried to hold on to its monopoly, that technology spread rapidly
due to active programs of private and government-directed industrial espionage as

well as the unstoppable outflow of skilled British workers and cotton capitalists
eager to make their fortunes in new lands. Between the invention of new machines
in Britain and their spread elsewhere there was typically only a ten-year lag. In
Holland and northwestern Germany, jennies and water frames arrived from England
in 1780, while Belgian frames came from France, where jennies had been
introduced in 1771. The water frame arrived in Lyon in 1782, after being set up in
England in 1769. Samuel Crompton’s mule came to Amiens in 1788, just nine years
after its invention. Arkwright’s machinery, one sociologist remarks, was a
“considerable technological breakthrough” but one that nonetheless could be “easily
defused.”29
Indeed, in the wake of the Industrial Revolution in Britain, entrepreneurs, rulers,
bureaucrats, and scientists from many parts of the world carefully studied the
progress of the British cotton industry. They traveled to Britain to acquire
blueprints, models, and machines. If machines could not be had openly,
entrepreneurs and spies committed the secrets of this new technology to memory, or
persuaded skilled British artisans to travel despite the restrictive emigration laws in
place up to 1825. Industrial espionage was the order of the day. Between 1798 and
1799, Lieven Bauwens, for example, who brought mechanized cotton spinning to
Belgium, traveled to England thirty-two times to study the new ways to spin cotton,
sometimes bringing skilled workers along with him. Thomas Somers, who had been
sent to Britain by a group of Baltimore manufacturers in 1785, returned with smallscale models of spinning machines. Because knowledge of the early machines
remained mostly in the heads of artisans, their movements made this diffusion
possible. It has been estimated that more than two thousand British artisans worked
in continental Europe, taking with them the beating heart of the English textile
industry’s know-how.30
Everywhere, British entrepreneurs, British expertise, and British artisans played a
crucial role. In Normandy, one of the centers of the French cotton industry, brothers
Thomas and Frederic Waddington were instrumental in establishing mechanized
spinning factories in Saint-Rémy-sur-Avre and Rouen. In 1818, Mulhousian cotton
entrepreneur Nicholas Schlumberger hired engineer Job Dixon from England to
build spinning machines for him. In 1831, Camille Koechlin traveled to England to
investigate cotton techniques there and returned with a number of “Cahier des notes
faites en Angleterre,” providing a detailed survey of manufacturing techniques,
especially as they related to the dyeing of fabrics.31
From France, the new machines migrated to adjacent Switzerland. As the Swiss
cotton industry suffered mightily from machine-made yarn from Britain, in 1800 the
Swiss consul in Bordeaux, Marc Antoine Pellis, approached the government of the
Swiss Confederation to import French-made copies of English spinning mules. They
were eventually put up in a nationalized monastery in 1801 and their 204 spindles
put to work. A year later, some Winterthur merchants brought forty-four of
Arkwright’s spinning machines to a factory in Wülflingen.32
Locations much farther from Lancashire also benefited from the spread of ideas,
machines, and people. Mexico drew on British and eventually also American
experts, technology, and machines. The U.S. cotton industry itself relied on British
technology and on industrial espionage, easily camouflaged by ceaseless trade and
immigration. In 1787, Alexander Hamilton (two years before he became secretary of
the Treasury) and Tench Coxe sent Andrew Mitchell to Britain to acquire models

and drawings of Arkwright’s machinery, a project that failed only when Mitchell
was caught. Most famously, Francis Cabot Lowell ventured to Britain in 1810,
allegedly for “health reasons,” and came back with blueprints for his factory at
Watertown. The combination of migration and espionage meant knowledge traveled
fast: Arkwright’s carding engine found its way across the Atlantic in eight short
years, Hargreaves’s spinning jenny took ten; Arkwright’s water frame took twentytwo years, and Crompton’s mule only eleven. After 1843, when the export of textile
machines from Great Britain was finally made legal, “market seeking by British
engineering firms” became an important additional factor in the further spread of
textile manufacturing technology.33
Once these technologies spread, indigenous machine makers quickly mastered
them and adapted them to new purposes and conditions. Saxon entrepreneurs
started building simplified versions of British machines as early as 1801, and Swiss
artisans followed in 1806. France developed a strong machine-building industry
alongside its cotton industry, and that technology in turn was exported all over
Europe. German skilled artisans in turn played an important role in the early history
of the Russian cotton industry. Barcelona artisans manufactured spinning jennies as
early as 1789, Arkwright’s water frame in 1793, and Crompton’s mule in 1806.
Alsatian manufacturers were about fifteen years ahead of their British counterparts
in developing dyes and chemicals to fix color to cloth, technology that eventually
allowed for the emergence of the huge chemical and pharmaceutical industry
around Basel. And in 1831 the American John Thorp invented ring spinning, which
proved to be easier to operate and faster, creating more thread per worker. It soon
spread to Mexico, Great Britain, and, most significantly, by the end of the century,
Japan. The idea of relentless technical innovation, a core characteristic of industrial
capitalism, spread beyond the borders of Great Britain—a sign that industrial
capitalism had grown wings.34
Having access to spinning and weaving technology indeed was just as necessary
as access to capital, a prior history of putting-out networks, the pressures of British
competition, and a history of some kind with textile manufacturing more generally.
Regions such as Papua New Guinea, the Congo Basin, or the interior of the North
American continent lacked these conditions, and were thus unlikely to follow the
British road. But vast areas of the world saw no industrialization in cottons even
though they fulfilled these conditions, Kano in present-day Nigeria, Osaka in Japan,
and Ahmedabad in India among them. To be sure, most of Asia’s and Africa’s cotton
industry was still outside the realm of British competition and thus under
considerably less pressure to embrace the new manufacturing techniques. Yet some
parts of Asia—including India, China, and the Ottoman Empire—did not mechanize
despite devastating pressures from British yarn imports. When so many regions did
industrialize, what explains their seeming twins that did not? We need to search for
an answer elsewhere.
One easy explanation for the uneven development is the salutary effect of war
capitalism on European economies. The British case, after all, reveals how important
colonial expropriation and slavery and the violent insertion into global networks
had been for the radical recasting of the local cotton industry. If industrial
capitalism was built on the wages of war capitalism, then perhaps it was the ability

to embrace war capitalism that was the fundamental precondition for cotton
industrialization. Not only British, but also French, Dutch, and Spanish capitalists
could and did draw on colonial raw materials and colonial markets. Still, this is too
facile a link. After all, one of war capitalism’s most significant contributions to the
unfolding of industrial capitalism had been the provision of huge quantities of raw
cotton at falling prices. But in many ways that benefit was easily generalized—
anyone could travel to Liverpool or, for that matter, New Orleans to purchase cotton
and thus benefit from the enormous pressure placed upon the slaves and indigenous
peoples of North America. And what about the spread of cotton industrialization in
the German lands? Or Switzerland? To be sure, some of their merchants gained
riches in the slave trade, and they benefited from the accessibility of slave-grown
cotton, but still, these important areas of European industrialization were bereft of
colonies.
Moreover, while the prevailing economic model—war capitalism—provided the
resources needed, especially raw cotton, for industrialization and many important
institutional legacies, the example of Great Britain had shown that war capitalism
itself was ill-suited for the next step: the mass production of cotton textiles. Another
way of organizing economic activity had to be forged—and transferring that model
turned out to be much more challenging than moving machines or mobilizing
capital.
What the British example also shows is the importance of the state’s capacity to
forge conditions conducive to industrialization. Without a powerful state capable of
legally, bureaucratically, infrastructurally, and militarily penetrating its own
territory, industrialization was all but impossible. Forging markets, protecting
domestic industry, creating tools to raise revenues, policing borders, and fostering
changes that allowed for the mobilization of wage workers were crucial. Indeed, the
capacity of states to foster a domestic cotton industry turns out to be the key
division between places that industrialized and those that did not. The map of
modern states corresponds almost perfectly to the map of regions that saw early
cotton industrialization.
On the most superficial level, states mattered because they made the project of
cotton industrialization explicitly their own by engaging in a range of measures to
secure the construction of spinning mills. The French revolutionary government, for
example, provided loans to Belgian cotton pioneer Bauwens. When Johannn
Gottfried Brügelmann started the first cotton mill in the German-speaking lands, he
received an exclusive privilege and monopoly from the Duchy of Berg. In Saxony,
when Karl Friedrich Bernhard and Conrad Wöhler opened the first cotton factories
in 1799 with the help of English engineers, they successfully appealed to the local
government for direct subsidies and a temporary monopoly. In Russia cotton
entrepreneur Michael Ossovski received government loans and a five-year monopoly
to start Russia’s first mechanized spinning mill in 1798. In Denmark the government
heavily subsidized the emerging textile industry and brought skilled workers from
abroad. In 1779 it even created the Royal Privileged Cotton Manufacture, known as
the “Manchester Factory.” Similarly, in the United States, Alexander Hamilton in his
“Report on the Subject of Manufactures” in 1791 had strongly advocated a policy of
government support for industrial development. And the state proved important, as
when in 1786 the Massachusetts legislature sponsored two Scots—Robert and
Alexander Barr—to emigrate to East Bridgewater to build a cotton spinning factory.

In a similar vein, in 1789 a group of Boston merchants, aided by a $500 grant by
the state of Massachusetts, incorporated the Beverly Cotton Manufactory. In Mexico
the federal government created the Banco de Avío para Fomento de la Industria
Nacional in 1830, to make loans for the building of factories and organized the
acquisition of foreign machines and the hiring of foreign technical experts, and in
1826, the government of the state of Puebla supported the travel of mechanics to
the United States and Europe to study the techniques of cotton production and to
buy machines.35
Yet monopolies, subsidies, and the provision of expertise all proved to be fairly
minor interventions, sufficient to allow the building of one factory or another, but
not enough to embark upon the creation of a significant domestic cotton industry.
Indeed, without the novel and powerful state in the heart of industrial capitalism, as
we will see later, these efforts could easily fizzle. Much more important was a state’s
ability to isolate its domestic manufacturing efforts from competition, especially
from Britain. But only a few states in the early nineteenth century enjoyed the
capacity to police their external borders. Tellingly, the first wave of mechanized
cotton spinning came to continental Europe as a direct result of the ability of the
expanding French revolutionary republic to keep British manufactured goods from
the continent. The blockade of British trade, from November 1806 to April 1814,
provided the single most important impetus for continental European cotton
industrialization, protecting feeble beginnings so that they could become a fullfledged industry. Just at the moment when the continental cotton industry struggled
to emerge, Napoleon’s policy isolated it from the devastating competition of English
manufacturers; French spinning and weaving operations soon took off. Saxony was
similarly affected: In 1806, the cotton industry of Saxony, with Chemnitz at its
center, counted 13,200 mechanical spindles, but by 1813, toward the blockade’s
end, that number had multiplied an extraordinary seventeen times.36
The effects of the blockade rippled through other parts of Europe as well. While
the first Swiss mechanized cotton mill opened its gates in 1801, the real expansion
of the Swiss cotton industry occurred only after 1806, during the continental
blockade, when the industry was now able to serve markets formerly served by the
British. With the end of the blockade, the Swiss industry experienced a grave crisis,
as the continent was again swamped with British wares. The Swiss were compelled
to look elsewhere for markets, which they found increasingly in the Americas and
the Far East. In Belgium as well, before the continental blockade, many of Ghent’s
printing workshops still worked with Indian cloths. An 1806 report observed that
“in this Department two manufacturers only make the cloths known as calicoes,
suitable for printing. Were there an embargo placed on textile imports from India,
the Department would soon be able to produce sufficient to satisfy the needs of the
numerous printing works of this and other Departments because of the abundance of
weavers in the area and because the spinning mills could produce all that is
needed.” Napoleon unintentionally fulfilled this wish, and huge new opportunities
emerged for local manufacturers. Just a year later, Prefect Faipoult was able to
report that “no industrial progress has ever taken place more rapidly.” In Holland,
the Habsburg Empire, and Denmark the stories were quite similar.37
A similar impetus was at play in the United States during its periodic conflicts
with England. There, the wars of the early nineteenth century proved beneficial to
cotton manufacturing enterprises. With Jefferson’s Embargo Act of 1807, which

blocked the shipment of goods between the United Kingdom, France, and the United
States, British textile imports largely disappeared from the market, providing new
opportunities to American spinners and weavers: The number of mechanical
spindles in the United States increased from 8,000 in 1807 to 130,000 in 1815.
There were fifteen cotton mills in 1806, and sixty-two in 1809, with another twentyfive under construction. This astonishing and highly profitable increase encouraged
merchants, including Francis Cabot Lowell in Boston, to shift ever more capital into
cotton manufacturing.38
Napoleon’s continental blockade gave a boost to the cotton industry of Europe
and the Americas at a crucial moment in its development. By 1815, however, the
protective effects of war and revolutionary upheaval in Europe had ended. When
peace came to Europe after Napoleon’s defeat, British cotton manufacturer Wright
Armitage remarked with relief that “a sudden transition from War to Peace has had
a great effect on Commerce…. I think we are now beginning to feel something of
our own superiority over other Nations, in driving them out of the market as
Manufacturers.”39
In some parts of the world, however, the cotton industry had grown so
substantially during the years of upheaval that manufacturers had gained sufficient
political clout to pressure their governments to protect the emerging industry from
being “driven out” and provided states with an interest in and an ability to further
develop industries. Wright Armitage was partly wrong. In the United States, a new
tariff provided the cotton industry with some protection as early as 1816. Other
parts of the world followed suit. In France, “prohibitive tariffs” followed the end of
the continental blockade. Prussia and Austria imposed import duties on cotton
goods in 1818, Russia in 1820, France in 1822, Italy in 1824, and Bavaria and
Württemberg in 1826. France went so far that in 1842 it prohibited the importation
of all cotton goods onto its national territory. Protectionism, once seen as a wartime
cataclysm, now became a permanent feature of newly industrializing states—who in
this respect followed the British example, as Britain had protected its home market
from Indian competition just as furiously.40
Cotton manufacturers themselves were at the forefront of demanding such
protection. Even as late as 1846, far beyond the industry’s infancy, Alsatian
entrepreneurs created the Comité Mulhousien de l’Association pour la Défense du
Travail National, with cotton manufacturers Emile Dollfus and J. A. Schlumberger at
the helm, advocating strong protectionist policies. Across the Rhine in Baden, cotton
spinners had pressured for tariffs since 1820. Spinners in Saxony also agitated for
protective tariffs. When Saxony became part of the Zollverein customs union on
January 1, 1834, these spinners gained a much greater domestic market, and
additional tariff protection. In negotiating these tariffs among the very states that
constituted the Zollverein, Friedrich List, who attended the meetings for
Württemberg in 1846, believed, like Alexander Hamilton across the Atlantic, that
the “value of manufactures [must] be estimated from a political point of view.”
Industry, among other things, he argued, mattered for the ability of nations to
mobilize for war. This “political point of view,” was shared by Catalonian,
Habsburg, Russian, Italian, and French rulers who protected their emerging cotton
industry by various tariffs and prohibitions, and whose cotton industrialists all
clamored for higher import duties.41
Even in places farther away from England, domestic cotton industrialization

rested on the ability of governments to protect their domestic industries in times of
peace as well as war. In the United States, Massachusetts elites, and especially
Waltham mill founder Francis Cabot Lowell, influenced the federal government’s
decision in 1816 to put a protective tariff on low-grade cotton goods, in effect
continuing to allow the import of high-quality British textiles, while cornering the
market for cheap cottons. Coarse Indian goods, the kind Lowell and his colleagues
competed with (and which they indeed had spent much of their previous career
importing from India), were effectively subject to duty payments of between 60 and
84 percent of their value until 1846, when the industry had developed to such an
extent that it could withstand such competition with lower tariffs.42
Mexico’s industry, like that of the United States, was a child of protectionism.
Since their independence from Spain in 1821, political elites had pursued
industrialization. Mexico had had a long-established and thriving nonmechanized
textile industry but that industry had come under pressure from cheaply
manufactured yarn and cloth imports from Britain and the United States. The newly
independent Mexican state tried to address this problem by raising tariffs, or even
prohibiting the import of cotton textiles and yarn. Independence meant that Mexico
escaped the massive wave of deindustrialization sweeping other parts of the world.
The first mechanized cotton mill in Mexico that would last (unlike the Aurora
Yucateca) opened in 1835 in Puebla, founded and managed by Esteban de
Antuñano, and indeed it was Antuñano himself who most forcefully demanded that
the country protect itself from cotton imports. Like Tench Coxe in the United States
and Friedrich List in Germany, Antuñano advocated import-substituting
industrialization as a path toward wealth and political stability. Responding to
pressure from industrialists, as well as to the fear of social unrest, such as the riots
in the textile-manufacturing city of Puebla in 1828, the Mexican government passed
new tariffs by May 1829 that prohibited the import of coarse cotton clothing,
exactly the kind that could be manufactured in Mexico itself. The new tariffs proved
successful, and by 1831 new spinning workshops had opened their doors. Antuñano
continued to be an eloquent supporter of tariffs, and he warned that lowering tariffs
would destroy “in one stroke” all that had been achieved. His own factory, he
indeed argued, only existed because of the prohibition to import yarn of grades
below Number 21, relatively coarse yarns. Protectionism continued unabated: the
new tariff of 1837 again banning the import of cheap cotton yarn and cloth. By
1843, the prohibition of cotton textile imports was written into the Mexican
constitution. As a result, the number of cotton mills in Mexico increased from four
in 1837 to more than fifty in 1847.43
Mexico’s independent state, subject to the pressure of deeply entrenched, wellorganized, and consciously, programmatically industrialist businessmen who not
only could make their interests central to state policies, but in fact often dominated
the state, was essential for its move toward industrial capitalism. In Mexico, unlike,
for example, Brazil, promoting domestic industry was very much an issue close to
the heart of nationalist politicians: As one historian of Mexico observed, “The
prosperity of manufacturers depended almost exclusively on the willingness and the
capacity of the state to police the marketplace.” The independence of Mexico thus
mattered a great deal. By 1870, domestic textile producers, most of them in cottons,
still supplied 60 percent of the domestic market, compared to just 35–42 percent in
India and 11–38 percent in the Ottoman Empire. Mexico’s unusually consistent and

forceful political commitments to import substitution thus created a position unlike
any of its peers in the global South.44
The successful forging of industrial capitalism thus rested as much on the capacity
of states to create a framework in which manufacturing could thrive as on
entrepreneurial initiative. Beyond protectionism, states also played a crucial role in
market making by removing internal duties. The Catalonian industry benefited from
the removal of internal tariff barriers in the Spanish market, as did the industry in
the German lands after the creation of the Zollverein in 1834, which removed the
myriad border crossings and tariff payments that had characterized trade in that
part of the world. Sometimes the state also became an important customer, as for
example in Russia, mostly to equip their militaries. But most important of all was
the road building, canal digging, and railway construction that characterized
assertive states in the first half of the nineteenth century. These infrastructure
projects greatly facilitated the circulation of goods, people, and information, and
thus allowed for the emergence of larger and much more integrated markets.45
As firsthand witnesses to England’s early triumphs, competing states and cotton
capitalists also clearly saw a national interest in conquering foreign, often colonial,
markets and did what they could to follow suit. Britain itself, of course, relied on
imperial expansion to capture markets, in part to sidestep the protectionist policies
of continental Europe and the United States. So did the Catalonian industry, which
benefited greatly from sales overseas, so much so that the Americas, according to
one historian, constituted “the most dynamic market for the producers of the
Principality since the late 1770s.” And it was a nearly perfect complementarity:
Cotton textiles flowed out of Catalonia’s cotton industry, while raw cotton, with the
encouragement of the Spanish state, came in increasing amounts from the New
World to the port of Barcelona.46 As elsewhere, new forms of integrating colonial
territories and industrialization emerged.47
As a result, growth rates of the Catalan industry were about equal to those of the
British industry—but only until the 1810s, when Spanish holdings in Latin America
shrunk drastically. Though Spain had once possessed one of Europe’s fastestgrowing cotton industries, Spanish producers increasingly found themselves at a
disadvantage; without the benefit of colonial markets, merchants could not compete
with cheaper British goods, either in former Spanish territories or elsewhere in the
Americas. With the declining prospects of the industry, merchant capital divested,
showing the importance of the state-sponsored creation of cloth markets.48
BUILDING NATIONAL INDUSTRY
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The French and Dutch industries benefited from colonial markets just as much
and for much longer. French manufacturers found significant markets within their
colonial empire in Africa, Asia, and the Americas. Holland regained Java in 1816,
and by 1829, 68 percent of cotton imports to Java originated from the Netherlands.
This was not least the result of King William’s 1824 Textile Ordinance, a
protectionist law that tried to force British manufacturers out of Java. William also
created the Nederlandsche Handel-Maatschappij, a semigovernmental firm, with the
king as a major investor, buying Dutch cottons and selling them in Java to bring
Javanese goods back to Holland. Thus supported, colonial markets were central to
Dutch success. Twente’s cotton industry in fact became completely dependent on the
Javanese market.49
When Belgium became part of the Dutch Republic in 1815 as a result of the
Congress of Vienna, it profited immediately and tremendously from new access to
the Dutch Asian markets. These markets became so important that Belgium’s
gaining independence in 1830 and losing access to Dutch colonial markets
precipitated a severe crisis. Some Belgian firms even packed up and moved to
Holland in order to continue to export into the colonies, such as those of Thomas
Wilson and Jean Baptiste Theodore Prévinaire, who both moved to Haarlem in
1834.50
Even manufacturers in countries without colonies benefited from other states’
colonial expansion. Swiss manufacturers, like their British counterparts, responded
to the increasing protectionism around them by investing in the Italian and German
cotton industry, and by looking for markets farther afield. In the 1850s and 1860s,
the production of batiks for Southeast Asia and cotton head shawls for the Islamic

world was important to Swiss manufacturers, with the Winterthur merchant house
Gebrüder Volkart, for example, selling Swiss cotton goods to India, the eastern
Mediterranean, and East Asia.51
The ability to shape nearby and distant territories into markets was a capacity
that emerged much later, if ever, in much of Africa, Asia, and South America. While
skills, markets, capital, and technology were available in many different parts of the
world, a state that could protect domestic markets, forge access to remote markets,
and create an infrastructure that facilitated manufacturing was the distinctive
feature of early industrial leaders. And these increasingly powerful states also forged
the institutions necessary to underpin industrial capitalism—from markets for wage
labor (enabled by the undermining of precapitalist dependencies in the countryside
and alternative means of gaining access to subsistence) to property rights created by
laws and administrative infrastructures.
As a result, industrial capitalism, the most revolutionary invention of all, traveled
only in very particular ways. The capitalists who managed to follow the British
example usually worked within states that embraced the industrialization project
and saw national manufacturing as a way to strengthen the state, forging in the
process a new relationship between economic activity and national territory. In
these states, rulers, bureaucrats, and capitalists could penetrate bounded territories
legally, bureaucratically, infrastructurally, and militarily to create conditions that
allowed for long-term capital investments, the mobilization of labor, expanding
domestic and foreign markets, and protection for national industries from the
uncertainties of the global economy. For statesmen in burgeoning nation-states, the
calculations about whether to build an industrial society on the British model were
straightforward: Industry was a source of wealth, and also of vastly superior tools of
warfare. To survive in a competitive state system, prosperity was imperative, and
embracing industrial capitalism seemed like a sure way to reach it. For some
capitalists, in turn, investing in manufacturing seemed a promising avenue toward
wealth—and they pressured their governments to the best of their ability to help
forge industrial capitalism, often against the interests and inclinations of competing,
often landed elites. Their success was the ultimate key to membership in the cotton
industrialization club, and at the center of the “great divergence” in global
economic history. And this industrial capitalism, as we will see, would eventually
grow strong enough to lessen its dependence on war capitalism during its grand
crisis in the 1860s.52
Cotton industrialization was thus not only a project of capitalists, as we know, but
equally a project of governments. Most miraculously, the emergence of a set of
states determined and able to protect domestic cotton manufacturing did not
devastate the export-dependent British industry. To the contrary, British cotton
manufacturing continued to expand at a rapid clip after 1815. In the first half of the
nineteenth century, British production increased by 5 percent annually, and its
exports by 6.3 percent. By 1820, British entrepreneurs operated 7 million spindles,
and by 1850 21 million. By the 1830s, weaving was also increasingly mechanized,
and with the spread of power looms, weavers moved into factories as well. By 1835
there were roughly fifteen hundred cotton manufacturers (some of whom owned
multiple mills), and by 1860, four thousand manufacturers owned cotton mills in
the British Isles. So important did cotton become to Britain that by 1856 the
Manchester Chamber of Commerce accurately described the industry as one “neither

surpassed in extent nor in usefulness by any other manufacturing pursuit.”53
The secrets of British success in the face of protectionism elsewhere were twofold.
For one, British manufacturers focused on higher-quality yarn and cloth, since they
lacked competition from technologically less advanced manufacturers elsewhere.
And Britain increasingly depended on markets in colonial or semicolonial areas of
the world. Into the 1850s, more than half of all cottons produced in the United
Kingdom were exported. Between 1820 and 1850, Asia and Latin America
constituted the most rapidly growing export markets, and Asia’s share in particular
increased quickly. The British cotton trade avoided the stronger states that could
protect their own emerging industries, gravitating instead toward markets that were
unable to politically resist the British onslaught.54
The tremendous rapacity and unbalanced consequences of war capitalism left in its
wake a great diversity: Some states were strengthened, while others were weakened
and unable to invest in infrastructure, administrative capacity, and protections of
industry. Some states had astounding capacities to manufacture goods on a mass
scale; others remained embedded in preindustrial, housebound production. On the
one hand, slavery, land expropriations, militarized trade, and colonial expansion
had opened up vast new territories and labor pools for cotton growing and created
new markets of tremendous vitality. They had helped limit competition in global
markets, radically stimulating the international flow of goods, and thus making the
project of industrialization the possession of a few privileged parts of the world.
They were also at the root of a vast strengthening of states that enabled a few of
them to forge the institutions of industrial capitalism. Indeed, the imperial extension
of European state power over the globe and its intensification within Europe itself
were mutually constitutive for a short but decisive moment.55 On the other hand,
colonial expansion, the slave trade, and slavery itself undermined state capacity in
other parts of the world and in so doing limited the likelihood that the newfangled
machines, and with them industrial capitalism, would take root there as well.
No place illuminates the double impact of war capitalism on the cotton industry
better than Egypt. This North African country, long exceptional in multiple ways,
seemed at first to break with its continent and follow the trajectory of Europe. Egypt
had within itself many of the preconditions for successful cotton textile
industrialization. It had access to raw cotton, grown in ever larger quantities on its
own soil. It had a long history of textile production, and cotton was the most
important craft industry of its major cities before the Industrial Revolution; in the
eighteenth century Egypt was already exporting textiles to France.56 It had, as we
will see, access to British technology. And Egyptians were able to mobilize sufficient
amounts of capital. But by 1850 Egypt had not joined the small number of countries
experiencing Industrial Revolution.
It all started quite promisingly. Influenced by mercantilist thought, Egypt’s ruler,
Muhammad Ali, was bent on setting up manufacturing enterprises. Industrialization,
he hoped, would strengthen, among other things, Egypt’s military power and
independence. Ali began an import-substitution project not unlike those of his
continental European counterparts. In the early nineteenth century, Egypt had
exported significant quantities of grain to Europe, which British merchants paid for
with imported textiles that hurt Egyptian textile workshops. In response, Ali put an

embargo on these British goods and encouraged Syrian Christians, who historically
had dominated the textile trade, to set up factories. In 1815, the first cotton weaving
workshop opened with a government-granted monopoly. Three years later, in 1818,
the first mechanized cotton spinning mill began operations, rapidly followed by
others.57
The technology for such industrialization in Egypt, as elsewhere, came directly or
indirectly from Britain. At first, Ali imported spinning machines from there and had
them set up by British mechanics, but later he brought French engineers to start a
domestic machinery industry.58 So far, cotton industrialization in Egypt followed
along the lines of continental Europe, the United States, and Mexico.
The peak of this industrialization effort was reached in the mid-1830s. By 1835
between fifteen thousand and twenty thousand workers labored in thirty cotton
factories operating approximately four hundred thousand spindles. Most of the
products of these factories served the domestic market, but other fabrics were
exported—throughout the Middle East, to places such as Syria and Anatolia, but
also into Sudanese and Indian markets. As the German paper Ausland remarked in
1831 after reviewing the Egyptian cotton industry, “It is interesting that a barbarian
has achieved within a few years what Napoleon and the entire continent were
unable to accomplish since the beginning of the century, despite all possible efforts,
i.e., to successfully compete with the British in the production of cotton.” Such an
assessment was only a slight exaggeration: One expert estimated that by the 1830s
Egypt was fifth in the world regarding cotton spindles per capita, when it counted
about 80 mechanized spindles per one thousand population compared to 588 in
Great Britain, 265 in Switzerland, 97 in the United States, 90 in France, and 17 in
Mexico.59

Marrying war, capitalism, and industrialization: Muhammad Ali Pasha (illustration credit 6.9)

Tellingly, British government officials began to worry about losing markets to
such a “barbarian.” Sir John Bowring, a onetime member of the British Parliament
who was later governor of Hong Kong, observed in 1837 during his travels through
Egypt that British cotton textiles, “formerly so much used, are now scarcely at all
sent to Egypt since muslins have been woven in the new factories.” And such
concerns were also raised in regard to other markets: The Bombay Asiatic Journal
reported in 1831 that “an Arab ship…from the Red Sea has brought 250 bales of
cotton yarn, the manufacture of Ali Pasha at his spinning mill near Cairo. It is
reported that he has sent 500 bales to Surat, 1,000 to Calcutta, and that he intends
next season to send long cloths, machapollams, etc. What will the mercantile
community say to this new competitor?”60
British merchants in India complained. In June 1831 they reported on Egyptian
imports into Calcutta, “This twist is of superior quality, even surpassing that
imported here from England…. Considering these facts, it may be apprehended that
the manufactures of Egypt are likely to interfere with similar productions imported
into this country from Great Britain.” Further examination of Egyptian cotton
imports having convinced them that “thread is remarkably strong,” they concluded
that “considering the advantages the pasha possesses and his vicinity, we conceive
the British manufacturer is entitled to greater protection than the above duty, and it
is the intention of the agents here to address government on this subject.”61
What they saw in Egypt impressed other observers as well. When in 1843 French
textile manufacturer Jules Poulain studied the cotton mills of Egypt and provided
Ali with a detailed report on his observations, he encouraged further efforts at
industrialization. According to Poulain, “It is industry that makes the wealth of
nations.” Poulain, along with Ali, believed that it was “natural [to] manufacture the
product of one’s agriculture.” Indeed, the fact that Egypt grew its own cotton would
be a comparative advantage vis-à-vis France and the United Kingdom. If the French
succeeded in the Indian town of Pondicherry (where they had just opened a small
spinning mill), Poulain believed, the Egyptians could succeed in Egypt as well, not
least because an “immense advantage” comes from the fact that labor in Egypt was
much cheaper.62
And here, at the labor question, Egypt’s story began to diverge. Much more than
European states, Ali followed the war capitalism model in Egypt itself. Workers
were forced to work in the factories. When the first cotton textile workshops opened
in the Khurunfish quarter of Cairo sometime between 1816 and 1818, their skilled
workers and machines came from Europe, but the one thousand to two thousand
rank-and-file workers were Sudanese slaves and Egyptians coerced to work for
minimal wages, tightly supervised by the army. These workers were frequently
abused. In some ways, this system was not so different from elsewhere—with
government inducements for industrialization and orphans being forced to work in
factories—but still, coercion was more extreme in Egypt and wage labor remained
marginal. In some ways, Egypt’s rulers chose the tried-and-true mechanisms of the
global plantation complex as its path into the world of the factory. Indeed, Ali
demonstrated that war capitalism could, at least in Egypt, and for a short time, give
birth to industrialization.63
War capitalism may have brought cotton industries to Egypt by herculean
determination, but the progeny did not last for long. By the 1850s, Egypt’s cotton
industry had essentially disappeared, its countryside littered with factory ruins.

Egypt was never able to build the institutional framework that would have enabled
a full transition to industrial capitalism; even something so basic as wage labor did
not take hold. Its reliance on war capitalism, both in the cotton fields and in the
cotton factories, ultimately limited the growth of domestic markets. Egypt was,
moreover, in the end unable to protect its domestic market. British merchants
worked hard to open Egyptian markets for their goods, as Egypt weakened vis-à-vis
European powers. The value of British cotton goods exports to Egypt increased by
an estimated factor of ten between the second half of the 1820s and the second half
of the 1830s. When in 1838 the Anglo-Ottoman Tariff Treaty went into force, setting
import duties at only 8 percent ad valorem (that is, a percentage on the value of the
product), and in effect forcing free trade upon Egypt, it “destroyed its first
mechanized textile industry.” Combined with the state’s difficulties running cotton
mills and the problem of securing sufficient fuel for steam-powered production, a
system of “free trade” dominated by Britain made it practically impossible for Egypt
to industrialize. Egypt’s cotton industry was devastated from two sides: its domestic
embrace of war capitalism and its ultimate subjugation to British imperialism. The
Egyptian state was powerful domestically, but weak when it came to defining
Egypt’s position within the global economy, no match for British interests and
designs.64
The negative impact of war capitalism on industrialization can be seen in one
other example: Brazil. At first glance, Brazil was a lot like Egypt. It had a long
history of cotton production, and Brazil grew ample quantities of high-quality
cotton. An oscillating colonial policy in the eighteenth century had at times
encouraged manufacturing in the country’s new workshops, yet a 1785 royal decree
had disallowed all manufacturing, except for coarse cotton goods, because colonial
authorities were concerned that cotton factories competed with the labor
requirements of mining. But despite such laws, cotton manufacturing emerged. And
when the Portuguese royal family moved to Rio in 1808, these decrees were
revoked and a few cotton mills built. These mills remained small and marginal; the
São Paulo mill closed in the 1820s because of its lack of access to skilled labor and
inability to compete with British textiles. When in 1844 the Alves Branco tariff
raised duties to 30 percent on most foreign manufactures, it encouraged the
development of a few new mills, but that tariff, and along with it the industry, were
short-lived. As a result, as late as 1865 there were just nine cotton factories in Brazil
with just 13,977 spindles—about one-twentieth of those found in Egypt at the
height of its cotton industrialization, or one-tenth the number in Mexico.65
Brazil, unlike Mexico and, for a while, Egypt, thus failed to develop its own
mechanized cotton industry, despite its access to cotton, capital, and technology.
Indeed, Brazilian cotton industrialization had to wait until the 1880s.66 This failure
to industrialize was the direct result of the peculiar political economy forged by
politically influential slaveholders. These powerful sugar and cotton planters
envisioned Brazil’s place in the global economy as the provider of agricultural
commodities produced by slave labor, a vision that ran counter to a project of
domestic industrialization.
In the important sugar-growing state of Bahia, merchants dealing in agricultural
commodities, for example, explicitly “opposed industrial development and
attempted to thwart it by denying it essential government support”—despite Bahia’s
access to coal, capital, transportation infrastructure, and raw cotton, all of which

made it ripe for industrialization. Instead, the Bahian elite wanted the government
to invest in infrastructure to better move goods in and out of the world market and
favored allocating labor to agriculture. Most important to them, however, slavery
demanded low tariffs to facilitate the flow of sugar and coffee from Brazil into
global markets and thus precluded the kind of protectionism that had enabled
European, North American, and for a time Egyptian industrialization: The Bahian
Commercial Association, a group of merchants, resisted tariffs as vocally and
successfully as the planters, as they remained firmly in thrall to the planters’
domination.67
Brazil’s budding cotton entrepreneurs faced other problems as well. As capital was
bound up in the production and trade in agricultural commodities produced by
slave labor and in the slave trade itself, industrial enterprises often lacked access to
credit. Moreover, labor recruitment remained a problem. Because of the prevalence
of slavery, little wage labor was available for industrial employment, since
Europeans, unwilling to compete with slave labor, preferred to migrate to other
parts of the continent, such as Argentina. As a result, mills drew on a mixture of
wage and slave labor. But generally, labor was concentrated in agriculture, and
merchants saw “industry and agriculture…as rivals for available labor.”68
Plantation slavery’s imperatives, the case of Brazil shows, could be detrimental to
industrialization. Not that slave labor as such was incompatible with manufacturing
—to the contrary, slaves could be employed in cotton factories. However, a society
dominated by slavery was not conducive to cotton industrialization. Early
industrialization depended, globally, on war capitalism, but in regions of the globe
in which war capitalism took on its most violent edge cotton industrialization never
resulted. Cuba, for example, relied on a massive number of enslaved workers, and
yet did not have a single cotton mill during the entire nineteenth century.69 The
state of war between private parties at the heart of war capitalism contradicted the
emerging imperatives of industrial capitalism. It was thus not just the capacity of
states that explains the spread of cotton manufacturing, but also the distribution of
power within them. Slave states were notoriously late and feeble in supporting the
political and economic interests of domestic industrializers.
This was also the case in the slave territories within the United States, the only
country in the world divided between war and industrial capitalism, a unique
characteristic that would eventually spark an unprecedentedly destructive civil war.
In the southern United States, one of the world’s most dynamic slave economies,
there was little cotton industrialization before the 1880s. To be sure, during and
after the Revolutionary War some mechanized cotton manufacturing emerged in the
southern states, and during the 1830s and thereafter a few textile mills opened their
doors. But as late as 1850, southern cotton mills only consumed seventy-eight
thousand bales of cotton, or one-sixth of the cotton consumption of New England.
Further expansion of manufacturing, just as in Brazil, was hampered by the thriving
slave economy that concentrated capital, labor, and entrepreneurial talent on
plantations, limited the size of markets, made the region unattractive to European
immigrants, and did not force white yeoman farmers into wage work (unlike, say, in
New England and the Black Forest).70
War capitalism, in different ways, also limited opportunities for industrialization
elsewhere. The great premodern cotton power of India did not just fail to leap
forward via mechanization, but experienced the world’s most rapid and cataclysmic

deindustrialization ever. Faced with huge imports of ever cheaper cotton yarns and
fabrics from its colonial ruler, and denied the services of its own government,
India’s cotton industry was decimated—first its production for export, and then its
domestic spinning. In the wake of the Industrial Revolution, as we have seen, India
lost its once central position in the global cotton industry and, in a great historical
irony, eventually became the world’s largest market for British cotton exports.
Colonialism, by undermining the state capacity of colonized territories and
making them subservient to the interests of the colonizers, was decisive. Huge
domestic demand in India, unlike in continental Europe, did not lead to state
investment or protection—despite access to cotton, capital, and abundant skill. To
be sure, there were some early efforts under French colonial auspices, and indeed,
the first mechanized spinning mill on the Indian subcontinent was built in the
French colony of Pondicherry in the 1830s, producing guinée cloth for French West
African markets. This Indian cotton mill was, as it were, an infertile offspring of
European capital, intercolonial trade, and European states. Indian cotton
industrialization did not reappear until 1856 when the Parsi merchant Cowasji
Nanabhoy Davar opened the first modern cotton mill in Bombay. The true takeoff of
India’s cotton manufacturing, however, had to wait until the 1870s, when the
profits accumulated in the cotton trade during the U.S. Civil War were reinvested
into manufacturing.71
In the first half of the nineteenth century, many other parts of the world with a
vibrant cotton sector did not evolve to mechanized production; all of these cases
show that a whole range of factors had to come together to jolt bureaucrats and
capitalists into this new world of industrial wealth creation. Even in the Yucatecan
city of Valladolid, the promising cotton venture of the Aurora Yucateca came to an
end during the late 1840s. Despite Don Pedro Baranda’s enormous entrepreneurial
energies, his mill eventually faltered. Constant competition from British yarn
smuggled in via the weakly guarded border with British Honduras, yarn that was
about 40 percent cheaper than the goods produced in his factory, coupled with his
inability to access the highly protected Mexican markets thanks to Yucatecan efforts
to be independent of Mexico, brought an end to the venture. In 1847, Mayan
insurgents captured the city of Valladolid in the War of the Castes, destroying the
factory. The local state was too weak to protect its borders, to subdue rebellion, or
to create a unified market, showing once again how important the state was to the
lasting success of cotton industrialization.72

Colonialism, the embrace of slavery, the expropriation of lands—war capitalism, in
short—had enabled the rise of industrial capitalism in some parts of the world,
while at the same time making its emergence much less likely everywhere else.
Industrial capitalism rested, as we have seen, on a combination of capital and state
power—creating markets and mobilizing capital and labor in novel ways. The
emergence of industrial capitalism in the first half of the nineteenth century in turn
created the conditions for ever greater territorialization—including the greater
territorialization of capital, that is, its attachment to particular nation-states.73

Crucial to this phase in the history of capitalism was the very diversity of its
forms. Capitalism rested on the coexistence of war capitalism, with its violent
expropriation of land and labor, its peculiar state, and the uncoordinated and
unrestrained initiatives of its leading capitalists, with industrial capitalism, with its
administratively, infrastructurally, legally and militarily powerful states channeling
private initiative. The simultaneity of such different but mutually dependent forms
of capitalism might have been the true innovation of the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries. It was not global integration by itself but the diversity of forms
within that global integration that explained the dramatic but also the wildly
different rates of cotton industrialization during these decades.
Capitalism, however, was not static. Enabled by war capitalism, industrial
capitalism created powerful new institutions and structures. After the 1780s, a
growing number of states built industrial capitalism, eventually allowing for the
emergence of new forms of integration of labor, territory, markets, and capital in
parts of the world that were, in the mid-nineteenth century, still subject to some of
the harshest regimes of war capitalism ever invented. New ways of raising capital,
new ways of inserting capital into production, new forms of labor mobilization, new
forms of market making, and, last but not least, new forms of the incorporation of
land and people into the global capitalist economy would emerge from this fertile
yet often violent, even barbaric intersection of war and industrial capitalism. From
the 1860s on, capital backed by state power rather than masters backed by
expropriation and private physical coercion, would colonize territories and people.
The spread of cotton industrialization in the first half of the nineteenth century, to
continental Europe and a few places beyond, showed that slavery and colonial
exploitation were not essential to capitalism.74 Capitalism reinvented itself
ongoingly, and the lessons and capabilities of one moment were subsumed in the
next. The connections between the global and the local, and among different places,
changed constantly. To be sure, the demise of war capitalism stretched out for a
century—from the Haitian revolution to the slow decline of slavery in the Americas.
But industrial capitalism’s institutional innovations facilitated war capitalism’s death
due to its own contradictions, as strong states, which would spread to more regions
of the world, would enable labor mobilization in the global countryside after the
end of slavery. The modern world, indeed, has been shaped just as much by war
capitalism’s death as by its birth.
One of the greatest institutional innovations brought about by capitalists’ and
statesmen’s embrace of industrial capitalism, however, was the invention of new
forms of labor mobilization. While capitalism’s vast labor in the Americas had been
accomplished by enslaved Africans, the huge labor needs of manufacturing
industries were met by creating a powerful new system of wage labor. Though wage
labor was not free of extralegal coercion, it was a new way to mobilize massive
amounts of labor. It put laborers and labor on an entirely different legal, social, and
institutional basis—and the ability to do so was the next factor that set some parts
of the world apart from others.

Chapter Seven

Mobilizing Industrial Labor

Cotton workers in England (illustration credit 7.1)

In 1935, while living in Danish exile, a young German writer sat down to consider
how the modern world had come into being. Bertolt Brecht channeled his thoughts
through the voice of an imaginary “Worker Who Reads.” That worker asked many
questions, including:
Who built Thebes of the seven gates?
In the books you will find the name of kings.
Did the kings haul up the lumps of rock?
And Babylon, many times demolished.
Who raised it up so many times? In what houses
Of gold-glittering Lima did the builders live?1
Brecht might as well have been talking about a very different empire, that of
cotton. By his time, the legend of cotton was well documented; history books were
filled with the stories of those who harnessed the plant’s unique gifts, Richard
Arkwright and John Rylands, Francis Cabot Lowell and Eli Whitney. But as with any
industry, the empire itself was sustained by millions of unnamed workers, who
labored on cotton plantations and farms, and in spinning and weaving mills
throughout the world, including in Brecht’s hometown of Augsburg. Indeed, it was
in Augsburg, as we have seen, that Hans Fugger had accumulated his riches in the
nonmechanized production of cottons more than half a millennium earlier.
Like Brecht’s haulers and builders, few cotton workers have entered our history
books. Most left not even a trace; too often they were illiterate, and almost always

their waking hours were occupied with holding body and soul together, leaving
little time to write letters or diaries, as their social betters did, and thus few ways
for us to piece their lives together. One of the saddest sights to this day is St.
Michael’s Flags in Manchester, a small park where allegedly forty thousand people,
most of them cotton workers, lie buried in unmarked graves, one on top of the
other, “an almost industrial process of burying the dead.” Ellen Hootton was one of
these rare exceptions. Unlike millions of others, she entered the historical record
when in June 1833 she was called before His Majesty’s Factory Inquiry Commission,
which was charged with investigating child labor in British textile mills. Though
only ten when she appeared before the committee and frightened, she was already a
seasoned worker, a two-year veteran of the cotton mill. Ellen had drawn public
attention because a group of middle-class Manchester activists concerned with labor
conditions in the factories sprouting in and around their city had sought to use her
case to highlight the abuse of children. They asserted that she was a child slave,
forced to work not just in metaphorical chains, but in real ones, penalized by a
brutal overseer.2
The commission, determined to show that the girl was a “notorious liar” who
could not be trusted, questioned Ellen, her mother, Mary, and her overseer William
Swanton, as well as factory manager John Finch. Yet despite their efforts to
whitewash the case, the accusations proved to be essentially true: Ellen was the only
child of Mary Hootton, a single mother, who was herself a handloom weaver barely
able to make a living. Until she turned seven, Ellen had received some child support
from her father, also a weaver, but once that expired her mother brought her down
to a nearby factory to add to the family’s meager income. After as many as five
months of unpaid labor (it was said that she had to learn the trade first), she
became one of the many children working at Eccles’ Spinning Mill. When asked
about her workday, Ellen said it began at five-thirty in the morning and ended at
eight in the evening, with two breaks, one for breakfast and one for lunch. The
overseer, Mr. Swanton, explained that Ellen worked in a room with twenty-five
others, three adults, the rest children. She was, in her own words, a “piecer at
throstles”—a tedious job that entailed repairing and reknotting broken threads as
they were pulled onto the bobbin of the mule. With constant breakage, often several
times a minute, she only had a few seconds to finish her task.
It was all but impossible to keep up with the speed of the machine as it moved
back and forth, so she sometimes had “her ends down”—that is, she had not
attached the loose and broken ends of the thread fast enough. Such errors were
costly. Ellen reported being beaten by Swanton “twice a week” until her “head was
sore with his hands.” Swanton denied the frequency of the beatings, but admitted
using “a strap” to discipline the girl. Her mother, who called her daughter “a
naughty, stupid girl,” testified that she approved of such corporal punishment, and
had even asked Swanton to be more severe to put an end to her habit of running
away. Life was hard for Mary Hootton, she desperately needed the girl’s wages, and
she begged Swanton repeatedly to keep on the girl, despite all the troubles. As Mary
said, “I cries many a times.”
The beatings, however, were not the worst treatment Ellen experienced at
Swanton’s hands. One day, when she arrived late to work, Swanton penalized her
even more severely: He hung an iron weight around her neck (there was no
agreement about whether it weighed sixteen or twenty pounds) and made her walk

up and down the factory floor. The other children heckled her, and as a result, “she
fell down several times while fighting with the other hands. She fought them with
the stick.” Even today, nearly two hundred years later, the pain of the girl’s life,
from the tedium of her work to the violence of her abuse, is hard to fathom.
While the city of Manchester sports a Rylands Library, Harvard University a
Lowell student dormitory, and while every grade-school student learns about
Richard Arkwright and Eli Whitney, there is of course no library or school named
for Ellen Hootton. No one but a handful of historians knows anything about her life.
Yet when we think about the world of cotton manufacturing, we should think of
Ellen Hootton. Without her labor and that of millions of children, women, and men,
the empire of cotton would have never been built. Neither Rylands nor Lowell
would have accumulated their riches, and Arkwright’s and Eli’s inventions would
have collected dust in the corner of a barn. Ellen’s story highlights the physical
violence of punishment, but as important, the more banal violence of economic
desperation, which brought ever larger numbers of people into factories, where they
spent their lives, quite literally, in the service of the empire of cotton.
Like Ellen Hootton, thousands and, by the 1850s, millions of workers streamed
into the world’s newly built factories to operate the machines that produced cotton
thread and cloth.3 The ability to mobilize so many women, children, and men to
work in factories was awe-inspiring. Many a contemporary was overwhelmed by the
sight of hundreds or even thousands of workers walking to and from their places of
toil. Every morning before sunrise, thousands of workers walked down narrow paths
in the Vosges to the factories in the valley, crawled out of dormitory beds just up
the hill from Quarry Bank Mill, left their struggling farms above the Llobregat River,
and made their way through crowded Manchester streets to one of the dozens of
mills lining its putrid canals. At night they returned to sparse dormitories where
they slept several to a bed, or to cold and drafty cottages, or to densely populated
and poorly constructed working-class neighborhoods in Barcelona, Chemnitz, or
Lowell.
The world had seen extreme poverty and labor exploitation for centuries, but it
had never seen a sea of humanity organizing every aspect of their lives around the
rhythms of machine production. For at least twelve hours a day, six days a week,
women, children, and men fed machines, operated machines, repaired machines,
and supervised machines. They opened tightly packed bales of raw cotton, fed piles
of cotton into carding machines, they moved the huge carriages of mules back and
forth, they tied together broken yarn ends (as did Ellen Hootton), they removed
yarn from filled spindles, they supplied necessary roving to the spinning machines,
or they simply carried cotton through the factory. Discipline was maintained
through petty fines and forced forfeiture of contracts: A list of dismissal cases from
one early-nineteenth-century mill had official justifications ranging from banal
disciplinary issues, such as “using ill language,” to idiosyncratic charges, like
“Terrifying S. Pearson with her ugly face.” Maintaining a disciplined labor force
would prove consistently difficult. In one English mill, of the 780 apprentices
recruited in the two decades after 1786, 119 ran away, 65 died, and another 96 had
to return to overseers or parents who had originally lent them out. It was, after all,
the beginning of the era of William Blake’s “dark satanic mill.”4
Winter or summer, rain or shine, workers ventured into buildings rising several
stories high, usually made of brick, and labored in vast rooms, often hot, and almost

always humid, dusty, and deafeningly noisy. They worked hard, lived in poverty,
and died young. As political economist Leone Levi put it in 1863, “Enter for a
moment one of those numerous factories; behold the ranks of thousands of
operatives all steadily working; behold how every minute of time, every yard of
space, every practiced eye, every dexterous finger, every inventive mind, is at highpressure service.”5
It is difficult to overstate the importance and revolutionary nature of this new
organization of human labor. Today we take this system for granted: Most of us
make a living by selling our labor for a certain number of hours a day; with the
result—our paycheck—we purchase the things we need. And we also take for
granted that machines set the pace of human activity. Not so in the eighteenth or
nineteenth centuries: If we look at the world as a whole, the number of people who
would exchange their labor power for wages, especially wages in manufacturing,
was tiny. The rhythm of work was determined by many things—by the climate, by
custom, by the cycles of nature—but not by machines. People worked because they
were compelled to do so as slaves, or because they were the feudal dependents of
worldly or ecclesial authorities, or because they produced their own subsistence
with tools they owned on land to which they had some rights. The new world of
making yarn and cloth, as one of the innumerable cogs in the empire of cotton, was
utterly, fundamentally different. Cotton manufacturing rested on the ability to
persuade or entice or force people to give up the activities that had organized
human life for centuries and join the newly emerging factory proletariat. Though
the machines themselves were stunning and world-altering, this shift in the rhythm
of work would be even more consequential. They may not have known it, but as
Ellen Hootton and untold others streamed into the factory, they were looking at the
future, the very industrial capitalism that their labor was building.
The ability to move workers into factories became key to the cotton empire’s
triumph. As a result, a chasm opened around the world between statesmen and
capitalists able to mobilize labor and those who failed. Convincing thousands of
people to give up the only way of life they had known was no less complex than
installing new machines. Both required, as we have seen, certain legal, social, and
political conditions. The transition to the factory was at first concentrated in a few
places, and even there encountered tremendous opposition. Success required a
lopsided distribution of power that allowed statesmen and capitalists to dominate
the lives of individuals and families in ways that still eluded elites in much of Asia
and Africa. The power of the state did not just need to be extensive, as it was in
many parts of the world, but intensive, focused, and penetrating all realms of life.
As a result, in areas of the world in which rulers could not easily subdue alternative
means of gaining access to subsistence, it was all but impossible to transition to
factory production. Ironically, factory production itself would slowly undermine
such alternative ways of organizing economic activity.
To be sure, the Industrial Revolution was mostly about labor-saving technology—
as we have seen, productivity in spinning, for example, increased by as much as a
hundred times. Still, these labor-saving machines required labor to operate them; as
markets for cotton goods expanded explosively in response to falling prices, a
rapidly growing cotton industry demanded at first thousands, then tens of

thousands, and, in some parts of the world, hundreds of thousands of workers. In
Britain, by 1861 there were 446,000 people working in the cotton industry. It has
been estimated that in 1800 about 59,700 workers labored in the German cotton
industry, a number that increased to 250,300 in 1860. The French industry drew on
approximately 200,000 workers, the Swiss cotton industry in 1827 employed 62,400
workers. While the U.S. cotton industry only counted 10,000 wage earners in 1810,
that number rose to 122,000 in 1860. Russia in 1814 employed 40,000 cotton
workers, and about 150,000 in 1860. Spain in 1867 counted about 105,000 workers
in its cotton industry. The global cotton industry rested on proletarianized labor; at
the same time it was one of the greatest proletarianizing agents itself.6
Before the factory had become a way of life, capital owners had only one model
for how to mobilize vast amounts of labor: the plantation economy of the Americas,
built on the enslavement of millions of Africans. Many a cotton entrepreneur was
intimately familiar with this system; Samuel Greg of Quarry Bank Mill, as we have
seen, owned slave plantations on Dominica, and he was far from alone. But such
possibilities had been forestalled in Europe because of the new sensibilities about
economic man spurred by the Enlightenment and the resulting legal prohibitions
against slavery in Europe. Bringing African slaves to Manchester, Barcelona, or
Mulhouse was out of the question; enslaving the local population was also
impossible. Moreover, slave labor had significant economic disadvantages—it was
difficult to motivate workers under conditions of servitude, and supervision costs
were high. Slave labor, moreover, incurred costs year round, sometimes for the life
of the worker, and was not easily adjusted to the vexing boom-and-bust cycles of
industrial capitalism. The model of the plantation, in other words, did not serve the
needs of the factory.
Yet access to labor was crucial to manufacturers the world over. After all, an
entrepreneur’s significant investment in machines could only be profitable with the
promise of a predictable stream of labor to operate those machines. The labor power
of women and men, girls and boys, was thus transformed into a commodity.7
Turning people into factory workers meant turning them into wage workers as well.
For most people in Europe and elsewhere, however, wages had not been central to
their livelihood. Many who lived off the land or made artisan crafts, not
surprisingly, had little incentive to become factory workers. A farmer grew his own
sustenance; an artisan created goods he could sell or barter. A factory worker, by
contrast, possessed nothing but the power of labor.
Budding capitalists and statesmen thus had to invent new ways to mobilize labor
on a massive scale—that “fresh race of beings” that a rural magistrate observed in
Lancashire in 1808. If they had envisaged the millions of workers they eventually
needed to hire, the problem might have seemed overwhelming—and indeed,
sometimes concerns about insufficient labor supply were on their minds. From his
home in the West Midlands, a Shrewsbury mill owner complained, for example, in
1803 that the greatest problem in starting his mill was to attract a sufficient number
of workers.8
These hopeful employers had help, however, especially from the transformation
of the countryside that was already decades—and in some places, centuries—in the
making. Bonds of mutual obligation between lords and peasants had begun to break
down. In Europe, landowners had enclosed huge areas of land, making independent
farming less accessible to peasants, and the wave of proto-industrial work had

already made manufacturing, and even wage payments, a normal part of many
peasants’ subsistence.9
Moreover, the bureaucratic, military, ideological, and social penetration of a
bounded territory by newly consolidating states aided mill owners. Coercion had
almost always been a central element in getting people to perform labor for others,
a staple for feudal lords and colonial masters alike. Yet one of industrial capitalism’s
signal features was that coercion would now be increasingly accomplished by the
state, its bureaucrats and judges, and not by lords and masters. Many capitalists
throughout the world in need of workers feared the decline of personal
dependencies such as serfdom, slavery, and apprenticeships, expecting idleness and
even anarchy as a result. But in some areas the state had gained sufficient strength
to create conditions that secured reliable flows of women, children, and men into
factories. Throughout much of Europe, the rights of landowners and capitalists to
control labor as personal dependents had been severely curtailed, but at the same
time the state had increasingly taken on the role of legally compelling people to
work (such as paupers, so-called vagrants, and children). Moreover, by the
enclosure of the commons the state had made alternative possibilities of gaining a
livelihood increasingly inaccessible, in fact increasing economic pressures on those
without property. As legal historian Robert Steinfeld has put it, even “economic
coercion is an artifact of the law,” that is, of the state.10
The state thus created a legal framework for wage labor that made it more
fathomable to rising manufacturers. They appreciated that wage labor retained
significant nonpecuniary coercive elements—bodily coercion—even in the centers of
the new industrial capitalism. Indeed, employers in Britain, the United States,
France, Prussia, and Belgium “required and strictly enforced labor agreements in
wage labor” and “were using forms of legal compulsion to tie workers to jobs.” The
1823 Master and Servant Act, for example, explicitly allowed “English employers to
have their workmen sent to the house of correction and held at hard labor for up to
three months for breaches of their labor agreements.” Between 1857 and 1875, in
England and Wales alone, about ten thousand workers annually were prosecuted for
“breach of contract,” many of them sentenced to prison; cotton workers were
frequently among them. In Prussia throughout the nineteenth century, workers
could be fined and imprisoned for leaving their job: “Journeymen, helpers, and
factory workers, who leave work without permission and without legal justification,
or are guilty of shirking or gross disobedience, are to be punished with a fine of
twenty Thalers or prison up to fourteen days,” determined the Prussian
Gewerbeordnung of 1845.11
Despite powerful state support, recruiting workers remained a huge challenge for
budding manufacturers, testifying to the fact that workers themselves, as long as
they still had access to other means of subsisting, tried to escape the world of the
factory. When apothecary Joan Baptista Sires, for example, opened a cotton factory
in the Raval neighborhood of Barcelona in 1770 with twenty-four looms and
nineteen printing tables (places for the application of colors on cotton fabrics), one
of his most difficult challenges was recruiting the 60 to 150 women and men he
needed to keep up production. Turnover was huge, as most workers stayed only for
a few months. Sires tried to solve this problem by replicating some elements of the
artisan workshop in his factory, providing skilled male workers with the best-paid
positions, but also allowing their wives and children to work in the factory, thus

increasing the family wage while at the same time saving on their discounted labor.
To try to enmesh workers at his factory, Sires allowed some families to live in the
buildings, replicating a pattern long typical for artisan workshops throughout
Europe.12
Fifty years later, in the United States, the problem of labor recruitment had not
changed much. The Dover Manufacturing Company in Dover, New Hampshire, had
to employ a total of 342 workers in the period from August 1823 to October 1824
just to maintain an average workforce of approximately 140.13 Workers came and
left frequently, as they desperately tried to retain access to a livelihood outside the
factory. Entering the factory for a few weeks, they would leave once they had made
enough money to hold them over to the selling of their crops or when their labor
was needed on the farm.
These patterns of labor recruitment were typical of regions undergoing cotton
industrialization. In every case, proto-industrialization and proletarianization
intersected. The spread of machine-made yarn, and later cloth, undermined hand
spinning and handloom weaving on the farm, creating pressures on textile workers
to find income elsewhere. For many, the only other viable solution was the very
factory that had undermined their prior source of income. Barcelona entrepreneur
Sires, in fact, usually hired workers from the farming areas surrounding the Catalan
capital. In Saxony, earlier difficulties in recruiting labor were overcome when cheap
yarns pouring out of the first cotton factories outcompeted hand spinners, who were
then forced to work in the expanding factories. In Switzerland, the tens of thousands
of workers that putting-out merchants kept busy in the vast countryside as far away
as the Black Forest provided a huge potential labor reservoir, and indeed many of
them eventually moved into factory production. With the rapid expansion of the
Alsatian cotton industry and its significant labor needs, entrepreneurs looked to the
mountainous areas of the Vosges and the Black Forest for that labor. There, the
survival of families still rested on agricultural pursuits and continued to do so even
after the onset of factory production: Nearly all workers in the spinning and
weaving mills of Wesserling, for example, a small town high above the city of
Mulhouse, still owned their own land and supplemented their income by farming as
late as 1858. In the search for spinners and weavers, capital moved ever deeper into
the countryside, allowing manufacturers to pay extremely low wages because
workers could still draw on the unpaid reproductive labor of family members—child
rearing and the growing of food among them. Here, as elsewhere, the unfolding of
capitalism depended on noncapitalist forms of production and labor.14

The renamed Dover Manufacturing Company mill (date unknown) (illustration credit 7.2)

More often than not, though, workers lost access to land and, faced with the
decline of household manufacturing, moved from the countryside into cities. Indeed,
cotton industrialization led to huge migrations, often across national borders. In
1815, among the fifteen hundred workers of the Guebwiller firm of Ziegler, Greuter
et Cie, 750 were Alsatians, but the rest were migrants from Switzerland and
Germany. U.S. textile mills drew on such migrants as well. Thousands of workers
moved from the marginal agricultural soils of New England to the newly emerging
textile towns, and many workers crossed the Atlantic, such as Irish women and men
escaping the potato famine. The Dutch, Belgian, Catalonian, and French cotton
industries drew on migrants from the surrounding countryside as well.15
These rural workers, abandoning their agricultural pursuits and home-based
manufacturing activities, flowed down the mountains and sometimes across the seas
into the textile factories of the Black Forest, Switzerland, the Vosges, Catalonia,
Saxony, and New England. There they met a population of essentially artisanal
workers. Those workers, mostly male, took on the most skilled positions, often with
experience from older artisanal workshops, not farm fields. When Neuhaus & Huber
created a weaving mill in Biel, Switzerland, in 1830 next to their spinning
enterprise, they drew on newly unemployed but highly skilled handloom weavers
who had for decades prospered around the town. Skilled workers too migrated over
great distances: The cotton cloth factory Schwarz, in the Russian town of Narva,
employed in 1822 thirty-five Germans, a French dyer, and a person from Holland.
Ludwig Knoop’s Kreenholm factory employed in 1857 many British skilled workers.
Indeed, French, Mexican, American, and other manufacturers frequently recruited
highly skilled workers from abroad.16
The vast majority of workers, however, were not skilled and were not recruited;
rather, they were driven into factories by changing conditions within the
countryside, and especially by the decline of goods made at home that could no

longer compete with those made in factories. Perhaps most dramatic was the
moment when power looms replaced hand weaving beginning in the 1820s. As a
huge wave of misery passed over large parts of Europe, unemployed home-based
weavers were ready to move into factories. In response to such conditions, factory
employment often became a family strategy to maintain a household’s ability to stay
on the land, either by sending one member of the family to work at a mill full-time
or by sending various members of the family for short stints. That was the case
among the workers in Lowell, Massachusetts, where (unmarried) women’s factory
wages often enabled their families to remain on the land. Migrating into factory
labor could give marginal agricultural pursuits another lease on life.17
The survival of detailed pay records allows us to take a closer look at one such
early cotton mill, the Dover Manufacturing Company, mentioned above: In the
sixty-three weeks following August 9, 1823, a total of 305 women, most of them
young and unmarried, labored at one point or another in the factory, constituting 89
percent of the workforce. They worked on average for 25.93 weeks, or 41 percent of
the total time possible. Indeed, many women entered the factory on a seasonal
basis, working for a few months, then returning to other pursuits. To pick just one
example, in mid-October forty-three women, or 32 percent of the workforce, took
the week off from mill work, to return the following week.

Work patterns at the Dover Manufacturing Company, August 9, 1823–October 16, 1824: sample of all workers
whose surname begins with A or B (illustration credit 7.3)

The rhythms of agricultural work thus persisted into the factory, and factory work
could help families stay on the land. In New Hampshire it was common that one
member of the family worked essentially full-time in the mill, while others did so
only for a short time, such as the Badge family: While Mary worked full-time,
Abigail and Sally only joined her for short stints.

Work patterns of the Perkins family, Dover Manufacturing Company, 1823–1824 (illustration credit 7.4)

But even at the Dover Manufacturing Company in the 1820s, there were already
families who were fully proletarianized, whose many members stayed for long
periods at the mill. The Perkins family exemplified this pattern; its members,
including two men, worked essentially full-time, making it extremely unlikely that
they still grew any crops or raised animals. Whatever the precise pattern, it was not
the attractiveness of factory labor itself that drew millions of people into the vortex
of the cotton mills.18

Work patterns of the Badge family, Dover Manufacturing Company, 1823–1824

One way manufacturers tried to circumvent the problem of attracting large numbers
of people to work in factories was by recruiting the weakest members of society
first, those with the fewest resources to resist. To do so, they built upon longestablished relationships of power within households, especially a long history of

paternalism that allowed the male head of household to deploy the labor of his wife
and children as he saw fit. The emergence of industrial capitalism in fact built upon
such older social hierarchies and relations of power and used these as a tool to
revolutionize society more broadly. Employers understood that the “cheapness” of
their labor rested on the persistence of noncapitalist ways of securing subsistence—a
lesson that would eventually also inform the transition to world market production
in the cotton-growing countryside in India and elsewhere. The capitalist revolution
succeeded because it remained incomplete.
Consequently, children were often the first to enter factory employment, Ellen
Hootton among them. Up to half of cotton workers were children, coerced by their
parents, who in turn were coerced by the new economic reality. Children were
cheap—their wages amounted to between one-third and one-fourth of those paid to
adults—relatively obedient, and unlikely to object to extremely repetitive and dull
tasks, and if they did, they could be more easily punished than adults. For parents
with few resources, children were often the sole source of additional income.
McConnel & Kennedy, for example, the Manchester manufacturers we encountered
earlier as spinners of fine Sea Island cotton, employed large numbers of children. In
1816, among the 568 workers on their payroll, 257 were sixteen or younger, or 45
percent of the total.19
At Quarry Bank Mill, Samuel Greg’s pioneering factory near Manchester, many
pauper children labored as so-called apprentices. Drawing on parish poorhouses,
Greg recruited children as more than half of all his workers between 1784 and
1840. He housed them in dormitories and had them labor for him for seven years.
While Greg styled himself as a considerate and paternalist employer, he locked his
child worker Esther Price into a specially constructed cell for “disobedience,” and
made other children work overtime to penalize them for the “crime” of having taken
an apple. Again, Greg was far from unusual. Samuel Oldknow, for example, also
tapped a thriving market for “apprentices”; in 1796, the parish of Clerkenwell
advertised thirty-five boys and thirty-five girls, inviting Oldknow to choose
whatever number he would like to take. The Edinburgh Review asserted in 1835 that
factories “have been [children’s] best and most important academies.” Turning them
loose on the street would be much worse, they asserted, as spinning mills take “the
children out of harm’s way.”20

Children make an industrial revolution: McConnel & Kennedy, age of workers, 1816. Total number of workers
= 568 (illustration credit 7.5)

Amid social acceptance of child labor and urgent need, large numbers of children
worked in all aspects of cotton manufacturing. In 1833, 36 percent of all workers in
Lancashire cotton factories were younger than sixteen. In 1846 in Belgium, 27
percent of all cotton workers were under sixteen. At a Siegerland spinning factory,
of its three hundred workers in 1800, half of them were children between eight and
fourteen. And when in 1798 the Russian Treasury allowed Michael Ossovski to build
the first mechanical cotton spinning factory, he “received” three hundred children
from a Saint Petersburg orphanage. From Saxony to Puebla to the Habsburg Empire,
the situation was similar. Catalonian manufacturers located their factories in the
foothills of the Pyrenees, home to many struggling farmers, not least because that
gave them access to child labor. In Puebla, where most cotton workers were former
peasants, debt peons, and textile artisans, children constituted an important part of
the workforce, beginning to work at age ten, and sometimes earlier. As late as 1837,
a commission of the Société Industrielle de Mulhouse reported that children were
engaged in “forced labor” and that they “contributed involuntarily.” To improve
conditions, the commission recommended that children age eight to ten be limited
to ten hours of work per day; twelve hours for children ten to fourteen; and thirteen
hours per day for children fourteen to sixteen years of age. Night shifts should only
be permitted for children older than fourteen. Once enforced, they hoped such
halfhearted measures would improve children’s lives. Yet the Alsatian cotton
industry continued to rely to such an extent on child labor that its entrepreneurs
vigorously opposed the passage of a law in 1841 limiting such practices. In fact, the
invention of childhood that took place among the families of the Mulhousian
bourgeoisie, like their counterparts elsewhere in Europe and the United States,
rested on the extreme exploitation of child labor in the factories surrounding them.
Children from English poorhouses, Danish Bornehus, Swedish Barnhus, and Russian
priiut dlia sirot all ended up in textile factories.21

Child workers’ dormitory, Quarry Bank Mill (illustration credit 7.6)

Aside from children, women, especially the young and the unmarried, constituted
the cotton workforce. Indeed, cotton manufacturing became the most femaledominated manufacturing industry to emerge in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries. In New Hampshire’s Dover mill in the mid-1820s, as mentioned, 89
percent of all workers were women. In Catalonia’s cotton industry, up to 70 percent
of workers were female. Women dominated the cotton textile workforces
throughout Europe and the United States, although male workers dominated in
Mexico and Egypt. Such preponderance of women workers resulted all too often in
the invisibility of the cotton industry, overshadowed by the male-dominated coalmining, iron-making, and railroading industries.22
Not surprisingly, most of these women came from the countryside. Partly this was
the result of families’ strategies to retain access to the land by supplementing
dwindling agricultural incomes through wage work. Women in much of Europe and
North America had been in charge of spinning and weaving for centuries; that trend
continued, even as the work itself moved from home to factory, from hand to
machine. In 1841, when the young William Rathbone traveled to the United States,
he was struck by this prevalence of women workers: At a Paterson, New Jersey,
mill, which he found “the most romantically situated mill in the world,” he found
the “women employed in them are rather sickly looking but very pretty.” A few
days later, when he looked at the Lowell mills, he observed that the “factory girls
are neat and many pretty. They are generally I believe well educated being the
daughters of farmers and sometimes even clergymen who go there for a few years
without their families to get something as a marriage position.” Rathbone, like some
of his contemporaries, had a hopelessly romanticized view of women’s cotton
work.23
Thanks to long-standing biases, women’s labor was much cheaper. Historians

found that “women often earned as little as 45 to 50 percent of males’ wages under
fixed wage structures.” Yet women were not just cheaper workers, they also were
less rooted in older work cultures that often regulated the work of male artisan
textile workers, work cultures that could and did become the basis of resistance
against factory owners. Women’s work patterns, along with those of their children,
were more easily molded to fit the ceaseless rhythm of machine production.24
The availability of women was crucial to the early cotton manufacturers. And it
was also what distinguished large parts of Europe (and eventually also Japan) from
many other areas of the world. Not that women elsewhere did not work in textile
production—they did—but in Europe and North America, unlike in Africa and Asia,
women could eventually move out of households and into factories, a critical
condition for textile industrialization. In China, for example, the situation was quite
different. As historian Kenneth Pomeranz notes, “The Chinese family system did not
allow much migration by single women, either to cities or to peripheries, until
twentieth-century factories with tightly supervised dormitories made this seem
possible within the bounds of respectability.” Sociologist Jack Goldstone even
argues that the different roles of women explain why Europe industrialized and
China did not. In Europe and the United States, women married relatively later and
were therefore able to join the factory proletariat before marriage.25
Yet favorable legacies of patriarchy and the transformation of the countryside had
almost always to be supplemented with more overt forms of coercion. Though the
coercion employed by the “lords of the loom” was quite different from that of the
“lords of the lash,” using force to mobilize labor, to discipline it within factories,
and to keep workers from leaving once they had entered factory employment was
nearly universal. With their investments in factories at stake, manufacturers
embraced coercion and even physical violence, sometimes privately, but more and
more often also sanctioned by the state. Orphaned children, as we have seen,
frequently had no choice but to work under oppressive conditions in cotton mills.
Belgian entrepreneur Lieven Bauwens used “the inmates of the prison of which he
was warden” as weavers. In Russia, efforts to staff textile factories with wage
workers failed at first, and instead entrepreneurs resorted to coercing people to
work, drawing upon “prostitutes, criminals, beggars, and others—some of whom
were sentenced to work for life in industry.” In the United States, prisoners in
Maryland, Louisiana, and Rhode Island spent their days weaving cotton. Even cotton
workers who agreed to a wage labor contract often were tied to factories through
“some manner of bondage.” The management in Knoop’s huge Krenholm factory
was described by a local Estonian paper as taking “no more care of the people than
does a slave-owner of his Negro slaves.” The factory not only had its own police
force, but also regularly brutalized workers by corporal punishment. In Puebla,
Mexico, workers were just as much subject to severe supervision: If they lived in
factory compounds, they were sometimes not allowed to have friends or relatives
visit, and sometimes even the reading of newspapers was outlawed. And in the
Habsburg Empire, cotton mills were akin to military barracks; workers were locked
into factories and only allowed to leave on Sundays.26
In areas of the world in which slavery prevailed, bodily coercion played an even
more important role. In the Americas in particular, the world’s center of plantation
slavery, significant coerced labor went into cotton manufacturing. In Brazil, native
peoples and slaves were forced to work in textile factories. In the southern United

States as well, slaves worked in cotton textile production—a system that one
historian has aptly termed “coerced proto-industrialization.” Thus in the slave zones
of the world, slavery fueled industrial production as well.27
Compared to cotton growing, the global cotton manufacturing industry as a
whole, however, used physical coercion to a much lesser extent in the mobilization
of labor. Even in Russia, where before the 1861 emancipation serfs were at times
forced to work in textile factories, such coerced workers never constituted more
than 3.3 percent of the cotton workforce. New yet sophisticated methods of labor
control had emerged instead that did not rest on the enslavement of workers.
Yet lessons learned on large slave plantations still inspired industrialists. Cotton
manufacturer Samuel Oldknow, for example, in the mid-1790s tried to gain greater
authority over his workers. Unlike the putting-out system that Oldknow knew so
well, the factory was unchartered territory to him, and thus he struggled mightily to
control his workers. In a first step, he created an attendance book to take systematic
note of his workers’ presence in the factory. He divided this small book by the
rooms in his mill and listed each of the workers in each of the rooms. He divided
the day into four quarters and listed during which quarters workers were actually
present. In March 1796, for example, the book lists “Mary Lewis 1,2,3,4; Thomas
Lewis 1,2,3,4; Peggy Woodale 1; Martha Woodale 1; Samuel Ardern 3,4,” and so on.
In our perpetually monitored world, such recordkeeping seems quaint, but just like
the switch from seasonal work to machine work, so too this notion of keeping track
of time was new, and while it was most fully elaborated on slave plantations, it
slowly migrated into the world of the factory as well. Mobilizing huge numbers of
workers by paying them wages and then supervising their work and assuring that
they applied their skills and energy was a work in progress, and new dilemmas
continually emerged. Outside the factory—in workers’ homes and neighborhoods—
employers’ authority was even more distant. Instilling discipline proved difficult,
with tracking attendance in account books often not sufficient, and so employers
frequently also resorted to beating, fining, and firing workers. The rhythm of work
and its tight supervision reminded many contemporary observers of the only other
large work setting they knew—the slave plantation—even though that made them
miss the truly revolutionary nature of what was unfolding in front of their eyes.28
Discipline was difficult to enforce and workers difficult to recruit not least
because working conditions were often appalling—so much so that slave owners the
world over compared the conditions of slave labor in favorable terms to those of
industrial workers. In the German cotton industry, for example fourteen- to sixteenhour workdays, six days a week, were the rule. In Puebla in 1841, hours per day
averaged 14.8, including a one-hour lunch break. In France during the Second
Empire, workdays averaged twelve hours, though employers could make their
workers work as long as they chose to, and until 1873, working hours in textile
mills in Barcelona were just as long. Production everywhere was dangerous and the
machines deafeningly noisy.29
Such conditions had a dramatic impact on workers’ health: When the Saxon
government sought to recruit soldiers in the 1850s, only 16 percent of spinners and
18 percent of weavers were deemed healthy enough to serve. For many decades, the
standard of living of these new cotton factory workers symbolized to contemporaries
everything that was wrong with industrialization. “I regret to have to add that the
distress of the Laboring poor but most particularly the weaver is great beyond

almost description,” reported J. Norris to the British secretary of state Robert Peel in
1826. Indeed, a recent analysis of the life expectancy and heights of workers
determined that “no increase in food consumption, no increase in longevity or
nutritional status, and no improvement in housing” resulted from the Industrial
Revolution. The author concluded that “the infant mortality results presented here
for the sample parishes in the heartland of the Industrial Revolution provide support
for the view that clear evidence of significant improvement in the daily lives of
English workers and their families is lacking before the middle of the century” and
might have actually had to wait until the 1870s. “I calculate that consumption per
capita, adjusted for changes in leisure, remained essentially unchanged between
1760 and 1830.” As American labor activist Seth Luther reported in 1833, “The
consequence of this excess of toil is, that the growth of the body is checked, and the
limbs become weak, and sometimes horribly distorted.”30
Considering such conditions, it is not surprising that farmers and artisans often
resisted being turned into factory workers. With living standards and live
expectancy falling, it was entirely rational to fear the factory. Resistance was both
individual and collective, and made proletarianization an even more drawn out,
often violent process. During the French revolutionary upheavals of the 1780s and
1790s, workers destroyed machines that modernized the cotton manufacturing
process, and threatened factory owners associated with the modernization of
production. In 1789, for example, hundreds of workers attacked cotton factories in
Normandy, the center of the French cotton industry, destroying seven hundred
spinning jennies and other machinery. Troops and militias, there and elsewhere,
fought such upheavals, but with mixed success. This resistance continued in the
1820s, when French workers opposed the introduction of power looms. So effective
was this wave of resistance, and so relatively limited the inexperienced state’s
ability and willingness to protect its modernizing entrepreneurs, that some
capitalists concluded that the path of least resistance was to limit the employment
of new machines and instead focus on the production, however labor-intensive, of
high-quality goods. The fear of popular uprising became a guiding star in the
universe of French entrepreneurs.31
Such resistance also characterized the industrialization process in England.
Already in the 1740s there had been riots against Kay’s flying shuttle, in 1753 there
were attacks on “cotton reel” machines; in 1768–69 workers in Lancashire rioted
against the introduction of the spinning jenny, and in 1779 Lancashire workers
smashed various kinds of machinery. But machine breaking only became truly
prevalent in the 1810s, a moment when the state was able and willing to use
massive force to repress it. In 1811 and 1812, “steam looms [were] attacked in
Stockport and elsewhere,” with another wave of machine attacks in 1826.32
Workers in other parts of the world also rebelled. In Puebla, weavers’ guilds were
“extremely hostile” to machine production of cotton yarn. Factory owners adamant
about introducing new machines hid innovators and their machines in a “secret
place” to be safe from guild hostility. That fear was also prevalent in Veracruz. In
Switzerland, weavers revolted in the 1820s, demanding that power looms be
outlawed, burning down a factory in Oberuster in 1832. In the Dutch city of Tilburg
in 1827, workers objecting to the introduction of steam engines smashed the
windows of factory owner Pieter van Dooren.33
The expansion of the world’s mechanized cotton industry thus not only rested on

the deployment of new technologies and access to capital and markets, but also on
the ability of capitalists to turn thousands and eventually millions of people into
proletarians—and, importantly, to break resistance to the imposition of a radically
new way of living and working. As a contemporary observed in England in 1795,
“The several modes of accelerating labour have been always stoutly resisted by the
labouring class, when the different machinery was first introduced.”34 This was, as
one historian has remarked in regard to the Black Forest’s Wiesental, a process of
“inner colonializations”—the colonialization and domination by capital of ever more
territories and social relations. Yet in the face of weakened feudal elites, such a
transition was possible—and consolidating states played a key role enabling it.
Indeed, the state became exceedingly important in the repression of working-class
collective action, demonstrating once more how decisive state capacity was to
industrial capitalism. States passed laws outlawing everything from trade unions, to
strikes, to public assemblies, to labor-oriented political parties. States criminalized
workers’ efforts to improve their working conditions. When machine breaking
spread throughout the empire of cotton, as we have seen, states responded. As
Luddites in Britain (and also in France) destroyed hundreds of spinning machines in
1811–12, Parliament passed a law in February 1812 that made machine breaking a
capital crime. Thirty Luddites were hanged in 1812–13, and nineteen more in 1830.
Others were exiled to Australia or imprisoned. And the British state cracked down
on workers’ collective action in other ways as well: Pitt’s Two Acts of 1795
suspended habeas corpus and outlawed gatherings of over fifty people without prior
authorization. The Combination Acts of 1799 and 1800 outlawed trade unions—
leading, for example, to John Doherty’s sentencing to ten years of hard labor in
1818, his crime being membership in the (illegal) Manchester Cotton-Spinners’
Society. The British state, not quite trusting the mechanism it had devised to assure
social peace, also prepared for battle with workers—between 1792 and 1815 alone,
155 military barracks were built in industrial areas. As one historian concludes,
“The magnitude of government repression astonishes.” When workers rebelled, mill
owners often came to depend on the state to suppress such upheaval, making mill
owners’ ability to accumulate capital increasingly reliant on the power of
nationalizing states—states whose own power rested more and more on successful
industrialization.35
The struggle to transform workers into proletarians had made industrialists even
more dependent on the state, a remarkable testimony to the limits of their power.
The territorialization of capital, its growing attachment to and dependence on
nation-states, however, also enabled workers to organize collectively to improve
their working conditions and wages; eventually it would turn capitalists’
dependence on the state into labor’s greatest strength. Trade unions and workingclass political movements, despite multipronged efforts to repress them, created new
pressures on capital across the nineteenth century, pressures that would many
decades later radically reshape the world’s cotton industry.
Workers not only rebelled against machine production, as we have seen, but also
tried to improve their living and working conditions within a system of mechanized
production. These efforts were at first feeble, but they eventually gained strength
and indeed won higher wages, shorter hours, and better working conditions. In the

first half of the nineteenth century, successes were still few and far between, but the
struggle abounded. Some working-class associations had already emerged before
1800 among British weavers. In 1792, Stockport and Manchester mule spinners
formed unions. In 1807, handloom weavers collected 130,000 signatures to
advocate for what they termed a “legal wage.” In 1826, riots of cotton workers
spread from Manchester, as weavers assembled and threatened to damage power
loom factories. A Fred Foster from Manchester reported “with much pleasure” to
Secretary of State Robert Peel on April 28, 1826, that once workers assembled in the
streets, “the riot act was proclaimed & the principal streets were cleared by
detachments of troops.” In 1844, weavers famously rebelled in Silesia. In New
England, women cotton mill workers walked off their job in Pawtucket, Rhode
Island, in 1824, making it the first strike by factory workers in the United States.
English mule spinners also brought collective action strategies with them to the
United States, especially to New England, and in 1858 the Mule Spinners’ Union of
Fall River was born. Spanish cotton workers forged a labor movement during the
1840s and 1850s, and the year 1854 saw the first general strike among spinners. In
France, textile workers participated in 35 percent of all strikes recorded between
1830 and 1847. Women sometimes took the lead in such collective action: In
Lowell, Massachusetts, for example, women workers organized in 1844 the Lowell
Female Labor Reform Association, fighting for better working conditions and a
shorter workday. Already by midcentury, cotton manufacturers responded to the
militancy of their workers by moving their capital elsewhere, with Catalonian
entrepreneurs perhaps the vanguard when they increasingly relocated production to
isolated factory villages along the Llobregat and the Ter Rivers outside Barcelona to
escape their troublesome workers. As in the case of cotton growing, workers’
collective action and the spatial arrangements of the world’s cotton industry
intersected.36
Yet these incipient efforts at unionization, strikes, and other forms of collective
action directed toward improving wages and the working conditions of cotton
workers demonstrate that once the control and mobilization of labor were
“nationalized” within powerful states, and indeed became matters of state, workers
also gained new opportunities to improve their situation by appealing to the state
itself and mobilizing within national political spaces. The nonpecuniary penalties for
violation of employment contracts, for example, became increasingly untenable as a
result of workers’ collective action. When in England large segments of the working
class gained the vote in 1867, trade unions pressured the state to limit allowable
remedies for workers’ breach of contract, and succeeded in 1875. In Germany it
took until the revolution of 1918 to end criminal penalties for breach of contract.37
Indeed, “employment at will”—allowing workers to leave their jobs whenever they
decide to do so—was the result of decades of struggle by workers, not a “natural”
outgrowth of the emergence of industrial capitalism and even less so the
precondition for its emergence. From the factory to the plantation, the expansion of
freedom rested on the organization and collective action of workers. The labor
market as idealized in modern-day economics textbooks as often as not came about
as a result of strikes, unions, and riots.
The empire of cotton from its 1780s beginnings to 1861 in effect rested on two
very different forms of labor, and two very different forms of the organization of
production. On the western shores of the Atlantic were the vibrant, expanding, and

enormously profitable slave plantations, the latest outgrowth of the dynamic war
capitalism that Europeans had been building since the sixteenth century. In Europe
itself, but also in New England and a few other areas of the world, a much more
novel and more dynamic organization of production had emerged: industrial
capitalism, with its spectacularly productive spinning and weaving mills based on
wage labor. Connected by the mediation of a group of merchants, these two systems
grew side by side, the one feeding the power of the other. Capital, personified by
merchants, facilitated the rapid expansion of both slave cotton plantations and wage
labor cotton factories, connecting the seemingly opposing legacies of the one to the
other—until the day one of them collapsed. Once that happened, once slavery
within the empire of cotton expired like some distant supernova, its crucial
contribution to the construction of industrial capitalism could be written out of our
collective memory.

Chapter Eight

Making Cotton Global

The ship Glad Tidings, loaded with American cotton, enters the port of Liverpool, 1865. (illustration credit 8.1)

Among the most outstanding phenomena of modern times is undoubtedly the
annually progressing expansion of this gigantic business sector whose impact on the
material and social conditions of both hemispheres emerges so evidently.…
While on the far side of the ocean significant and until recently undeveloped tracts
of land are transformed into fertile plains, enabling an increasing population and
expanding cultivation, they provide our native land an inexhaustible source of
national welfare, wages and employment, utilize large capitals, and become the
leverage of a magnificent trade whose products will supply the markets of all the
zones, combining the most diverse activities transforming raw materials into finished
goods.
—Neue Bremer Zeitung, JANUARY 6, 18501
For Walter Benjamin, Paris was the capital of the nineteenth century. For once and
future cotton lords, however, the true center of the world was Liverpool. Situated in
England’s rainy northwest, the city rose from the banks of the river Mersey and the
Irish Sea. There, at one of global commerce’s most significant crossroads, Liverpool’s
merchants had accumulated unprecedented wealth and influence by connecting a

nascent European manufacturing complex with an ever more martial and expansive
cotton hinterland. It was in Liverpool that industrial capitalism and war capitalism
met, its merchants applying the logic of the former to the latter, and transforming
both in the process. The genius of Liverpool’s merchants lay in their ability to
combine ingredients often considered antagonistic: wage labor and slavery,
industrialization and deindustrialization, free trade and empire, violence and
contract.
Liverpool may have been one of the wonders of the world, but not the kind
appreciated by tourists. Indeed, “hideousness” was the summation of one earlytwentieth-century chronicler. “The chief objects of attraction in Liverpool are,
decidedly, the spacious Docks,” observed a contemporary dryly. As early as 1832
the docks and harbor walls stretched for two and a half miles, dotted by quays,
warehouses, and a “forest of masts.” Beyond the Mersey lay the Irish Sea and
beyond that the Atlantic Ocean, and it was on that ocean’s western shores that most
of the world’s cotton was grown. Thousands of ships arrived each year, burdened by
tightly pressed cotton bales. Thousands of workers, many of them Irish immigrants,
unloaded the ships and brought the bales to warehouses. From there most were
shipped by canal boats and, after 1830, train to the spinning mills in nearby
Lancashire, twenty to fifty miles distant, but some bales also went back on ships to
various European ports where first wagons and later trains fed the increasing
number of spinning mills dotting the European countryside. No technical marvel,
the port was first and foremost a site of perilous, backbreaking labor. Thousands of
workers assembled on the rainy streets of Liverpool each morning before dawn,
hoping to be hired for a day of handling huge bales of cotton, dangerous work over
long hours at low pay.2
Liverpool’s port was the epicenter of a globe-spanning empire. Its merchants sent
ships all over the world, mostly wind-powered, but by the 1850s and 1860s
increasingly by steam as well. The captains of those ships navigated perilous seas,
rebellious crews, virulent diseases, and economic volatility. Every time James
Brown, captain of a Liverpool cotton ship, arrived in the port of New Orleans in the
early 1840s, he wasted weeks in the struggle to find bales of cotton to fill his boat.
Shipping rates changed constantly, as idle boats in the port meant stiff competition.
Market news from Liverpool, as often as not, led to abrupt changes in the price of
cotton, delaying his departure. “Parts of the crew have run away,” Brown wrote in
one of many laments; “hurricanes” and “reports of privateers” further frayed his
nerves.3
While Liverpool’s port was a scene of stupendous muscular labor, the nervous
system of the city was its cotton exchange, whose caretakers lived and worked in
close proximity to one another. Every morning the city’s merchants would meet to
trade “on the flags,” an outdoor space in the center of town. Cotton broker Samuel
Smith remembered that “in all weathers, cold and wet, winter and summer, we
stood outside, sometimes sheltering under the arches when the rain and cold were
unendurable.” Only after 1809, when a handsome exchange building was erected in
the center of town did the cotton merchants move inside. The sales room where
buyers met sellers in a noisy and seemingly chaotic dance was striking, as “no place
in the world affords so elegant and commodious a situation as this is for the
purposes of a public exchange,” with “sales to a very considerable amount…effected
in a few minutes.”4

Thanks to their all-embracing dispositions, the merchants of the city became the
ringmasters of a globe-spanning network of cotton growing, crafting, and selling. On
Bombay’s Apollo wharf, merchants nervously awaited news “from Liverpool.” On
plantations throughout the American South, “Liverpool prices” were the single most
significant piece of news, bordering on obsession for many slave masters.5 The
southern agricultural journal De Bow’s Review constantly reported on Liverpool
prices and how U.S. cotton farmers could pocket a greater share of them. New
York’s Merchants’ Magazine and Commercial Review similarly agonized over Liverpool
prices. For Ellen Hootton and hundreds of thousands of cotton mill workers like her,
Liverpool prices would determine if she would be employed or not. The global
preoccupation with Liverpool reflected the tremendous influence the city’s
merchants enjoyed over large swaths of the earth. When prices rose in Liverpool,
planters in Louisiana might decide to purchase fresh cotton lands, and slave traders
might find it profitable to move young slaves by the thousands into these new
territories. News from Liverpool might on one day help dislodge Native Americans
from their land, on another day encourage investment in Indian railroads, and on
another make a family in Switzerland, Gujarat, or Michoacán give up spinning and
weaving altogether.6

The financial pulse of the empire of cotton: “Liverpool prices” on an Alabama cotton plantation, 1842
(illustration credit 8.2)

Liverpool, like no other city, concentrated simultaneously on all the core
functions of the global cotton trade. Its merchants traded raw cotton, shipped cotton
goods, and financed both cotton agriculture and cotton manufacturing. Other cotton
cities were more specialized in their activities. Merchants in New Orleans,
Alexandria, and Bombay, for example, mastered the export of raw cotton, while
Bremen and Le Havre merchants received their shipments. New York and London
merchants focused on financing the trade. And widely dispersed merchants in cities
from Buenos Aires to Recife, Hamburg to Calcutta received shipments of yarn and
cloth and distributed them through their hinterlands.
None of these cities, however, competed seriously with Liverpool. The channels
through which cotton flowed were not evenly distributed across the world. They
narrowed and widened at certain points, and the volume and velocity of the flow
was a direct expression of the distribution of influence; the deeper and faster the
network, the greater the power. While Liverpool enjoyed a torrent of trade and

information connecting it to many places, hinterland towns in Mississippi or Buenos
Aires saw but a lazy, gentle flow to and from very few places. To be at the very
beginning or the very end of a “commodity chain” thus was usually a position of
relative weakness. The focus of the cotton network on one city, Liverpool, led to
new hierarchies of power—an innovative development that replaced older cotton
networks and older merchant groups in cities such as Ahmedabad or Surat or
Oaxaca. The rise of Liverpool’s merchants at the turn to the nineteenth century
further moved a multipolar world of cotton into the direction of becoming unipolar.
Seen from the cotton exchange at Liverpool, the world beyond its high windows
was essentially a huge cotton production and consumption complex. The voracious
appetite for profit demanded ever more lands for the commercial production of
cotton, the multiplying of cotton mills, and the opening of cloth markets. This
unprecedented and highly leveraged industrial expansion depended for its survival
on the permanent transformation of the global countryside to mobilize ever more
labor and resources and provide markets. Yet despite the omnipresence of Liverpool
capital and its merchants, the nature of these connected transformations looked
radically different in the Black Forest, Bombay, or Mississippi.
While Liverpool merchants stood at the heart of this new empire of cotton, in fact
constituted it, they were just one of many groups of traders engaged in the global
cotton trade. Jointly these traders coordinated the efforts of the hundreds of
thousands of slaves, peasants, and planters growing cotton on farms big and small in
many different parts of the world. Jointly they connected those raw materials to the
thousands of manufacturers who purchased cotton for their factories, manufacturers
who in turn sent yarn and cloth to the markets and shops that then sold these cotton
goods to millions of consumers. Merchants moved the fiber and cloth from a
Mississippi planter or Gujarati farmer to an Oldham or Zwickau spinner, from
Manchester manufacturers to the bazaar of Istanbul, from the factories of Mulhouse
to the dry goods merchants of New York. Merchants advanced capital to allow
Barbadian planters to grow cotton. They collected cotton from numerous growers
and prepared the bales for shipment. They dispatched ships across the world’s
oceans. They offered cotton to manufacturers and transmitted market information
from the bazaar to the factory, from the factory to the port, and from the port to the
plantation. And they sold the yarn and fabric that came out of the ever more
efficient factories to ever more consumers all over the world. While sometimes
owners of plantations and factories, merchants were more often independent
intermediaries. They specialized not in growing or making, but in moving. At great
headwaters such as Liverpool, they constituted the market; they were its visible
hand.
The challenges of forging these ties were as vast as the potential profits. Consider
just one chain of links. For a planter in Mississippi to provide cotton to a
Manchester manufacturer, a local Mississippi merchant, a so-called factor, had to
first provide the planter with credit to acquire slaves, land, and implements. This
factor probably drew on London or New York bankers for these resources. Once the
cotton had ripened, the factor would offer the cotton for sale to exporting merchants
in the port of New Orleans, who would sell it to importing merchants in Liverpool,
who would also provide insurance on the bales and organize their shipment to

Europe. Once in Liverpool, the importing merchant would ask a selling broker,
another type of merchant, to dispose of the cotton. As soon as a buying broker
found the cotton to his liking, he would forward it to a manufacturer. The
manufacturer would work up the cotton, and then provide it to a merchant who
would organize its shipping to a representative in a distant port, for example in
Calcutta. Once there, the yarn would be sold to Indian merchants, who would
distribute it into the countryside, where it would eventually be bought by an Indian
weaver, who would sell it yet again to other traders who would deliver it to the
retail merchants in villages and towns. Thus slave-grown Mississippi cotton
manufactured into yarn in Lancashire might be woven into a shirt somewhere in the
Indian countryside. The empire of cotton consisted of tens of thousands of such ties.
Merchants everywhere constituted these webs, built on credit, trade, information,
trust, social connections, and the never-ending search for profit. The scope of the
new cotton networks was unprecedented. Never before had any industry connected
the activities of so many growers, manufacturers, and consumers across such vast
distances. And as a result, never before were merchants so desperately needed. The
scale of these networks created unprecedented problems of coordination. Neither
peasants nor plantation owners, nor even wealthy manufacturers, could keep the
channels upon which their livelihoods rested clear. The ability of merchants to
organize the radical spatial rearrangement of the world’s most important
manufacturing industry was as much of an invention as the more corporal machines
and novel labor organization that dotted the globe by the 1850s.7 Their capital, and
the institutional structures of trade they forged, imbued large expanses of the globe
—from the newly industrializing villages and cities of Europe to the plantations and
farms of Mississippi and Gujarat—with the new rhythms of industrial production. By
bridging the seemingly unbridgeable gap between the slave plantation and the
factory staffed by wage workers, they created modern capitalism.8
These merchants built the trade in cotton and cotton goods into one of the most
substantial of the nineteenth century. Between 1800 and 1860, the quantity of raw
cotton traded between the United States and Great Britain, by far the most
important stream, grew by a factor of 38; the (much smaller) quantity traded
between the United States and continental Europe increased during these same
years by a factor of 138. Egypt exported 14 times as much cotton in 1860 as it had
in 1822. Imports of cotton into France’s most important cotton port, Le Havre, grew
by nearly 13 times between 1815 and 1860. And along with the growth of the raw
cotton trade, the trade in manufactured cottons also exploded: 350,448 pounds of
yarn were exported from Britain in 1794; by 1860 that number had increased by a
factor of 563. Other commodity trades boomed during these years as well, but not
in the same way; coffee exports from Brazil, to cite just one example, increased
seven times between 1820 and 1860. But the major economies of the world
depended on the cotton trade: France’s single most important export product was
textiles, most made of cotton. Between 1800 and 1860, cotton goods accounted for
about 40 to 50 percent of the value of total British exports. Raw cotton was also by
far the most important export good of the United States: In 1820, the value of U.S.
cotton exports was some $22 million; leaf tobacco was valued at $8 million, and
wheat at less than $500,000. Cotton constituted about 31 percent of U.S.
merchandise exports by value. By 1860, the value of tobacco exports had doubled,
and wheat exports had increased by a factor of eight—but cotton had mushroomed

nearly nine times to $192 million. It now constituted nearly 60 percent of the value
of all merchandise exports. As merchants built the world’s first truly global
economy, cotton took center stage.9
Merchants, some of them dealers or brokers, and other agents, import merchants,
or factors, accurately judged that there were ample opportunities for profits in this
vast new trade. Distinct groups of merchants reaped profits from each of the
transactions necessary to bring cotton from the plantation to the consumer.10
Commissions, interest, and payment for services filled their coffers. Some grew
fabulously rich, the Rathbones in Liverpool, the Barings in London, the Rallis in
London, Bombay, and elsewhere, the Volkarts in Winterthur, the Siegfrieds in Le
Havre, the Wätjens in Bremen, the Forstalls in New Orleans, the Browns in New
York, the Cassavettits in Alexandria, and the Jejeebhoys in Bombay prominent
among them. Cotton underpinned the vast wealth and power of these families,
allowing them to build mansions staffed by large numbers of servants, collect
precious artworks, invest in other businesses, and travel the world. But thousands
upon thousands of less wealthy cotton merchants, whose names have largely been
forgotten, peopled the trade as well. Collectively, they forged new spaces of capital.
For the marriage between slavery and industry to succeed, however, merchants
had first to profitably transmit the patterns of machine production and industrial
capitalism into the global countryside. The world had no shortage of big dreamers
before the nineteenth century, but heretofore no one had been able to realize the
potential of the productive hinterlands and vulnerable consumer markets over such
great expanses. The process through which these merchants did so was exceedingly
complicated—indeed, it rested on a network of actors whose field of vision was
often, though not always, quite provincial, and who at times did nothing more than
move the logic of industrial capitalism one step closer to rural cotton producers. By
merely connecting various places and stages in the process of cotton manufacturing
to one another, however, the merchants, often unwittingly, created something quite
new. For the first time in history, they drew upon the full diversity of labor regimes,
a hallmark of the emerging capitalism—slaves growing cotton, wage workers
manufacturing yarn, and slaves as well as wage workers ginning, pressing, loading,
and moving cotton bales. In doing so, they helped Europe overcome its resource
constraints. Watching these merchants in action, in all their mundane and seemingly
inconsequential activities, helps us solve the puzzle of how industrial and war
capitalism came to be connected.
Considering their importance in forging the world of modern capitalism, the actual
work of merchants seems often almost banal. Most of their time was spent writing
letters, talking to suppliers and customers, traveling, and making calculations.
Because the empire of cotton they created was so vast, merchants soon specialized
in specific aspects of the trade. Some focused on moving cotton from plantations to
ports, others on transoceanic trade; some concentrated on selling raw cotton to
manufacturers, while others speculated in exporting cotton goods, and others
distributed imported cotton goods throughout a particular country or region.
Usually merchants focused their trade on a particular region, becoming experts on
connecting certain parts of the world to one another. Consequently, they had
businesses that could look surprisingly different from each other. The global system,

in effect, was built not from a central, imperial directive, but rather by myriad
actors with local and diverse connections often solving very local problems.
The most urgent problem merchants helped solve was how to supply
manufacturers with raw cotton. As the scale and efficiency of the industry increased,
and as cotton did not grow anywhere near the factories, manufacturers needed help
securing ever greater supplies from the remote reaches of the world. During the
1760s, 1770s, and 1780s, most purchased this cotton from dealers located in the
spinning districts themselves, dealers who traded on their own accounts and
provided credit to the manufacturers to enable them to purchase it.11 In 1788, the
city of Manchester, for example, counted twenty-two such dealers. The dealers, in
turn, bought the cotton from Liverpool merchants who, in the eighteenth and even
early nineteenth centuries, were still mostly general merchants for whom cotton was
only one of a number of commodities they had on offer.
Yet as the quantity of cotton traded increased dramatically in the first few
decades of the nineteenth century, and as manufacturers’ demands on the quality
and price of the cotton they received changed, cotton manufacturers left this almost
quaint world behind. Instead of purchasing cotton from dealers, they began to use
brokers. Brokers, in contrast to the dealers, did not take possession of cotton; they
instead charged a commission for brokering trades between importing merchants
and manufacturers. As a result, mill owners could purchase not just the cotton that
their dealers happened to own, but any of the cotton available in the port of
Liverpool—getting the quantities and qualities they desired at the cheapest possible
price. Brokers provided a more direct connection between manufacturers and
cotton-importing merchants, and also organized the market by setting rules and
regulations, distributing information, and providing elaborate arbitration services.
They “brought to Liverpool the technical knowledge of the industry,” argues one
scholar, and “they also brought a new kind of administrative skill and efficiency to
deal with the problems of what was, virtually, a new trade.” As a result, brokers
“became central figure[s] in the market.” Expert both in the new technical
requirements of spinning and in the bewildering Liverpool market, they helped
manufacturers to navigate the varieties of cotton available in Liverpool and acquire
the cotton qualities they needed for specific manufacturing processes.12
By 1790 four such specialized cotton brokers had emerged in Liverpool. Many
others followed, and by 1860, 322 brokers walked the streets of that city. They
generally operated as small family firms and came from a variety of backgrounds:
some were former dealers, others had been spinners, and still others had worked as
import merchants. Eventually, brokers specialized even further. Some became
buying brokers, purchasing cotton for manufacturers, and others selling brokers,
selling cotton for importing merchants.13
Thanks to these changes, manufacturers removed themselves from the inspection
of cottons in the market. While early in the century manufacturers had personally
touched the cottons on sale, they now communicated their needs to brokers who
then searched out the cotton they wanted. Ever more specialized in the production
of particular qualities of yarns and goods, and demanding ever greater varieties of
cotton, manufacturers found going into market to purchase all that cotton
impossible. They depended on a constant flow of the crucial raw material into their
factories, and brokers guaranteed that supply.
As brokers replaced dealers, they also changed the way cotton was sold. Again,

the needs of machine production dictated these changes. Throughout the eighteenth
and well into the first half of the nineteenth century, cotton had been traded as a
physical commodity. Merchants bought and sold specific sacks of cotton, dealing
with a bewildering variety of different cottons from different parts of the world that
had varying staple lengths, colors, elasticity, and cleanliness. As merchants sold
specific lots in specific sacks, they in effect allowed a purchaser to trace back each
particular parcel of cotton to a particular producer. The 1814 records of cotton
broker George Holt show him selling “13 Bags (of cotton) waste Guinam,” “6 Bags
Barbadoes,” “10 Bags Paras, 15 bags Bahis, 25 bags Dyneraras, 10 bags South
Island,” and unspecified amounts of further varieties such as “Bengal,” “Surat,”
“Bourbons,” “Demarara,” and “Pernam.” As Liverpool cotton broker Thomas Ellison
observed in 1886, “Down to the opening of the present century the usual practice
was for the seller to give to the buyer the marks, ship’s name, and place of storage
of any lot or lots of cotton which he might have for sale, in order that the buyer
might go to the warehouse and examine the bales for himself.” The enormous
natural variety of cotton was thus preserved in the trade, and all participants in that
trade dealt in cotton that they had seen and touched.14
When the trade in cotton exploded in the first decades of the nineteenth century,
this system came under strain. Brokers hurried around the port of Liverpool
inspecting hundreds of bags and bales, trying to match specific lots of cotton to the
needs of specific manufacturers—manufacturers who needed particular qualities to
produce particular kinds of yarn. Soon this became all but impossible. Pushed by
manufacturers’ needs, brokers sought new institutional solutions. First, they moved
from physically inspecting each sack of cotton to buying by sample.15 A small batch
of fiber was drawn from each bale and on the basis of that sample a price was
determined and a sale effected. These samples, unlike the bales themselves, could
easily be carried around and even mailed. In a second step, brokers developed clear
standards and a precise vocabulary for cotton; eventually, manufacturers would
acquire cotton without even inspecting samples. They would, in effect, not order a
particular bale of cotton from a particular place, but a particular quality. This was a
radical recasting of the trade.
Cotton shows enormous variability in grade, staple, and character. As of 1790, no
attempt at grading cottons had been made, even though grades already existed for
other commodities, such as sugar and coffee, for which categories such as
“middling” and “good ordinary” were widely used. In 1796, in Charleston, “Georgia
cotton” and upland cotton were mentioned for the first time as discrete categories,
and in 1799 in Philadelphia, note was made of “Georgia Tennessee cotton”—
categories that still reflected place of origin. That year, the Dictionnaire universel de
la géographie commerçante still listed diverse cottons only by where they were grown.
In 1804, however, Charleston merchants listed “common cotton,” a category that by
1805 had become “common upland.” By 1805, Sea Island cotton was graded into
prime, good, fair, middling, and inferior grades. The Tradesman spoke in 1809 of
“good middling cotton”; in 1815 in the New Orleans market the designation “prime”
was used, two years later “first quality” cotton was listed, and another year later
“middling cotton” appeared in Charleston, followed in 1822 by “choice prime
cotton” in New Orleans and “choice fair” in 1823. The London Magazine mentioned
these categories by 1820, a decade during which they came into widespread use.
These categories were still approximations that could neither be precisely defined

nor enforced, but they formed the foundation upon which later enforceable
standards would be built. Without such standards, such a high-volume long-distance
trade of bulk commodities would have been all but impossible—the vast diversity of
nature had to be distilled and classified to make it correspond to the imperatives of
machine production.16
For standards to work over the long term, purchasers had to be able to verify the
quality of the cotton they had purchased. At first these rules and regulations were
informal, conventions not written down but personally understood. As trading by
sample increased in volume and expanse, traders in far-flung ports and
manufacturers demanded rules with “some sense of permanence”—standards
protected by institutions. In response, brokers created the Liverpool Cotton Brokers’
Association in 1841. One of the first things the Association did was to pass a
resolution that all cotton sold by sample was warranted to contain such quality. By
1844, they had defined standards for “fair” and “middling” cotton. In 1846, the
American Chamber of Commerce in Liverpool, founded in 1801 by Liverpool
merchants trading with the United States, suggested that the brokers “cause samples
of the several classes of American Cotton to be taken, to be placed at the disposal of
the American Chamber so as to form a standard for reference in all questions as to
quality of cotton.” Increasingly, the cotton market was no spontaneous interaction
of utility-maximizing individuals, but a set of institutions forged outside the market
itself.17
Once standards were formalized, efforts emerged to apply them internationally. In
1848 the New Orleans Chamber of Commerce wrote to the American Chamber of
Commerce in Liverpool about the “great inconveniences which have hitherto
frequently attended the operations of the purchasers of Cotton in New Orleans for
want of a fixed standard of quality uniform with that of Liverpool and recognized as
such by the Trade in both ports.” It proposed to create mutual standards for “fair
middling & ordinary cotton, both New Orleans and Alabama.” These duplicate
standards would then be kept in New Orleans and Liverpool, to adjudicate disputes.
The American Chamber of Commerce in Liverpool obliged and voted to create such
standards. A modern cotton market was now emerging as the result of collectively
articulated conventions, with a private association of Liverpool merchants at its
core. Capital was changing the way the cotton plant itself was seen—it would soon
change the plant itself. In such subtle ways, the unrelenting pressure of capitalintensive factory production moved closer to the growing of cotton itself, forcing the
logic of capital upon the logic of nature.18
Cotton standards emerged hand in hand with, and indeed enabled, another
invention: a trade in cotton that had not yet arrived. For a futures market to work,
information and samples had to travel faster than bulk cotton itself, something that
seems to have emerged in the 1810s in Liverpool. By 1812, cotton brokers had
begun to trade in cotton while it was still on the high seas, exchanging so-called
“bills of lading”—documents certifying ownership of certain bales of cotton. Two
years later, on August 13, 1814, George Holt sold to George Johnston & Co. one
hundred bags of cotton “to arrive” from Amelia Island in ten days. Such trade in the
future delivery of cottons increased throughout the first half of the nineteenth
century. In 1858, the American Chamber of Commerce in Liverpool explicitly
regulated such “to arrive” contracts. This was the moment in which, according to
the Baring house in Liverpool, the “hypothecation of shipping documents” began.

And not just in Liverpool: Such “to arrive” contracts were also used in the American
South by New York merchants before 1860, and in Le Havre, where merchants
created ventes à livrer contracts as early as 1848. But there and elsewhere, these
contracts were still exceptional, and as late as the 1850s cotton broker Samuel
Smith observed that “nearly all the business was bona-fide transfers of cotton in
warehouse, and it was quite an exception to sell a cargo afloat.”19
Moreover, during the first half of the nineteenth century selling cotton for future
delivery was still based on the eventual delivery of a particular parcel of cotton.
George Holt had promised in 1814 to deliver particular bags of cotton to Johnston,
his customer, not just a certain quality. Yet gradually the connection between a
particular contract and a particular batch of cotton began to weaken. Cotton began
to be sold that had not yet been shipped, indeed that would only come onto the
market in distant months, and might not even have been planted yet.20 This further
abstraction of the trade would blossom during the American Civil War, when true
futures dealings came about. The quantifiable, steady, and ongoing demands of
mechanized production encouraged an ever greater abstraction of its essential raw
material inputs, protecting manufacturers against price fluctuations and enabling
them to price their finished goods across global markets.
The chain from factory to plantation, however, had many more links. Liverpool’s
brokers communicated the needs of manufacturers to another powerful group of
cotton traders: the import merchants. In contrast to the brokers, these merchants
engaged in transoceanic trade of cotton, handling goods on an incomparably larger
scale, with opportunities for profit proportionally greater. In Liverpool and its
French competitor, Le Havre, merchants specializing in cotton importation had
emerged as early as the late eighteenth century, to be followed in the nineteenth
century by merchants in Bremen. They focused on purchasing cotton abroad or,
more typically, shipping it for a commission (rather than taking ownership of the
cotton) from distant ports to Europe.21 They, more than any others, directly
connected rural producers with the most dynamic manufacturing sector the world
had ever known. At first, they helped slavery blossom in Louisiana and Brazil, but
later they would enable peasant producers in India to grow cotton for transoceanic
markets, and allow Muhammad Ali’s domination of Egyptian peasants to turn into
profit.
Liverpool’s merchants were far and away the world’s most important cotton
importers. By the mid-1700s they had brought the first cotton to Liverpool; by 1799,
a full 50 percent of all British cotton imports arrived there (most of the rest went to
London), and by the late 1830s that proportion had grown to 89 percent. Liverpool’s
merchants cornered the global cotton market in ways few merchants ever have.
They succeeded for several reasons. Initially, Liverpool’s central position in the
Atlantic slave trade set it up well for trade in cotton. Cotton initially arrived, along
with sugar, tobacco, and other goods, as return freight from the West Indies—one of
the sides of the triangular trade. Liverpool may have controlled up to 85 percent of
the British slave trade, and by its 1807 abolition as much as one-quarter of
Liverpool shipping was in slaves; everyone who worked the city’s ports, therefore,
was experienced with long-distance trade, and also with the cotton-growing regions
of the Americas. And, as cotton increasingly came across the Atlantic rather than the

Mediterranean, Liverpool was well situated to capitalize. The city also benefited
from its location near the spinning districts in and around Manchester, a connection
that rapidly improved thanks to the building of canals, improvements on the river
Mersey, and eventually, in 1830, the arrival of the world’s first railroads. With such
connections in place, Liverpool could benefit from the institutional innovations
created by its traders.22
The most powerful and wealthiest of Liverpool’s merchants engaged in the cotton
trade. A careful study of the Liverpool cotton import trade has found that in 1820
fully 607 merchants traded cotton. Yet the same study also established that the
number of merchants who imported cotton regularly (more than six times a year)
was small, 120 in 1820, and 87 in 1839. The import trade was therefore composed
of a very large number of merchants who traded small quantities of cotton
occasionally, and a few merchants who regularly traded large numbers of bales. Yet
as margins fell in the second quarter of the nineteenth century, the merchant
community consolidated. In 1820, the leading ten cotton merchants had imported
24 percent of all cotton into Liverpool, and the top thirty cotton importers had
imported a total of 37 percent. Nineteen years later, the leading ten traders brought
in 36 percent of all cotton and the leading thirty a full 60 percent. That year, 1839,
the largest importer of cotton into Liverpool sold more than fifty thousand bales.23
While the majority of traders continued importing small quantities of cotton along
with other commodities, Liverpool’s major cotton traders reaped tremendous
rewards by specializing and intensifying their cotton trade. The Rathbone family,
one of the city’s prime cotton traders, had moved into the cotton trade in the
eighteenth century (they supplied Samuel Greg when he opened Quarry Bank Mill),
at first adding to and later superseding their older timber, salt, and tobacco trade.
Indeed, they were perhaps the first Liverpool firm to receive U.S.-grown cotton.
They shipped cotton throughout the first decades of the nineteenth century, and by
the 1830s wholly specialized in it. Like many other merchants, they acquired this
cotton through agents in southern ports of the United States who had purchased it
on the Rathbones’ account or who sent it to them on a commission basis. The profits
were large: In the years from 1849 to 1853, the Rathbones earned £18,185 from the
cotton trade, in the years 1854 to 1858 they made a full £34,983—at a time when a
physician might earn £200 a year. The cotton profits of just five years could finance
the construction of a huge and fully furnished English country manor; as the
nineteenth century wore on, more and more such stately homes dotted Liverpool’s
countryside.24
The Rathbones’ trajectory from their earlier trade in other commodities into
cotton was typical of the major nineteenth-century transcontinental cotton
merchants. But there was another path into the cotton trade. Those whose wealth or
skills did not originate in trade itself saw cotton as a promising way to diversify. So
spectacularly profitable was the cotton trade that all but a few of the major
capitalists of the era sought to gain a footing—bringing with them significant
amounts of capital. The Baring family, most notably, made such a move. Along with
the Rothschilds, the Barings were Europe’s most powerful bankers, and just like the
Rothschilds, the Barings forged an important connection to cotton during the first
half of the nineteenth century. They also had a long-standing relationship to the
United States, not least because they had facilitated that expanding slave power’s
purchase of Louisiana from the French.

The Barings had begun investing in the cotton business as early as 1812, when
they advanced £6,000 to New Orleans merchant Vincent Nolte to start a cotton
export house. Thanks to this capital influx, Nolte’s “position in the cotton market
now became, step by step, more influential,” and by the 1820s he traded sixteen
thousand to eighteen thousand bales per season. When Francis Baring visited Nolte
in the early 1820s to check on his investments, he was, according to Nolte,
“evidently gratified when he took his first walk along the so-called Levee…and saw
it strown [sic], from the upper to the lower suburb, with cotton bales, on which
were stamped the marks of my firm.” Nolte failed in 1826, however, and the Barings
in consequence added an American agent to their operations, Thomas Ward in
Boston, to enforce tighter controls over their American investments.25
Under Ward’s watchful eye, the Barings’ London-based cotton business grew
rapidly, so much so that by 1832 they had opened an office in Liverpool. Step by
step, they built a globe-spanning system of information collecting and trading whose
epicenter was Liverpool. It was there that they collected information on the globe’s
raw cotton supplies, cotton manufacturing, and cotton goods consumption and then
translated it into orders to Thomas Ward, who then made arrangements with
commission houses in New York, Philadelphia, Charleston, Savannah, Mobile, and
New Orleans. The Barings also took shares—that is, they purchased particular lots of
cotton forwarded by other commission houses. Funds for both advances and
purchases were provided by drafts on Baring Brothers & Company. It was this credit,
wielded by merchants like the Barings, that made the brutality of war capitalism
more and more efficient, and thus made industrial capitalism more and more
profitable.26
Riding this wave of activity, in 1833 the Barings became the fifth largest importer
of cotton, and between 1839 and 1842 they ascended to the largest, the firm whose
“motions are watched” by their competitors. In fiscal year 1839–40 alone, for
example, they imported 104,270 bales of cotton—the annual labor product of at
least seventy thousand slaves.27
The operations of the Barings, like those of the Rathbones, dwarfed those of most
of their colleagues—not just in Liverpool, but even more so in Europe’s other
emerging cotton ports. Still, important cotton merchants emerged elsewhere,
catering to the needs of other national cotton industries. On the northern German
coast, Bremen rose to prominence during the first half of the nineteenth century as a
cotton trading center. The first sacks of cotton landed in 1788; by 1829, Bremen’s
port counted six merchants trading in cotton, and by 1845 the Bechtel, Vietor,
Delius, Meier, Hagendorn, Gildemeister, and Fritze families collectively imported
18,498 bales.28
Bremen, unlike Liverpool, did not have a thriving cotton industry in its own
hinterland, with most of its cotton imports shipped to manufacturers hundreds of
miles away in such places as Saxony and southern Germany. What Bremen had was
human ties to the United States. Indeed, Bremen’s cotton trade emerged largely as
return freight in the holds of ships that had brought European immigrants to the
United States. The Bremen cotton merchants of D. H. Wätjen & Co. in January 1852
sent their ship Albers from New Orleans to Bremen loaded with cotton, brought
immigrants to New Orleans in April, then returned with cotton to Bremen in June. It
sailed once more with immigrants to New Orleans in September, before bringing
tobacco to London in November. The Bremen cotton trade demonstrated the

symbiosis between the export of continental Europe’s surplus labor and the import
of agricultural commodities. Globalization increasingly fed upon itself.29
More significant than the Bremen merchants were their counterparts in Le Havre.
Situated on the Norman coast of northwestern France, it was continental Europe’s
most important cotton port in the first half of the nineteenth century, and supplier
to the French, Swiss, and western German industries. In 1830 port workers, as
underpaid and overworked as their counterparts in Liverpool, unloaded 153,000
bales, and in 1860, 600,000—accounting for 89 percent of all cotton imports into
France. Cotton became as central to Le Havre as it had become to Liverpool. Le
Havre’s central position in the European cotton trade built, like Liverpool’s, on its
earlier role in the East India and slave trade, and, like Bremen’s, on its role as a
major port of embarkation for European migrants to the United States.30
As in Liverpool, a growing number of merchants plied the cotton trade in Le
Havre; 279 competed for business in 1835. Like their Liverpool counterparts, they
operated on a global scale. Jules Siegfried, for example, one of Le Havre’s major
traders, was born into a family of cotton printers in Mulhouse and learned the
business not just in his father’s firm in Le Havre, but also via apprenticeships in
Manchester and Liverpool. In 1859, his brother Jacques opened a cotton house in
New Orleans, eventually turning the firm into the transatlantic Siegfried Frères,
with the partners traveling frequently between France and the United States. As in
Liverpool, Le Havre cotton merchants infused the trade in raw cotton with the
rhythm of machine production.31
Jules Lecesne, another French merchant, was even more globetrotting. Trained in
England, New York, and Boston, he founded his first cotton-export firm in Mobile,
Alabama, in 1840 (a move also made by some Bremen merchants, who settled
temporarily in southern towns to get access to cotton and expertise). Ten years later,
he created a firm in New Orleans, under the name Jules Lecesne Frères et Cie, in
1851 an agency in Galveston, in 1854 one in New York, in 1857 one in Paris, and in
1858 one in Manchester, all linked to a house in Le Havre. Eventually he had agents
working for him in a remarkable range of cities, among them Galveston, New
Orleans, Mobile, New York, Havana, Cork, Glasgow, Manchester, Liverpool, Paris—
and, of course, Le Havre. He became Le Havre’s major cotton importer and supplier
of the Alsatian industry, bringing in a full 22 percent of that city’s cotton imports in
1860.32
As the nineteenth century progressed, European import merchants—the people
who shipped cotton across oceans—faced competition from what would have
seemed, early in the century, a most unlikely quarter: the United States of America.
In New York, but also in Boston and elsewhere, cotton traders emerged who would
come to play an increasingly important role both in the transatlantic cotton trade
and in the supply of American cotton mills.
REIMAGINING THE GLOBAL COUNTRYSIDE
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One American firm, Brown Brothers, would eventually join the ranks of the
world’s most important cotton merchant houses. The Browns were immigrants from
Ireland. Alexander Brown founded a modest linen business in 1800 in Baltimore,
then branched out into the cotton trade. As part of this diversification, Alexander
sent his son William to Liverpool in 1810 to open a house for the importation of
American cotton and the export of cotton goods. He sent his other sons to other port

cities. Most important of all, in 1825 son James went to New York, with the goal of
promoting “the interest of Messrs. William & James Brown & Co., of Liverpool, and
of affording greater facility, and the choice of markets, to our southern friends who
are disposed to give…us their business.” By the 1820s, Brown Brothers was among
the largest cotton traders between the United States and Liverpool.33
From the 1820s to the 1850s, Brown Brothers involved itself in all aspects of the
southern cotton trade. The firm offered cotton growers and factors in the South
advances on future crops. It arranged shipping to Liverpool; indeed, the Browns
themselves owned a number of ships. It provided insurance on cotton in transit. It
sold huge quantities of cotton on commission (typically, Brown would advance
about two-thirds of the market value of cotton on these consignments), procured
from factors, including its own agents in the ports of New Orleans, Mobile,
Savannah, and Charleston. Even though the Browns favored the less risky
commission business, at times they bought cotton outright and shipped it to
Liverpool for sale. In addition, and ever more important, the Browns provided credit
and exchange facilities (converting various currencies) to southerners to enable
them to trade crops grown by slaves. In the 1830s they advanced $100,000 to New
Orleans cotton traders Martin Pleasants & Co., and a $200,000 line of credit to the
New Orleans banking house of Yeatman Woods & Co. They also moved capital into
a variety of southern banks, among them the Planters’ and Merchants’ Bank in
Mobile, Alabama, and the Merchants’ and Traders’ Bank of Mississippi. The Browns
made themselves central to the global cotton economy and so they became rich. In
the flush times of the early 1830s, it has been estimated, Brown Brothers made
profits of more than $400,000 per year—enough to buy thirteen one-hundred-foot
yachts, or thirteen hundred carriages.34
These activities allowed the Brown family to capture a significant share of the
global cotton trade, anticipating the rising importance of American merchants in the
late-nineteenth-century empire of cotton. William Brown’s share of cotton imports
into Liverpool amounted to 2.8 percent in 1820, and 7.3 percent in 1839, putting
him among the top ten importers of cotton in the world’s largest cotton port. In
1838, his brother James in New York handled 178,000 bales of cotton, equaling
15.8 percent of total U.S. cotton exports to the United Kingdom. The Browns would
later channel some of their fabulous wealth into railroads, banks, and industrial
ventures, and cultural institutions including the Museum of Natural History in New
York. Through such diverse investments, the wages of plantation slavery and land
expropriation were inscribed within economic and cultural institutions that endured
well beyond abolition in 1865.35

Whether in New York or Le Havre, Bremen or Liverpool, the vast majority of the
cotton acquired and shipped by these merchants came from territories conquered by
force and cultivated by slave labor—first the West Indies and Brazil, eventually the
southern United States. Indeed, merchants built particularly dense connections to
these apparently remote, rustic, and thinly developed parts of the world. Strikingly,
territories dominated by slave labor, in contrast to so many long-settled cotton lands

in South Asia and Africa, proved to be uniquely malleable by European capital and
capitalists, and particularly adaptable to the patterns of machine production.
Merchants’ most significant tool in building these connections was capital in the
form of credit. Credit was the magic wand that allowed merchants to recast nature,
clear lands, remove native inhabitants, purchase labor, produce crops in definite
qualities and quantities, and meet the voracious appetites of manufacturers and
their modern cotton machinery. For the time being, these essential steps turned out
to be much more difficult, if not impossible, in the absence of slave labor.
The ultimate success of these merchants came not only from their ability to
organize complex transactions and transport a bulk commodity over very large
distances but from their ability to infuse the rhythms of industrial production into
the countryside. As any perusal of a plantation account book reveals, European
credit was essential to planters’ ability to purchase ever more land and ever more
slaves and hold them from one harvest season to the next. Less obviously, but more
important, was the way the money market in London insinuated the logic of
industrial capitalism among the planters. This is how New Orleans cotton merchant
W. Nott described the link: When in 1829 Thomas Baring gave W. Nott & Co. in
New Orleans a $10,000 line of credit, Nott in turn was able to advance money to the
“Planters of Tennessee against their Drafts on their Factors here in anticipation of
the Proceeds of their growing Crops—Drafts which are generally accepted, on the
faith of the Planters promise to ship their Crops, when ready, 8, 10 or even 12
months before the Property comes into the acceptors hands.” Such a transaction, he
continued, was relatively safe because of “the intimate knowledge possessed by J.
W. & Co. of every Planter’s standing & character, & the constant residence of at least
one of the Planters in Nashville…in advancing the approximate value of 25 to
30,000 bales of Cotton in a season—as they are supposed to—their reliance is not
on the signature of the Factor who is perhaps not good for a fiftieth part of the sum,
but on the Planters’ punctuality in forwarding his crop to such Factor in time to
meet the Draft.”36
Beyond advancing credit directly to planters, European and New York merchants
also invested in southern state bonds and banks that financed a further expansion of
cotton planting. In 1829, Baring underwrote Louisiana state bonds issued to finance
the Consolidated Association of the Planters of Louisiana Bank. Although the bank
was established by planters in 1828, foremost among them Baring’s friend Edmond
Forstall, when it turned out to be impossible to raise sufficient capital, ultimately
the State of Louisiana guaranteed the bonds. Once the bonds were issued, Baring
took $1.666 million worth of them. Two years later, by April 1830, the bank had
outstanding loans to planters of $1.6 million, secured by property valued at $5
million. In effect, Baring financed a great expansion of the Louisiana plantation
complex, enabling the clearing of land and the purchase of slaves, all of which
eventually fed into his own huge cotton import business. Few if any places in the
world drew such concentrated capital investments as the plantation belt of the
United States—and few places were the source of such massive profits.37
Much of that European and, increasingly, New York and Boston capital went into
the expansion of cotton agriculture via a group of intermediary merchants who
connected cotton merchants with American cotton planters—the factors. They

completed the chain of traders between factory and plantation. The interaction
between the merchants exporting cotton and the factors who connected to the
growers was the fulcrum through which European capital pushed the southern
countryside toward the rhythms of the machine.
These American middlemen accepted planters’ cotton on commission, transported
it to ports, and then sold it to merchants such as the Barings and the Browns. This
service was of enormous benefit to planters, as it enabled them to sell their products
in large coastal markets or even in Europe, giving in effect even the remotest of
them access to distant markets. Factors also provided planters with manufactured
goods and food supplies. And they were the most significant deliverers of capital
into the cotton-growing regions of the U.S. South, channeling credit to planters who
used the money to acquire the supplies they needed to tide themselves over until the
next cotton harvest and to purchase more land and more slaves to expand the
production of cotton.38
Interest on these loans—8 percent and more—secured by future cotton harvests,
was another source of factors’ revenue. Factors drew for capital on European
merchants, and thus “the world’s money markets, like the world’s commodity
markets, became available to the cotton planter through his factor.” Collecting
cotton from slave planters and yeomen farmers and selling it to exporters did not
make them the wealthiest traders in the empire of cotton, but it did make them the
most numerous. Factors clustered wherever cotton was grown. Embodying coastal
capital, they brought the global norms of capital accumulation and the
manufacturers’ demand for ever cheaper cotton at predictable qualities to the
doorsteps of slave plantations.39
Cities such as New Orleans, Charleston, and Memphis counted within their
confines dozens of factors, who drew huge quantities of cotton to those ports.
Indeed, Samuel Smith, a Liverpool cotton broker, reported from New Orleans that
“the levee or bank of the great Mississippi river…was lined with a double or triple
row of cotton steamers extending for miles.” So many “cotton bales were piled up
on their decks” that “they looked like floating castles.” But smaller cities attracted
factors, and thus cotton, as well. In the small town of Newport on the St. Marks
River in Florida, for example, Daniel Ladd plied his business. Born in Augusta,
Maine, in 1817 into a family of merchants, shippers, and textile mill owners, at age
sixteen Ladd joined one of his relatives as a clerk in a commission house in Florida,
going into business on his own shortly afterward. Newport was a fortunate location
for such a business, because the town had emerged by the 1820s as an important
port to export cotton grown in northern Florida and southern Georgia. By 1850,
Newport and the neighboring town of St. Marks would ship forty-five thousand
bales of cotton a year, presenting, according to Ladd’s biographer, an opportunity
for “his imaginative mind,” which “was continually devising ways of turning them
into profitable ventures.” Ladd provided advances to planters, sold cotton for them
on commission, purchased cotton, provided supplies, and offered shipping facilities.
Deeply immersed in the slave economy, Ladd himself owned twenty-seven slaves by
1860, and also traded in slaves, advertising in 1847 hats, saddles, and “a field hand
and a rough cook.” He held many mortgages secured by slaves, for example, “For
$100 payable on February 15, 1845, R. H. Crowell pledged a sixteen-year-old Negro
girl named Carolyn and 300 bushels of corn.” Ladd’s business, though local by
definition, was connected to the wider world of manufacturing and credit in many

different ways. The cotton that Ladd sold was consigned to Boston, Savannah, or
especially New York City houses, where most of the capital came from. And agents
of Ladd’s went yearly to New York to purchase supplies, spending more than
$50,000 in 1860.40
At bottom, factors like Ladd drew on capital advanced by European merchants
and they advanced that capital to planters to enable them to purchase land, slaves,
and provisions. Those same European merchants also advanced credit to enable
manufacturers to purchase cotton, and provided capital to cloth traders worldwide,
enabling them to acquire cotton goods to sell to customers. Without credit, the
empire of cotton would have crumbled—indeed, as any foreclosed planter knew
only too well, the empire of cotton was at its heart an empire of credit.
Merchants, in turn, gained access to capital from various sources. Partly, they
generated capital in the trade itself; many a cotton merchant had begun as a clerk or
partner in another merchant’s house and then used the accumulated profits to go
into trade under his own name. Other merchants, as we have seen, moved their
assets from a different line of trade into the cotton business. The Barings did just
that, transferring capital from their government loan business and East India
engagements into the cotton trade. So did the Browns, who used the capital
accumulated in the linen trade to go into cotton; the Rathbones, who used the
profits from their diversified trade to specialize in cotton; Nathan Rothschild, who
used his father’s profits in banking and general trade to invest massively in the
textile business; and Bombay merchant Jamsetjee Jejeebhoy, who used profits from
the opium trade to get into the cotton export business. Other merchants
accumulated riches in the slave trade—Liverpool merchants sometimes shifted into
cotton after Britain abolished the slave trade in 1807. And then there were the
banks that pooled merchants’ resources in cities such as Liverpool, Le Havre, and
New York, banks willing to advance credit to traders who in turn could use it to oil
the global machinery of cotton production.41
Much of this credit was secured by the future delivery of commodities grown by
slaves and even by the value of slaves themselves. This link became most obvious
when things went wrong—for example, when planters could not repay the advances
of their factors and factors could not repay the credit of exporting merchants. In this
way, the Browns of New York, who advanced large sums of money to southern
planters, came to own at least thirteen cotton plantations in the South, along with
hundreds of slaves. In 1842, William and James Brown estimated that the value of
these plantations amounted to $348,000, out of a total investment in the South of
$1.55 million. James Brown, in fact, sat in his New York office hiring resident
managers for slave plantations.42 The American Chamber of Commerce in Liverpool
understood this relationship when it reported at its 1843 meeting that
it very often happens that in the course of such transactions planters or other
persons in Slave holding countries become indebted to British merchants who,
with a view to secure themselves from loss, take security from their debtors by
means of mortgage of their plantations with the Slaves which form an essential
part of the value. In the Commercial transactions between England and the
United States of America which a few years since resulted in so heavy a debt
owing to this Country, British Merchants either directly or through their Agents
were obliged to take securities of this kind to a large amount, many of which

are yet unrealized. The debtors in many cases had nothing else to offer.43
Not only did individual merchants become slave owners, but more broadly, the
flow of credit between Britain and the United States rested to a significant degree on
slave property. It was exactly for this reason that in 1843 the American Chamber of
Commerce in Liverpool lobbied against the Slave Act, which, they feared, would
make “all mortgages [secured by slaves] and other Securities made…to accomplish
any object or contract in relation to any object” unlawful. People used as collateral,
not just as laborers, lubricated the flow of capital, and thus cotton, around the globe
with ever greater velocity.44
This system of extending credit was vulnerable to disruptions precisely because it
was so global in scope. Every one of its parts was related to every other; if people
failed in one part of the empire, the crisis could spread rapidly to every other part.
Lancashire manufacturers were dependent on foreign markets, and the failure of
merchants in these markets to remit payments could create serious problems at
home. “As it is about Eleven months since you purchased from us the last parcel of
Goods, and our engagements are heavy and will be no doubt pressing this spring,
permit us to request from you an early remittance in Cash or produce,” exhorted the
New York merchants Hamlin and Van Vechten with considerable anxiety. If prices
for raw cotton fell rapidly, as sometimes happened, merchants would hold cotton
worth less than the advances they had made, making it difficult or impossible for
them to pay their debts. The result: the global panics of 1825, 1837, and 1857.45
Despite periodic collapses, capital for the most part moved with remarkable ease
into the farthest reaches of cotton production in regions of the world dominated by
slave labor. It was much harder for European buying brokers, selling brokers,
importing merchants, and factors, despite the rapidly growing capital at their
command, to penetrate cotton-growing countrysides dominated by peasant labor.
The rhythms of peasant production, as we have seen, proved stubborn—much to the
voluble frustration of cotton merchants and manufacturers. In fact, the tools of
European war capitalism, so effective in North America, did not allow for the full
incorporation of land and labor in Asia and Africa into the global cotton nexus. The
necessary infrastructure, physical, administrative, military and legal, simply did not
exist.
Not that there was no connection between European merchant capital and
peasant producers, for example in India. However, the quantities of cotton traded
remained limited, and the quality never quite satisfied European manufacturers. The
ways cotton was produced in India never meshed well with the particular needs of
modern European spinning factories. Indeed, in regions where cotton was grown by
peasant labor, European capital did not reach the producers. Instead, local growers
retained sufficient control over their land and labor to escape the monocultural
production of cotton for global markets, and indigenous merchants retained control
over the internal cotton trade—and even exports. As late as 1851, Indian merchants
such as Cursetjee Furndoonjee, Cowasji Nanabhoy Davar, and Merwanji Framju
Panday exported more cotton bales from India than did European merchants. If
anything, European firms were more often subordinate agents for Indian cotton
merchants, and borrowers of Indian merchant capital. Indian merchants, of course,

also dominated cotton production within India itself, with local capital largely
financing cotton growing for export.46
The central role of Indian merchants in the trade in raw cotton built upon their
earlier role in the cloth trade. In 1788, the Board of Trade in India had reported to
the governor-general of the East India Company that the cotton trade “is still very
much in the simple inartificial state of the Natives, the business of it greatly
depending on them.” At first, Indian merchants such as Bombay traders Pestonjee
Jemsatjee, Jamsetjee Jejeebhoy, and Sorabje Jevangee were able to translate this
expertise in the cloth trade to the trade in raw cotton as well. As a result,
throughout the first half of the nineteenth century, the influence of Western
merchants in India usually remained limited to coastal cities, and even there they
encountered stiff competition from Indian merchants. The Bombay Chamber of
Commerce, founded in 1836, counted among its numbers numerous Indian
merchants, reflecting their continued importance. As the chamber observed as late
as 1847, “Your Committee did not think it proper to hold out any hope that
Merchants, as such, could in the present state of European agency and operation in
the country, take up any such position, involving as it would do the maintenance of
Establishments in the interior: and it was thought proper to add the only support
which English Merchants could contemplate affording, must be limited to the
purchase of Cotton when brought here to market, and which, it was said, they were
quite prepared to do.”47
In the cotton-growing countryside itself, Indian traders advanced funds to
growers, often at exorbitant rates of interest, who in turn sold the raw cotton to
brokers, who then advanced the cotton to coastal merchants—a system the British
considered “evil,” principally because it eluded their control. As Bombay-based
merchant John Richards reported in 1832 to the Barings in London, “The Native
Merchants exclusively receive the produce from the interior, from along the Coast,
the Persian Gulf, the Red Sea, China there are many of them both Hindoos & Parsees
that are wealthy, some even possessing large capital. As yet the Business is so
completely in their hands that Contracts for Cotton which have been attempted to
be entered into with Merchants up the Coast have failed in the attempt.” This
dominance of non-European capital, along with the continued control over land and
labor by local peasants, resulted, among other things, in cotton production geared to
the needs of local producers, including local manufacturers, rather than the
specifications of distant European mill owners.48
The independence of Indian merchants and producers was hardly exceptional in
the first half of the nineteenth century; European commercial penetration into the
hinterland of cotton-growing areas was still the exception rather than the rule in
most of the world. At mid-century, most cotton produced was never traded through
the books of European or North American merchants. In China, imported Indian
cotton came under the control of Hong merchants who sold it to dealers in the
hinterland. In western Anatolia, like India, the trade between its port city, Izmir,
and its cotton-producing regions was in the hands of local merchants. In another
part of the Ottoman Empire, Egypt, the impact of Western merchants on trade
between producers and the port of Alexandria remained just as limited. Until the
late 1840s, Muhammad Ali enforced a virtual monopoly of acquiring raw cotton
from producers and selling it to coastal merchants, not least by forcing peasants to
pay their taxes in cotton. And some newly industrializing areas avoided dependence

on imported cotton. In Mexico, for example, the Puebla industrialists either
purchased cotton directly from producers or drew on the offers from Veracruz
merchants.49
Remarkably, throughout the first half of the nineteenth century the penetration of
European capital into the global cotton-growing countryside was largely limited to
areas in which cotton was grown by slave labor—slavery, not peasant production,
was the handmaiden of wage labor at the birth of the Industrial Revolution. Only
after slavery became untenable as a mode of labor mobilization and European states
had gained vastly increased administrative, judicial, military, and infrastructural
capacities thanks to their ability to capture some of the wealth generated by
mechanized manufacturing would European capital and state power begin to
revolutionize the global countryside in India, Egypt, and, eventually, Central Asia
and Africa.
Despite its failure to integrate peasant producers into the empire of cotton, the
signal characteristic of the world’s first modern manufacturing industry was its
global nature. This globalization required globalizers, people who saw the
opportunities of the new order and inspired their business communities and their
states to collective action to secure it. The principal globalizers were neither the
planters nor manufacturers, many intensely local in their mind-set, but instead, as
we have seen, the traders who specialized in creating networks that connected
cultivators, manufacturers, and consumers.
Forging such global networks took courage and imagination. When Johannes
Niederer tendered his services to the Swiss merchant house of Volkart in 1854, he
offered to scout market opportunities in Batavia, Australia, Macassar, and
Mindanao, Japan, China, Rangoon, Ceylon, and Cape Town. Such globetrotting
traders, as one historian has concluded, “ruled the industry.” Indeed, manufacturers
and growers regularly complained about the power of traders, while many
merchants, for their part, looked down upon manufacturers as provincials and
gamblers: Robert Creighton, a Pennsylvania cotton trader, warned his sons even in
his will against becoming involved in manufacturing, as did Alexander Brown,
reminding his son William in 1819 that all members of the firm are “unanimously
opposed to any interest being taken in the Cotton Mill.”50
To become such powerful actors in the empire of cotton and to manage this trade
profitably, the Rathbones, Barings, Lecesnes, Wätjens, Rallis, and others constructed
dense networks through which information, credit, and goods could flow reliably.51
Building such networks was extraordinarily difficult. The Rathbones, for example,
spent astonishing energy nurturing their links to merchants in New York, Boston,
and various southern ports, especially Charleston and New Orleans. They
corresponded constantly with business partners, trying to get market updates and
gain access to trade opportunities. They also traveled frequently to the United
States, and extended stays in North America became a rite of passage for young
members of the firm.52
Other merchants labored just as hard to create these networks. In 1828, Thomas
Baring traveled up the coast of the United States from New Orleans to Boston,
researching local business conditions, establishing closer connections to merchants
in southern towns to recruit more trade, and granting credit to various southern

firms that allowed them to make advances on cotton shipments. Jules Lecesne
followed the same path, building branch houses in various cotton ports throughout
the Atlantic world, and staffing them with his relatives, who constantly exchanged
information on prices and harvests, and who eventually even published a French
bulletin on cotton shipments in New Orleans. What was needed above all was
reliable information on everything from weather conditions to the temperaments of
brokers.53
The global cotton trade, as we have seen, rested on credit. Credit rested on trust.
Trust, in a global market extended well beyond the kin of any family or tribe, rested
on information. Information was accordingly at the core of most merchants’
activities. A vast swath of information was potentially relevant to any merchant, but
two strands were the most valuable: who paid back their debts, and what would
happen to the price of cotton in the coming months. As a result, millions of letters—
now housed in dark corners of libraries and archives—exchanged between
merchants spoke to these subjects. Expectations about future price movements
obviously mattered a great deal, and thus information about factors that could
possibly influence prices—the weather in cotton-growing areas, the effects of wars,
the state of regional economies—was precious. While institutions such as the Bank
of England began gathering such information as well, most of it was still in private
hands, collected (and hoarded) for private use only.54
Where reliable information was scarce, rumors and gossip filled the void.
Reputation made and unmade firms, and the spread of manipulated information
could move markets. Being able to provide information, not surprisingly, was a
major source of prestige, and a primary way that both an individual merchant and
his firm improved their reputation. When the Hamburg merchants of Menge &
Niemann offered their services to Phelps, Dodge, a commercial house in New York
in 1841, they introduced themselves and their business, then immediately provided
information on the development of the Hamburg trade, including a price circular
printed under their name, which listed the local prices for a whole range of
commodities, including cotton.55 Doing business with them, they suggested, would
give Phelps, Dodge privileged access to useful information.
The need both to have information and to be seen to have it was why at the
outset of his career as a Liverpool cotton broker, Samuel Smith immediately
launched his own cotton circular, a step that in retrospect he judged “aided not a
little in establishing my business.” On a grander scale, in his memoir of his life in
the cotton industry, Vincent Nolte, the Barings agent in New Orleans, claimed he
was the first person to print up a cotton market circular, starting in 1818: “The
meteorological weather tables had given me the idea of getting up one similar to
them, which should exhibit the course and fluctuations of prices, from week to
week, during the shipping period of three successive years, and designate the
difference of exchange, each time, by black, red, and blue lines.” Such information
sharing, he went on to note, had resulted in much new business.56
Because production was so dispersed and so global, information was difficult to
assemble. In 1845, Frédéric C. Dollfus, a member of one of the oldest cotton
manufacturing families in Mulhouse, arrived in the port of Singapore. His goal was
to understand what kinds of cotton goods were in demand there, and to inform
cotton manufacturers back home what prices they might fetch. After detailed studies
of the local markets in Singapore, Dollfus proceeded to Macao, Canton, Hong Kong,

Manila, Batavia, and Semarang. Covering some of the most important Asian cotton
marts, he shared his hard-won intelligence with an interested audience back home.
A year later, Dollfus returned home to Mulhouse.57
This trip was just one of many efforts of Mulhouse manufacturers to gain market
information. In one of the era’s greatest information-gathering ventures, they
collected throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries thousands of cloth
samples from around the world and took careful notes as to their provenance and
local market prices, all in an effort to equip local manufacturers to produce for
remote markets. Catalan manufacturers engaged in a very similar though more
modest project.58
Access to information in turn privileged certain locations within the empire of
cotton, as William Rathbone VI realized in 1849, when he predicted that New York
would become “more and more the centre of the American trade (guided of course
by advices from European markets)…. Within 10 days sail from England & within
an hour of information [by the newly invented telegraph] & communication with
New Orleans, St. Louis, Cincinnati, Charleston & a party is in possession of more
information of importance than at any other point.”59 Rather than proximity to
either cotton-growing or cotton-manufacturing areas, what really counted for the
Rathbones and others was access to information. And New York, a city with neither
a cotton-growing hinterland nor spinning mills, provided exactly that—although it
could not compete with the information, credit, and trade hub that Liverpool had
become.
Such was the necessity of knowledge that merchants invented or adopted
increasingly more formalized ways of collecting and disseminating information.
They created publications dedicated to the task: The British Packet and Argentine
News, published from August 1826 in Buenos Aires, reported on Latin American and
global markets, including cotton yarn and cloth. The Landbote, a journal published
in Winterthur, disseminated after 1840 regular news about the cotton market of Le
Havre. The Bremer Handelsblatt reported regularly on cotton harvests, cotton
markets, and price developments in that city.60
Faster ships meant faster movement of information as well. Already in 1843 the
Asiatic Journal was able to announce that “English periodicals and newspapers
arrive in Bombay almost damp from the press.” Bombay, after all, “is very near us
now,—a voyage of only five-and-thirty days from London Bridge.” When by the
1840s telegraphs began connecting cotton-growing, -trading, and consumption
centers (though not yet across oceans and continents), merchants had even more
immediate access to crucial information.61
Eventually the desire to formalize access to information became one of the prime
reasons for merchants to organize collectively. Liverpool brokers had at first
individually assembled information on the state of the cotton trade and dispersed
that information to their customers in private circulars. In 1811, however, the
brokers agreed to cooperate on the gathering of information, though continuing to
distribute it privately to clients. Efforts to create a collective price circular for cotton
began in 1832, and when in 1841 the Liverpool Cotton Brokers’ Association came
into being, its ninety members focused principally on collecting and disseminating
market information, especially on the “visible supply” of cotton in the market. Such
information-gathering bodies emerged everywhere cotton was grown, traded, or
made into yarn and cloth. Chambers of commerce were often at the forefront:

Manchester merchants gathered in the Society of Merchants beginning in 1794, Le
Havre merchants formed a chamber of commerce in 1802, by 1825 there were
already twelve such institutions in the United Kingdom alone, in Bombay merchants
formed the Bombay Chamber of Commerce in 1836, in the 1830s merchants in
Brazil began organizing commercial associations, and by 1858 there were thirty
such chambers in the United States. All these bodies gathered market information,
but they were also political lobbies pleading the case for special attention from the
burgeoning imperial states.62
The dependence of this economic order on reliable information, trust, and credit led
merchants to depend on networks created outside the market itself. The fashioning
of global trade, just like the emergence of wage labor, rested on social relations that
predated the advent of capitalism. What set merchants apart was not just their
ability to accumulate and deploy capital, or even their privileged access to
information, but their ability to build and draw upon these networks, networks of
trust based on extended family ties, geographical proximity, and shared religious
beliefs, ethnic identities, and origin. In a world in which trade was extremely risky
and the survival of a firm could depend on the trustworthiness of just one
correspondent, reliability was essential. Reliability, however, came more easily
when people who had ways of enforcing trust embedded in social connections,
creating in effect what one historian has called a “relational capitalism.” The
importance of these networks was such that Olivier Pétré-Grenouilleau, the leading
French historian of merchant communities, concludes that “the characteristics of
Atlantic trade did not depend only on the rules of the market.” Cotton markets
rested more than most on such extra-market social relations.63
Physical proximity was one way to establish networks of trust. The global cotton
trade concentrated in a relatively small number of trading hubs not least because
proximity allowed such networks and supporting institutions to flourish. Nicholas
Waterhouse, one of the first cotton brokers in Liverpool, studded his businesses with
family members and a network of local “friends.” Liverpool merchants more broadly
nurtured a code of “strict probity and honour” that regulated their relationships, as
Edward Baines observed in 1835.64
But these networks needed to stretch halfway across the globe as well.
Establishing trust across vast distances was considerably more difficult and required
enormous effort. When William Rathbone VI visited New York City in 1841 to
energize the cotton business, he wrote to his father of the urgent need to confirm
“some valuable friendships.” Indeed, the Rathbones’ correspondence is full of efforts
to create networks of trust and friendship. When Rathbone partner Adam Hodgson
scouted the U.S. cotton market in the early 1820s, he reported to Rathbone from
New York, “I am so well aware, that our united feeling of mercantile obligation, &
personal friendship will render you solicitous to avail yourselves of every
opportunity of reciprocating the kindness & confidence which our friends have ever
manifested towards us, that I need not remind you in how great a degree I have
been experiencing both, ever since I landed in this country.” In language
reminiscent of a marriage proposal he reported about one merchant house that
“they are quite friendly & I think true to us & with the help of an occasional cotton
order may be seduced into consignments.” Other merchant houses proceeded in

similar ways: When the Volkarts wanted to establish themselves in the European
cotton trade, they listed a number of Indian, German, English, and Swiss merchant
houses as “references” that testified to their respectable character. They appealed to
others to “trust” them, and mentioned their “intimate friend[s].” When the Barings
wanted to expand trade with India, their Bombay agent identified local traders
whom he considered “attentive, intelligent, & very honourable men, in whom you
could place confidence with perfect safety.”65
Family members who did not have to be sought out or specially cultivated were
especially crucial to these networks. When in 1805 William Rathbone had problems
selling off the cotton he had purchased and urgently needed access to cash, his
father and brother each gave him £3,000, helping William to overcome his
“considerable anxiety.” When the Browns sought to expand their network of agents
and correspondents in southern ports, they looked for ties that held. Their
Charleston agent, James Adger, originated from northern Ireland, like the Browns,
and was an old friend of Alexander’s. In Savannah, their agent, John Cumming, was
connected by marriage to the Browns, as were representatives in other ports. For the
Volkarts, family connections were just as important. Volkart’s father-in-law Eduard
Forrer established an agency in St. Louis. Theodor Reinhart, after having learned the
cotton business in his father’s house, in 1876 married Lily Volkart, daughter of the
owner of Volkart Brothers, thus uniting two merchant firms, a truly dynastic
marriage in the world of cotton.66
Consider too one of the most important cotton trading houses of the nineteenth
century, the Rallis.67 Their world-spanning empire had its roots on a small Greek
island off the Anatolian coast, as most if not all of the principals of the house of
Ralli came from Chios, and indeed, most were members of the Ralli family
themselves. John Ralli and Strati Ralli, two brothers, had gone to London to start
trading there. In 1822 they brought a third brother, Pandia S. Ralli, to London. In
1825 Strati Ralli opened the office in Manchester to trade in textiles, and in 1827
John Ralli went to Odessa. A fourth brother, living in Istanbul, opened an office in
Persia in 1837, and a fifth, Augustus S. Ralli, opened a cotton firm in Marseille. By
the 1860s, the house of Ralli had representatives in London (from 1818), Liverpool,
Manchester (from 1825), “the Orient” (Constantinople, Odessa), various places
within India, including Calcutta (1851), Karachi (1861) and Bombay (1861), and
the United States.68 Ralli thus was able to purchase cotton in the United States, ship
it to Liverpool, sell it to manufacturers in Manchester, and then sell the finished
goods in Calcutta—all within their own family.
As the example of the Rallis shows, the Greek diaspora, like others—Armenian,
Parsis, Jews—played an important role in the global cotton trade. By the last
quarter of the eighteenth century, Greeks had become particularly important to
networks connecting the Ottoman Empire to the outside world, and were especially
prominent in the Egyptian cotton trade. Arriving in Egypt in the first half of the
nineteenth century during the first wave of Muhammad Ali’s industrialization
efforts, they became the largest group of foreign merchants. By 1839, twelve Greek
merchant houses, including the Rallis, had captured 33 percent of the Alexandria
cotton export market, with the largest Greek house, Tossizza Frères et Cie, exporting
11 percent of Egypt’s cotton.69
Other diaspora communities played an important role in the global cotton trade.
Jews assumed a central position in the global trade of yarn and cotton cloth, partly

because earlier discrimination had forced them to work as itinerant traders, often in
textiles. The most famous example for this important role are the Rothschilds, who
upon entering the textile trade in Manchester mostly found customers among their
coreligionists in Frankfurt for the goods they exported to the European continent.
Nathan Meyer Rothschild’s story can stand in for many others: Born in 1777 into a
distinguished Frankfurt banking and merchant family, he went to London for a
mercantile apprenticeship in 1798 and a year later moved to Manchester to open his
own textile agency, bringing with him plenty of capital. “The nearer I got to
England,” he remembered in his autobiography, “the cheaper the goods were. As
soon as I got to Manchester, I laid out all my money, things were so cheap; and I
made good profit.” He purchased Manchester goods for the Frankfurt and
continental European market, and advanced credit to manufacturers. Rothschild’s
success in Manchester encouraged other Jewish families from Frankfurt to start up
businesses in Manchester. As a result, by the early nineteenth century Frankfurt
Jewish families played an important role in the continental trade in English
cottons.70
While it was still exceptional, diaspora networks were sometimes incorporated
within firms, gradually lessening the importance of trust networks. The Rallis were
such a case, and so, in a more limited way, were the Browns. Perhaps furthest ahead
of its time, however, was a Swiss house that incorporated far-flung networks into
their firm itself: Volkart Brothers. Founded in 1851 by Salomon Volkart
simultaneously in the Swiss town of Winterthur—an important center of the cotton
industry—and in Bombay, the firm began by purchasing raw cotton in India and
exporting manufactured wares to India. As they opened more branch offices, Volkart
Brothers increasingly organized the purchasing of cotton not only in India but also
in other parts of the world, transporting that cotton to various European ports and
then selling it to spinners. By the late 1850s, Volkart Brothers incorporated a whole
range of selling and buying activities.71

The revolutionary vanguard: Salomon Volkart, Winterthur, Switzerland, transforms peasant agriculture.
(illustration credit 8.5)

Yet at midcentury, Volkart was exceptional; most cotton was still traded between
independent houses mediated by networks of trust. In the whirl of letters, face-toface conversations, and travel, as these merchants developed a familiarity with and
connection to people in many different parts of the world, they became in effect a
cosmopolitan community. Unlike planters or manufacturers, merchants often had
closer connections to people far away than to people in their home cities or
immediate hinterlands. In a typical midcentury letter, E. Rathbone referred to
business partners or relatives in such diverse places as Cairo, Aden, Palestine,
Alexandria, and France. In Le Havre, as in Alexandria, Liverpool, and Bombay, the
merchants came from all over the world—indeed, only a few of the large merchants
were members of ancient families of Le Havre itself. Rathbone and other merchants
inhabited a transnational community, in which they traveled with ease. People in
distant cities and towns engaged in similar lines of business, dressed in similar ways,
lived in houses not unlike those at home, read from a similar set of books, had
similar views of human nature and political economy, and might have been part of
the same family.72
Cohesive as a social class and fortified by the institutions they had built, these
merchants also developed tremendous political clout from England to France to the
United States. They understood early that their trade was deeply embedded within
local, national, and global politics; they acted as if they understood instinctively
that the state does not intervene in the market, but constitutes it. Their daily
experience had taught them that global trade did not arise in a state of nature, but
only flourished via careful, conscious regulation. As a result, according to Liverpool

cotton broker Samuel Smith, politics was everywhere: “As our business involved
much foreign intercourse, and was greatly affected by the course of foreign affairs,
especially by wars and the fear of wars, we became as a matter of course keen
politicians.”73
As merchants became “keen politicians” and realized the state’s importance for
their grand project of integrating cotton cultivators, cotton manufacturers, and
cotton consumers, they encountered rulers and bureaucrats who shared many of
their inclinations. European states had become increasingly dependent for their very
existence on the wealth generated by rapid capital accumulation, including in
cottons. Statesmen were thus solicitous toward capitalists, and often submissive
when these patrons of the state organized collectively. What set European states
apart from other contemporary states such as Japan and China was not just their
capacity, but also their responsiveness to the needs of industrial capital.74
Though merchants lobbied their governments about anything and everything,
among the most important issues was the infrastructure of trade. The construction
of docks, storage facilities, railways, and waterways was high on the merchants’
agenda, since they directly affected the speed at which goods and information
moved through the emerging global economy—and that speed of circulation
determined the speed of accumulation.75
Though it could seem haphazard and unregulated, subject to the whims of a few
men, trade ultimately also depended on a legal infrastructure devised and enforced
by states. Unsurprisingly, merchants spent much of their political energy on trying
to strengthen this legal order and make it conform to their interests. In the process
they increased, both wittingly and unwittingly, the capacity of the state.
Conventions, although agreed upon by merchants themselves, needed enforceable
rules, and merchants understood that no single actor was as efficient in enforcing
these rules as the state. As New York lawyer Daniel Lord explained in detail in his
1835 “Law of Agency,” legal rules had allowed merchants to have agents and factors
in distant places, and to act for them: “It is by this bringing into aid and subordination,
the powers of others…that modern commerce touches at once the extremes of
longitude, and subdues alike the Equator and the Poles; She crosses the oceans,
tracks the African deserts, and conquers the plains of Asia.”76
The “law” became particularly important when it came to the actual
transformation of the global countryside into a supplier of industrial raw materials
and a market for manufactured goods. The more suppliers of cotton, the more
consumers of cotton, the more trade. To make that transition possible, merchants
yearned for a more powerful state presence, especially in the nonslave areas of the
world. One of their most urgent obsessions was to inject the “law” into this global
cotton-growing countryside, though their ability to do so was often frustrated in
societies dominated by peasant production.
The importance of the law was clearest in colonial settings such as British India.
In Bombay, merchants pressured the British government constantly for new rules
and regulations regarding the Indian cotton trade. “The cotton legislation was not
only chronologically the earliest economic legislation of British rule, it was also
perhaps the most advanced legislation in the contemporary economic world,”
observed one chronicler of the Indian cotton trade. The rules of the market, and
thus the market itself, emerged at the intersection of merchant collective action and
the state. Yet ironically, the more merchants succeeded in their project of extending

the authority of the state, the less trade depended on the networks of trust that they
had forged over prior generations.77
As the law increasingly infused the global countryside, and as state-sponsored
infrastructure projects accelerated the movement of goods, merchants mobilized
collectively to use state power to shape global markets to their benefit in other ways
as well. Their industrial policy, in effect, was global. And it was the most global for
British merchants and manufacturers. At the center of the empire of cotton, they
believed that opening access to foreign markets was a core function of government.
In 1821, for example, the Manchester Chamber of Commerce wanted the
government to pressure Denmark to reduce its import duties on yarn; in 1822 they
demanded freer trade to the East Indies; and later they agitated for the removal of
duties between Britain and Ireland and debated “Brazil custom Duties,” “Duties on
British Goods Imported into Batavia,” “duties at Monte Video,” trade with Morocco,
and “duties at Shanghai.” Le Havre merchants pressured for the most unencumbered
trade as well.78
While most merchants had a clear ideological commitment to free trade, which
corresponded perfectly with their interest in market access and cheap labor, they
could advocate just as forcefully for creating novel barriers to trade. In fact, their
insistence on free trade was remarkably inconsistent. As early as 1794, a number of
cotton merchants protested “against the export of cotton twist from England.” The
export of spun cotton, according to them, threatened British prosperity, as the yarn
was woven into fabrics in low-wage Germany, creating unemployment in Britain. In
an eerily modern argument, they argued that “Germany’s cheaper food enabled
them to manufacture by hand cheaper than our workpeople could, they had first
deprived our hand loom weavers of employment and now were rapidly progressing
with the other departments including spinning.” The Manchester Chamber of
Commerce similarly opposed the emigration of “English Artizans” and “the free
exportation of such Machinery as is employed in our own Manufactories.”79
Merchants appealed to their national governments to protect access to foreign
markets, using both political power and military might. In 1794, the Manchester
Society of Merchants talked about the importance of having the Royal Navy protect
ships going into the Mediterranean with valuable local manufactures on board. In
1795 they appealed to the government to protect their trade with Germany, and the
continent more broadly, by military force. In Manchester, merchants asked the
government to protect ships in the Atlantic from pirates, and called for a “large
Naval Force.”80
The merchants’ political vision, like their trade, was truly global, stretching from
“sound dues payable upon cotton twist exported to the Baltic” to colonial debt laws
bent on opening India as a market. In Britain, India soon emerged as the “chief
question.” For cotton mill owner Henry Ashworth, the Indian market would provide
unlimited opportunities, if opened by the proper governmental interventions: “Now,
although I am as great a stickler perhaps as most here for adhesion to sound freetrade principles, it does not always follow that in dealing with people who are not
as advanced political economists as ourselves, that we should delay our movements
until they have become converted. (‘Hear’).” As a dabbling economist, Ashworth
understood intuitively that economic thinking helps “format the economy”—makes
possible the formerly impossible—which is exactly what it would do a few decades
later in India.81

Calling for the state to convert Indian peasants into producers of cotton for world
markets formed one part of merchants’ much larger project of bringing the state into
the global cotton-growing countryside. They understood that unlike in the slavedominated cotton-growing areas of the world, in India and elsewhere they needed
the capacity of the imperial state to effect the transformations they hoped for. What
they did not anticipate was that the more they furthered the state-building project,
the more they were diminishing their own importance to the empire of cotton.
Henry Ashworth understood more explicitly than many others the way the world of
trade rested on powerful states structuring global markets, and he unabashedly
celebrated the involvement of the British state in the interests of its merchants and
manufacturers. Industrializing states depended on a flourishing manufacturing
economy for their strength and social stability. Even statesmen of no great vision
could grasp the importance of securing a reliable supply of raw materials for
domestic industry and of creating a market for its products. So fast was their rate of
growth, and so fierce their competition, that European states sought to transform
the global countryside simultaneously into a supplier of materials for their industrial
enterprises and into consumers for the resulting products. Having transformed their
own countrysides in the search for labor, they sought to deploy that experience to
the rest of the world, making the particular form of that integration into nothing
less than a “law of nature.”
This new, conveniently and divinely ordained mission unintentionally but no less
surely lessened the dependence of industrial capitalism on some of the earlier
mechanisms of war capitalism—especially the wholesale expropriation of native
peoples and the mobilization of labor through slavery. With a greater capacity to lay
down market-directed infrastructure, and a legal apparatus geared toward infusing
European capital into the global countryside and mobilizing workers, merchants
redoubled their efforts to reorient peasant agriculture toward the production of
cotton for world markets. As states grew stronger, merchants were able to infuse
unprecedented flows of capital, and with it the logic of industrial production, into
heretofore independent hinterlands. The British merchant house of Baring by the
1840s diversified the sources of its cotton supply by importing from Bombay.
European capitalists also entered the trade with the Egyptian cotton-producing
fellaheen. In the late 1840s and early 1850s, with the weakening of the
governmental monopoly on the internal cotton trade, merchants, especially of Greek
heritage, penetrated the interior and began to purchase cotton from peasants
directly. But perhaps most forward-looking was the model developed by Volkart
Brothers. Their Indian cotton traders, riding on the coattails of an expanding
imperial government, moved ever closer to local producers themselves, so that by
1875 the Volkarts and their European colleagues exported more than twice as much
cotton as their once dominant Indian counterparts.82
Before European capital could find its partners in the imperial states of the late
1800s, however, the cotton empire would be shocked by the region of the world
where slavery and industrial capitalism seemed most powerfully and profitably
conjoined: the United States. Everywhere else, slavery and industrial capitalism

seemed to coexist perfectly well. But everywhere else, as we know, these two
engines of profit were separated by national boundaries. Not so in North America.
For the United States, unlike any other part of the world, brought war capitalism
and industrial capitalism within the same national territory. No political union
could contain forever the contrary political forces of both systems.
As the United States found its economic footing, slave owners and industrial
capitalists made increasingly different demands on the state. American
manufacturers and a few of its merchants, like their counterparts in Britain and
elsewhere, gained confidence that the mechanisms of industrial capitalism could be
moved into the global cotton-growing countryside and could indeed secure
sufficient supplies of the raw material. Boston cotton manufacturer Edward Atkinson
became a fervent believer in wage labor, as he observed his ability to mobilize and
discipline large numbers of workers in his mill. As elsewhere in the world, American
industrialists like Atkinson hitched their political interests to a strengthening
national government.83 Cotton-growing slave owners, on the other hand, favored
the political economy of Atlantic trade, and depended on the state’s willingness to
secure more lands for plantation agriculture and to enforce and support the
institution of slavery. They feared that any strengthening of the federal government
might interfere with their mastery over labor. Slavery, after all, required constant
violence against potentially rebellious slaves, and that violence rested on the state’s
willingness to condone it. Slave owners therefore felt an overpowering need to
secure control over the state, or, at the very least, to keep the opponents of slavery
out of the national halls of power.
Yet that control was increasingly elusive. A small but growing group of Americans
who sought to construct a political economy of domestic industrialization emerged
from the dynamic industrial economy of the northern states. Their political needs,
like those of the planters, required control of state institutions. But unlike
southerners, northern industrial capitalists drew increasing political strength from a
relatively stable political coalition with commercial farmers and even segments of a
rapidly expanding working class. These capitalists drew encouragement from the
fact that a small but growing number of merchants, so long the planters’ most
significant northern allies, were increasingly embracing the project of domestic
industrialization as well—even though they hesitated to challenge the slave regime
in the South directly. Tellingly, the United States’ most important cotton traders, the
Browns, slowly began to specialize in the foreign exchange business and to invest in
industrial enterprises—railroads, for example, but also the Novelty Iron Works in
New York.84
Such moves made sense because their former commodity trade, with its low entry
costs, was always open to new competitors who were willing to take on greater risks
and operate on narrower margins. Low entry barriers created a cotton market that
included a very large number of smaller operators, eventually pushing wealthier
traders into emerging, even more profitable lines of business, that had greater
capital requirements. Joining the Browns, foreign capitalists like the Barings also
increasingly diversified, especially into railroads, coal mining, and manufacturing.
They understood better than others that with the state’s capacity expanding, the role
of merchant capital was diminishing, and that a future beckoned in which
industrialists, in conjunction with the state, would be able to burrow even further
into the global countryside to find still more land and labor for the production and

consumption of cotton. The most forward-looking manufacturers and merchants
discerned that such new forms of domination would decisively weaken the power of
commodity producers, and thus eliminate one of the most threatening sources of
instability in the empire of cotton, and with it, global capitalism.85
This shifting balance of social power among different business groups proved
momentous. The United States was unique in that the schism between economic
elites was so great that, in a moment of great crisis, even merchant capitalists
aligned with slave owners dropped their old allies. This was radically different from
other slave-owning societies, such as Brazil, where planters and export merchants
formed a unified political bloc, with agreement that domestic industrialization
constituted a threat to their economic interests and that slave labor was
indispensable.86
The realignment of the economic elites of the United States, along with the
promise of tapping nonslave hinterlands as the Volkarts had done in India, threw
the rising costs and diminishing benefits of combining slavery and industrial
capitalism into high relief. In 1861, the mix exploded, and the ensuing American
Civil War became a turning point not just for that young republic, but also for the
history of global capitalism.

Chapter Nine

A War Reverberates Around the World

Viewed from abroad, cotton was central to the American struggle: Punch comments on the American Civil War.
(illustration credit 9.1)

A crisis illuminates best the foundations of the global empire of cotton. The
American Civil War was such a crisis. By the time shots were fired on Fort Sumter in
April 1861, cotton was the core ingredient of the world’s most important
manufacturing industry. The manufacture of cotton yarn and cloth had grown into
“the greatest industry that ever had or could by possibility have ever existed in any
age or country,” according to the self-congratulatory but essentially accurate
account of British cotton merchant John Benjamin Smith. By multiple measures—
the sheer numbers employed, the value of output, profitability—the cotton empire
had no parallel. One author boldly estimated that in 1862, fully 20 million people
worldwide—one out of every sixty-five people alive—were involved in the
cultivation of cotton or the production of cotton cloth. In England alone, which still
counted two-thirds of the world’s mechanical spindles in its factories, the livelihood

of between one-fifth and one-fourth of the population was based on the industry;
one-tenth of all British capital was invested in it, and close to one-half of all exports
consisted of cotton yarn and cloth. Whole regions of Europe and the United States
had come to depend on a predictable supply of cheap cotton. Except for wheat, no
“raw product,” so the Journal of the Statistical Society of London declared, had “so
complete a hold upon the wants of the race.”1
The industry that brought great wealth to European manufacturers and
merchants, and bleak employment to hundreds of thousands of mill workers, had
also catapulted the United States onto center stage of the world economy, building
“the most successful agricultural industry in the States of America which has been
ever contemplated or realized.” Cotton exports alone put the United States on the
world economic map. On the eve of the Civil War, raw cotton constituted 61 percent
of the value of all U.S. products shipped abroad. Before the beginnings of the cotton
boom in the 1780s, North America had been a promising but marginal player in the
global economy. Now, in 1861, the flagship of global capitalism, Great Britain,
found itself dangerously dependent on the white gold shipped out of New York, New
Orleans, Charleston, and other American ports. By the late 1850s, cotton grown in
the United States accounted for 77 percent of the 800 million pounds of cotton
consumed in Britain. It also accounted for 90 percent of the 192 million pounds
used in France, 60 percent of the 115 million pounds spun in the Zollverein, and 92
percent of the 102 million pounds manufactured in Russia.2
The reason for America’s quick ascent to market dominance was simple. The
United States more than any other country had elastic supplies of the three crucial
ingredients that went into the production of raw cotton: labor, land, and credit. As
The Economist put it in 1861, the United States had become so successful in the
world’s cotton markets because the planters’ “soil is marvelously fertile and costs
him nothing; his labour has hitherto been abundant, unremitting and on the
increase; the arrangements and mercantile organizations for cleaning and
forwarding the cotton are all there.”3 By midcentury, cotton had become central to
the prosperity of the Atlantic world. Poet John Greenleaf Whittier called it the
“Haschish of the West,” a drug that was creating powerful hallucinatory dreams of
territorial expansion, of judges who decide that “right is wrong,” of heaven as “a
snug plantation” with “angel negro overseers.”4
Slavery stood at the center of the most dynamic and far-reaching production
complex in human history. Herman Merivale, British colonial bureaucrat, noted that
Manchester’s and Liverpool’s “opulence is as really owing to the toil and suffering of
the negro, as if his hands had excavated their docks and fabricated their steamengines.” Capital accumulation in peripheral commodity production, according to
Merivale, was necessary for metropolitan economic expansion, and access to labor,
if necessary by coercion, was a precondition for turning abundant lands into
productive suppliers of raw materials.5
Whether celebrating the material advances generated from slavery or calling for
slavery’s abolition, many contemporaries agreed by the 1850s that global economic
development required physical coercion. Karl Marx sharpened the arguments made
all around him by concluding in 1853 that “bourgeois civilization” and “barbarity”
were joined at the hip. But such an argument was simply common sense in elite
circles. French geographer Élisée Reclus, writing in the Revue des Deux Mondes, for
example, came to essentially the same conclusion: “The industrial prosperity of

England appears to be intimately tied to the progress of slavery.” Southern planters
agreed passionately: Cotton, and thus slavery, were indispensable to the modern
world, the very foundation of the United States’ and Europe’s astonishing material
advances. As South Carolina senator and cotton planter James Henry Hammond put
it famously on the floor of the Senate, “England would topple headlong and carry
the whole civilized world with her” if the system of slave-powered cotton growing
would be threatened. “No power on earth dares to make war upon it. Cotton is
king.”6
Slavery enabled the stunning advances of industry, and the accompanying profit.
Contemporaries, however, worried that this vast and sparkling machine was merely
a façade, amplifying the long-standing European worries about the political stability
of the United States that we have encountered earlier. As “an industry tributary to
foreign countries,” observed British political economist Leone Levi, the European
cotton industry was potentially vulnerable, even though its well-being, according to
a French observer, had “become a question of life or death for tens of thousands of
workers, a question of prosperity or misery for all the developed industrial
countries.”7
Most important, slavery itself seemed potentially hazardous to stability—a
“treacherous foundation,” as the Manchester Cotton Supply Association put it—not
just because of the sectional tensions it generated in the United States, but also
because slaves could resist and even rebel: “The system of slave labour was not to
be safely trusted,” the association declared in 1861. “The dread of slave insurrection
and civil discord,” the Cotton Supply Reporter complained, was ever present. Even
the London money market reflected these concerns, as bonds for southern railroads
carried higher interest than those for northern roads. “This mistrust arises,” reported
the Westminster Review in 1850 “from a shrewd calculation of the dangers, in both a
moral and physical sense, which hang over a state of society whose foundations are
laid in injustice and violence.”8
American slavery had begun to threaten the very prosperity it produced, as the
distinctive political economy of the cotton South collided with the incipient political
economy of free labor and domestic industrialization of the North. In addition, the
violent expansion of both these economies westward brought crisis after crisis to
their nascent national institutions.9 Ample supplies of fertile land and bonded labor
had made the South into Lancashire’s plantation, but by 1860 large numbers of
Americans, especially in the northern states, protested such semicolonial
dependence. They, in time, sparked a second American revolution. Fearing for the
security of their human property, southern slave owners struck out on their own,
gambling that their European partners would intervene to preserve the world
economy and with it their own exceptionally profitable role. Southern planters
understood that their cotton kingdom rested not only on plentiful land and labor,
but also upon their political ability to preserve the institution of slavery and to
project it into the new cotton lands of the American West. Continued territorial
expansion of slavery was vital to secure both its economic, and even more so its
political viability, which was threatened as never before by an alarmingly sectional
Republican Party. Slave owners understood the challenge to their power over
human chattel represented by the new party’s project of strengthening the claims of
power between the national state and its citizens—an equally necessary condition
for its free labor and free soil ideology.

Yet from a global perspective, the outbreak of war between the Confederacy and
the Union in April 1861 was a struggle not only over American territorial integrity
and the future of its “peculiar institution,” but also over global capitalism’s
dependence on slave labor across the world. The Civil War in the United States was
an acid test for the entire industrial order: Could it adapt to the even temporary loss
of its providential partner—the expansive, slave-powered antebellum United States
—before social chaos and economic collapse brought their empire to ruins? As John
Marshman, editor of the Baptist missionary newspaper Friend of India, observed in
March 1863, “It may be said that the prosperity of the South has been based on the
gigantic crime of holding three or four millions of human beings in a state of
slavery, and it is difficult to divest the mind of the conviction that the day of
reckoning from the throne of the Eternal has come.”10
The day of reckoning arrived on April 12, 1861. On that spring day, Confederate
troops fired on the federal garrison at Fort Sumter, South Carolina. It was a
quintessentially local event, a small crack in the world’s core production and trade
system, but the resulting crisis illuminated brilliantly the underlying foundations of
the global cotton industry and with it of capitalism. Columbia University political
scientist Francis Lieber predicted “neither cotton nor slavery will come forth from
this war as they went into it.” With its shocking duration and destructiveness, the
American struggle marked the world’s first truly global raw materials crisis, and
proved midwife to the emergence of new global networks of labor, capital, and state
power. Thus one of the most important chapters in the history of global capital and
labor unfolded on the battlefields of provincial North America.11
The outbreak of the Civil War severed in one stroke the relationships that had
underpinned the worldwide web of cotton production and global capitalism since
the 1780s. In an effort to force British diplomatic recognition, the Confederate
government banned all cotton exports. By the time the Confederacy realized this
policy was doomed, a northern blockade effectively kept most cotton from leaving
the South. Though smuggling persisted, and most smugglers’ runs succeeded, the
blockade’s deterrent effects removed most cotton-carrying ships from the southern
trade. Consequently, exports to Europe fell from 3.8 million bales in 1860 to
virtually nothing in 1862. The effects of the resulting “cotton famine,” as it came to
be known, quickly rippled outward, reshaping industry—and the larger society—in
places ranging from Manchester to Alexandria. With only slight hyperbole, the
Chamber of Commerce in the Saxon cotton manufacturing city of Chemnitz reported
in 1865 that “never in the history of trade have there been such grand and
consequential movements as in the past four years.”12
A mad scramble ensued. The effort was all the more desperate as no one could
predict when the war would end and when, if ever, cotton production would revive
in the American South. “What are we to do,” asked the editors of the Liverpool
Mercury in January 1861, if “this most precarious source of supply should suddenly
fail us?” Once it did fail, this question was foremost on the minds of policy makers,
merchants, manufacturers, workers, and peasants around the globe.13
At first, the panic of European cotton manufacturers was allayed by the fact that
cotton imports in the previous few years had been extremely high, leaving sufficient
stocks in major ports and factories for the coming months or even a year. Yarn and

cloth markets from Buenos Aires to Calcutta, moreover, were glutted. With initial
expectations that the war would be short, cuts in cotton exports from the American
South meant rising prices for the stock at hand, which holders of cotton and cotton
goods welcomed. Looking back at the early months of the war, Moskva, the voice of
Moscow’s industrialists, reported that the conflict at first helped “rid us of our own
crisis in the cotton industry, which was about to erupt” due to overproduction.14
Eventually, however, dwindling supplies and rising prices began to paralyze
production. In the late summer of 1861, Charles Francis Adams, the U.S.
ambassador to England, wrote to his son Henry that “this cotton question is
beginning to pinch.” By early 1862, as total imports of cotton into Britain fell by a
little over 50 percent compared to the previous year, and imports from the United
States by 96 percent, mills began shutting down for a few days each week, or
entirely. Cotton prices had quadrupled from their prewar levels and, consequently,
manufacturers closed shops and tens of thousands of operatives found themselves
out of work. As early as November 1861, Lancashire manufacturers had shut 6
percent of their factories and introduced shorter shifts in two-thirds of them. By
early 1863, a quarter of the inhabitants of Lancashire—more than half a million
individuals—were out of work, receiving some form of public or private assistance.
Weaver John O’Neil, who lived in Low Moor Mill in Lancashire, described his plight
in his diary: “Sad and weary…and can hardly keep myself living.” In response to
such misery “Unemployed Operatives” sent memorials to the Home Office,
demanding relief.15
By 1863, unemployed workers rioted in the streets of several British cotton towns,
underscoring the explosive social consequences of the cotton famine. The home
secretary received requests from town authorities for information on “how the
military are to be obtained if required in any future Emergency.” Troops were soon
stationed. Even cotton merchant William Rathbone reported to his son in the spring
of 1862 that “the distress among the Poor here and in the Manufacturing districts is
great, and I fear on the increase.” So serious was the crisis that thousands of miles
from Europe the merchants of the Bombay Chamber of Commerce collected funds
“in aid of the distressed mill hands of Lancashire.” “Anxiety” and “apprehension”
began to spread.16
Similar crises unfolded on the European continent. In France, manufacturers
closed mills because they could not afford high cotton prices as imports of U.S.
cotton fell from more than 600,000 bales in 1860 to 4,169 in 1863. The effect was
especially severe on manufacturers of coarse cottons, such as the ones in Normandy,
for whom the price of cotton determined much of the total price of production. By
1863, three-fifths of the looms in Normandy were idle, while in the districts of
Colmar and Belfort, where higher-quality cottons were produced, 35 percent of all
spindles and 41 percent of all looms remained unused. That same year, a French
national relief committee estimated that a quarter million textile workers were
unemployed. In the textile towns of Alsace posters went up proclaiming, “Du pain
ou la mort” (Bread or death).17
Lesser cotton centers also experienced severe distress: In the German lands of the
Zollverein, imports of raw cotton fell by about 50 percent between 1861 and 1864
and hundreds of factory owners sent their workers home. Of the approximately
three hundred thousand people engaged in the cotton industry in Saxony alone, onethird had lost their jobs by the fall of 1863, while the rest worked much shorter

hours. In the northern part of the United States, removed from battle itself but not
its consequences, tens of thousands of cotton workers lost employment, but the
social effects were less severe because many found employment in the booming
woolen mills that produced clothing for the Union army, or enlisted. In Moscow,
however, 75 percent of all cotton spinning operations had shut down by 1863.
Workers and manufacturers would have agreed with the U.S. consul in the German
city of Stettin that “this war and its consequences stands before the whole civilized
world as an interposing fate, which no nation however insignificant its direct
relations to the field of contest may be, can entirely avoid.”18
While manufacturers closed mills and spinners and weavers suffered, cotton
merchants lived—for a brief time—through a golden age. Rising prices for cotton
led to a frenzy with “doctors, parsons, lawyers, wives and widows, and tradesmen
speculating in it.” Cotton shipments changed hands many times between speculators
before being delivered to factories; with each exchange a small profit could be
made. Baring Brothers, confirmed in the summer of 1863 that the “amount of
money made and still making in this article is almost fabulous; for three years or
more not a bale has arrived from India but has paid profit and mostly a large one.”
Liverpool cotton brokers gained as well from the presence of many speculators in
the market (resulting in many transactions), and also rising prices (their
commissions were a percentage of the value). In 1861, the total value of cotton
imports had been £39.7 million and in 1864 it had reached £84 million, despite a
much-reduced volume.19
As price volatility and speculation spread, so too did traders’ efforts to
institutionalize speculative market transactions, especially forward selling. By 1863,
the Liverpool Cotton Brokers’ Association had created a standard form that could be
used by merchants making contracts about the future delivery of cotton, and
Liverpool newspapers began reporting forward prices of Indian cotton. That year,
“time bargains” had even begun to be established in Bombay, providing new
opportunities for “men afflicted with a passion for gambling.” The war, in fact,
resulted “in a revolutionary modernization of trade” in which the establishment of a
formal futures market was perhaps the most important element.20
While merchants and speculators benefited from the global scramble for cotton,
manufacturers loudly and frantically demanded the opening of new sources of the
fiber. In France, factory owners from different cotton manufacturing regions
continuously pressured the imperial government. “It is therefore urgently necessary
to develop…new fields of production,” wrote the Chamber of Commerce of the city
of Rouen. In 1862 a group of cotton manufacturers from Senones in the Vosges
appealed to Napoleon III to bring Chinese workers to Algeria to grow cotton there.
That year, cotton manufacturer Jacques Siegfried presented a “memoir” to the
Société Industrielle de Mulhouse to advocate cotton growing in Algeria, supported
by the Chamber of Commerce in Mulhouse: “No colonization for cotton, cotton for
colonization.” When Antoine Herzog, a wealthy Alsatian cotton manufacturer, sat
down in 1864 to pen a book on L’Algérie et la crise cotonnière, he hoped that France
would recognize that it was “at the mercy of the political vicissitudes of a single
people,” and therefore needed to “develop…by all possible means the cotton culture
of countries that are capable of producing [it], and, in a special way, in our
colonies.” Herzog personally pleaded with Napoleon for an audience to have him
support colonial cotton-growing efforts and even traveled to Algeria to investigate

the opportunities for cotton production there.21
Pressured by manufacturers and concerned about the suffering and mobilization
of cotton workers, government bureaucrats expressed concerns as well. Cotton, after
all, was central to their national economies and ultimately to the maintenance of
social peace. Some European officials advocated recognition of the Confederacy and
breaking the Union blockade to secure that urgently needed cotton. Others hoped
for new sources of cotton from places outside the United States—especially the two
European powers that had both substantial cotton industries and large colonial
holdings, Britain and France. Even before the outbreak of the war, British foreign
secretary Lord John Russell had hastened to assure the cotton manufacturers of
Manchester that his government would do all in its power to secure cotton from
sources outside the United States. Yet in July 1862 the American consul to the
Egyptian city of Alexandria, William Thayer, reported that “statesmen are almost
paralyzed with terror at the hopelessness of relief for the evils in prospect.” The
Prussian minister to Washington, Freiherr von Gerolt, along with his British and
French counterparts, repeated many times in his meetings with U.S. secretary of
state William Seward how important cotton was to their countries’ economic wellbeing. On numerous occasions, the House of Commons, the House of Lords, and the
French Senate debated the “cotton question.”22
This intense public concern with securing access to cheaply priced raw materials
essential to national industries was a clear departure from the past. Since the 1780s,
raw cotton markets had been decisively dominated by merchants, but now cotton
had become a matter of state, a state empowered not least by decades of merchant
political mobilization. Heavy investments in industrial production, a novelty in
human history, demanded a constant supply of land, labor, and money. As political
leaders grappled with the cotton famine, they saw that the emergence of industrial
capitalism had made them just as dependent on a predictable supply of cheap raw
materials as the manufacturers themselves. Lord Palmerston warned in October
1861 that England must have cotton because “we cannot allow millions of our
People to perish.” The French Ministry of Colonies commissioned reports on cotton
growing prospects in such diverse places as Guyana, Siam, Algeria, Egypt, and
Senegal. The outlines of a new kind of imperialism began to emerge.23
Responding to the urgent demand for cotton, forty-six hundred miles to the east of
Liverpool and ninety-two hundred miles from Antietam, Indian merchants and
cultivators, British colonial bureaucrats, and Manchester manufacturers embarked
on a frantic race to grow cotton for world markets. As we have seen, Britain had
tried to cultivate India as a reliable source of cotton since the 1820s, yet the effort
had been, according to the Bombay Chamber of Commerce, “a signal failure.”
Indeed, as The Economist noted before the outbreak of the Civil War, “As long as
there were negroes in the Southern States, and those negroes could be kept to work,
it would have been venturesome, not enterprising” to grow cotton for world markets
in India.24
The bombardment of Fort Sumter, however, announced that India’s hour had
come. For cotton merchants, manufacturers, and statesmen, no place seemed more
promising a source of cotton than India. Indeed, it was “the only remedy for the
misery that appeared to be hanging over us,” according to Edmund Potter of the

Manchester Chamber of Commerce. During the American Civil War, British cotton
capitalists and colonial bureaucrats worked feverishly to increase India’s cotton
output and move it to market. “Cotton,” as one observer wrote from Nagpore in July
1861, “appears to me to be the leading topic of the day,” and the English-language
press of India was filled with hundreds if not thousands of stories about cotton.
Manchester manufacturers shipped cottonseed to Bombay to be distributed to
growers; they moved cotton gins and cotton presses into the countryside; and they
talked about investing in railroads to remove cotton to the coast. They ran afoul,
however, of India’s well-known obstacles. In 1862, when the Manchester Cotton
Supply Association sent cotton gins and presses to India, they planned to unload
them in the newly constructed port of Sedashegur, close to areas in which cotton
was grown. Yet when the ships arrived, they found that the port had not been
finished. Eventually they moved the gins and presses to another port, which did
have facilities for unloading, but the road linking this port to the cotton-growing
areas was not complete and the machinery could not be moved.25
Confronted with such problems, British cotton manufacturers, especially through
the channels of two organizations they dominated, the Manchester Chamber of
Commerce and the Manchester Cotton Supply Association, redoubled their efforts to
transform the Indian countryside. After all, asked Manchester Chamber of
Commerce member Henry Ashworth, “what is the value of our possessions if we do
not use them?” Ashworth and others pressed a newly receptive British government
for massive infrastructure investments, changes in criminal codes to make the
adulteration of cotton a crime, and new property laws to create clearly defined and
easily marketable property in land.26
Such pressures by manufacturers and merchants to bring the state in did not fall
on deaf ears. Already in September 1861, the finance minister of India, Samuel
Laing, met with representatives of cotton interests in Manchester to discuss ways to
improve Indian cotton production, meetings that would continue in Manchester,
London, and Bombay throughout the war. Charles Wood, the British foreign
secretary for India, saw the urgency as well, recommending “to get as much as
possible from India.” British colonial officials wrote dozens of reports to investigate
the cotton-growing potential of this or that area of India.27
The British government and manufacturers agreed that the administrative, legal,
and infrastructural capacity of the imperial state needed to be pushed into the
Indian countryside. Perhaps most important was manufacturers’ pressure to create a
new kind of legal environment in order to facilitate European investment in and
domination of cotton production. Cotton capitalists wanted to change Indian
contract law to make “penal the breach of contract where advances have been
made,” giving “the advancer an absolute lien upon the crop he advances upon to the
extent of his advances,” allowing for penalties including prison at hard labor. If
merchants could secure such an absolute claim on cotton grown with the support of
their capital, investment would be encouraged, and it would help overcome “the
difficulty of enforcing the observance of legal Contracts with the agricultural
Population of India.” Such a system would permit cultivators to devote their efforts
entirely to cash crops, since advances would allow them to purchase food grains
before their own cotton crop ripened. Eventually this pressure succeeded; new
contract laws were imposed. In 1863, moreover, criminal laws were enacted that
made the adulteration of cotton a crime punishable by imprisonment at hard

labor.28
Such market making went hand in hand with physical infrastructure projects
serving both the interests of the “Manchester people” and the colonial state,
especially the construction of railroads, which, as Charles Wood remarked, would
not only move cotton to ports but also allow for the quick movement of troops to
subdue rebellions. During the first year of the war alone, government expenditures
on infrastructure projects in India nearly doubled. When in 1864 the British
government for India allocated £7 million to “Public Works,” the Times of India
commented that the “budget…may be considered as devoted to the express object of
opening up readier access from the field to the market.” Wood himself, concerned
about the pressures from Manchester, wrote in March 1863 to Sir Charles Trevelyan,
India’s finance minister, to urge him to spend more aggressively on infrastructure
improvements, as not to do so would be a “suicidal act.” “These roads,” warned
Wood, “we must make.” Moreover, the colonial government reduced the cottongoods import duty from 10 to 5 percent, a reduction that British manufacturers
strongly favored since they believed the duties gave “a fictitious encouragement
to…mechanically produced manufactures,” thereby “diverting the capital and
labour of India from the cultivation of the varied productions which the soil would
yield in great abundance.” India’s future, they agreed, was not in manufacturing,
but in the provision of raw cotton to European industry.29
Yet despite such far-reaching interventions, manufacturers remained dissatisfied
with the British government. Their decades-old calls for more state intervention now
took on nearly hysterical tones, hastening the emergence of an even tighter
relationship between merchants, manufacturers, and the imperial state, a
relationship that became the hallmark of the empire of cotton during the last third
of the nineteenth century and beyond.
The Manchester Chamber of Commerce consistently complained about the
government’s lack of commitment to cotton. Frustrated manufacturers tried to
increase pressure by taking their cause to Parliament. In June 1862 members of
Parliament from cotton-consuming districts demanded greater government
commitment to infrastructure improvements in India to facilitate the movement of
cotton to world markets. “The supply of cotton,” argued Stockport MP John
Benjamin Smith on the occasion of this debate, “is not a mere Lancashire question—
it is a question of great national importance.” These sentiments became so strong
that Lancashire manufacturers eventually complained publicly about Charles Wood,
and members of the Cotton Supply Association demanded nothing less than “the
impeachment of the incompetent Minister.” The British government replied in kind,
with Wood regularly expressing his annoyance with “the Manchester people.” The
manufacturers’ and the government’s interests never entirely converged, because
Charles Wood and other British government officials were acutely aware of the
dangers of upsetting India’s fragile social order in the wake of the Rebellion of 1857,
which had severely challenged British rule in India. They understood, unlike many
manufacturers, that the transformation of the Indian countryside was a gigantic
project that entailed great risks.30
Yet like no other crisis before it, the cotton famine opened new vistas on colonial
raw material production. Even The Economist, the world’s leading publicist for the
benefits of laissez-faire capitalism, eventually endorsed state involvement in
securing cotton, especially from India. It was hard to justify these steps in terms of

the “laws of supply and demand,” but eventually The Economist—and with it many
others—found a way: “The answer, at least a great part of the answer is, that there
appears to exist in many important parts of Indian society very peculiar difficulties,
which to some extent impede and counteract the action of the primary motives
upon which political economy depends for its efficacy.” In India, it continued, “The
primitive prerequisites of common political economy…are not satisfied. You have a
good-demanding Englishman, but, in plain English, not a good-supplying Indian.”
For that reason, “There is no relaxation of the rules of political economy in the
interference of Government in a state of facts like this. Government does not
interfere to prevent the effect and operation of ‘supply and demand,’ but to create
that operation to ensure that effect…. There is no greater anomaly in recommending
an unusual policy for a State destitute of the ordinary economical capacities, than in
recommending an unusual method of education for a child both blind and deaf.”31
Unlikely champions joined in this clamor for state intervention in the global
cotton-growing countryside. Cotton manufacturer, member of Parliament, and free
trade advocate Richard Cobden, for example, agreed that Adam Smith’s ideas were
not applicable when it came to India. Along the same lines, the Manchester
Chamber of Commerce called a special meeting in July 1862 regarding the supply of
cotton from India, demanding “that public aid be given for this object by forwarding
such public works as will facilitate the production and transport of cotton to the
port of shipment, such as works of irrigation, roads, or railways, and by amending
and perfecting the Laws of Contract and Land Tenure.” Manufacturers and colonial
bureaucrats, faced with the cotton famine, became increasingly impatient with the
workings of the market. As the superintendent of the Cotton Gin Factory in the
Dharwar Collectorate reported in May 1862, while “we are strongly impressed with
the belief, that, as a general rule, it is not judicious to interfere by legislative
enactments in matters connected with trade, but looking to the circumstances of the
present case,…to the immense importance of the questions at the present time
affecting not only local, but national, interests, and to the apparent inefficiency of
the present law, we are forced to the conviction that exceptional and more stringent
legislation is necessary.” Wood, too, had come to believe that the operation of the
“laws of supply and demand” would not suffice to bring more cotton from India to
Britain, despite his fractious relations with the louder elements of the cotton
interests. Indian cultivators, so he believed, preferred leisure to accumulation,
resulting in lower production when prices were high. India needed state reform and
coercion if it hoped to replace the American South in the cotton economy. The crisis
of slavery forced the imperial states to insert themselves in new ways into the global
cotton-growing countryside.32
The effectiveness of government interventions was furthered by rapidly rising
prices that lubricated the often balky transition to world market production. The
value of Indian cotton more than quadrupled during the first two years of the war.
As a result, Indian cultivators began planting cotton on newly cleared land as well
as on land once devoted to food crops. This unprecedented dedication to export
agriculture, according to the U.S. consul in Calcutta, created “supplies of
unanticipated magnitude.” It paid handsomely during the war years and helped
European cotton manufacturers secure some of the raw material they needed to
keep their factories running. Whereas India had only contributed 16 percent of
Britain’s supply of raw cotton in 1860, and 1.1 percent of France’s in 1857, it

contributed 75 percent in 1862 in Britain and as much as 70 percent in France.
Some of this cotton had been diverted from domestic use and competing foreign
markets (especially China), while the rest was the result of a 50 percent increase in
production.33
Rural producers in western India in general and the province of Berar—which the
British had only acquired in 1853—in particular were most responsible for this
increase in output. The explosive growth of Bombay can indeed be traced to the
Civil War years, as Indian cotton left its old channels of trade into Bengal and
moved toward the great European entrepôt. By 1863, ships burdened with cotton
even sailed out of Bombay harbor to New York. European merchants and
manufacturers complained about the poor quality of Indian cotton—it was less
clean, of shorter staple, and required the adjustment of machines—but Indian cotton
prevented the total collapse of the European cotton industries. “The American
slaveholders have done more to promote the development of the resources of India
by British capital,” observed the Cotton Supply Reporter, “than British capitalists
would ever have done without their interference.” The crisis of American slavery in
effect forced and enabled the reconfiguration of the cotton-growing countryside
elsewhere.34
The wave of activity that transformed parts of India also rippled through Egypt’s
lower Nile Delta. In response to the desperate search by cotton manufacturers for
new sources of raw cotton, the Ottoman viceroy Muhammad Sa’id Pasha quickly set
about converting his own large landholdings into vast cotton farms. According to
Massachusetts cotton manufacturer Edward Atkinson, Muhammad Sa’id became at a
stroke “the largest and best cultivator of cotton in the world,” but unbeknownst to
Atkinson, he did so in the context of an enormous wave of coercion and violence
descending on the Egyptian countryside, including the importation of additional
slaves from the Sudan.35
From the viceroy’s vantage point, his long-term project of modernizing Egypt
through the sale of cotton on world markets, a project, as we have seen, begun
about four decades earlier under Pasha Muhammad Ali, now seemed closer than
ever to fruition. New railroads, new canals, new cotton gins, and new cotton presses
were built. By 1864, 40 percent of all fertile land in Lower Egypt had been
converted to cotton farms. Egyptian rural cultivators, the fellaheen, quintupled their
cotton production between 1860 and 1865 from 50.1 million to 250.7 million
pounds, marking a permanent economic change of such significance that historians
of Egypt rank the American Civil War among the most crucial events in that
country’s nineteenth-century history. The fourteenfold increase in the value of
cotton exports was “an economic revolution.” And it was not surprising that when
the viceroy traveled to Manchester in 1862 in the midst of the American Civil War,
he was given a hero’s welcome.36
The effects of the Civil War also reached the northeastern coast of Brazil. Decades
earlier, subsistence farmers had occupied land belonging to large estate owners in
and around Pernambuco. Over time these peasants began to cultivate small amounts
of cotton to obtain cash for necessities and taxes. When prices for cotton surged
during the war and British credit flooded the countryside, farmers abandoned their
subsistence crops to plant cotton for the world market. Collectively, these cultivators
more than doubled Brazilian cotton exports between 1860 and 1865.37
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Rural cultivators in other regions of the world also responded to the cotton
famine. Western Anatolia, for example, saw its exports more than triple to 31.5
million pounds by 1863, thanks to a coordinated effort by private British cotton
capitalists and the Imperial Command in Istanbul, which created special privileges
for cotton growers, distributed American cottonseed, and extended railroads into the
hinterland to facilitate the transport of cotton to the coast. French colonial officials
in Algeria labored to increase cotton production during the Civil War, pressured by
manufacturers and the Société Industrielle de Mulhouse, and supported by a number
of private companies that raised capital and set up operations there. In Argentina
“the experiments to spread the cultivation of cotton were started several times,
especially during the period of 1862–1865…when the export of cotton from the
United States declined as a result of the Civil War.” In Mexico, a future cotton
power, cotton planting increased to serve the Union market, and the value of cotton
exports skyrocketed by a factor of eight between 1861 and 1865. The Peruvian
cotton industry’s exports quadrupled. Similarly, one of the world’s largest crops,
Chinese cotton, broke over the steep banks of its broad domestic market and poured
into world markets. Transcaucasian and Central Asian cotton made its presence felt
in Moscow and Saint Petersburg. West African cotton, thanks to the joint efforts of
African merchants and French colonialists, found eager buyers in Alsace and
Normandy. And along the Atlantic coast of Africa, in the future German colony of
Togo, African merchants employed their slaves in the production of cotton for
shipment to Liverpool.38
The cotton rush indeed sparked even more fanciful scenarios among political
economists, manufacturers, and merchants who hoped that this or that region of the
world would fill the gap left by the war, testifying to the chaotic and experimental
nature of this response to the Civil War. The Manchester Guardian repeatedly
trumpeted the cotton prospects of various parts of Africa, India, Australia, and the
Middle East. “L’Afrique est le vrai pays du coton,” pronounced one French observer
optimistically in 1864. “Queensland,” argued the Australian Queensland Guardian in
1861, “must be cottonized.” To the chagrin of cotton manufacturers and gullible
investors, not all such plans worked out during the war years. The quantity of
African, Argentinean, and Central Asian cotton sold on the world market remained

small and the obstacles in those regions remained too great for private capital, even
in concert with desperate European governments, to overcome.39
Nonetheless, during the American Civil War, merchants, manufacturers, and
statesmen glimpsed the future shape of the empire of cotton. They engaged, as
Samuel B. Ruggles explained to the New York Chamber of Commerce, in a “great
effort for the commercial emancipation of the civilized nations of the earth.”40
Because of them, Indian, Egyptian, and Brazilian cotton became a major presence on
Western markets. Their experience during the cotton famine, moreover, had opened
bold new vistas of colonial adventure and state involvement in commodity markets.
While private investment and lobbying of the state had characterized the
antebellum efforts of cotton merchants and manufacturers, the cotton famine
sharply raised the dependence of these cotton capitalists on the state and on their
own political sophistication. Colonialism had become a matter of urgent selfinterest, as capitalists grasped how vulnerable their global networks and huge
capital investments were to local disruption and how unstable slavery had become.

Yet the question of the future role of American cotton in the global economy
remained. Would it return to market? And if so, would slaves still be growing it?

“The biggest commercial catastrophe in the world.” French engineer Charles Joseph Minard maps the impact of
the Civil War on the global cotton industry. (illustration credit 9.3)

Some cotton manufacturers and merchants in Europe went as far as to hope for a
permanent separation of the Union to enable the continued growing of cotton by
slaves in an internationally recognized Confederacy. They believed that the cotton

empire depended for the foreseeable future on slavery. In France, the procureur
général reported widespread sentiments among mill owners in the textile region of
Alsace that “from a commercial point of view, the separation would be a boon for us
due to the ease that the South was willing to give the European Trade.” The
procureur général of Colmar observed in 1862 that public opinion more and more
favors the “prompt recognition of the Confederacy.” Le Havre merchants were
nearly as vocal in their support for the cause of the Confederacy, the Courier du
Havre being at the forefront of such sentiments. Many of the propertied in Great
Britain similarly opposed the northern cause, motivated by antidemocratic attitudes
and a preference for a divided and weakened power in North America, yet concerns
about cotton certainly came into their calculations as well: When John Arthur
Roebuck advocated in the House of Commons for the recognition of the
Confederacy, he did not tire of mentioning the fate of Lancashire textile workers and
their need for cotton. Tellingly, Liverpool, the world’s largest cotton port, was the
most pro-Confederate place in the world outside the Confederacy itself. Liverpool
merchants helped bring out cotton from ports blockaded by the Union navy, built
warships for the Confederacy, and supplied the South with military equipment and
credit. The Liverpool Southern Club, as well as the Central Association for the
Recognition of the Confederate States, agitated for permanent separation. Even the
Liverpool Chamber of Commerce entertained the benefits of an independent
Confederacy. Liverpool’s mercantile community believed, as the Browns’ Liverpool
partner Francis Alexander Hamilton wrote in August 1861, that “no earthly power
could reunite the two sections,” and that a Union victory was “an utter
impossibility.”41
Liverpool was not alone. In Manchester, the Southern Club and the Manchester
Southern Independence Association agitated for the South. In 1862, thousands of
participants, some of them workers, staged rallies in British cotton towns,
demanding government recognition of the Confederacy. Even though many workers
supported the Union as its struggle became increasingly identified with the struggle
for free labor, elite sentiment tended to favor the Confederacy with the president of
the Manchester Chamber of Commerce expressing his expectation that “permanent
secession of the Southern States was inevitable.”42

“Well, yes! it is certain that ‘Cotton’ is more useful to me than ‘Wool!!’ ” Northerners fear that Britain will
abandon its neutrality to secure cotton, 1862 or 1863. (illustration credit 9.4)

Such sentiments, while not universal among cotton manufacturers and merchants,
had the potential to influence the position of governments, especially of Britain and
France, toward the American war. The Union, which had an overwhelming interest
in maintaining the neutrality of European governments, took the threat seriously.
The Confederacy, for its part, saw gaining international recognition as its single
most important foreign policy goal. Of course there were good reasons not to
intervene: Britain had to consider the fate of its Canadian provinces, and its growing
dependence on wheat and corn imports from the northern United States, while
continental powers such as France, Russia, and Prussia had an interest in
maintaining a strong United States to balance British economic and military power.
But European mediation of the conflict and even European recognition of the
Confederacy always remained a possibility, its advocates almost invariably touting
the advantages of an independent Confederacy as a source of cotton.43
Social upheaval, including demonstrations, riots, and strikes (more than fifty in
France alone) in the cotton manufacturing regions increased the anxiety of state
bureaucrats and capitalists. Before becoming prime minister of Great Britain,
William Gladstone, among others, cited this fear of social upheaval in Lancashire as
a reason for European intervention in the American conflict. In 1862, in a public
speech, Gladstone drew a dire picture of the social and financial impact of the
cotton famine, though lauding the patience of England’s workers, comparing the
importance of the cotton famine to the other two calamities that had befallen the

British Empire, the Irish famine and the Indian mutiny.44
Cotton interests constantly pressured the Lincoln administration to keep the needs
of European cotton consumers in mind. The diplomatic correspondence between the
British Foreign Office and the British embassy in Washington, D.C., suggests that
Foreign Minister Earl Russell along with the French government exerted
considerable pressure on the Union administration. “I went to the State department
on the 25th [of July 1863] and spoke to Mr. Seward about the cotton,” reported the
British ambassador to Washington, Lord Lyons, to London. “I told him that we had
waited with the greatest patience while the military operations were going on upon
the Mississippi, but that now the River was open, and the time has come at which
we had been promised an ample supply. What was he prepared to do to redeem his
promises?” Lincoln was well aware of the importance of cotton in the conflict. In his
first annual message on December 3, 1861, he argued that “the principal lever relied
on by the insurgents for exciting foreign nations to hostility against us…is the
embarrassment of commerce.” And by mid-1862, as the cabinet discussed Lincoln’s
plan for emancipation of slaves in rebel states, Seward argued successfully against
such “immediate promulgation” and “strongly in favor of cotton and foreign
governments.” Seward feared that announcement of emancipation would lead to
European recognition of the Confederacy. His ears close to the ground, he
recognized the potentially revolutionary implications of the American struggle to
global capitalism and urged caution.45
American diplomats too were frequently reminded of Europe’s urgent need for
cotton. When William Thayer, the American consul to Alexandria, Egypt, traveled to
London in the summer of 1862, he reported to Seward that recognition was very
much on the mind of British policy elites. That same year, the American minister to
Brussels, Henry Sanford, was confronted by the French secretary of state, who
cautioned that “We are nearly out of cotton, and cotton we must have.” When in the
spring of 1862 Louis Napoleon conversed with William L. Dayton, the U.S. minister
in Paris, he hoped “that something will be done by your government to relieve the
difficulties here, growing out of the want of cotton.” Pressured by widespread
demands among cotton industrialists, the French government engaged in diplomatic
efforts to end the American conflict, so that, as Mulhouse cotton manufacturer
Gustave Imbert-Koechlin pronounced, “peace may reign between the two American
states.” Confederate diplomats in Europe, encouraged by such complaints, knew that
Europe’s need for southern cotton was the strongest arrow in their diplomatic
arsenal and launched it with increasing desperation as the tide of war turned against
the South.46

Securing raw materials globally, reminding Lincoln of the need for cotton: Lord Lyons, as photographed by
Mathew Brady (illustration credit 9.5)

Union diplomats desperately tried to counteract such sentiments by making
concerted efforts to communicate to the European public directly. Charles Francis
Adams advised his son in 1861 that it would be useful if he would author a
pamphlet about the cotton question. “Two things are necessary to the production of
cotton—an abundance of labor and a cotton soil,” he wrote. “Look into the question
of soil first,” he advised, arguing that a whole range of places around the globe had
the necessary environmental conditions to grow cotton. In some parts of the world,
he added, labor was abundant as well, such as in India and Egypt, while in other
parts of the world “there is no labor and here the cooly question rises.” Adams saw
an opportunity in the war to allow other cotton producers to emerge, and to undo
permanently the South’s near monopoly. “The importance of this struggle [for the
blockade and for new sources of cotton] cannot be overestimated.” On “the
consequent cotton pressure throughout the world hangs the destruction of American
slavery.”47
Indeed, the best way to make the war against the Confederacy palatable to
powerful cotton interests in Europe was to demonstrate that inexpensive cotton
could be secured elsewhere. And the U.S. government indeed did its best to
encourage production in other parts of the world, for example by moving vast
quantities of cottonseed abroad. Washington, wrote Seward in April 1862, had “an
obvious duty…to examine the capacities of other countries for cotton culture and
stimulate it as much as possible, and thus to counteract the destructive designs of
the factious monopolists at home.” Egypt, with its long-staple crop, was of particular

importance in these calculations since it could replace American exports with a
high-quality substitute, unlike Indian cotton. Throughout the war years, Thayer met
regularly with the viceroy to discuss cotton production and eventually hired a
confidant of the viceroy, Ayoub Bey Trabulsi, to examine “the cottons of Egypt.”
Thanks to such contacts, Thayer was able to report by November 1862 that “the
Vice Roy has exerted his influence to aid in the increased cultivation…he has…
advised all the large proprietors hereafter to sow one fourth of their land with
cotton. As the advice of His Highness is practically equivalent to a command, the
proprietors have commenced…to expedite the great agricultural revolution now in
progress.”48
Seward projected confidence that such efforts would succeed and especially
emphasized the unforeseen effects of global cotton production on the South’s bid for
independence. “The insurrectionary cotton States will be blind to their own welfare
if they do not see how their prosperity and all their hopes are passing away, when
they find Egypt, Asia Minor and India supplying the world with cotton, and
California furnishing the gold for its purchase.”49
And indeed, these overtures of American policy makers did help to defuse
tensions between Washington and European capitals. In the spring of 1862, Baring
Brothers Liverpool expressed the view that war between the United States and Great
Britain was less likely “provided we get a large import from India.” Charles Wood
argued in August 1862 that “our only domestic trouble,…the distress in Lancashire,
…may be much mitigated, if any reasonable quantity worth speaking of can come
from India beyond what she sent last year.” By 1863, widespread cotton imports
from India had alleviated the cotton crisis in France. Indeed by early 1864 the
procureurs généraux of various cotton manufacturing districts could report that
cotton imports from India and Egypt had relieved pressure on manufacturers, as
factories started slowly to produce again and, as a result, “the struggle…lost a great
deal of interest in our département.”50 As Seward put it a few years after the war, in
1872, when he came to the Indian city of Agra—the site of the Taj Mahal—to visit a
cotton gin there, “From the tomb of the Mogul monarch Of India, Akbar, we passed
to the tomb of the pretended monarch of America, King Cotton.”51
Once significant amounts of cotton arrived from sources other than the United
States, the political pressure on European governments from cotton interests
declined. Edward Atkinson, the Boston cotton manufacturer, was relieved that the
“supposed dependence of Europe upon the Cotton States has proved to be an utter
fallacy,” and thought it possible that soon “Europe will become absolutely
independent of this country for her supply.” By 1863, even those whose livelihood
depended on cotton, and who had once been advocates of the cause of the southern
states, began to envision a diverse supply network of raw cotton without reliance on
slaves.52
Some even began to see the obstinacy of the South, in its demands for
independence and its attachment to slavery, as the real cause of disruption to the
world economy. After all, cotton merchants and manufacturers, unlike southern
planters and their government, were not invested in a particular source of cotton—
the American South—nor in a particular system of labor to produce it—slavery. All
they required was a secure and predictable supply of inexpensive cotton in the
qualities they desired.

Yet it was one thing to respond to short-term supply disruptions resulting from a
blockade, and another to imagine an empire of cotton without slavery. Based on
their readings of the history of the cotton empire during the previous eighty years,
many merchants and manufacturers feared that the potential disruption of the “deep
relationship between slavery and cotton production” might, as the Bremer
Handelsblatt put it, “destroy one of the essential conditions of the mass production”
of cotton textiles.53
As early as 1861, when Union general John C. Frémont emancipated slaves in
Missouri, The Economist worried that such a “fearful measure” might spread to other
slaveholding states, “inflict[ing] utter ruin and universal desolation on those fertile
territories.” The Cotton Supply Reporter went as far as to evoke “the horrors of a
second St. Domingue,” should the war become a war for emancipation, and
predicted that in such a case the United States’ “marvelous cotton-producing
industry must suddenly collapse.” It was not surprising that people with such beliefs
would come to see the fall of Richmond as of such consequence, according to the
hyperventilating Bremer Handelsblatt, that even the “richest imagination was too
poor to envisage its implications.”54
Considering these fears, it was the more remarkable that 4 million slaves in the
United States—among them the world’s most important cotton growers—gained
their freedom during or immediately after the war. Encouraged by their perception
of their masters’ weakness in the face of a national government bent on subduing
the rebels, slaves embarked upon an agrarian insurrection. By deserting plantations,
withdrawing their labor power, giving intelligence to federal troops, and eventually
taking up arms as Union soldiers, American slaves pressed to make a sectional war
into a war of emancipation. And they succeeded. Never before and never thereafter
did cotton growers revolt with similar success, their strength fortuitously amplified
by a deep and irreconcilable split within the nation’s elite.55

The Impact of the American Civil War on the Global Cotton Industry, 1861–1865

With slavery unlikely to be resurrected in face of such unprecedented revolt,
cotton capitalists searched for new ways to mobilize cotton-growing labor. They
could not find much reassurance in past cotton-growing experiences in other regions
of the world. At prevailing antebellum world market prices, few cultivators in India,
Brazil, or Africa, had produced much cotton for European markets, despite the best
efforts of some manufacturers. Peasants had tenaciously clung to subsistence
farming, and the fraction who did cultivate cotton for markets sold it to nearby
spinners, not to Liverpool or Le Havre merchants. Even in the United States itself, as
slaves gained their freedom during the war, many of them quickly abandoned the
industrial rhythm of the plantation and instead tried to focus on subsistence
agriculture.56
Moreover, the experience of earlier emancipations in the Caribbean, in SaintDomingue above all, had deflated the hopes of merchants and manufacturers about
cash-crop production by former slaves. As early as 1841, Herman Merivale had
observed that it was difficult to compel “the negroes to perform hired labour while

they have their own provision grounds, and other resources, at their disposal.” The
(British) Select Committee investigating “the existing relations between Employers
and Labourers” in the West Indies had similarly noted in 1842 that the production
of agricultural commodities had diminished in the wake of emancipation because
“the labourers are enabled to live in comfort and to acquire wealth without, for the
most part, labouring on the estates of the Planters for more than three or four days
in a week.” As The Economist put it, “in the tropics Nature has given man the
benefit, or the curse, of a perpetual poor law, a prodigality of food which of itself
established a minimum of wages.”57
For British colonial official W. H. Holmes the dilemma was clear: “When the slave
became a free man…his first desire was also to become independent; to be
completely his own master.” In Guyana, which he studied carefully, “a trifling
amount of labour procures the few luxuries, which a most fertile soil fails to place
within reach,” making it unlikely that farmers would grow export crops for wages.
Vegetables, fish, and fruit were available for the asking, a situation that, “in my
opinion, [has] been fraught with evil consequences.” French colonial bureaucrats
had come to essentially the same conclusion: Once “free…the Black…returns to the
hut of the savage.” Freedpeople’s retreat into subsistence agriculture, envisioned by
so many former slaves as a true foundation for their new freedom, was the worst
nightmare of cotton merchants and manufacturers the world over.58 European
observers’ concerns about freedpeople were further amplified by developments in
the Caribbean, such as the 1865 Morant Bay Rebellion in Jamaica, when a group of
black Jamaicans revolted against the harsh punishment the colonial administration
had inflicted on a group of squatters, a rebellion that was suppressed by an orgy of
violence by British troops.
Landowners, manufacturers, merchants, and statesmen concluded from this
reading of past experiences that emancipation was potentially threatening to the
well-being of the world’s mechanized cotton industry. Consequently, they worked
zealously to find ways to reconstruct durably the worldwide web of cotton
production, to transform the global countryside without resorting to slavery.
Already during the war itself, in articles and books, speeches and letters, they
belabored the question of if and where cotton could be grown by nonslave labor.
Edward Atkinson, for example, contributed to this debate as early as 1861 with his
Cheap Cotton by Free Labor, and one year later, William Holmes’s Free Cotton: How
and Where to Grow It extended the discussion. An anonymous French author added
his voice the same year with Les blancs et les noirs en Amérique et le coton dans les
deux mondes.59
Soon such treatises were informed by lessons drawn from the Civil War
experiences. The sudden turn to nonslave cotton during the Civil War years in
Egypt, Brazil, and India as well as in Union-controlled zones of the American South
represented, after all, a global experiment: What would a world with cotton but
without slaves look like?
These rehearsals—for a new postwar, postslavery cotton empire—nurtured two
somewhat contradictory faiths. Few observers reckoned that enough cotton could be
procured to permit cotton manufacturing to continue its dramatic expansion even
without slavery. This was, for example, the judgment of the English Ladies’ Free

Grown Cotton movement, a loose association of women who committed themselves
to purchasing only cloth produced with free labor cotton. And, perhaps most
optimistically, it was embraced by Republicans in the United States such as Edward
Atkinson, who believed that cotton production in the American South could be
expanded dramatically through the use of “free labor”—that is, as long as
freedpeople did not remain content with subsistence agriculture. Atkinson,
impressed by his own successes in staffing his cotton mills with wage workers,
fervently believed that the future of the United States’—and the world’s—cotton
supply depended on the ability of southern landowners and the southern states to
motivate freed slaves to produce cotton.60
Yet the Civil War experience also had shown that nonslave cotton had entered
world markets only under conditions of unsustainably high prices; after all, the price
of Indian cotton had more than quadrupled and earlier efforts to bring Indian cotton
to market at lower prices had largely failed. Moreover, from the perspective of 1864
and 1865, emancipation was accompanied by considerable social turmoil in the
American South. Cotton capitalists’ widespread belief that freedom would bring a
permanent reduction in the supplies of raw cotton was thus reasonable and was
expressed most directly in the fact that postbellum cotton prices remained well
above their prewar level. Breathless reports came into Liverpool, such as the one
received by the Rathbones which predicted that “negro labour could not be
depended on for next year.” The Barings, in turn, asserted that “few appear to think
that labour can be sufficiently reorganized in the South to plant and pick a crop next
season exceeding 1½ million bales.” (In 1860, the cotton crop had been 5.4 million
bales.)61
As fears of permanently reduced cotton harvests spread through cotton circles,
pressure for a reconstruction of plantation agriculture in the American South after
the defeat of the Confederacy mounted, especially the orderly return of cotton
cultivators to the fields. The Bremer Handelsblatt called for a policy of forgiveness
toward the defeated planter elite. In the spring of 1865, the British minister to
Washington, Sir Frederick William Adolphus Bruce, reported back to London on the
status of Reconstruction, severely critiquing the “ultra-Republicans,” and reminding
President Andrew Johnson to take into account the urgent need to revive cotton
production. The question of if and how freedpeople would work occupied him; he
feared that “the emancipation of the Negroes will be a great blow to the material
prosperity of the cotton and sugar growing States.” Concerned about upheavals in
the South and critical of efforts to extend suffrage rights to freedpeople, he
approvingly reported in May 1865 that “everywhere measures are being taken to
force the Negroes to work, and to teach them that freedom means working for
wages instead of masters.”62
Yet cotton capitalists and government bureaucrats also had learned much broader
lessons during the war. Most important, they understood that labor, not land,
constrained the production of cotton. Members of the Manchester Cotton Supply
Association, the world’s leading experts on such matters, understood that land and
climate of a “quality equal and in many cases superior to that” of America was
available in many different parts of the globe. But these experts on global cotton
found that “the very first requisite, which was labor” was more difficult to find. As
the British finance minister for India, Samuel Laing, remarked, “The question of the
abolition of slavery over the world, depends probably upon the question whether

cotton produced by free labor in India can undersell cotton the produce of slavery in
America.”63
But where should this labor come from? During the Civil War, as we have seen,
the efforts of cotton interests focused squarely on accessing labor in regions that
formerly had not grown significant amounts of cotton for European markets. The
president of the Cotton Supply Association summarized this strategy succinctly: “We
are now opening up the interior.” This strategy had a long history; the Civil War,
however, had focused the energies of capitalists and statesmen in unprecedented
ways.64
This rapid geographic expansion of the global web of cotton production was
deeply entangled with efforts to find new ways to motivate rural cultivators to grow
the white gold and move it to market. How could rulers make peasants grow crops
that, as political scientist Timothy Mitchell put it so well, “they could not eat, or
process to serve local needs”? Or how could, as the French observer M. J. Mathieu
asked far less delicately in 1861, “black workers be disciplined and stimulated”?65
Throughout the empire of cotton, bureaucrats and capitalists agonized over the
question of whether “the negroe will from now on be a industrious worker.”66 In an
unusually long article, The Economist took the occasion of the end of the Civil War to
engage in an extended deliberation on the issue, arguing:
There is probably no one point of politics which involves economic results so
wide or so permanent as the relation between the white and the dark races of
the world…. It is probably the destiny, it is even now the function, it is
certainly the interest of the European, and more particularly of the English
family of mankind, to guide and urge and control the industrial enterprises of
all Asia, of all Africa, and of those portions of America settled by African,
Asiatic, or hybrid races. Those enterprises are very large indeed…. The one
necessity essential to the development of these new sources of prosperity is the
arrangement of some industrial system under which very large bodies of dark
labourers will work willingly under a very few European supervisors. It is not
only individual labour which is required, but organized labour, labour so
scientifically arranged that the maximum of result shall be obtained at a
minimum of cost, that immense sudden efforts, such as are required in tunnel
cutting, cotton picking and many other operations, shall be possible without
strikes or quarrels, and that, above all, there shall be no unnatural addition to
the price of labour in the shape of bribes to the workmen to obey orders
naturally repulsive to their prejudices.
To be sure, The Economist argued, “All these ends were secured, it must freely be
acknowledged, by slavery. For the mere execution of great works cheaply no
organization could be equal to that which placed the skilled European at the top,
and made him despotic master of the half-skilled black or copper-coloured labourer
below…” But slavery had also “moral and social consequences which are not
beneficial.” And for that reason, “A new organization therefore must be commenced,
and the only one as yet found to work effectively is…one based upon perfect
freedom and mutual self-interest…. If, however, complete freedom is to be the
principle adopted, it is clear that the dark races must in some way or other be
induced to obey white men willingly.”67

But how would “the dark races…be induced to obey white men willingly”? The
Civil War had unintentionally transformed the possibilities for where and how
cotton might be grown, overturning in one stroke the balance between coerced and
free labor in the global web of cotton production. The determined efforts of slaves
themselves and the advance of the Union army bolstered by newly freed men and
women had destroyed the system of chattel slavery that for 250 years had fueled
both war capitalism and the Industrial Revolution. But the newly emerging order in
the world’s cotton fields was still up for grabs.68
The outlines of what this reconstruction would look like were only glimpsed here
and there during the Civil War itself. Yet by century’s end, the world of cotton
would look dramatically different. The speed and flexibility with which merchants,
manufacturers, and agricultural producers responded to the crisis revealed their
adaptability and, not least, their capacity for marshaling new, indirect, but farreaching forms of state power to secure labor in place of direct ownership of human
beings. “The emancipation of the enslaved races and the regeneration of the people
of the East,” observed the Revue de Deux Mondes perceptively, “were intimately
connected.”69
When the guns fell silent on the North American continent in April 1865, the
greatest turmoil in the eighty-five-year history of a European-dominated cotton
industry came to an end. New systems for the mobilization of labor had been tested
around the world—from coolie workers to sharecropping to wage labor—and while
it was still uncertain if cotton production would return to antebellum levels, belief
in the possibility of “free labor” cotton had become nearly universal. As former
slaves throughout the United States celebrated their freedom, manufacturers and
workers looked forward to factories running again at capacity, fueled by newly
plentiful cotton supplies.
Merchants, however, had little to celebrate. “The peace rumor caused almost a
panic,” reported Baring Brothers Liverpool to their counterparts in London in
February 1865. When the Indian Daily News, in an “extraordinary” issue, reported in
early March of the capture of Charleston by Union forces, it observed, “Panic in
Liverpool. Cotton down to one shilling,” a panic that rapidly spread to Bombay
itself. Boston ice merchant Calvin W. Smith reported from Bombay that “I am sorry
to say such long faces I never saw on any set of mortals as the English & Parsees put
on here. Our success at home is their ruination. Let that war end in one year, and
there will be more failures in this town, than in any one place anywhere. Such wild
speculation as has been going on here for the last four years, never was heard of
before.” In Liverpool panic prevailed as well. Liverpool cotton merchant Samuel
Smith remembered, “It was pitiable to see men who had bought fine mansions and
costly picture galleries, hanging about ‘the flags,’ watching the chance of borrowing
a guinea from an old friend.”70
This global panic illuminated to peasants, workers, manufacturers, and merchants
how closely intertwined developments all over the world had become. Battles
fought in rural Virginia reverberated in small villages in Berar and Lower Egypt, a
farmer’s crop choice in Brazil rested on his reading of the Liverpool market, and real
estate prices collapsed in Bombay as soon as news of the Union’s destruction of
Richmond reached India’s shores. A British observer was amazed at these new

global links that the Civil War had brought to the fore. “We have seen how potent
and how quick,” he wrote, “the effects of ‘price’ was in the most distant parts of the
globe.”71
The world indeed had become smaller, and the way cotton held parts of it
together had changed significantly. If the Civil War was a moment of crisis for the
empire of cotton, it was also a rehearsal for its reconstruction. Cotton capitalists
were confident from their triumphs in recasting industrial production at home. As
they surveyed the ashes of the South, they saw promising new levers that might
move the mountain of free labor into cotton cultivation with new lands, new labor
relations, and new connections between them. But perhaps most important, cotton
capitalists had learned that the lucrative global trade networks they had spun could
only be protected and maintained by unprecedented state activism. Meanwhile,
statesmen understood that these networks had become essential to the social order
of their nations and hence a crucial bulwark of political legitimacy, resources, and
power. Thus the French observer was correct when he predicted in 1863, “The
empire of cotton is ensured; King Cotton is not dethroned.”72

Chapter Ten

Global Reconstruction

Indian cultivators delivering cotton to an upcountry Volkart Brothers agency. Probably Khamgaon, 1870s.
(illustration credit 10.1)

In the fall of 1865, Captain William Hickens of the British Royal Engineers traveled
through the states of the defeated Confederacy. Dispatched by the Foreign Office to
evaluate the prospects of cotton growing, Hickens met with planters, brokers, “and
other individuals connected with cotton.” In his report to the British secretary of
state, the Earl of Clarendon, he expressed great pessimism about the possibility of
the American South again producing large quantities of cotton at prices comparable
to those of the antebellum years. For 1866, he expected at most 1 million bales of
cotton to come from southern plantations and farms, one-quarter of the last prewar
harvest. The reason for his dismal assessment was straightforward: There was not
enough labor in the South to plow, seed, prune, and harvest all that cotton. “So
completely has the system of labour been disorganized by the emancipation of the
slaves,” he lamented, that cotton harvests for the foreseeable future would be vastly
reduced. Planters in Louisiana had told Hickens that “there is the greatest difficulty
in getting a fair day’s work out of the negroes,” as the freedpeople have “no idea of
the sanctity of a contract, and will…evade the performance of [their] part of it.”
The solution, Hickens concluded, was the growing of cotton by white settlers, who
would eventually be able to grow a crop “as large each year as before the war,” but
never again as cheaply as “in the old days.”1

In April 1865, the question that was first and foremost on the minds of cotton
capitalists and statesmen was if and when the cotton planters of the American South
would resume their position within the empire of cotton. This question, virtually all
observers agreed with Hickens, boiled down to just one issue: labor. Manchester
cotton manufacturer Edmund Ashworth was all but certain that “the blacks who had
once worked by the whip would be slow to work for wages.” Liverpool cotton
broker Maurice Williams put the issue succinctly: “Now as the power to force this
labor is for ever taken away and that it was mainly owing to this power that the
Southern States were enabled to raise such enormous Crops of Cotton as previously
to supply four fifths the Consumption of the world it may naturally be expected that
free laborers toiling mainly for themselves cannot for years until their number be
materially increased be expected to produce any large quantity compared with
former crops.”2
Just as slaves had revolutionized the cotton empire, emancipation forced cotton
capitalists toward their own revolution—a frantic search for new ways to organize
the cotton-growing labor of the world. Reconciling the emancipation of America’s
cotton growers with the need for ever more raw cotton was not easily accomplished.
Yet cotton manufacturers’ insatiable demand for inexpensive cotton made sure that
the “cotton question” remained high on the agenda. Raw cotton imports were so
voluminous that they were generally the most costly item in the trade of the
industrialized nations of Europe, and cotton exports were at the very top of the list
of goods brought from there to foreign markets. With hundreds of thousands of
workers finding employment in textile mills, these supplies and outlets were crucial
to securing the social stability of European and North American societies. To
maintain an industry so important required a global reconstruction of the empire of
cotton; a search for innovative combinations of land, labor, capital, and state
power.3
The continued rapid growth of the industry over the next half century amplified
this need: Global cotton consumption doubled from 1860 to 1890, and then by 1920
doubled once more. “Among the larger industrial changes of the last thirty years few
exceed, in importance and interest, the marvelous growth of the manufacture of
cotton by machinery,” reported economist Elijah Helm in 1903. British spinners
remained the world’s most important consumers of raw cotton, but their needs
expanded at a slower rate than before 1860. In the 1840s, their cotton consumption
had increased by 4.8 percent annually, but by the 1870s and 1880s that rate of
increase had dropped to 1.4 percent. Britain’s spinning slowdown, however, was
more than made up by the demand from spinners in the rapidly growing cotton
industries of western and eastern Europe, North America, and, by the early
twentieth century, Brazil, Mexico, India, China, and Japan. In the years between
1860 and 1920 mechanical spindles in the world’s cotton industry tripled, as
entrepreneurs and workers set another 100 million spindles in motion—half of them
in the forty years before 1900, and the other half in the first two decades of the
twentieth century. The spread of power looms was dramatic as well. In 1860 there
were 650,000 power looms; the number reached 3.2 million by 1929. Continental
Europe slowly increased its share of global cotton spindles between 1860 and 1900
rising from a quarter of the total in 1860 to 30 percent at the turn of the century.
America also increased its share at the expense of Britain, rising from a 10 percent
share in 1860 to around 20 percent in 1900.4 The primary effect of this shift was to

give a much larger number of states and capitalists an interest in cheap cotton, and
thus in the transformation of the global countryside, hoping to draw an ever wider
swath of the world’s hinterland into the circuits of metropolitan capital
accumulation.5

The Cotton Empire After Slavery, 1865–1920

That the demand for raw cotton exploded just when the traditional way of
organizing its production—slavery—had collapsed gave increased urgency to
capitalists’ and government bureaucrats’ efforts to mobilize cotton-growing workers.
As we have seen, most cultivators had a strong preference for producing for their
families and communities, not for the world market. While small growers from India
to Alabama to West Africa were not averse to participating in markets, even longdistance markets, and did take advantage of opportunities for profit that availed
themselves, their strategies were almost always embedded within a world of family
subsistence, ties of mutual obligation, political arrangements, rights, and customary
practices that made production for the market secondary. They were reluctant to
give up household-focused production, and, in certain regions, collectively strong
enough to resist the encroachments of European and North American capitalists and
imperial administrators. Moreover, agricultural wages were too low and too
insecure to entice rural cultivators to give up subsistence production, as much
greater risks were not balanced by the possibility of higher rewards.6

Number of factory spindles, United Kingdom and world without United Kingdom, 1800–1920 (illustration credit
10.2)

The reconstruction of the empire of cotton, at its core, required the diligent effort
of cotton industrialists, merchants, landowners, and state bureaucrats to undermine
such preferences, drawing, in the process, on the powers of newly consolidating
nation-states, and sanctioning legal—and often illegal—coercion to make rural
farmers into the cultivators and eventually consumers of commodities. They sought
to revolutionize the countryside by spreading capitalist social relations, including
credit, private ownership in land, and contract law. They sought—and eventually
found—what French colonial officials aptly called “a new mode of exploitation.”7
The transformation of the countryside they furthered was most intimately linked to
the globalized nature of industrial production. Earlier forms of global trade had
been based on the exchange of goods produced in all kinds of distinctly
noncapitalist ways—by serfs and within households, for example. Now the wealth
and coercive might of globalizing entrepreneurs and imperial statesmen was
transforming the production regimes of people around the globe by commodifying
both their labor and their land—as they had done in previous centuries in the
Americas, albeit in different forms. In Asia and Africa the “great transformation”
reached, for the first time, into areas remote from port cities. The logic of industrial
capitalism in effect brought about a new form of global economic integration. The
rising power of manufacturers, and the particular form of capital they controlled,
created a new relationship between capital and territory as well as the people who
dwelled on it, and allowed for new ways to mobilize their labor.
New forms of labor—including new forms of coercion, violence, and
expropriation—spread over ever larger areas of the cotton-growing parts of the
globe. Domination now rested not so much on the authority of the master but on the
purportedly impersonal but far from impartial social mechanisms of the market, the
law, and the state. The new systems of labor that emerged from these sometimes
violent but almost always asymmetrical struggles between industrialists, merchants,
agricultural producers, workers, rulers, and bureaucrats became the mainspring of
the production of cotton until the advent of commercially viable mechanical
harvesting in the United States during the 1940s, and of a new global political
economy.8

Even though contemporaries were uncertain if and when American growers would
return to dominating world market production of cotton, no one doubted that the
labor of formerly enslaved cotton growers would be the foundation of any possible
resurgence of American cotton exports, and with it the revival and continued
expansion of the world’s cotton industry. In 1865, merchants, journalists, and
diplomats, many from Europe, pored over maps and tables and sent scouts to the
southern countryside to discover information on what labor system might replace
slavery.9 The core question, they quickly learned, was whether or not freedpeople
would return to the cotton fields. Many wondered if former slaves could be kept
working on the land that they had tilled for more than half a century, and if they
could be made to continue growing cotton now that outright bodily coercion had
become illegal. Certainly some optimistic voices could be heard: Boston cotton
manufacturer Edward Atkinson upheld his fervent belief in the superior productivity
of free labor, including in the production of cotton. Others believed that the
“pinchings of want” would “correct” the “prevailing indolence of the colored
people,” forcing them back to the cotton fields.10
Yet most were considerably more pessimistic: “The cultivation of the hitherto
great Southern staples, will of necessity be abandoned,” predicted the Southern
Cultivator. Cotton merchant J. R. Busk, William Rathbone’s U.S. agent, while hoping
that “the pacification of the South will not be indefinitely postponed by radical
measures,” advised that “negro labour could not be depended on for next year.”
George McHenry from London went even further and argued in his The Cotton
Supply of the United States of America, that only reenslavement would bring forth
cotton: “Cotton can only be cultivated extensively in the Southern States by negro
labour, and negro labour can only be controlled under the semi-patriarchal system
called slavery.” Cotton experts in India concurred, with some self-interest, as the
Bombay cotton commissioner G. F. Forbes predicted that former slaves would spend
their time “sleeping under the nearest tree.”11
Throughout Europe and the United States, economic and political elites agreed
that former slaves must continue to grow cotton. And they also agreed that the
question of cotton boiled down to labor. As lawyer and Union general Francis C.
Barlow put it to his friend Henry Lee Higginson, a wealthy Bostonian who hoped in
1865 to purchase a cotton plantation in the South, “Making money there is a simple
question of being able to make the darkies work.” The question of “negro labor”
agitated the minds of landowners, bureaucrats, former slaves, and self-appointed
experts on such matters from around the globe. As the Southern Cultivator
summarized that discussion, “The all absorbing subject, [is] what kind of labor is
best for us.” And indeed, the question of how “to manage negro labor successfully”
filled the pages of the journal. Many “experts” feared that freedpeople, as they had
in the West Indies a generation earlier, would engage in subsistence agriculture. To
prevent such “evil consequences,” some advocated the payment of monetary wages,
others a system of sharecropping, while again others preferred an effort to maintain
gang labor. A subscriber from South Carolina remarked that “the negro [is] the
proper, legitimate and divinely ordained laborer of the South…[who] has become
wild in the exuberance of his freedom…and will be trained to work as a free man.
He cannot be permitted to become what he is in St. Domingo.” The Macon Telegraph
of Georgia put it more succinctly in the spring of 1865: “the great question now
before our people is how to appropriate all the African labor of the country.”12

Some of the answers to the question of “how to appropriate all the African labor
of the country” had already been found during the war, when Union generals and
northern investors tried to resurrect cotton production in areas of the South
captured by Union troops. Most prominent were the efforts on the Sea Islands off
the coast of South Carolina and Georgia—an important cotton-growing area for
many decades—where northerners such as Edward Atkinson bought cotton
plantations and tried to implement their vision of “free labor.” They foresaw a world
in which freedpeople would continue to grow export crops for wages, a project they
embraced with infectious enthusiasm. Because freedpeople often had a different
idea as to what freedom entailed—namely, land ownership and control over their
labor—there, as elsewhere, the Union army obliged freed slaves to work for wages
on plantations. Such measures did not bode well for the freed slaves’ hopes and
aspirations.13
It took a multiyear struggle on plantations, in local courthouses, in state capitols,
and in Washington to determine the outlines of a new system of labor in the cottongrowing regions of the United States. That struggle began the moment the fighting
ended, when plantation owners, devastated by the economic and political effects of
defeat in war, sought to restore a plantation world as close to slavery as possible. To
be sure, contracts now had to be made and wages paid—the Macon Telegraph
advised its readers in May 1865 with some regret that “remuneration for labor will
hereafter be necessary”—but beyond that, life was to go on as before. Former slaves,
living in the hovels they had inhabited before emancipation, were to hoe, plant,
weed, and harvest under the supervision of overseers. Money or, more typically, a
share of the crop, would compensate them for their efforts.14
An early 1866 contract of cotton planter Alonzo T. Mial of Wake County, North
Carolina, with twenty-seven freedpeople stipulated work from sunrise to sunset,
with some additional activities after sunset, and a commitment to “attend to the
plantation on Sundays.” There was no pay for sick time or leaves. The workers
received in return ten dollars a month, and an additional fifteen pounds of bacon
and one bushel of meal. Similarly, in the southwestern corner of Georgia, a prime
cotton-growing area, upon emancipation planters hired their former slaves as wage
workers, unilaterally imposing restrictive conditions and minimal pay—so little that
it amounted to no more than “life’s necessities” plus one-tenth of the corn crop (and
none of the cotton). The situation was nearly the same in the Yazoo-Mississippi
Delta, perhaps the world’s most important cotton-growing region, where landlords
paid wages, but also tried to limit freedpeople’s mobility and to force them to
remain on plantations and plant cotton. Since most freedmen and -women possessed
hardly anything, landlords imposed these conditions unilaterally, forcing yearlong
contracts on their workers, binding them to the plantation until after harvest time.15
Left to their own devices, planters imagined a reconstruction of the empire of
cotton based on some form of wage labor, leaving the structure of land ownership,
the rhythm of work, and the pattern of plantation life largely unchanged. They had
powerful allies among the economic and political elites of Europe whose singleminded focus was on getting more cotton from the United States.
Planters, however, were not left to their own devices. They encountered
freedpeople determined to create a world radically different from slavery—indeed, a
world in which the production of commodities for international markets would no
longer be their prime concern. Freed people believed, for good reasons, that only

access to land would secure their newfound freedom, and they argued that their
support for the Union war effort and their unpaid labor under slavery had given
them the right to such lands. Many believed that upon Union victory, forty acres
and a mule would await them. A group of freedmen in Virginia, for example, had a
very clear and completely accurate idea as to why “we have a divine right to the
land.” They recalled that “our wives, our children, our husbands, has been sold over
and over again to purchase the lands we now locates upon…. And den didn’t we
clear the land, and raise the crops of corn, ob tobacco, ob rice, ob sugar, ob ebery
ting. And den didn’t dem large cities in de North grow up on de cotton and de
sugars and de rice dat we made?” Slavery amounted to the theft of the just rewards
of their labor—a theft now to be compensated by the redistribution of land.16
Yet freedpeople’s hope of turning themselves into landowning subsistence
peasants was short-lived. Much of the land confiscated during the war was returned
to its original owners as early as the fall of 1865. Without access to land, it was
difficult for freedpeople to exert much control over their labor. With President
Andrew Johnson’s lenient Reconstruction policy, moreover, former slave owners
regained much of their political influence, and they used their restored local and
regional political power to deploy the machinery of the state to limit the claims of
freedpeople to economic resources and power. One of the first things these
“reconstructed” state governments did was to try to enforce labor discipline and
keep workers on plantations. So-called black codes, passed as early as November
1865 in Mississippi, required freedpeople to sign labor contracts that defined
mobility as “vagrancy.” And although the federal government, via the Freedmen’s
Bureau, corrected some of the most flagrant violations of “free labor,” many in the
U.S. government also believed that the coercive power of the state was needed to
transform freedpeople into wage workers. An assistant commissioner of the
Freedmen’s Bureau for Louisiana argued in July 1865, for example, that it was
necessary “that freedmen everywhere be enjoined to work, and in doing so, they
will, in all cases, enter into free and voluntary contracts.” The irony of being freely
enjoined escaped this commissioner, and many others. Indeed, freedpeople not
employed were threatened with compulsory labor.17 Northerners legitimized these
“compulsory contracts,” as historian Amy Dru Stanley has called them, as a measure
to help guide freedpeople into freedom. At the same time, alternative ways of
gaining access to subsistence, such as allowing animals to graze on public lands,
hunting, fishing, and gathering fruits and nuts were increasingly restricted.18
Cotton capitalists generally welcomed such measures, with the Commercial and
Financial Chronicle, speaking for New York’s business community, expressing its
hope that freedpeople’s mobility “cannot be deemed anything more than a
temporary state of affairs, to be corrected by the joint influence of the vagrancy
laws and the necessity of the vagrants.” In the face of such powerful opposition,
many freedpeople felt that they “shall be forever made hewers of wood and drawers
of water”—and, we might add, cultivators of cotton. Divorced from access to
alternative means of subsistence—a situation radically different from rural
cultivators in India or Africa—freedpeople seemed comparatively easy to convert
into agricultural proletarians.19
Yet the defeat of freedpeople’s aspirations was not the end of the story. So blatant
was the attempt by white southern elites to reimpose a system of labor akin to
slavery, and so flagrant was their effort to ignore their defeat in war, that

northerners began to mobilize against the Reconstruction policies of President
Johnson. Thanks to the efforts of former slaves and their northern allies, freedpeople
in 1866 gained citizenship rights, and in 1867 the right to vote, which allowed them
to use their growing political power to improve their situation on plantations. By
1867, Congress had reestablished military authority over southern states. Northern
support and the political mobilization of freedpeople in turn made black workers
more able to articulate their demands on plantations themselves, and by 1867
“freedpeople walked out of the fields and off their jobs.” They were helped by a
shortage of labor, the result of men working fewer hours than they had under
slavery and many women and children retreating from field labor altogether.
Consequently, slaves managed to negotiate somewhat better contracts. Contracts in
the Delta, for example, paid higher wages and offered better conditions than those
of the previous year. Moreover, freedwomen, who had an increasingly difficult time
finding a place for themselves and their children in a plantation world that favored
physically strong men, struggled and mobilized for their own inclusion into the
world of labor contracts. Such were the “weapons of the weak.”20
Even more important, freedpeople demanded to work independently, in family
units, and with access to subsistence crops. Planters were now unable to unilaterally
dominate work arrangements. Freedpeople, in turn, were still unable to own land.
By 1867, neither was able to impose their will entirely on the other. Consequently, a
social compromise emerged, in which African-American families worked particular
plots of land without day-to-day supervision, received supplies from landlords, and
would then be paid with a share of the crop they had grown. Such sharecropping
arrangements spread like wildfire through the cotton-growing regions of the United
States, with gang labor, the prevalent system during slavery, nearly disappearing. As
the Southern Cultivator observed in November 1867, the “first change that must
occur…is the subdivision of landed estates.” By 1868, even the Yazoo-Mississippi
Delta saw widespread sharecropping, and by 1900 more than three-quarters of all
black farmers in Arkansas, South Carolina, Mississippi, Louisiana, Alabama, and
Georgia were sharecroppers, retaining a share of the crop, or renters, who paid a
fixed sum to the landowner but retained the crop.21
Alonzo T. Mial now discarded signed wage contracts with his liberated former
slaves and subdivided his plantation into plots for sharecropping. As elsewhere in
the South, the precise character of these arrangements varied—sometimes Mial
agreed to a division of the crop, sometimes he rented land for fixed quantities of
certain crops or even for outright money payments. In a typical sharecropping
contract, Mial gave access to thirty to thirty-five acres of land to a sharecropper,
along with farming implements. In turn, he received half of the harvest. Mial’s
tenants were contractually obliged to build fences, repair bridges, clean stables, dig
ditches—all of which was “to be done to my satisfaction, and must be done over
until I am satisfied that it is done as it should be.” In short, he concluded, “All must
work under my direction.” For Mial, sharecropping reduced supervision costs, while
still giving him the power to direct tenants and to decide which crops to grow.22
The spread of sharecropping as the dominant system of labor in the cottongrowing regions of the United States testified to the collective strength of
freedpeople, allowing them to escape a far worse system of gang labor for wages on
plantations. Sharecropping gave freedmen and -women a modicum of control over
their own labor, allowed them to evade day-to-day supervision so reminiscent of

slavery, and permitted families—instead of individuals—to contract with
landowners and to decide on the allocation of the labor of men, women, and
children.
Yet in many ways, theirs was a hollow victory. The emerging patterns of land
ownership, systems of labor, and the mechanism of credit supply made all but
certain that farmers in the American South would have to grow cotton, and that
growing cotton would create poverty. When planters and merchants provided
croppers with the supplies they needed, they charged exorbitant interest.
Consequently, the crop was barely sufficient to pay creditors at the end of the
harvest season. On the Runnymede Plantation in Leflore County in the Mississippi
Delta, for example, croppers paid 25 percent interest to purchase food and 35
percent to purchase clothing. High debts to merchants and landlords in turn forced
sharecroppers to grow ever more cotton, the only crop that could always be made
into money, even though its proceeds per bale diminished. Operating in an
environment of expensive credit, a marginal position in the nation’s political
economy, and falling prices, rural cultivators watched their incomes deteriorate, a
fate they shared with most farmers across the globe who now produced for world
markets.23
The measure of their defeat became especially clear after 1873, as the economic
and political environment shifted drastically. That year marked the onset of the
greatest international economic crisis of the nineteenth century to date. The rate of
growth of demand for cotton plunged below its antebellum averages, just when
many new producers turned out ever more cotton. With world market prices for
cotton declining, profits for growers diminished. At the same time, the structure of
tenancy, debt, and the marketing of the crop in the postbellum South continued to
create enormous pressure on farmers to produce ever more cotton, despite—or even
because of—falling prices. While it was perfectly rational for each farmer to
embrace cotton, such a concentration was self-defeating for the region as a whole.24
As the economic situation of cotton growers deteriorated, and as northern
willingness to intervene on behalf of the freedpeople waned, their political strength
diminished as well. Landowners violently repressed black collective action,
increasingly reasserting their own political power. They captured control of state
legislatures, and these newly constituted “redeemer” legislatures proceeded to
disenfranchise black cotton growers, ensured that their children would be crippled
by poor-quality schooling, and refused them access to legal protection. Landowners
backed up their return to political dominance over the governmental institutions of
the South with an unprecedented campaign of violence expressly designed to curtail
cotton growers’ political activities: Lynchings in the Mississippi Delta alone
numbered a hundred between 1888 and 1930. For cotton merchants in Europe the
planters’ return to political power was welcome news, Baring Brothers London
receiving a telegram on September 16, 1874, from the New Orleans firm Forstall
and Sons, “State government overturned by people conservative officers in power.”
As landowners secured more political power, they moved quickly to control
African-American labor. When post-Reconstruction redeemer legislatures altered
lien laws to give landlords a primary claim on the cotton crop, indebted freedpeople
sank to a state of dependency without even the little bargaining power their
sharehold had once provided. Another blow came when legislators modified
“criminal law to make plantation workers susceptible to arrest, conviction, and

prison sentence [for indebtedness], stripping sharecroppers of rights to growing
crops, thereby reducing them to the legal equivalent of wage workers, and curtailing
customary rights to the bounty of nature.” In 1872, the Georgia state supreme court
went so far as “den[ying] croppers decision-making prerogatives and legal rights to
their growing crops.” Indeed, increasingly the courts defined sharecroppers not so
much as tenants but as wage workers. Simultaneously, landowners used the
machinery of the state to limit the mobility of labor. In 1904, for example, the
Mississippi state legislature enacted a new vagrancy law aimed at driving “negro
loafers to the field.” The relationship between landlords and rural cultivators might
have been fundamentally different from what it had been during slavery, but by the
turn of the century, cotton growers still lived in grinding poverty with few rights
and no political voice.25

Sharecroppers in a cotton field, Louisiana, 1920 (illustration credit 10.3)

Ironically, at the same time that landlords consolidated their regional power, they
themselves experienced what historian Steven Hahn describes as a “rather dramatic
and irreversible decline in power” within the national economy. Bound to
worsening cotton prices, faced with protectionist tariffs for products they consumed,
and plagued by the scarcity and high cost of capital, they became junior partners in
the political economy of domestic industrialization that had emerged during the
Civil War. Globally, this group of cotton growers was never as powerful as the
merchants, but prior to the Civil War they had enjoyed regional political control and
very significant national political influence. But now power decisively moved away
from raw material providers such as them. Though they did not know it at the time,
the Civil War had disempowered the world’s last politically powerful group of
cotton growers. From the vantage point of cotton manufacturers, this
marginalization stabilized the empire of cotton, making the recurrence of the kind

of upheaval that had emerged in defense of slavery quite unlikely.26
If slaves-turned-sharecroppers produced ever more cotton for world markets, so
did the white yeoman farmers of the upcountry South. During slavery, little cotton
had been produced by white yeoman farmers, who typically grew subsistence crops.
Yet after the war the situation changed: In areas where cotton production had once
been marginal, and in which households relied on subsistence crops and household
manufacturing for their livelihood, growing cotton became the order of the day. In
the majority white farms of the Georgia upcountry, for example, the amount of
cotton produced per thousand bushels of corn—a subsistence crop—tripled between
1860 and 1880.27
What explains this expansion of cotton production by yeoman farmers? In the
wake of the war, transportation, communications, and selling facilities spread
rapidly into formerly isolated areas of the South. Railroad mileage in Georgia had,
for instance, tripled during the 1870s. The infrastructural penetration of new cottongrowing territories transformed the countryside. With the railroads came stores and
merchants, as well as ginning and pressing facilities. Yeoman farmers, devastated by
the war, now raised cotton to gain access to cash. As merchants moved into even the
smallest hinterland towns, yeoman farmers could easily sell that cotton, while at the
same time enjoying broader access to manufactured goods, fertilizers, and,
importantly, credit. “Such credit was important to recover from the effects of the
war,” observed a German social scientist in 1906, “but once enmeshed in the credit
system, farmers were also forced to grow ever more cotton, because merchants
would only place liens against a crop that could be easily sold.” Many white farmers
lost their farms as a result, and by 1880 one-third of them rented the land they
worked on. In effect, the capitalist transformation of yeoman farmers made them
more like their black sharecropping brethren: Increasingly these whites lost control
of the only things they owned—their land and their subsistence crops. Yet their shift
in crops was exceedingly important to the global cotton economy. White yeoman
farmers had produced at most 17 percent of all U.S. cotton before the Civil War; by
1880 their share had increased to 44 percent.28

Cotton production by white farmers increased dramatically: “Six-year-old Warren Frakes. Mother said he picked
41 pounds yesterday ‘An I don’t make him pick; he picked some last year.’ Has about 20 pounds in his bag.
Comanche County, Oklahoma.” (illustration credit 10.4)

While white yeoman farmers and former slaves grew the vast majority of southern
cotton, they were not alone. A scattered group of planters appealed “to see German
and Chinese Immigrants” brought to the South and in the early twentieth century,
efforts were made to bring Italian immigrants to the Mississippi Delta. A few
immigrant workers did end up working for wages on Louisiana cotton plantations,
but they never became a major part of the workforce, as much more lucrative
opportunities beckoned immigrants in other parts of the Americas. More important
as a source of labor were leased convicts. James Monroe Smith’s twenty-thousandacre plantation in Oglethorpe County, Georgia, for example, which produced
annually three thousand bales of cotton by 1904, counted many convicts among its
more than one thousand workers. Previously, Smith’s constant problem had been
labor recruitment and in 1879 he had found a solution by investing in the
Penitentiary Company Three, set up to rent convicts throughout the state. As a onequarter owner of that company, Smith had access to one-quarter of its convicts. In
addition, Smith employed convicts from local jails. These workers were treated with
great violence, shot dead if they tried to escape. So harsh was the treatment that
Smith was eventually the subject of a state inquiry and an 1886 letter writer to the
Cartersville Courant accused him of severely whipping convicts, noting that some
prisoners received as many as 225 lashes—a charge he denied.29
As Smith’s example shows, the mobilization of labor for cotton growing in the
United States went hand in hand with coercion. The degree of violence was in some
ways surprising, considering that freedpeople’s transition to proletarian agricultural
labor was much easier to effect than that of Indian or African rural cultivators, who

enjoyed a greater degree of control over land and their labor. Yet the violence
descending upon the countryside of the U.S. South testified in an indirect way to the
enormously powerful desire of freedpeople for a different way of life and was as
much a sign of the weakness of landowners as their strength. It took the determined
initiative of landowners in alliance with the state to guarantee that rural cultivators’
efforts at building subsistence-oriented economies were undermined and their labor
deployed for the production of agricultural commodities for world markets. Few
observers in 1865 had expected such a spectacularly successful transition away from
slavery and toward new systems of labor—a transition that filled with hope the
hearts of imperial statesmen and metropolitan cotton manufacturers the world
over.30

Controlling labor: prisoners on a Louisiana cotton farm, 1911 (illustration credit 10.5)

As struggles on plantations, in statehouses, and in the halls of power in
Washington, D.C., determined labor regimes in the cotton-growing regions of the
South, Reconstruction resulted in a rapid, vast, and permanent increase in the
production of cotton for world markets in the United States. American rural
cultivators recovered, despite all predictions to the contrary, their position as the
world’s leading producers of raw cotton. By 1870 their total production had
surpassed their previous high, set in 1860. By 1877 they had regained their prewar
market share in Great Britain. By 1880 they exported more cotton than they had in
1860. And by 1891 sharecroppers, family farmers, and plantation owners in the
United States grew twice as much cotton as in 1861 and supplied 81 percent of the
British, 66 percent of the French, and 61 percent of the German market. So
successful was the reconstruction of cotton growing in the United States that it came
to be seen by imperial bureaucrats and capitalists everywhere as a model.
Imperialists of all stripes and colors, from Great Britain to Germany to Japan,
studied the United States to draw lessons for their own cotton-growing projects, and

American cotton growers became sought-after experts, advising
governments on the transition to commercial cotton production.31

colonial

The emergence of new forms of cotton-growing labor in the United States was, in
the wake of the emancipation of the world’s preeminent cotton growers, the single
most important change within the empire of cotton. Yet in other parts of the world,
partly encouraged by the crisis of cotton production in the United States,
manufacturers, merchants, and bureaucrats accelerated the transformation of the
countryside that had already begun during the Civil War, though by varied methods
and with divergent results. Thanks to their activities, between 1865 and 1920
several million sharecroppers, wage workers, and peasant operators in Asia, Africa,
and the Americas began to grow the white gold for the spinning mills of Europe and
North America, and by the turn of the century, for factories in Japan, India, Brazil,
and China as well.
In the last decades of the nineteenth century it was India that experienced the
most dramatic expansion of cotton production for world markets. Indeed, at the end
of the Civil War in the United States, the Bombay Chamber of Commerce had
already observed that the “emancipation of American slaves [was] a matter of
paramount importance” for the future of India’s cotton industry, signifying a
permanent change in the social structure of a large swath of the Indian countryside
and in the trade of India. While Indian rural producers were not able to hold on to
their dominant position in world cotton markets after the war (especially after
1876), their production for export still rose rapidly, expanding from 260 million
pounds in 1858 to nearly 1.2 billion pounds in 1914. Export merchants, however,
no longer sold most of this much larger crop to manufacturers in India’s two
traditional markets—Great Britain and China—but instead found buyers in
continental Europe and, after the turn of the century, among Japanese spinners. By
1910, only 6 percent of Indian cotton exports went to Great Britain, while Japan
consumed 38 percent, and continental Europe 50 percent. Continental and Japanese
manufacturers, in contrast to their British counterparts, had adjusted their machines
to work up the shorter Indian staple, successfully mixing Indian with American
cotton, producing coarser cloth. As a result, in the thirty years after 1860,
continental European consumption of Indian cotton increased sixty-two-fold, “a
substantial help,” as the Bremen Chamber of Commerce put it in 1913. To supply
these needs, cotton acreage in India expanded, and by the late 1880s in some areas
of India (such as Berar) one-third of all land was under cotton. This expansion of
export occurred simultaneously with an explosion in the number of mechanized
spindles in India itself. Indeed, by 1894, less than 50 percent of the Indian cotton
harvest was exported, as Indian cotton mills consumed about 518 million pounds of
cotton and an additional 224 to 336 million pounds were used in hand spinning.32
While Indian cotton played an important role in the coarse goods market,
Brazilian cotton matched the quality of the U.S. crop much better. As a result, in
Brazil cotton exports expanded in the last third of the nineteenth century. During
the 1850s they had averaged 32.4 million pounds per year. During the following
three decades, Brazil exported an average of 66.7 million pounds of cotton annually
—despite the simultaneous growth of domestic cotton manufacturing by a factor of
fifty-three. In 1920, Brazil produced 220 million pounds of cotton, of which it

exported one-quarter.33
Meanwhile in Egypt, fellaheen had quintupled their cotton production between
1860 and 1865 from 50.1 million to 250.7 million pounds. To be sure, Egyptian
cotton was of much higher quality than much of the U.S. crop; it was, as Roger
Seyrig, a French cotton manufacturer observed, “an article of luxury.” After the U.S.
Civil War, its production at first fell significantly to about 125 million pounds, but
by 1872 merchants shipped again more than 200 million pounds from the port of
Alexandria to European destinations. Even during the post–Civil War trough of
cotton production, Egypt’s output was still two and a half times as large as it had
been before the Civil War. And by 1920, it produced 598 million pounds of cotton,
or twelve times as much as in 1860. A full 40 percent of all land in Lower Egypt was
planted in cotton. To some, Egypt now seemed like a giant cotton plantation.34
By the last third of the nineteenth century, Egyptian, Brazilian, and Indian cotton
had become a significant new presence on world markets. In 1883, cotton from
these regions had captured a full 31 percent of the (now much larger) continental
European market, or a little more than twice as much as in 1860.35
The expansion of cotton growing on multiple continents was all the more
remarkable because it happened without slavery. The problem that had vexed
cotton capitalists since the 1820s, namely how to make nonenslaved rural
cultivators into growers of cotton for world markets, moved toward a resolution that
seemed to please the interests of European and North American cotton
manufacturers and statesmen. Yet, as in the American South, which in many ways
came to serve as a model of how such a transition could be effected, the precise
ways in which rural cultivators became growers of cotton for world markets varied
widely and were the outcome of drawn-out conflicts among labor, landowners,
providers of capital, and imperial bureaucrats.
What all these struggles to recast the global countryside had in common was that
states now played an important role. New forms of coercion, instituted and carried
out by the state, replaced the outright physical violence of masters that had been so
important to slave labor. This does not mean that physical violence was absent, but
it was secondary compared to the pressures that came from contracts, the law, and
taxation. As states developed new sovereignty over territory they also extended their
sovereignty over labor, testifying to the new institutional strength of industrial
capitalism.
Khamgaon was a small city, a town really, in Berar, the center of the large western
Indian district that had long been renowned for the quality of its cottons. Decades
before the arrival of the British, some of this cotton had been exported on bullock
carts to Mirzapore on the Ganges and then shipped to Calcutta, but farmers never
specialized exclusively in the fiber and grew many other things as well, while also
engaging in spinning and weaving. Indeed, the trade in “raw thread” spun locally
had dwarfed the trade in raw cotton. Things began to change by 1825 with the rise
of an export market in raw cotton, when the Parsi merchants Messrs. Pestanji and
Company brought the first cotton on “pack oxen” to Bombay. Dissatisfied with the
slow expansion of that trade, Britain assumed political control over Berar in 1853—
a position that served Lancashire manufacturers well when during the American
Civil War Berar became “one of the very finest cotton fields in India.”36

As the British colonial administration and Lancashire manufacturers saw the
potential of Berar as a major cotton-growing area, and upon the urgings of British
manufacturers, the colonial state completed in 1870 a railroad to Khamgaon (paid
for by Berar’s “surplus revenue”), which now had an estimated nine thousand
inhabitants. “The last obstacle has been removed, and for the future direct
communication by steam exists between this the largest emporium of cotton in
Western India and the ports of Europe, which will take every bale that can be
brought into its market,” celebrated Mr. C. B. Saunders, the British resident at
Hyderabad. When the railroad arrived in Khamgaon, none other than the viceroy
himself spoke at the opening celebration, a day on which “the Court House, the
Factories, the Cotton Market, and every prominent point were gaily decked with
flags.” He reminded his listeners, many of whom were cotton merchants, that “we
all know that the cotton famine in America had a great deal to do in stimulating the
development and production of cotton in this country.” Such new production for
world markets, he argued, not only benefited the development of India itself, but
was also “conferring vast benefits on a class which at a very recent period, in a time
of great suffering and distress, displayed almost heroic qualities”—the operatives in
the cotton manufacturing districts of Lancashire. Symbolizing the centrality of
cotton to the colonial project in Berar, the viceroy eventually “drove to the cotton
market, in which a monster triumphal arch, composed chiefly of cotton bales, had
been erected” in his and the new railroad’s honor.37
With the railroad came the telegraph. Now a Liverpool merchant could wire an
order for cotton to Berar and receive it on the docks of the Mersey just six weeks
later, the journey on a steamer from Bombay to Liverpool accomplished in twentyone days thanks to the newly opened Suez Canal.38 The impact of such
infrastructure projects was staggering, with Berar cotton commissioner Harry RivettCarnac expecting that soon
the cotton grown around Khamgaon, purchased at the market there, and
pressed at the adjoining factories, may not have to leave the rails, from the
time that it is rolled from the press-house into the wagon, until its arrival on
the wharf at Bombay; and it will not be difficult to calculate the time that will
be necessary, with the assistance of the telegraph which joins Khamgaon and
Liverpool, the complete railway communication between the market and the
port of shipment, and with, perhaps, the Suez Canal to assist still further in the
transport of our cotton, to execute an order sent from Liverpool and to land the
required number of Khamgaon bales in Lancashire.39
British India might indeed be considered the archetype for the flexible
pragmatism by which states helped capitalists gain access to cotton-growing labor,
and how capitalists then found ways to mobilize that labor. Pushed by Lancashire
manufacturers and cotton merchants from Liverpool to Bombay, the British colonial
government in India continued its project, which had accelerated significantly
during the U.S. Civil War, of promoting the transformation of the cotton-growing
countryside. The impact was swift: As late as 1853, Berar had remained largely
removed from world markets, with a village-oriented economy with a substantial
household manufacturing sector. By the 1870s, however, much of Berar’s economic
activity focused on the production of raw cotton for world markets. A British

colonial official observed by the middle of that decade that in Berar, “Cotton is
grown almost entirely for export. The manufacture of home cloth has been
undermined by the importation of English Piece Goods, and many of the weaver
class have become ordinary labourers.” This reorientation of the local economy also
pushed people into agricultural labor, as for example the banjaras (traditional
owners of carts who had transported cotton), and weavers as well as spinners, found
themselves out of employment and increasingly dependent on agricultural pursuits.
Indeed, forty years later a gazetteer could report that Berar’s once thriving cotton
manufacturing industry had all but disappeared “since the advent of the railway.”40
As Rivett-Carnac explained in 1869,
Now it is not too much to hope, that, with a branch railway to this tract,
European piece goods might be imported so as to undersell the native cloth.
And the effect would be, that, not only would a larger supply of the raw
material be obtained,—for what is now worked up into yarn would be
exported,—but the larger population now employed in spinning and weaving
would be made available for agricultural labour, and thus the jungle land
might be broken up and the cultivation extended.
For Secretary of State for India Charles Wood, such changes to the Indian social
structure produced a sense of déjà vu: “The conclusions drawn from the Cotton
papers are on the whole satisfactory. The Native weavers are exactly the class of
people whom I remember in my early days on the Moor Edges in the West Riding.
Every small farmer had 20 to 50 acres of land, and two or three looms in his house.
The factories and mills destroyed all weaving of this kind, and now they are
exclusively agriculturalists. Your Indian hybrids [that is, people who combined
farming with household manufacturing] will end in the same way.” Contemporaries
like Wood understood that they were part of a grand move to transform the world’s
countryside into the producer of raw materials and consumer of manufactured
goods (as well as, eventually, a supplier of labor to factories), and they took pride in
their role.41
Altogether, Berar became one of the world’s most significant laboratories for the
reconstruction of the empire of cotton. Its diversified agricultural economy was
turned into ever greater specialization on cotton crops. As The Asiatic reflected in
1872, “A pressure unknown before was put upon the people to grow cotton.” While
in 1861 cotton was harvested on 629,000 acres of land in Berar, that acreage had
nearly doubled by 1865, and then doubled once more by the 1880s. By the early
twentieth century, Berar alone produced one-quarter of the Indian cotton harvest—a
harvest larger than that of all of Egypt. As one observer put it, Berar had “become a
perfect garden of cotton.”42
In Egypt, as in India and the United States, the expansion of cotton agriculture was
a direct result of the powerful interventions of the state. A redefinition of property
rights in the last third of the nineteenth century made possible a massive
redistribution of land away from villages and nomadic peoples to the wellconnected owners of huge estates. Before that transformation, property in Egypt
provided the right to shares of the revenue of the land, which meant that ownership

claims to particular pieces of land were usually shared among various individuals,
communities, religious authorities, and the state.43 Such multifaceted claims
effectively hindered the purchase and sale of land; by the later decades of the
nineteenth century such property rights stood in the way of a further
commercialization of agriculture.
As a result, the Egyptian government, motivated by its desire to extract more
taxes to pay for the expansion of the nation’s infrastructure and the mushrooming
service on its enormous debt, as well as its desire to better control its people, moved
toward conferring property rights in very large estates to well-placed individuals. At
first these estates were merely “tax responsibilities” of their owners, but by the
1870s they became their outright private property, much of which consisted of land
taken, usually forcibly, from villages. Now that the cotton-growing estates
increasingly were held as the outright property of large landowners, the villagers
who once had controlled some of the revenue of the land, and some rights of
settlement, fell entirely on the mercy of these landowners. These new estate owners
could force peasants to live in special “private villages” that controlled most aspects
of their lives. Those cultivators who did not do what was asked of them were
expelled, joining the ever-growing ranks of the landless agricultural proletariat.44
The rights of the new owners were far-reaching, including their ability to
“imprison, expel, starve, exploit, and exercise many other forms of arbitrary,
exceptional, and, if necessary, violent powers.” As a result, these estates represented
a “system of supervision and coercion that succeeded for the first time in fixing
cultivators permanently on the land.” To make land into the exclusive possession of
single individuals had required what political scientist Timothy Mitchell has
described as the “violence of property making.” These new property rights spread
rapidly: In 1863, estate owners controlled one-seventh of the cultivated land area of
Egypt, by 1875 almost twice as much, and by 1901 a full 50 percent.45 In 1895, just
11,788 individuals held nearly half of all lands in Egypt, while the other half was
held by 727,047 proprietors. Some of these estates were huge; Ibrahim Mourad, for
example, controlled thirteen thousand acres in Toukh, worked by twenty thousand
cultivators, dwarfed only by the mammoth estates that Egypt’s ruler, Isma’il Pasha,
had personally seized.46
As elsewhere, the transformation of the Egyptian cotton-growing countryside
rested on a vast pyramid of credit. At the bottom, workers on cotton estates were
almost always in debt to moneylenders and landowners, constantly threatened by
debt bondage. Landowners, in turn, received credit from local merchants, many of
them foreigners. The largest landowner of all, Isma’il, accumulated such debts that
in 1878, in the wake of falling cotton prices, he signed over his estates to his
creditors, the Rothschilds. At the same time, the Egyptian state took out massive
loans to finance the digging of irrigation canals (largely by resorting to forced
labor), the building of railroads, and the import of steam pumps. So staggering were
the amounts borrowed that the state eventually went bankrupt, despite ever greater
pressure on the Egyptian people to produce for export markets. That debt brought
Egypt as a whole into the arms of the British: With diminishing proceeds from
cotton, Egypt could not service its debt, lost sovereign control, and was eventually
taken over by the British government in 1882.47

As the examples of Egypt and India show, by the last third of the nineteenth
century, rulers and bureaucrats played a critical role in the effort to further cotton
growing for world markets. They did so partly because their own power rested on
access to resources and was made more stable by the relative social peace that came
from humming mills. But they also acted at the behest of powerful capitalists—
either because rulers and capitalists were largely the same group of elites, as in the
case of Egypt, or because statesmen were subject to concerted lobbying and political
pressure, such as in the case of Britain and France and, as we will see, Germany.
States’ desire to mobilize cotton-growing labor now led to unprecedented claims
upon their subjects, as states increasingly defined and enforced the rules of the
market. From Berar to the Nile Delta to Minas Gerais, governments and courts
undermined older collective claims to resources such as grazing and hunting rights,
forcing peasants to dedicate themselves single-mindedly to the production of cotton.
Berar’s natural landscape, for example, was turned upside down by a vast British
effort to survey the land, followed by the encouragement of the British to turn so
called “waste lands” into cotton farms. “Waste lands” once had been open to the
collective use of farmers, but now increasingly were turned into private property. In
the process, extensive forests that traditionally had been the source of firewood and
wild foods were logged, and grasslands put under the plow that had in earlier times
served as communal grazing lands. Logging further reduced the forests to feed the
steam presses of Western merchants in the major Berar cotton towns. In some parts
of the world, such deforestation led to significantly altered patterns of rainfall,
undermining the very colonial cotton craze that had incited deforestation in the first
place.48
Court-enforced lien laws, moreover, gave creditors another means to undermine
peasants’ claims to the land and enmesh them further in a quagmire of debt, which
forced them to grow ever more cotton. The systems of mutual dependence and
personal domination that had characterized the countryside of Berar, the American
South, and elsewhere before the U.S. Civil War gave way to a world in which
creditors backed by the state turned rural cultivators into producers and consumers
of commodities. As an anonymous British writer on Indian cotton explained, “Where
there is no intelligent population to lead the way, a Government must do what in
more civilized countries can safely be left to private enterprise.”49
The creation of private property in land became yet another state-led project, in
India and elsewhere. British cotton manufactures, demanding that the colonial
government “set its colonial house in order,” called for new forms of land tenure, as
they perceived the old system of communal ownership as “obstructive to the rights
of individual ownership, and to its effective cultivation.” They saw private property
in land as a precondition for increasing production of cotton. Individuals were to
gain clear title in land that then could be bought, sold, rented, or mortgaged. These
new property rights were quite a departure: In precolonial Berar, for example,
relations between various social groups had been characterized by a “master-servant
relationship of social status in the caste hierarchy” in which “the produce of the
soil…was divided according to social ranking.” Individuals did not control
particular pieces of land, but instead enjoyed rights to a share of the harvest. A
British colonial official perceptively compared that “system, if system it may be
called,” to “medieval Europe.” Once the British arrived on the scene, however, the
land was surveyed, boundaries between various landowners clearly demarcated, and

taxes on each parcel set. A class of khatedars was created who controlled the land,
and in turn were made responsible for tax payments. By 1870, a British colonial
official was able to report that the revolution was succeeding. In Berar “the
occupant of land is its absolute proprietor.” Because the khatedars owned land, but
no capital, they were dependent on moneylenders, to whom they now were able to
mortgage the land they controlled. To work the land, these khatedars brought in
sharecroppers, who in turn received their working capital from moneylenders. There
and elsewhere in India, it was the large landowners, and moneylenders, who drew
significant profit from the extension of cotton culture for export, unlike the vast
majority of small landholders or landless peasants, who entered a morass of debt
and poverty.50
With private property in land spreading throughout the global countryside,
landowners could now also be made responsible for the payment of taxes, to be paid
in cash, which in turn encouraged the production of cash crops. In the Indian
province of Maharashtra, as in Berar, British efforts to increase revenue and
encourage peasants to produce for distant markets led to the weakening of the
collective nature of villages. Individual peasants, instead of villages as a whole, were
now responsible for taxes. Moneylenders thereby gained new power over peasants’
land and labor, as rural cultivators became dependent on advances to pay their
taxes. In similar ways, in the Çukurova, the Ottoman state increasingly taxed local
populations, and as a result, people had to engage in wage labor, or were forced to
work on infrastructure projects. Cotton production benefited from their need for
cash—just like in the United States—because “cotton is the one article,” observed
the Cotton Department in Bombay in 1877, “that always commands the readiest and
best sales.”51
While Indian cotton growers usually held on to their land, unlike freedpeople in
the United States, they had to draw on advances not just for tax payments, but also
to purchase implements, cottonseeds, and even grains to hold them over until
harvest time. New contract laws allowed these same moneylenders to enjoy a
modest security when making advances to peasants. New property rights in fact
favored the commercialization of agriculture not just because they made for easier
land transactions, but also because they allowed for the infusion of capital, for
which the land itself could now serve as collateral. Cultivators paid exorbitant rates
of interest on these loans (30 percent annually was not unusual), and in turn they
signed over their cotton crop to moneylenders, usually many months before the
harvest—creating what one historian has called “debt bondage.”52
Moneylenders—sowkars—had been deeply rooted in villages and had advanced
credit to peasants for a long time before the arrival of the British. However, they
had been embedded within a moral economy that had forced them to support
peasants in years of poor harvests, a lifeline that increasingly disappeared in the
more commercialized economy that British colonialism was building. While
moneylenders could acquire modest wealth, and large landowners could benefit
from the availability of capital (allowing them to focus on a cash crop with hired
labor), small landholders, sharecroppers, and especially landless agricultural wage
workers were most at risk. As prices for cotton continued to fall for nearly thirty
years after the Civil War, this mass of “modernizing” farmers were thrust into more
and more desperate circumstances; many of them would eventually perish in
famines that swept the cotton-growing districts of India during the 1890s.53

New infrastructures, new laws, and new property rights invaded the global
countryside on the trails of strengthening and expanding states, making the kind of
transformations possible that still had been unimaginable a few decades earlier.
State involvement in cotton was furthered in many other ways. Perhaps the most
comprehensive endeavor was the systematic effort to collect and disseminate
information about all aspects of cotton agriculture. Huge compilations about climate
and soil conditions, production trends, patterns of land ownership, seed qualities,
and labor systems increasingly filled governmental office files, much of the same
information that in previous decades merchants had laboriously gathered and
transmitted via letters or circulars. In part this was a straightforward effort to
systematize and appropriate indigenous knowledge. Observing Indian peasants’
efforts to grow cotton could yield useful information about best practices under
specific environmental conditions, which could then be transferred to Africa or
elsewhere. Similarly, specific strains of cotton could be collected and then sent to
other parts of the world—indeed, governments enabled a vastly accelerated
circulation of biological matter throughout the world. But more important than
either of these two tasks was a very simple effort to take stock—to observe what
was there in the social and natural world, to translate that information into
numbers, force it into tables, compile it, and then send it out throughout the empire
of cotton. These numbers clarified the “potential” of certain places and suggested
certain policies to actualize that potential.54
Throughout the cotton-growing world, governments embarked on such efforts. In
1866, the colonial government of India created the “Cotton Commissioner for the
Central Provinces and the Berars,” a colonial bureaucrat who collected scrupulously
detailed information on cotton-growing regions. Harry Rivett-Carnac, an intrepid
agent of the cotton empire’s expansion, came to fill this position, traveling up and
down Berar, living in a railroad carriage “with an attached horse box, so that I
could, whenever necessary, ride off to some important point in the district where
my presence was required,” all to “extend and improve the cultivation in order to
increase the supply; then to undertake all necessary measures to assist the trade in
getting these supplies to the coast in good order and without delay.” The
revolutionary transformation of the world’s countryside rested on the shoulders of
such government bureaucrats. By 1873, the Indian government expanded these
activities and centralized them by creating a Fibres and Silk Branch that studied the
production of cotton, among other fibers, throughout India in exacting detail.55
Other countries followed suit. The United States in 1862 established a Department
of Agriculture, which soon began to work on cotton. The department first collected
statistical information, but soon broadened its activities by studying diseases
affecting the cotton plant, trying to identify cotton strains particularly suited for
particular environmental conditions, and breeding improved cotton strains. The
department also applied itself to the pressing question of how cotton could be
grown in western states such as Arizona. In 1897, Russia created an Administration
of Agriculture and State Domains in its newly acquired Central Asian possessions,
whose focus was cotton. In Egypt, the government provided detailed information
about agricultural best practices to cotton farmers and by 1919 created a ministry of
agriculture to expand on these efforts—a model later studied and appropriated by
the Belgian colonial authorities in the Congo.56
The collection of information went hand in hand with governmental efforts to

recast cotton agriculture directly: British colonial officials distributed American
cottonseeds to Indian peasants, worked on changing Indian cotton strains, and
encouraged peasants to use new agricultural methods. The Egyptian Société Royale
d’Agriculture experimented with model farms. Local peasants often resisted such
projects, for not only was the planting of new cotton strains more labor-intensive,
but it was also riskier because they had not been proven in the local climate. Few
projects provided increased remuneration to offset these burdens, and it took
powerful pressures to make them succeed.57
Despite working in concert, powerful governments and capital-rich merchants and
landowners did not always accomplish their grand projects. Government records are
replete with efforts of rural cultivators to delay, or even halt, the reordering of their
economies. In Dhawar in western India, for example, peasants retained a strong
preference for growing indigenous varieties of cotton, and also for privileging food
crops, despite sustained efforts by British colonial officials to introduce American
varieties. Local varieties were much better adapted to the local climate, commanded
a ready local market, and fit better into the household economies because they
could be ginned locally.58 Sudanese peasants, as the Austrian consul general
reported from Khartoum in 1877, refused to grow increasing amounts of cotton
because “the native searches and finds his means of subsistence in much easier ways
and in less taxing occupations than the difficult and relatively unprofitable
cultivation of the soil.” In Iraq, a German observer remarked in 1919 that “the
awakening of a greater willingness to labor is prevented by the presence of cultures
in the country which provide the laborer effortlessly everything he needs for
nourishment and for all other necessities”—an argument made by colonial officials
the world over. In Burma, a British bureaucrat regretfully observed “the indifference
shown to cotton-growing as a paying industry by the Burmese peasantry themselves,
who look upon it as of very secondary importance and are not likely to take much
interest in cotton while they can make, with much less trouble, handsome profits in
their paddy crops.”59
The significance of these struggles can perhaps best be seen in an area where
production failed, despite decisive efforts: Australia. Starting in the early twentieth
century, the British colonial administration made efforts to grow cotton in a
continent with virtually unlimited supplies of land perfectly suited for cotton
agriculture. Despite these efforts, cotton production expanded only slowly. The
Adelaide Advertiser understood the reasons well: While abundant land was suitable
for the growing of cotton, what was missing was cheap labor to plant, hoe, and
harvest the crop. The chief difficulty facing any sort of expansion, reported the
Advisory Committee of Science and Industry, “is the high cost of picking by hand.”
Because of the shortage of cheap labor, and because white settlers had options far
better than cotton, the committee observed in 1918 that “cotton growing in
Australia is now practically extinct.” Theo Price, president of the New York PriceCampbell Cotton Picker Corporation, advising the government of Australia on such
matters in 1917, understood the reasons perfectly: “Cotton culture is largely a
matter of labor. Unless you can be assured of an abundant supply of labor, it is
going to be difficult to cultivate cotton on anything like a large scale. I do not know
what your immigration laws in Australia are but if you can bring the Chinese in…. I
think [it may] be practicable to develop cotton growing rapidly.” “Labor
conditions,” concluded the Sydney Evening News in 1920, “are not conducive to the

establishment of the cotton industry on an economic basis.” Without access to
abundant cheap labor, the cotton market could not be satiated.60
Yet despite such setbacks, cotton capitalists sought labor, and ever more of it. In the
cotton-growing regions of India, Brazil, and Egypt, as in the United States, the
empire of cotton expanded as landowners, colonial bureaucrats, merchants, and
local political elites such as the landlords of the American South were able to turn
rural cultivators into producers and consumers of commodities.61 The precise
arrangements found to mobilize their labor differed from place to place because
they depended on the relative local, regional, or colonial distribution of social
power.62 Industrial capitalism’s great strength derived exactly from its continued
ability to connect to different systems of labor, and especially to draw on the
extraordinary cheapness of production made possible by the incomplete
transformation of the world of rural cultivators, a world in which family labor often
remained uncompensated and subsistence was to some extent still produced within
households. Local and regional circumstances encrusted in traditions and the
distribution of social power shaped the emerging labor arrangements. It mattered,
for example, that cotton growers in the United States enjoyed access to the franchise
for a little more than two decades (limiting the political power of landowners), just
as it mattered that economies in Africa remained vibrant and largely independent of
European capital. As a result, some rural cultivators turned into sharecroppers,
others into renters, and again others into wage workers. Even as their power and
traditional way of life was steadily stripped away, they still maintained some
influence—indeed, they still had more sway over their daily lives than the millions
of unskilled workers laboring in spinning and weaving mills.63
Rural cultivators, landowners, merchants, and bureaucrats struggled over the
shape of the new empire of cotton and the forms of labor within it, constrained by
the startling imbalances of power in particular locales and the unequal relationship
between various parts of the world. By the end of the nineteenth century,
sharecropping and tenant farming had become the dominant mode of mobilizing
labor for similar reasons that they dominated in the United States: Rural cultivators
preferred the autonomy of working without day-to-day supervision, and they
generally resisted being turned into wage workers. In Berar, sharecropping tenants
worked the land of khatedar landowners, receiving their working capital from
moneylenders. In Egypt, most of the crop was grown not by “hired labor,” but
instead by “small occupiers themselves,” some sharecroppers, some owners, all of
whom were able to draw upon the labor of their families; indeed, most cotton in
Egypt was picked by children. In Brazil, sharecropping, along with small family
farms, spread. On large estates tenant families “paid” for their land rent by giving a
share of the crop to the owners. In Peru, landowners rented their land to cultivators
in response to the closing of the trade in Chinese indentured workers in 1874 and
their inability to attract peasants to work for wages. In the Çukurova, which had
been largely unsettled before the advent of cotton agriculture toward the end of the
nineteenth century, large-scale landholdings were in need of labor, and most of that
labor was recruited through sharecropping arrangements along with some migrant
wage laborers.64
Wherever sharecropping prevailed, tenant farmers as well as small owner-

operators became dependent on outside capital. In Sind, India, for example,
peasants sold the crop to moneylenders as soon as they had sown it, to pay for loans
they had received to enable them to focus on cotton in the first place, “in part being
hard cash, part grain, and cotton seed, cloth, bajri, flour & c. for the family and
workmen.” Moneylending merchants, there and elsewhere, often determined the
farming decisions of peasants, since they were the ones who advanced seeds and
implements. Interest rates between 12 and 24 percent were typical, but could
skyrocket to as much as 150 percent annually. In the Çukurova sharecroppers drew
on credit from landowners and merchants, who charged interest rates of 15 to 20
percent, and as a result, “Merchant capital, despite the limitations of labor scarcity,
gained control over the land and the production process.”65
Thus by the end of the nineteenth century most of the world’s cotton would be
grown by cultivators who worked their own or rented land with family labor, but
instead of subsistence or local production, these cultivators would be drawn into the
global cotton market by a novel infusion of metropolitan capital. Sharecropping,
crop liens, and powerful local merchants in control of capital would quickly become
the new normal, shaping a countryside of laborers who were not enslaved, but not
quite free either. These cotton farmers, the world over, would be deeply enmeshed
in debt, vulnerable to world market fluctuations, generally poor, and subject to
newly created vagrancy statutes and labor contracts designed to keep them on the
land. They would be politically marginalized. And they would often be subject to
extraeconomic coercion. Such a system was not without precedent. But now,
supercharged with private capital and the state’s legal, administrative, and
infrastructure advances, it began to structure the global cotton-growing countryside
to an unprecedented extent.66
A small but growing number of rural cultivators, however, turned into poorly paid
wage workers in the world’s cotton fields. They were the least powerful. Often their
descent into wage work had been the result of their worsening situation as highly
indebted sharecroppers, tenants, or owners of small farms. Becoming a wage worker
was a measure of their defeat. In Egypt, by 1907, nearly 40 percent of all
agriculturalists had become landless laborers. In India as well, the number of wage
workers on cotton lands tended to increase across the nineteenth century: In
Khandesh, the greater orientation toward cotton agriculture and the attendant legal
and social changes resulted in an ever-increasing percentage of land devoted to the
white gold and a wave of proletarianization, so that by 1872 one in four adult men
worked for wages.67
In northern Mexico too, proletarianization swept the cotton fields. After 1884,
landowners in La Laguna made use of new railroads and a new irrigation
infrastructure to build a huge cotton-growing complex, “making it Mexico’s most
important commercial agricultural area.” Tens of thousands of workers populated
the fields, some residing on plantations and others hired by the week or month, as
the rural population, many of them migrants from elsewhere in Mexico, increased
from twenty thousand to two hundred thousand between 1880 and 1910, with an
additional forty thousand migrant workers arriving during harvest time. As a result,
the cotton farms expanded at breakneck speed, increasing production by a factor of
five in the ten years before 1890, and then doubling in the next decade. Some of

these haciendas were extremely large. The Luján family, for example, owned fortyfive thousand hectares. These industrial outposts were often highly mechanized,
sporting presses, gins, and cotton oil mills.68
La Laguna cotton workers were as completely proletarianized as any in the world.
Some plantations maintained a force of semiskilled workers, organized into gangs of
eight to twelve, led by a foreman who took responsibility for cultivating specific
lots. Some large haciendas had recruited several thousand such workers, who
worked twelve hours a day six days a week. These workers joined the agricultural
proletariat because they had lost their erstwhile communal access to the resources
of the land due to the concentration of landownership. Many of these workers
eventually arrived in La Laguna on private rail lines, packed like cattle in boxcars.
Since there was no land available for these migrants, there was no possibility of
engaging in subsistence agriculture.69
Instead, “The landlord’s rule was law,” observes one historian, as haciendas
enforced labor discipline with the help of uniformed private police forces, jails, and
the “physical punishment” of workers. Some plantations even built a cepo de
campaña—a specially made “cage…to punish troublesome workers.” Migrant
workers were often supervised by armed guards stationed in the fields. The state
helped to enforce labor discipline, with towns enacting “strict vagrancy laws to keep
[those workers] outside the central area when they were not working.” This resort
to physical coercion was widespread in the world’s cotton-growing areas and was
important in the United States, Peru, Egypt, and elsewhere. Capitalism’s aweinspiring advances continued to rest not just on a great variety of labor regimes, but
on a staggering degree of violence.70

Controlling labor: Armed guards secure cotton-picking labor in La Laguna, Mexico. (illustration credit 10.6)

Within that reconstructed empire of cotton, the newly empowered states of Europe
and North America were everywhere. After all, the capitalists’ project of
accumulation by securing labor and the bureaucrats’ project of state formation by
controlling populations evolved hand in hand.71 In their struggles at home, in the
heartlands of industrial capitalism, cotton capitalists had learned that to transform
the countryside, to transform society, they must reinforce their wealth with state
power. Enabled by the new bureaucratic, legal, military, and infrastructural capacity
of states, a capacity that had directly grown from the wages of war capitalism,
manufacturers and merchants incorporated ever more people and ever more areas of
the world into the global economy in general, and in the production of cotton for
world markets in particular.
By the late nineteenth century, the dynamics of industrial capitalism had
accelerated to such an extent that capitalists and statesmen made a concerted effort
to speed up the collapse of noncapitalist social formations, or at the very least to
connect them to the capitalist world market. To break the reluctance of people to
embrace these new and revolutionary arrangements of work and social relations,
they at times embraced coercion. They were unwilling to wait, as cotton
manufacturer Henry Ashworth had put it so well in front of the Manchester
Chamber of Commerce in 1863, “until price has done it.” For labor to be turned into
a commodity, workers had to be “liberated” from the matrix of mutual obligations
that had historically sustained them. They believed, at the same time, that land had
to be “liberated” from noneconomic ties and made into a freely marketable
commodity. This “liberation” rested ideologically on the naturalizing of certain
historically specific ways of organizing production, and was thus enabled by
economic, social, cultural, and even racial hierarchies it had helped to produce.
Capitalists were the age’s true revolutionaries.72
Rulers and bureaucrats supported this project because securing access to raw
materials, including extracting cotton, became increasingly a touchstone of national
politics. As they consolidated their states, the rearrangement of global economic
connections in fact became a project they deliberately embarked upon—indeed, the
late-nineteenth-century acceleration of global economic integration went hand in
hand with a strengthening and consolidation of nation-states themselves. Powerful
states, rulers, and bureaucrats depended on strong national industries, which in turn
depended on raw materials and markets—for such industries produced wealth that
could be taxed, and provided employment for millions, all of which in turn
increased social stability and further strengthened the state.73
The construction of markets, including global markets, was thus a political
process. As more and more states competed for access to raw materials, labor, and
markets, this political process was ever more framed by nation-states. National
economies, empires, and national capitalists became increasingly the basic building
blocks of the new global political economy. As the colonial world became an
important supplier of raw materials and a significant market for some industries (up
to 60 percent of British cotton goods exports, for example, went to India and the Far
East), industrial capitalism took on a new cast, with states securing political control
over territories that provided raw materials and markets. One-quarter of the globe
“was distributed or redistributed as colonies” between 1876 and 1915, testifying to

the rapidly growing importance of bounded territory. Statesmen and capitalists in
effect fused their respective goals of power and accumulation, and in the process
forged an entirely new form of capitalist globalization. The methods of industrial
capitalism, developed in the world of factory production in England and elsewhere,
now went global, increasingly replacing the true-and-tried methods of war
capitalism.74
Ironically, the project to strengthen newly consolidating nation-states and
“national” economies increasingly also became an international project, best
symbolized by the international cotton congresses that met regularly starting after
1905, bringing together merchants, manufacturers, planters, and bureaucrats in
places such as Manchester, Vienna, Paris, Brussels, Milan, London, Stockholm, and
Alexandria. By 1927, seventeen countries participated. They discussed cottongrowing conditions in various parts of the world, and tried to identify best practices.
They also reviewed exemplary efforts to increase cotton production, discussing, for
example, in great detail the German experiences with cotton agriculture in colonial
Togo. The congresses were part and parcel of a global discourse among capitalists
and bureaucrats on how to reconcile the needs of metropolitan economies for cheap
and plentiful agricultural commodities from the periphery with new forms of labor.
In Paris, the experts at the Ministry of Colonies constituted a commission aptly
named the “Commission du Régime du Travail aux Colonies,” in Berlin and Chicago
budding social scientists explored the possibilities of “free labor” regimes in
securing access to agricultural commodities, and the Spanish ambassador to Paris
asked the French minister of the colonies to report on the French experience with
emancipation and its effect on labor supply. The British colonial authorities in
Bombay inquired into the mobilization of labor in Russian Central Asia. And in the
1910s, the Japanese Ministry of Agriculture and Commerce, set on expanding cotton
production in colonial Korea, investigated the efforts of European nations to use
“free labor” for the growing of cotton in their colonial possession. Postcolonial and
postcapitalist regimes, as we will see, were just as eager to learn from these
experiences, and often implemented these lessons with an eager radicalism that
overshadowed even their teachers’ revolutionary designs. As competitive nationstates strengthened in a few regions of the world, they shared a burning wish to
reconstruct the global countryside, and embedded their policies in strategies
transcending any particular nation-state. Again, state formation and globalization
unfolded hand in glove.75
And while the dilemmas of “free labor” would remain central to global
conversations, by the 1870s, from the perspective of cotton capitalists, the crisis of
the empire of cotton that had emerged from the emancipation of cotton growing
workers had been resolved. The newfound ability of capitalists and states to
transform the global cotton-growing countryside with the tools of industrial
capitalism allowed for ever more cotton to arrive at ever cheaper prices in the ports
of Liverpool, Bremen, Le Havre, Osaka, and Boston. So successful was the
recombination of labor, land, capital, and state power that cotton prices in Liverpool
not only returned to pre–Civil War levels, but fell further. In 1870, a pound of
cotton in the United States had cost 24 cents; in 1894, that price had fallen to just 7
cents—below its cost before the Civil War (when it was about 11 cents.) In response,
the Manchester Cotton Supply Association, which had been at the forefront of much
of the push to make peasants the world over into cotton growers for export,

disbanded in 1872. The defeat of the economic and political aspirations of
freedpeople in the American South and the successful inventions of new systems of
labor there and elsewhere had inspired confidence that the revolutionary activities
of capital would continue to succeed in recasting the global countryside.76

Chapter Eleven

Destructions

Cotton merchants in India. (illustration credit 11.1)

The rapid expansion of industrial capitalism after 1865, as we have seen,
transformed even more of the global countryside. Manufacturers in the industrial
heartlands of cotton’s empire demanded raw material, labor, and markets, and their
voracity was felt by the majority of humanity who lived far from the urban centers
of Europe and North America. With the abolition of slavery in the United States,
cultivators in India, Egypt, the American South, Brazil, and, a few decades later,
West Africa and Central Asia found themselves drawn into new systems of labor,
producing vast and increasing quantities of cotton. Thanks to their backbreaking
and ill-remunerated labor, well into the twentieth century trade in cotton and cotton
goods “was still by far the largest single trade” in both the Atlantic world and Asia.
Even as late as the 1930s, the Japanese cotton traders of Toyo Menka Kaisha
asserted that “cotton is indisputably the prime commodity in the international trade
of the world.”1
In more general terms, the emergence of new systems of labor and the stunning
increase in raw cotton output pointed to one of the most revolutionary projects of

industrial capitalism, the creation of a new relationship between manufacturing
centers and the countryside. By the 1870s, as we have seen, capitalists had done
what a few decades earlier seemed impossible: fully integrated an ever larger swath
of the global countryside into serving the needs of industrial production without
drawing on the institution of slavery. The reason for this success was clear: Powerful
imperial states—which had come about not least thanks to merchants’ and
manufacturers’ persistent agitation—now possessed the means to reach deeply into
once remote parts of the world. The agents of industrial capitalism rode railways
that penetrated Berar, sent cotton prices over telegraph cables that crossed the
Atlantic, and followed behind military expeditions that “pacified” Tashkent and
Tanganyika.
These cotton kings riding on the coattails of a strengthened state furthered a
double process of creative destruction. They pushed metropolitan capital closer to
cotton producers outside the world’s slave areas, in the process often destroying
older merchant networks that had moved cotton from field to factory prior to the
1860s. And they undermined hand spinning and handloom weaving, effecting the
world’s most significant wave of deindustrialization ever. Millions of people,
especially women, gave up their spinning and weaving, work that had structured
their societies for centuries or even millennia.
In the last third of the nineteenth century, metropolitan capital and manufactured
goods moved into ever greater areas of the world’s countryside. The success of
European merchants was most remarkable in a huge area in which they had
traditionally been the weakest: Asia. It was there that they managed to move closer
to the actual producers and consumers of cotton. By the 1870s, for example, Berar’s
central market town, Khamgaon, hosted merchants from Britain, Germany, France,
Italy, Switzerland, and the Habsburg Empire, all focused on acquiring raw cotton.
These merchants sent Indian agents into the nearby growing areas to purchase the
material raw, then they had it cleaned and pressed before shipping it to the port of
Bombay. They had now truly gained control of the cotton trade, replacing a world
they had inherited from previous generations in which “the trade was entirely in the
hands of the local dealers.”2
It had been the terminal crisis of slave labor that pushed European and later also
Japanese merchants inland beyond the port cities of India, Egypt, western Africa,
and elsewhere. Already upon the first sign of disintegration of slavery in 1861,
manufacturers in the Manchester Cotton Supply Association had hoped that
Europeans could be “induce[d]…to take up their position in the interior of India
and superintend the trade among Natives.” A year later, the India Office in London
had conveyed to the governor in council in Bombay that it supported the
“establishment of Agencies in these districts, for the purpose of purchasing cotton
direct from the cultivating classes, instead of through middlemen.” Doing this in
India was not so easy, however, because Indian cotton dealers were deeply rooted in
both the local cotton trade and the social structure of cotton-producing villages—in
fact, without revolutionizing the Indian social structure it was hard to imagine that
European capitalists would ever be able to replace their Indian counterparts. But
they did, not least thanks to the support they received from an increasingly
powerful imperial state, and by 1878 a British colonial administrator observed that

“the [cotton] trade [of Berar]…has fallen almost entirely into the hands of European
merchants.”3
Among the European capitalists who came to dominate cotton production in a
remote hinterland of industrial capitalism such as Berar’s Khamgaon was the firm of
Volkart Brothers. Headquartered in the quaint town of Winterthur near the shores of
Lake Constance, these Swiss merchants had been active in the Indian cotton trade
since 1851, relying on the services of Indian brokers to purchase cotton for
European markets. In the last third of the nineteenth century, however, they had
moved their capital ever closer to the actual cotton growers, creating purchasing
agencies in cotton-growing regions of India, including Khamgaon, and erecting
cotton gins and presses. Agents in the employ of Volkart would purchase cotton
from local dealers, have it processed in the firm’s own gins, then press it at
“Volkart’s Press” and send it by rail to Bombay, where it was branded by Volkart
agents to be shipped to Liverpool, Le Havre, or Bremen to be sold to mill owners
who put great trust in the “VB” stamped on the bales. While the old system had
relied on many intermediary merchants, Volkart now single-handedly connected
cotton growers to cotton manufacturers.4

European capital moves into the Indian countryside: Volkart Brothers cotton press in Berar. (illustration credit
11.2)

By 1883, sixteen Volkart presses dotted the Berar countryside and by 1920
Volkart would be the largest shipper of Indian-grown cotton, selling more than
180,000 bales, or one-quarter of the total exports. And the Volkarts were not alone.
They worked side by side the agencies, gins, and presses of other European
merchants, including the Rallis, Knoops, and Siegfrieds. In the early twentieth
century, Japanese cotton trading firms joined in: Toyo Menka Kaisha alone counted

156 Indian subagencies by 1926, and most of the firm’s profits derived from such
hinterland trading activities.5
As European and Japanese exporters moved into once remote cotton-producing
towns, rural cultivators were able to sell their products to global markets. To be
sure, smaller dealers and moneylenders who connected the growers to European and
Japanese merchants persisted, providing Indian peasants with the capital they
needed to acquire seeds, pay their taxes, and tide them over to the next harvest,
almost always at ruinous rates of interest. These sowkars were deeply rooted in the
villages and European dealers depended on them—just as the locals needed the
access to the markets and capital provided by European traders.6
Despite the persistence of sowkars, however, long-dominant Indian cotton
merchants who, as late as the 1850s, had played a major role in the export of
cotton, were pushed to the margins of the trade. Despite the riches that they had
accumulated during the American Civil War, many went under during the rapid fall
in cotton prices in its aftermath. Moreover, the changes in transportation
infrastructure and the advent of the telegraphic connection to Liverpool and with it
the trade in futures on Indian cotton squeezed the speculative profits of merchants
who sold on consignment. Major European merchants responded by vertically
integrating their businesses—connecting growers and manufacturers—as the
Volkarts had done with spectacular success, a move that Indian merchants, who
lacked the ability to establish a presence close to European manufacturers, could not
replicate. As a result, Indian merchants were increasingly under pressure, especially
in the overseas trade. In 1861, they still exported 67 percent of all cotton from
Bombay, but by 1875 their share had fallen to just 28 percent, and it kept declining.
Unable to compete in the overseas cotton trade, some of these merchants would
invest their capital in fledgling Indian cotton mills.7
Elsewhere in the world, the infusion of capital into cotton production evolved in
similar ways. In Egypt, for one, “merchants sent agents out into the villages to buy
small lots,” either from local traders or from the cultivators directly, replacing the
once total monopoly of the Egyptian viceroy. Many of these merchants were Greeks
who had come to Egypt in the wake of the cotton boom of the Civil War, and almost
all were part of family or place-of-origin networks that stretched not just into
Greece but also to Trieste, Marseille, London, and Manchester.8
In the Çukurova in western Anatolia, things followed a similar pattern with Greek
and Christian Arab merchants taking on that role, at first in interaction with
Armenian traders who connected their transmediterranean networks to the rural
cultivators themselves. By the 1880s, however, foreign banks and trading companies
had moved in, muscling aside local capitalists. In 1906, the German Cotton Society
of the Levant began its operations, in 1909 the Deutsche Orient Bank opened a
branch in Mersin, and a year later Deutsche Bank began investing heavily in
irrigation schemes. In exceptional cases, the capitalization of the countryside went
even one step further, with foreign investors owning entire cotton plantations. In La
Laguna, Mexico, British investors operated the huge cotton-growing hacienda
Compañía Agricola, Industrial y Colonizadora del Tlahualilo; in Mississippi, the
British Spinners Ltd. owned the Delta and Pine Land Company with its thirty-seven
thousand acres of cotton lands.9

Volkart Brothers, Swiss cotton merchants, connecting cotton growers and manufacturers, 1925: purchasing and
sales organization (illustration credit 11.3)

Even in the cotton states of North America, long subject to vast infusions of
European capital, the relationship between merchants and cotton growers
increasingly evolved toward the imperial model pioneered in India and Egypt,
which worked to marginalize cotton growers. Before the Civil War, the United States
had been exceptional as the only major cotton-growing area in the world dependent
on and receptive to European capital. But in the United States, unlike, for instance,
India, merchants had played a relatively subordinate role vis-à-vis the powerful
growers of cotton—the planters. That changed in the late nineteenth century, as
merchants gained new powers and capital entered the southern countryside in new
ways.10
The slow disappearance of factors was at the core of the recasting of the cotton
trade in the United States. Where factors had typically advanced capital to planters,
sold their crops, and provided them with supplies, now they were displaced by
merchants who settled in interior towns. As transportation and communication
access to the southern hinterland improved dramatically in the wake of the Civil
War, and as the empire of cotton moved farther into the West, growers sold their
cotton directly to merchants or mill agents, or even to foreign buyers, instead of
entrusting it for sale to a factor in a distant port. As a result, interior Texas cities
such as Dallas, far away from the ocean, became important cotton-trading places in
their own right. As early as 1880, Dallas counted thirty-three such cotton buyers,
many of them agents of giant European and American firms, such as Alexander
Sprunt of Wilmington, North Carolina, or Frank and Monroe Anderson, who, along
with Will Clayton, organized Anderson, Clayton & Co. to become the largest cotton

dealers in the world.11

Jean D. Zerbini: Greek cotton merchant in Egypt (illustration credit 11.4)

With the purchasing of cotton moving into American hinterland towns, cotton
presses and gins were built there as well, and experts, such as cotton classifiers,
moved in, paralleling developments in India, Egypt, and elsewhere. Local merchants
began purchasing the crop, as the telegraph communicated Liverpool and New York
prices rapidly to the remotest southern towns, just as it did to Khamgaon. At the
same time, the railroads increasingly brought a panoply of goods to small rural
stores, further undermining the former role of the factor as supplier of plantations.
And these merchants increasingly provided credit to growers, usurping yet another
function of antebellum factors. The old factors responded to this new situation by
becoming interior buyers themselves, another blow to the old system of factorage.
As a result, “cotton marketing moved inland,” and by the early 1870s
representatives of Manchester spinners purchased cotton directly in towns such as
Memphis. Alexander Sprunt and Son, for example, ran purchasing agencies all over
the southern states and selling agencies in Bremen, Liverpool, New England, and
Japan, paralleling in many ways Volkart’s operations in India.12
In India, Egypt, the United States, and elsewhere metropolitan capital gained new
powers over cotton growers, marginalizing both local control over the trade as well
as the formerly powerful cotton planters of the American South now defeated in
war. Yet ironically, under manufacturers’ pressure to deliver the cheapest possible
cotton, the commission-intensive business of importers, brokers, and factors were
increasingly squeezed as well, and eventually replaced by a much simpler—and
much less expensive—system of trade. In fact, so successful had merchants become
in connecting distant growers and manufacturers to one another that their own
labor had become less and less important.
Pressured by manufacturers who sought to cut transaction costs, the myriad
intermediaries who had moved cotton from the plantation to the factory before the

1860s consolidated, to be replaced by a few vertically integrated cotton dealers.
New characters now strode onto the cotton empire’s stage, people who would
connect growers directly to manufacturers. The old-style importers and brokers
declined. Some, such as the Browns, in a savvy move, had already mostly exited the
cotton business before the Civil War. Others, such as the Rathbones, accumulated
huge losses after the war, and then retreated from the trade. Lower transaction costs
meant lower profits for people invested in the cotton trade, giving a premium to
those able to secure a vastly increased quantity of goods. One of the nineteenth
century’s greatest authorities on the global cotton trade, Thomas Ellison, estimated
that between 1870 and 1886 transaction costs, as a percentage of the value of the
traded cotton, fell by 2.5 percent.13
The role of merchants also changed because, as the result of the state-driven
transformation of the countryside, connecting growers and producers of raw cotton
had become much simpler. As we have seen, states projected themselves into the
world’s countryside, using contract law, new forms of property rights in land,
railroads, and the imperial control of territory, giving manufacturers a more direct
and immediate access to the world’s countryside and its increasingly marginalized
cotton growers.
The importance of old-fashioned importers, brokers, and factors within the empire
of cotton declined even more as the global cotton trade was increasingly dominated
by a small number of cotton exchanges. Trades on these exchanges no longer rested
on trust networks forged by religious, kin, or place-of-origin solidarities. Instead,
these institutions were impersonal marketplaces in which anyone at any time could
trade in any quantity and quality of cotton for immediate or future delivery, or
could speculate on the future price movements of cotton that had not been shipped,
or perhaps not even grown. Such cotton exchanges spread rapidly across the globe:
In 1869, the New York Cotton Exchange opened, followed by the New Orleans
Cotton Exchange in 1871, and further exchanges in Le Havre, Bremen, Osaka,
Shanghai, São Paulo, Bombay, and Alexandria. These exchanges specialized in the
trading of contracts on the future delivery of cotton. Such “to arrive” trading, as we
have seen, had already emerged in a sporadic way before the 1860s, but now
“futures” took off to become the dominant mode of the global cotton trade, made
possible by the accelerated speed at which information traveled around the globe,
facilitated, most crucially, by the laying of the first transatlantic telegraph cable in
1866.14
These emerging commodity markets were sophisticated institutions. They would
have been unrecognizable to the Holts and Drinkwaters, and their counterparts, who
hurried around the port of Liverpool in the 1810s inspecting sacks of cotton arriving
from the Americas. Now trade was highly abstracted from the actual physical cotton
and highly standardized, the great variety of nature molded through conventions
and contracts into categories that corresponded to the abstractions capital required
to make it commensurable.
Most important was the standardization of cotton itself. The huge natural variety
of cotton, for the purposes of trades in futures, was impossible to handle and thus
was fictitiously reduced to just one—“middling upland”—and contracts were
standardized to specific lot sizes of this quality. These standards, as we have seen,
had been defined in the years before the American Civil War by the Liverpool
Cotton Brokers’ Association. In the 1870s its successor organization, the Liverpool

Cotton Association, took over this definition of quality and the implementation of
standards—a direct consequence of the city’s central position in the global cotton
empire. Detailed rules for the classification of cottons, and mechanisms for the
arbitration of disputes between sellers and buyers, made both the knowledge and
the trust networks of previous generations of merchants much less central. As
historian Kenneth Lipartito notes, the “speculation in futures helped to impose
worldwide supply and demand conditions on local markets, thus moving the entire
cotton trade towards the ideal of a single market with a single, internationally
determined price for each grade of cotton.”15

A dockworker weighing cotton in the Port of Liverpool (illustration credit 11.5)

As a result of this restructuring of the global cotton market, business grew rapidly.
While the New York Cotton Exchange traded contracts for the future delivery of 5
million bales in 1871–72 (slightly more than the actual harvest), it traded contracts
on 32 million bales ten years later—an amount seven and a half times the actual
cotton harvest. The global cotton trade now took place not in securing actual cotton,
but in speculating on future price movements of the commodity. That speculation
was made possible by the exchanges’ ability to create one “world price” for cotton, a
price available at any minute of the day in all cotton-growing and -manufacturing
centers.16 No longer was the trade in cotton shaped by the leisurely pace of
importers, factors, and brokers walking the streets of port towns throughout the
empire of cotton—now the rhythms of industrial capital and, increasingly, of

finance dominated the cotton trade.

The New York Cotton Exchange, 1923 (illustration credit 11.6)

The role of merchants diminished not least because many of their core functions
were usurped by states. Even the all-important standards on which contracts
increasingly rested, based as we have seen on private contractual arrangements of
merchants and enforced by the Liverpool Cotton Association, were after the turn of
the century increasingly defined and enforced by state classifiers in the United
States. The shift of the all-important power of definition from private associations
such as the Liverpool Cotton Association to the state, from England to the United
States, was the result of the growing U.S. influence on the global economy, and also
the political pressure of cotton producers in the United States, who felt
disadvantaged by Liverpool’s rules. In 1914, the “Official Cotton Standards of the
United States” were created, their use required for all futures transactions. In 1923,
the Cotton Standards Act made it illegal to use any other standards for American
cotton in interstate or foreign commerce, and as a result these standards also guided

transactions on European cotton exchanges. With government classifiers in
government classing rooms housed in cotton exchanges, the state had entrenched
itself in the very heart of the global cotton trade.17
Moreover, the state also became an important supplier of statistics that made the
market more legible, rendering much less central the sophisticated networks of
information gathering and exchange that merchants had forged through huge
investments in time and treasure. Beginning in July 1863, the U.S. Department of
Agriculture issued monthly reports on cotton production. In 1894 it launched the
annual Agricultural Yearbook, a huge compendium of statistics, and by 1900 it was
issuing crop reports collected by “41 full-time, paid statistic agents and their 7,500
assistants. 2,400 volunteer county correspondents and their 6,800 assistants and
40,000 volunteer township or district correspondents.” Two years later, the Census
Bureau was charged by Congress to collect annually “the statistics of the cotton
production of the country as returned by ginners.” By 1905, there was even an
International Institute of Agriculture with its own statistics bureau, created by none
other than the king of Italy. The state, centrally concerned with the reliable flow of
inexpensive raw materials into the vortex of manufacturing enterprises, now quite
literally made the market.18
Not content with marginalizing both cotton growers and older merchant networks,
imperial statesmen, manufacturers, and new kinds of commodity dealers also
worked diligently on their long-term project of destroying the older worlds of cotton
that still persisted in many regions. They drove a complex dynamic of
deindustrialization in the now global countryside. Each spinner and weaver who
gave up her or his handicraft created a potential new market for European and
North American manufacturers, who, as we have seen, had already ousted Indian
textiles from world markets earlier in the century. But now, in the last third of the
nineteenth century, statesmen, manufacturers, and dealers broke through local
barriers to foreign cotton consumption in the former heartlands of the worlds of
cotton. Rural cultivators and former spinners and weavers in many parts of the
world became first-time buyers of European, North American, and eventually
Japanese yarn and cloth.
No market was more important than the ancient home of the world’s cotton
industry. Asia’s cotton markets were vast, and winning them was the grand prize
that British, French, Dutch, Spanish, and American imperialism bestowed, not just
on Lancashire manufacturers, but on some continental European, North American,
and Japanese manufacturers as well.19 India in particular became a huge market—
already in 1843 it was for British manufacturers their most important customer, and
it remained central for about a century thereafter. By 1900, 78 percent of the total
production of the British cotton industry was exported, much of it to India.20
European manufacturers’ success was the more remarkable in light of their earlier
failures. In the early decades of the nineteenth century, high transportation costs
had made inland markets in Asia as well as Africa largely inaccessible, and even in
markets open to European merchants, selling European cotton goods was difficult. A
typical story of these early years suggests the reasons why: British merchant Richard
Kay, who traded cotton with India and China, went to Calcutta to sell yarn. There
he was overwhelmed by the difficulties he encountered, annoyed by the “tribe of

native merchants.” He suffered from the heat, and became sick on his travels to
outlying villages. When he went to Allahabad, he complained about being “pestered
with all sorts of dealers, viz cloth merchants.” In the vast Indian subcontinent, the
Asiatic Journal reported, “Nearly the whole inland trade in European goods is in
[local merchants’] hands, and they furnish at present the principal medium for
procuring an extended circulation for our broadcloths, cotton, copper, iron, & c.” As
a result, “British manufactured goods have as yet displaced, but to a very limited
extent, the Native cotton cloth manufactures of Western India, and it is impossible
for them to do so until improved means of transit and communication enable the
respective manufacturers to compete on more equal terms.”21
Yet already by the 1830s, in a great reversal of one of the world’s oldest trade
patterns, larger quantities of British-manufactured cottons began to flow into places
where for centuries and even millennia hand spinning and weaving had flourished,
to be followed by French, Swiss, and other products. When “free trade” was imposed
upon the Ottoman Empire in 1838 and British cloth “flooded the market in Izmir,”
local cotton workers lost their ability to maintain their old production regime. In
coastal southeastern Africa, cotton yarn and cloth imports also began to devastate
the local cotton textile industry. In Mexico, European cotton imports had a serious
impact on local manufacturing—before tariffs enabled Mexican industrialization,
Guadalajara’s industry had been, as one historian found, “virtually eliminated.” In
Oaxaca, 450 out of 500 looms ceased operating. In China, the 1842 Treaty of
Nanking forced the opening of markets, and the subsequent influx of European and
North American yarn and cloth had a “devastating” effect, especially on China’s
hand spinners.22

Capturing the Asian market: British cloth exports to India and China, in millions of yards, 1820–1920
(illustration credit 11.7)

India was the grandest market of them all. By 1832, the great house of Baring,
never one to miss a chance for profit, partnered with a local merchant house in
Calcutta, Gisborne and Company, to export British yarn. It also financed the yarn
and cloth trade to China and Egypt. Thanks to the efforts of merchants like
Gisborne, increasing quantities of British cottons flowed into the Indian market, “to
an extent that might have been previously considered impossible,” according to the
Bombay Chamber of Commerce in 1853. Tellingly, Manchester manufacturers

McConnel & Kennedy, who had earlier in the century found most of their yarn
customers in continental Europe, by the 1860s were corresponding mostly with
customers in Calcutta, Alexandria, and similarly distant parts of the world, while
Fielden Brothers expanded production so rapidly that they began to think about
sending cloth for the “mass of poor people” to Calcutta. Machine production
demanded ever more markets to remain profitable.23 Yet despite these efforts, in the
first half of the nineteenth century the older centers of the world of cotton still
retained significant handicraft production. By 1850, Britain’s market share in India,
it has been estimated, was only 11.5 percent.24
Capturing these ancient markets took many decades, the final breakthrough only
occurring on the backs of imperial states. Indeed, creating markets for metropolitan
manufacturers was a conscious project of colonial administrations. The global South
was to be a market for metropolitan industry, not a competitor, and a supplier of
raw materials and labor, and both required the destruction of indigenous
manufacturing. Colonial governments created systems of tariffs and excise duties
that discriminated against indigenous producers. They also prioritized the
construction of new infrastructures tailored not to local needs but to global market
access. They also devoted significant time and money to the study of foreign cloth
markets to help their manufacturers compete in distant places. The Bombay
Chamber of Commerce had urged in 1853 “to ascertain, if possible, what are the
principal seats of consumption for each particular description of goods, and what
the route by which such goods arrive at their respective ultimate destination…. It is
a matter of great interest, both to the Merchants of Bombay and to Manufacturers at
home, to know more definitely to what extent and in what direction the import
trade of Western Indies is being extended.” Twenty years later, in 1873, J. Forbes
Watson’s Collection of Specimens and Illustrations of the Textile Manufacturers of India
(Second Series), a beautiful four-volume set of books, contained hundreds of samples
of Indian cloth, including detailed descriptions, with length, width, weight, and
place of origin. Some samples even list their price per yard—all to enable European
manufacturers to compete in Indian markets by copying these fabrics. And in 1906
“the secretary of state deputed an India office official to examine the products of the
handlooms of India with a view to ascertaining whether any of the Indian-made
goods could not be profitably supplied by the power-loom industry of Great
Britain.”25

Agents of deindustrialization: K. Astardjan, cotton merchants of Armenian heritage, with branch offices in

Constantinople, Manchester, and elsewhere, presenting samples of Manchester cloth to customers in Haskovo (in
modern-day Bulgaria), 1886 (illustration credit 11.8)

Selling cotton yarn to India: Volkart Brothers markets to local tastes. (illustration credit 11.9)

China’s markets were just as tempting. In 1887, a British bureaucrat stationed in
Ning-po issued a “Report on the Native Cotton Manufacturers of the District of NingPo” to the Manchester Chamber of Commerce in which he “furnish[ed] samples of
the cotton cloths…in common wear here.” The British consul in China years earlier
had already forwarded two boxes of “ordinary clothing worn by the labouring
population of several districts of China, to the Manchester Chamber of Commerce,
including accounts of the costs of these.” It was exhibited in Manchester at the
Chamber of Commerce for two days and “received many visitors.” And the efforts of
manufacturers and imperial governments were successful. Britain’s market share in
India increased to about 60 percent in 1880. Bengali merchants protested against
the wave of British imports, but to no avail.26
As cotton yarn and cloth from the heartlands of the world’s cotton industry
flowed into the world’s cotton-growing areas newly constituted as backwaters, they
brought with them a tsunami of deindustrialization. “The importation of cheap
machine-made piece goods has in many parts driven the native spinners and
weavers altogether out of the market, and many have had to take to working on the
roads, or have been engaged as farm-labourers,” observed Berar cotton
commissioner Harry Rivett-Carnac in 1869.

Clothing the colonial and neocolonial world: cotton cloth exports from the UK, 1820–1920, by destination
(illustration credit 11.10)

In the middle of the nineteenth century, millions of people still spun and wove by
hand, as they had done for centuries. Competition from industrially produced yarn
and cloth had begun to undermine that production in the first half of the century,
especially in Europe and North America, and it had effectively destroyed cloth
production for export in India. In the centers of the old worlds of cotton, however,
where people produced yarn and cloth within households for local consumption,
these changes still seemed remote. But now in the last third of the nineteenth
century this was about to change. Usually these changes unfolded slowly and were
at first hardly noticeable—a new railroad line opened bringing in yarns from
faraway factories, for example—but sometimes they could also occur quite
suddenly. In India the American Civil War was such an event. During that war,
many spinners found themselves unable to compete with the market price for their
crucial raw material. The Madras Chamber of Commerce in its 1863 report observed
that “the enhanced price of Cotton has rendered the position of the Cotton Weavers
of this Presidency one of great difficulty.” As a result, the number of weavers
decreased by as much as 50 percent during the American war, with former weavers
moving into agricultural labor. Thus in a large swath of India, integration into the
world market went hand in hand with widespread “peasantization,” not, as one
might expect, proletarianization.27
As former craft workers were drawn into cotton cultivation, deindustrialization
swept over their world in the following decades. In Berar, “The manufacture of
home made cloth has been undermined by the importation of English Piece Goods,
and many of the weaver class have become ordinary labourers,” remarked the
assistant commissioner in charge of cotton of the government of India in 1874. With
less cloth manufactured at home, reported Berar’s cotton commissioner, “The homemade cloths affect not at all the supply of raw materials which England confidently
expects from the Berars.”28
For European cotton manufacturers this was reason to celebrate. When Edmund
Potter spoke at the Manchester Chamber of Commerce he was cheered by “hear,
hear” calls from the otherwise staid audience:
The great expenditure in our military operations; the great outlay in making

public works…and the increasing consumption by this country…of the
agricultural products of India; all these things have circulated money among
and raised in some degree the social condition of the ryots [cultivators] of that
country, so that their consumption of manufactured goods has increased. One
letter informs me that in some districts the weavers are leaving their ill-paid
operations in that handicraft, and are resuming the occupation we wish them
to follow, namely, agricultural operations—(“Hear, hear”)—because there is no
question the real interest of India would be best promoted by developing the
agricultural products of its fertile soil. (“Hear”)29

“Dacca” calicoes, now manufactured in Britain: Gidlow Mills in Wigan, as seen in 1908 (illustration credit
11.11)

For British cotton merchants and manufacturers, news of the deindustrialization of
India was so welcome that it allowed for a slight relaxation of decorum.
By the end of the century, that decline had brought with it social catastrophe. In
Bengal “from every district it is reported that owing to the widespread use of
European piece-goods, which are cheaper and finer, though not always more
durable, Indian manufactured goods have gradually disappeared.” One district,
Parganas, testified that “weavers have been largely driven from their hereditary
calling to agriculture.” When famine struck the Bombay Presidency in 1896–97 the
final report of the Revenue Department stated that weavers suffered “not only from
the failure of crops and high prices but from the absence of demand for their
products.” Such stories can be told about many regions of the world.30
Yet despite these pessimistic reports, domestic production did not disappear. In

the Ottoman Empire weavers took advantage of access to cheaper (imported) yarn,
and catered successfully to highly differentiated local markets, doing fairly well
throughout the nineteenth century. Historians of China have observed that while
hand spinning diminished rapidly (by 1913 only 25 percent of all yarn used in
China was spun at home), weaving remained, and during the 1930s 70 percent of
cloth was still produced in homes, indeed well into the socialist period home
manufacturing survived. In Latin America, the home-based production of cottons
persisted as well, especially among indigenous communities. Historians of African
manufacturing also observe that “contemporary statements as to the complete
hegemony of import cottons have no validity outside fairly restricted zones”—
basically places near European settlements. Even in India, as the British colonial
Department of Commerce and Industry reported in 1906, “The weaving of cloth by
hand is not, however, by any means extinct, after agriculture it is still the most
important occupation of the native of India, and is pursued, in some parts, as an
independent means of livelihood or in order to supplement the earnings derived
from agriculture, and in others, as a purely domestic occupation.”31
As the world shifted under their feet, and without the power to respond politically
to these shifts, local cotton producers adapted as well as they could. At first, faced
with the loss of their export markets, they retooled to supply domestic consumers,
by producing coarser goods. They also focused, often successfully, on market niches
not supplied by European manufacturers, and on producing more durable cloth. The
Commerce and Industries Department reported with some regret of “the difficulty of
penetrating too many of the up-country markets, the effects of custom, of caste, of
religious beliefs, of the barter system, and so on, has prevented the process from
proceeding with the rapidity which it would otherwise have attained.” As late as
1920, there were still about 2.5 million handloom weavers remaining in India. Even
Mahatma Gandhi, who made the devastating impact of colonialism on domestic
industry a key aspect of his political campaigns, admitted in 1930 that “next to
agriculture, hand-weaving is still the largest and most widespread industry
throughout the whole of India”—not least because despite all the rapid advances,
the capitalist reorganization of the countryside remained far from complete in the
early twentieth century.32
If these adjustments did not suffice, weavers tried to reduce the costs of their
product by moving production farther into the countryside and giving female
household members a more prominent role in production. In the Ottoman Empire,
cotton textile production increasingly moved away from male, guild-based labor
toward female and child labor, often in the countryside. Deindustrialization, as
often as not, shaped gender inequalities as it undermined household economies.
Indeed, the ability of local manufacturing to survive was often rooted in the
gendered social structure of the countryside, where workers, often women, were idle
during parts of the year, and families perceived the “cost” of continuing to produce
textiles for family consumption or even sale as extremely low. “In Assam and
Burma,” tellingly reported the Department of Industry and Commerce, “weaving
forms part of a girl’s education and woman’s ordinary household duties. The
family…is supplied in this manner, and the articles turned out are seldom offered
for sale; when the surplus production is disposed of in the local market, the cost of
the labour spent in the domestic occupation practiced during leisure hours is not
taken into consideration in calculating the price.” The incomplete transition to

capitalism, in fact, enabled the super-exploitation of members of households who
could labor for less than the cost of their subsistence.33
Spinners and weavers also tried collectively to resist the destruction of their
ancient industries—from the Black Forest to China to India—but their movements
confronted the ever more concentrated power of imperial states allied closely with
manufacturers. In the early nineteenth century, spinners in the Black Forest had set
machinery ablaze. In 1860, spinners rioted in Guangzhou in response to waves of
European imports.34 But states did not take kindly to such rebellions. A group of
Indian weavers reported on tax collectors resorting to torture to force them to pay
their taxes
by Binding up with chords and wood cut out for the purpose, the most delicate
and private places, by placing stone on their head and backs; By making them
to stand in the sun, by pinching the thighs and the ears, by pulling the
whiskers, by tying the locks of one man to that of one another, by sealing the
doors of Houses, by selling at Auction the Property of others which they
obtained by force of arms, by the confinement of some of us, without allowing
them to go to their means; by abusing and striking some, and abusing others
and making use of violent and coercive means.35
Unrestrained violence did not just characterize the world of the slave plantation.
Weavers understood the logic of this new political economy well, though they
lacked the power to alter it: “Those who come to India from Europe…after having
collected large fortunes, take the same to Europe, all which is obtained from our
Labour, but we ourselves are left without means of support.”36
Despite individual resistance and collective protest, the overall trend was
unwavering and ultimately devastating: around the globe millions of household
cotton spinners and weavers lost their ability to spin and weave. In India alone,
historian Tirthankar Roy concluded, “There is undeniable empirical evidence that
the community of hand-spinners gave up spinning on a large scale, and this factor
alone may account for a loss of industrial employment to the extent of 4–5 million
persons.” Other historians have suggested that the loss of manufacturing between
1830 and 1860 amounted to between 2 and 6 million full-time jobs in India alone.
The vast expansion of cotton manufacturing in Europe and the increasing
orientation of large swaths of the global countryside toward the growing of cotton
for export destabilized and even destroyed ancient cotton manufacturing—with
devastating consequences for spinners, weavers, and rural cultivators alike.37
Life in much of the world’s cotton-growing countryside had always been difficult at
best. A focus on growing cotton for export could, both theoretically and in fact, be
beneficial to rural cultivators. Many peasants, as we have seen, profited from rising
cotton prices during the American Civil War. Yet the radical recasting of ever larger
swaths of the world’s countryside also had less positive consequences. Most
crucially, it undermined food security. During the American Civil War, British
officials in Ahmedabad, Haira, and Surat had reported that “the increasing area of
land devoted to cultivation of Articles of Export, such as Cotton…[has led to a]
proportionate decrease in cultivation of articles of food.” As a result, food prices

rose between 1861 and 1865 by more than 325 percent, and even Sir Charles
Trevelyan had to admit that “at the present high prices of food, the body of the
people, in several parts of India, are barely able to subsist.” In Egypt, the situation
was quite similar. Once a grain-exporting country, it became dependent on imports
of food crops as the result of its greater dedication to cotton during the American
Civil War. When in the summer of 1863 disease killed nearly all of Egypt’s cattle, a
food crisis emerged in which tens of thousands of felaheen perished.38
The increasing world market orientation of cotton cultivators also had significant
effects on social structures. Throughout western India’s Maharashtra, for example,
British efforts to increase revenue and encourage peasants to participate in distant
markets led to the undermining of the collective nature of villages, making
individual peasants instead of villages as a whole responsible for taxes, and handing
judicial power to distant courts instead of village-based and peasant-dominated
tribunals. The market now increasingly subsumed all aspects of society, not just in
Lancashire or Alsace, but in Berar and Lower Egypt as well. In Anatolia, “a largescale transition to a cash-crop economy” took place in response to the cotton boom,
with cotton replacing food crops, the abolition of feudal social relations in the
countryside, and the financing of the crop by local merchants who charged peasants
interest rates between 33 and 50 percent. In Egypt as well, the booming cotton
export industry, according to historian Alan Richards, “destroyed the old quasicommunal forms of land tenure, broke up the protective web of village social
relations, replaced them with private property in land and individual tax
responsibility, and helped create four classes: large landowners…, rich peasants…,
small peasant landowners, and a landless class.” As early as the 1840s, the
government had begun compelling peasants to grow specific crops, including cotton,
and to “deliver them to government warehouses.” Peasants had responded to this
pressure by leaving the land in droves, which the government took as a reason to
deny any claims to the land by those who had “deserted” it. By 1862, anyone who
left the land for more than two months lost his claim to the property. In 1863, when
Isma’il, Egypt’s new ruler, took power, he focused his efforts on creating large
estates, giving land to relatives and officials in his government, and forcing peasants
to work on infrastructure projects and on his own plantations. Resistance to such
measures was violently repressed.39
The most serious impact on cotton farmers, however, emerged after the American
Civil War. Once world market prices declined after the onset of the global
depression of 1873, Indian, Egyptian, Brazilian, and American rural cultivators had
a hard time making up for lost income, as falling prices made it ever more difficult
to repay loans and make tax payments. The price for Surat cotton delivered in
Liverpool between 1873 and 1876 fell by 38 percent. Cotton growers in Brazil,
Egypt, India, the United States, and elsewhere, often highly indebted to local
moneylenders, now faced plummeting returns on their cash crops. In India and
Brazil, the problems were compounded by severe droughts that led to a rapid
increase in food prices. Though historians disagree as to how much the fall in world
market prices affected cotton growers, at the very least world market integration
increased the economic uncertainty faced by people in remote corners of the world.
Their incomes, and quite literally their survival, were now linked to global price
fluctuations over which they had no control. All too often, the only response open to
farmers with little control over the land was to grow more cotton to make up for

lost income due to falling prices—which resulted in a glut of cotton that depressed
prices even further.
What wage workers, tenants, and sharecroppers had in common was that they
had lost access to subsistence agriculture—basic production and consumption now
depended on global markets. While “cotton [was once] a subordinate product” and
“the ryot [did] not neglect the raising of food for the sake of cotton, however high
its price may be, for in doing so he runs the risk of starvation,” by the late
nineteenth century millions of rural cultivators became primarily dependent on
cotton. Moreover, as world market integration usually went along with social
differentiation, a growing group of landless tenants and agricultural laborers
periodically faced life-threatening difficulty in accessing food crops. In Africa, one
author found that “cotton and food insecurity went hand in hand.” In La Laguna,
Mexico, an unprecedented percentage of children suffered from malnutrition. In
Argentina, misery characterized small cotton-growing farms.40
Between 1864 and 1873 the amount of cotton that a tenant or farmer had to
produce to buy a given quantity of Berar’s most important food grain, jowar,
doubled, and then it doubled again by 1878. Perhaps even more significant, the
relative price of grains to cotton changed dramatically from year to year (changes of
20 percent or even 40 percent were not exceptional), introducing a new level of
uncertainty into cotton growers’ precarious lives. As one historian of India has
remarked, “Successful participation in markets requires economic autonomy and the
capacity to take risks and sustain losses. Poor and indebted peasants had neither.”
Contemporaries believed that this crisis was at least partly the result of the diversion
of land and labor away from food crops and toward cotton. As the colonial
government of India observed in 1874, “The more the area’s food stocks is
diminished in favor of fibres, the greater the danger from any failure of the
monsoon becomes, & the greater appears to be the necessity of some security
against the consequences of such failure.” Indeed, cotton production for export
typically produced a quagmire of poverty, debt, and underdevelopment well into
the twentieth century. As H. E. Neguib Shakour Pasha, the director of the Gharbieh
Land Company in Cairo, reminded his audience during a speech to the Congress of
the International Federation of Master Cotton Spinners’ and Manufacturers’
Associations, “You have only to go to the villages and see the dwellings our people
live in, their very small interest in life, their hard work from morning till evening
without distractions would give you an idea as to how the Egyptian peasant lives his
gloomy and uninteresting existence.”41
The causes of the uncertainties they faced often remained mysterious to rural
cultivators themselves. The cotton commissioner for Berar, Harry Rivett-Carnac,
reported in 1868 that “the great rise and then the sudden fall in the price of cotton,
and the constant fluctuations in the market, by which the cultivator, in even the
most remote of the cotton-growing villages is affected, has led some of the less
intelligent to regard cotton not only with distrust, but with a certain degree of awe.”
Traveling into the “more distant parts of the cotton-growing tracts of the Provinces,”
he found people who were mystified as to why the price of cotton changed rapidly,
as they “find some difficulty in realizing the present state of the trade, and the fact
that, by means of the Electric Telegraph, the throbbings of the pulse of the Home
markets communicate themselves instantly to Hingunghat and other trade centres
throughout the country.” These cotton growers told Rivett-Carnac that they

attributed such volatility to “luck,” “a war,” the “kindness of a paternal
Government,” or that the “the Queen had given every one in England new clothes”
on the occasion of the crown prince’s wedding.42 These cultivators understood
perfectly well that remote events over which they had no control now determined
the most basic conditions of their existence.
This uncertainty could be life-threatening on a massive scale. In 1877 and again
in the late 1890s, Berar, as well as northeastern Brazil, witnessed the starvation of
millions of cultivators as cotton prices fell while food grain prices rose, putting food
out of reach of many cotton producers. Specializing in cotton could result in
disaster, as in the 1870s famine, which was not caused by a lack of food (indeed,
food grains continued to be exported from Berar), but by the inability of the poorest
agricultural laborers to buy urgently needed food grains. In India alone, between 6
and 10 million people died in the famines of the late 1870s. Observed one gazetteer,
“Had Berar been an isolated tract dependent on its own resources, it is possible that
in the plain taluks [British administrative units] there would have been no famine.”
High prices had made food unavailable to many peasants and agricultural laborers,
and during the 1900 famine, another 8.5 percent of the population of Berar died,
with the greatest numbers of deaths occurring in districts most specialized in cotton
production. Landless agricultural workers and former weavers in particular suffered,
“for not only did they have to pay more for their food, but their wages are reduced
from the competition” of workers from other regions. The British medical journal
The Lancet estimated that famine death during the 1890s totaled 19 million, with
fatalities concentrated in the tracts of India that had recently been recast to produce
cotton for export. In the town of Risod, a contemporary observed that people “died
like flies.”43

Famine victims, probably 1899, India (illustration credit 11.12)

Experiencing a new kind of uncertainty thanks to world market integration, and
squeezed by moneylenders, cotton growers in India, Brazil, Mexico, and the
southern United States took a desperate and dangerous step: They rebelled. In
Egypt, agricultural workers led by Ahmed al-Shaqi had revolted as early as 1865. In
India, the Deccan Riots of May and June 1875 targeted moneylenders and
merchants—figures who symbolized the recasting of the countryside. During the
1873–74 Quebra Quilos revolt, Brazilian peasants, many of whom had just a few
years earlier switched to cotton production, destroyed land records and refused to
pay taxes they could no longer afford in the wake of the global fall of cotton prices.
In 1899, widespread grain riots occurred again, often drawing in hundreds of people
even in small villages. At the same time, cotton farmers in the southern United
States also organized. They formed the Farmers Alliance and launched a political
movement, Populism, demanding that the state relieve them of some of the
economic pressures that had wreaked havoc in their lives, a movement that reared
its head again during the first decade of the twentieth century when several
hundred thousand farmers joined the Southern Cotton Association and the National
Farmers’ Union. Cotton populism spread as far as Egypt, where Wady E. Medawar in
1900 formulated a program of agrarian reform much like the one advanced by
cotton farmers in the United States, including cooperative societies, agricultural
improvement associations, mechanisms to provide cheap credit to farmers, and an
organization of rural cultivators that would interweave private and public initiative.
Around the same time, Mexican cotton workers in La Laguna deployed
“insubordination, theft, banditry” and other forms of collective action to improve
their situation. Food shortages led to grain riots, brutally repressed by private
armies backed by federal troops. Strategies of resistance varied according to
political regime, ranging from creating cooperatives and running for political office
in Texas to murdering moneylenders in India.44
The rebellion of cotton cultivators at times had a significant impact on national
politics, as in the United States, where Populists influenced the critical presidential
election of 1896 and forced a greater presence of the state in the cotton trade, but
also in Mexico, where they played an important role in the Mexican Revolution of
the 1910s. But the integration of many areas of the world into the global cotton
empire also made “cotton nationalism” a major theme in twentieth-century
anticolonial struggles. Most prominently, Indian nationalists invoked their country’s
recast role in the global cotton economy as one of the most damaging effects of
colonialism, and envisaged a postcolonial economy in which India would become
again a major cotton power.45
In future decades, these movements would revolutionize the empire of cotton
once again. But before this happened, the powerful new combination of
manufacturers and imperial statesmen who had emerged after the American Civil
War furthered the integration of the global cotton-producing countryside in ever
more parts of the world, including Korea, Central Asia, and Africa. The tentacles of
the empire of cotton spread ever farther. And that imperial expansion, in often
surprising ways, would also come to influence the postcolonial and even
postcapitalist cotton industry, and with it twentieth-century global capitalism.

Chapter Twelve

The New Cotton Imperialism

New frontiers: Cotton expedition to Togo. Members of the expedition that introduced American cotton-growing
methods into Togo, including technical experts from Tuskegee Institute, celebrate their first harvest by posing
with three bales of cotton, 1901. From left to right are the chief of Gyeasekang; unidentified; Akpanya von

Boem, a chief; John Robinson (from Tuskegee); Lieutenant Smend; Waldermeer Horn, the vice governor of Togo;
unidentified; James N. Calloway (from Tuskegee); and Allen Burks (from Tuskegee). (illustration credit 12.1)

In 1902, Sako Tsuneaki, the director of agricultural affairs in the Japanese Ministry
of Agriculture, whiled away the time on a steamer journey from China to Korea with
Wakamatsu Tosaburo, a Japanese government official newly transferred from
Shashi, China, to Mokpo, Korea. As they traveled across the Yellow Sea, the two
discussed the prospects of expanding cotton agriculture in eastern Asia in order to
feed the factories mushrooming around Osaka and elsewhere. In 1893, Japan had
imported about 125 million pounds of raw cotton. By 1902 imports, mostly from
India and the United States, had increased to 446 million pounds; by 1920, they
would rise to more than 1 billion pounds. Perhaps, agricultural bureaucrat Sako
suggested, Korean rural cultivators could be made to produce more cotton for
Japanese factories. Wakamatsu concurred, observing that in Shashi, where he had

just spent some years, a vibrant cotton-growing industry had emerged. Upon landing
in Korea the two resolved to investigate local cotton-growing practices and to find
ways to increase production.1
Informed by his earlier observations in China, Wakamatsu began to experiment
with various cotton strains on small model farms. Two years later, in 1904,
members of the Japanese Imperial Diet (the parliament) and the House of Peers, as
well as cotton manufacturers, created the Association for the Cultivation of Cotton
in Korea, “following the example of the British Cotton Growing Association,” which
had been created just two years earlier. The association systematized and expanded
Wakamatsu’s efforts, focusing especially on the introduction of American cotton
strains, building a cotton gin, and eventually presenting a report to the government
of Korea with recommendations to increase cotton production. By 1906, Japanese
spinners had established the Korean Cotton Corporation in Osaka with a branch
office in Mokpo, providing loans to Korean rural cultivators who mortgaged their
cotton crops to the company. Expanding their activities rapidly, the Japanese
spinners gained “control over much of the raw cotton produced in the peninsula’s
southern cotton belt.” They were aided in this project by the many agents sent into
the Korean countryside by Japanese cotton merchants to purchase the white gold.2
When Japan began its occupation of Korea in 1910, the new colonial government
took steps to further expand cotton production. In March 1912, “the GovernorGeneral issued…an instruction to the Provincial Governments of the southern part…
concerning encouragement of the planting of upland cotton.” Both Japanese cotton
capitalists and imperial administrators worried that Japan’s dependence on cotton
imports might endanger the growth of its manufacturing industry. They especially
hoped to disentangle themselves from the British Empire, given that by 1909, 62
percent of Japanese cotton imports arrived from India.3
Cotton from colonial Korea, and from Japan’s other colonial possessions,
Manchuria and Taiwan, was one potential solution. Korean farmers had traditionally
produced cotton alongside other crops such as beans and vegetables on their
smallholdings, often in the same fields. Most of the fiber was consumed in the
domestic manufacture of cloth. Japanese colonialists hoped to recast this indigenous
cotton industry just like their British peers had done in India: by cultivating new
lands, persuading farmers to convert more of their existing fields to cotton growing,
conducting agricultural experiments to improve yields and quality, and providing
state supervision of the selling of the crop. They drew upon the experiences of rival
cotton powers: The Japanese Ministry of Agriculture and Commerce had indeed
investigated the cotton-growing efforts of the Germans in Togo, the French in
French Soudan (modern-day Mali), and the British in the Sudan. Both the
Association for the Cultivation of Cotton in Korea, founded in 1904, and the Cotton
Cultivation Expansion Plan of 1912 borrowed significant elements from these
foreign models.4
These efforts bore fruit. Korean cotton exports to Japan increased from an annual
average of 37 million pounds between 1904 and 1908 to 165 million pounds
between 1916 and 1920. Cotton exports from Japanese-controlled Kwantung
province in China provided another 4.1 million pounds. The production of cotton
from American seeds increased at a particularly rapid rate. By 1915, 263,069
Korean cultivators grew 37 million pounds. Thanks to the efforts of the colonial
state, the Japanese cotton industry had domesticated a small but growing colonial

cotton complex.5

Japanese colonial officials with Korean cotton growers in a field, c. 1912 (illustration credit 12.2)

Stories like this could be told about many parts of the world. As states took on an
ever more important role in constituting the new systems of labor that came to
characterize the cotton-growing countryside after 1865, they also secured vast new
territories on which cotton could be grown, dominating them militarily, politically,
and bureaucratically. Sovereignty over labor, they all understood, became linked to
territorial control. By the late nineteenth century contemporary observers treated as
commonplace that the transition to cotton production for world markets rested most
fundamentally on that domination of territory by newly empowered imperial states.
Having lived through the grand defeat of slavery in the American South and
experiencing often insurmountable hurdles to transform the global countryside,
cotton manufacturers in particular, concerned with continuous access to inexpensive
cotton and markets, pressured their governments to exert more control over ever
more extensive cotton-growing lands.
The consolidation of states in the United States, Egypt, the Ottoman Empire, and
elsewhere, as well as the expansion of imperial control over colonial territories in
Korea, western Africa, and Central Asia, significantly extended the reach of the
cotton empire in the decades after the American Civil War. Conquest and control,
however, did not by itself produce cotton. Expansion demanded incorporation

strategies, and state bureaucrats and capitalists systematically applied lessons
learned from the mobilization of cotton-growing workers in the United States after
emancipation. In some cases, they removed native populations to make land
available for cotton-growing settlers, as in eastern Africa. But more typically in the
period after the American Civil War, they folded their new subjects into the global
cotton-growing complex by constructing infrastructure, creating new labor regimes,
and recasting local social structures. This happened in western Anatolia, Central
Asia, and western as well as central Africa. This metamorphosis frequently rested on
coercion and violence, but not on enslavement. And its particular pace and extent
varied with the particular ways these societies had been organized before
incorporation and with the relative capacity of colonizing states. Indeed, integration
into the global economy sometimes failed or bogged down when imperial subjects
successfully retained control of their land and their labor.6
These exceptions, however, prove the rule: In most cases, emancipation and the
emergence of a new imperialism went hand in hand. Slavery became free labor,
local sovereignties gave way to nation-states and empires, mule and camel trails to
railroads, and war capitalism to scientific agricultural reform, carried out by eager
colonial agents drawing on the lessons learned from industrial capitalism. States
brought military domination and pacification, infrastructure and property rights in
land. And as these states constituted new far-reaching global networks, global
networks in turn fostered the strengthening of states.
In the wake of the nineteenth century’s great struggles for emancipation, European
cotton-consuming countries, the United States, and Japan moved decisively to
control and exploit territories where cotton could be grown. This “cotton rush” of
sorts reached its zenith at the turn of the century, when new imperial powers
embraced it with as much zeal as the older colonial states had done during the Civil
War. The reasons were straightforward: While the ability of cotton capitalists to
return African-American workers to the growing of cotton for world markets by the
1870s had taken some pressure off the world’s countryside, long-established
concerns among cotton manufacturers and statesmen about secure and inexpensive
cotton supplies were amplified by the late nineteenth century.
As cotton prices rose for the first time in a quarter century—between 1898 and
1913 by 121 percent—European and Japanese manufacturers expressed concerns
that the United States would consume increasing percentages of the cotton
harvested on its fields in its own factories, leading to shortages and even higher
prices. These concerns were further amplified by the temporarily successful efforts
by some speculators to “corner” the market and force higher prices by manipulating
future and spot transactions on the newly established cotton exchanges. Once these
corners failed, a wave of “cotton populism” swept the southern countryside of the
United States, with cotton growers determined to collectively enable higher prices
for their crops. The boll weevil, an agricultural pest that had begun to spread on
American cotton farms in 1892, also seemed to threaten cotton production, and
there were pressures on demand as well with cotton factories spreading to new
areas of the world. British manufacturers, for example, observed that continental
Europeans now consumed one-third of the entire U.S. cotton harvest, which was
more than British factories. “One shudders,” warned British author Edmund D.

Morel, “to contemplate the consequences which would ensue if anything should
again prevent Lancashire from obtaining her share of the cotton crop of America.”
Rising prices, reported an association of German industrialists, meant a huge
sacrifice for the hundreds of thousands of workers employed in German cotton
factories. So great was the concern for world cotton supplies at the turn of the
century that some modern-day scholars have called this moment a “second cotton
famine.”7
At the same time, the general notion of “raw material independence” became an
increasingly important political goal for policy makers and capitalists in Europe and
Japan. The idea of securing cotton on lands controlled by imperial states gained
traction. As a result, the global cotton “commodity frontier” was pushed into even
more numerous areas of the world, intensifying what one historian has so aptly
termed “the great land rush.”8
The expansion of the empire of cotton, as we know, was hardly a new
development. Yet the effort at its more “national” organization was a true
departure, considering how deeply the cotton industry had been embedded within
global trade networks that crossed national and imperial boundaries, and that rested
on the connections crafted by merchants. As industrial capital, not merchant capital,
became ever more important to states, and as these states became ever more
important to national capitalists, the old merchant-dominated order became less
relevant, and statesmen and manufacturers increasingly perceived it as potentially
threatening to their power, their wealth, and their ability to maintain social
stability.
Perhaps most remarkable for its audacity was Russia’s attempt to secure
“domestic” supplies of the white gold. Since the early 1800s, farsighted government
bureaucrats, along with a group of merchants and manufacturers, had imagined
Transcaucasia and Central Asia as a source of raw cotton to “prevent all those
negative consequences that might arise due to long factory stoppages,” as
manufacturer Aleksandr Shipov argued. The Russian commander in chief in the
Caucasus, Baron G. V. Rosen, had envisaged as early as 1833 that the cotton
growers there “would be our Negroes.” Yet as late as 1857, such efforts reaped few
rewards—Central Asian cotton supplied only 6.5 percent of the needs of the Russian
industry.9
During the 1860s, however, efforts to promote Central Asian cotton exploded, as a
small group of cotton mill owners, united in the Central Asian Trading Association,
met in Moscow to find ways to grow more cotton for Russian factories. Encouraged
by a tripling of prices during the U.S. Civil War, cotton exports from Central Asia to
Russia increased nearly fivefold to 24 million pounds between 1861 and 1864. In a
key moment in 1865, Russia captured Tashkent and the Central Asian khanate of
Khokand, which were to become important cotton-growing areas in the future.
Manufacturers began to pressure the Russian government to further its acquisition
of Central Asian territories. In 1869 the Russian Industrial Society, which brought
together a wide variety of entrepreneurs, published numerous petitions agitating for
deepening Russia’s intervention in Central Asia in order to create a market for
Russian goods and a source for cotton fibers. The government responded favorably,
in part because of its geostrategic desire to counter British moves in Central Asia,
but also because the import of cotton weighed heavily on its balance of trade. By
1890, raw cotton constituted 20 percent of the value of all Russian imports. The

capture of Central Asian territories only whetted the appetite of Russian
entrepreneurs. In 1904, Russian industrialists, among them textile manufacturer
Baron Andrei L’vovich Knoop, the son of Ludwig Knoop, whom we encountered
earlier as a Bremen merchant moving to Russia, created the Commission to Develop
Russian Cotton Growing to investigate further possibilities for the expansion of
cotton agriculture in Central Asia.10
Central Asian cotton, as a result, was launched on a path of rapid state-backed
expansion, similar to what happened simultaneously in India. After the
consolidation of Russian rule over Central Asia in the 1860s and 1870s, the imperial
government, at the urging of Russian cotton capitalists, systematically worked to
increase cotton production. In 1871, Russian colonial bureaucrat Shtaba L. Kostenko
commanded that “the aim of all of our efforts has to be the striving to remove from
our inner markets the American cotton and to replace it with our own, Central Asian
one.” To make this possible, the colonial administration undertook large-scale
infrastructure projects, such as the building of railroads. In remote areas it had
taken up to six months to transport cotton by camel to the nearest railroad station;
now the same journey took two days. The government sponsored seed plantations
and sent agronomists to help farmers improve agricultural techniques. In addition,
the government began planning large-scale irrigation projects and sent bureaucrats
to the United States to study American cotton growing. They eventually procured
American cottonseeds and distributed them to local peasants; by the late 1880s
more than half of the Central Asian cotton crop derived from these seeds. At the
same time, large Russian cotton manufacturers erected cotton gins in Turkestan and
sent out agents who advanced credit to local growers on the security of their future
crop.11
As time went on, the colonial state and Russian capitalists increasingly involved
themselves in the production process itself, something they had previously avoided.
Despite persistent conflicts between the state, which was bent on integrating the
territory, and capitalists, who were set on maximizing profits, such efforts resulted
in a dramatic increase in the area of cotton sown. In Turkestan, for example, the size
of cotton land increased by approximately forty-eight times in the five decades after
1870. As early as the 1880s, growers in Turkestan produced a quarter of all cotton
used in Russian cotton factories, and more than half by 1909, enough for one
historian to call the province “the cotton colony of Russian capitalism.” The state
protected its colonial cotton production by levying duties on raw cotton imports,
which by 1905 had risen to about 43 percent of the value of cotton. In 1902, a
British traveler observed that “the growing of cotton…has now become the main
occupation of the inhabitants of all the Central Asian Khanates.” And by the early
1920s, the Central Asian city of Khokand, a center of the cotton trade, came to be
called “cottonopolis.” Russia had turned itself into one of the most important cottongrowing countries in the world, ranking fifth behind the United States, India, China,
and Egypt.12
The radical changes that the Russian state and Russian and Central Asian
capitalists were able to effect led others to look with envy at their success. In 1902,
German economist August Etienne remarked with genuine admiration that Russia
“approaches with rapid steps inexorably its objective to make the Russian cotton
industry independent from America.” Russia deserved praise, since “with its Asiatic
cotton culture it has shown the rest of Europe, what energetic will and well planned

cooperation between national and private forces can do to solve the cotton
question.” A new cotton imperialism had begun to take shape.13
Other imperial powers soon embarked upon their own ventures. They had
concluded, with Etienne, that “in the overseas program of the European peoples, the
encouragement of cotton culture must take a leading role, with the explicit goal to
emancipate oneself from America.”14 Invoking memories of the U.S. Civil War,
Etienne employed arguments for the state’s support of national capitalists that were
spreading like wildfire through European capitals. States, after all, could speed up
the commercialization of potential cotton-growing areas of the world in ways
beyond the reach of individual merchants and masters.15
As a result, cotton and colonial expansion went hand in hand, not only for Russia
and Japan, which desperately tried to catch up in the grand game of securing raw
materials for domestic industries, but also for expansionist stalwarts like Great
Britain, France, and the United States, as well as marginal imperial powers such as
Portugal, Germany, Belgium, and Italy.16
Everywhere, European manufacturers, at times supported by textile workers and
their unions, were the driving force behind this recasting, pressuring their
governments to draw more cotton out of various colonial possessions in Asia and
Africa. In Britain, such imperial cotton projects had the longest history—recall the
enormous range of activities that the Manchester Cotton Supply Association had
embarked upon. After the U.S. Civil War, imperial cotton projects continued,
although at a lower level, having become less essential as American cotton rushed
back onto global markets. But the desire for colonial cotton reached again fever
pitch around the turn of the century as manufacturing volume and prices rose and
new competitors emerged. In 1901, the Oldham Textile Employers’ Association
observed that “the importance…[of] the Growth of Cotton within the limits of the
Empire…cannot be over-estimated.” A year later, British cotton manufacturers
founded the British Cotton Growing Association in the cotton metropolis of
Manchester, funded by both manufacturers and textile workers’ unions. The
association believed that “all the cotton Lancashire requires can be grown within
the limits of the Empire.” The Oldham Master Cotton Spinners’ Association agreed:
“an important commercial nation like our own ought not to be dependent on other
countries for the supply of cotton which might possibly be grown within the limits
of the empire.” By 1916, the Empire Cotton Growing Association joined in the
struggle for colonial cotton—though, unlike the British Cotton Growing Association,
under the auspices of the government itself. This government institution devoted
itself to raising cotton in the colonies, as “it is essential for the future prosperity of
the country and for the welfare of the Colonies, that cotton growing should be
developed as rapidly as possible in all suitable parts of the Empire.” As late as 1924,
the parliamentary secretary of the British and Foreign Anti-Slavery and Aborigines
Protection Society, John Harris, reported that a British government commission was
investigating “to see what steps can be taken to encourage the negroes of the British
Empire to grow cotton in such a volume as to gradually free us from the danger of
short supply.”17
In France, cotton manufacturers led the charge for colonial cotton as well. These
efforts, as elsewhere, had begun during the American Civil War years, and survived
into the postwar decades. In 1867, Mulhouse cotton manufacturer Frédéric EngelDollfus agitated for colonial cotton, and in 1889 Louis Faidherbe, a French colonial

official with extensive experience in Guadeloupe, Algeria, and Senegal, sounded the
same note that “the culture of cotton is the most powerful element in the success of
colonization.” By the turn of the century, French colonial cotton projects took on
increasing urgency: In 1903 French textile entrepreneurs founded the Association
Cotonnière Coloniale so as to encourage colonial cotton production and promote
“the independence of our national cotton industry.”18
Cotton manufacturers in other parts of Europe followed suit. Belgian
manufacturers in 1901 created the Association Cotonnière de Belgique, which by
1903 had begun to push for cotton growing in the Belgian Congo, including shortly
thereafter bringing American cotton planters from Texas to Central Africa. In 1904,
Portuguese bureaucrats and manufacturers founded a colonial cotton-growing
association along the lines of the British Cotton Growing Association. Italian
colonialists, upon the urging of manufacturers organized in the Italian Colonial
Cotton Association, focused on expanding cotton production in Italian-controlled
Eritrea.

Louis Faidherbe, French colonial official (illustration credit 12.3)

Despite the United States’ domination of cotton export markets, even there cotton
manufacturers pressured for a territorial expansion of cotton production. Such
agitation had a long history, and the connection between territorial expansion and
cotton growing had been an important strand of discussions among northern
economic elites in the antebellum decades. Massachusetts cotton manufacturer
Edward Atkinson, an enthusiastic believer in what he called “free labor cotton,” had
pointed out during the 1860s the great potential for expanded cotton production in
Texas, called upon the government to remove native peoples from areas that could
be used for cotton agriculture, and pushed for the construction of railroads to
transport cotton to the coast. These sentiments became ever more prominent after

the Civil War. In 1868, New England manufacturers, including Atkinson, in
cooperation with southern cotton planters, created the National Association of
Cotton Manufacturers and Planters, which sought to promote the expansion of
cotton agriculture, primarily in Mississippi and Texas, a project strikingly similar to
those of Europe’s imperial elites. In the early twentieth century, the New England
Cotton Manufacturers’ Association continued to press for territorial expansion of
cotton agriculture.19 To make such expansion feasible, they sought the twin
elements of state-sponsored infrastructure projects, such as the building of levees on
the Mississippi, and “the introduction of a working population into the Cotton
States.”20
The first wave of this incorporation focused on the territorial expansion of cotton
growing in parts of the world that already supplied the white gold to global
markets. As we have seen, after the Civil War, Britain steadily strengthened its
colonial control in India. Tellingly, when the nizam of Hyderabad requested in 1876
that Berar be returned to his control, the British refused, even though the nizam’s
government communicated clearly to Manchester interests that it was “keenly aware
of the importance of developing the cultivation of cotton in these dominions, and in
the future I shall gladly give my attention to fostering the increase of this
production.” Egypt, deeply enmeshed in the global cotton economy, by 1882 was
transformed into a British colony, alleviating concerns among manufacturers about
the “most damaging effect” created by the “unfortunate embroglio in Egypt”—that
state’s default on its international debt. Territorial control in Egypt went hand in
hand with the expansion of cotton agriculture. In 1861, cotton was grown on
259,513 acres, fifty years later on 1,767,678 acres. The land for this expansion came
partly from the rededication of wheat fields, but also from irrigating formerly
unproductive lands now made accessible to commercial agriculture by the
construction of roads and railways. By 1899 the Egyptian Delta Railways Company
transported 245 million pounds of cotton, 40 percent of the entire annual harvest.
And by 1902 the dams at Aswan and Asyut enabled a year-round supply of water in
the cotton-growing areas.21
But by the early twentieth century, new cotton-growing areas of the world also
saw an enormous growth of their output. There was an extension of cotton
agriculture in the Ottoman Empire’s Çukurova, for example, where land once used
by nomadic tribes for the herding of animals was increasingly turned into cotton
farms. By 1908, a quarter of its cultivatable land was used for cotton. In Brazil,
cotton cultivation had expanded during the cotton boom of the 1860s into Ceará,
where subsistence farmers now became ever more involved in production for world
markets. By 1921–22, 1.4 million acres of land were under cotton cultivation, and
by the 1930s Brazil had become the world’s fourth most important cotton grower,
thanks to state support in the form of infrastructure construction and institution
building, such as the creation of the Instituto Agronômico de Campinas.22
In other older cotton-growing areas, commercial production ex-panded as well. In
Peru, ever more land was rededicated to cotton agriculture, and as a result cotton
exports increased dramatically, from an annual average of 0.71 million pounds in
the years between 1861 and 1865 to an annual average of 59 million pounds
between 1916 and 1920. A few thousand miles to the South, in Argentina, the

government made great efforts to enable the industrializing nation to become selfsufficient in raw cotton, part of a larger program of import-substitution growth.23
Of the greatest magnitude, however, in terms of additional output of cotton was the
further extension of the U.S. cotton complex. Its expansion had been in some ways
comparable to that of Russia—state agents and military units had captured
contiguous territory and sponsored the construction of new infrastructures to make
it accessible. As in Russia, the state would later drain wastelands, contain
waterways, and build irrigation infrastructures. Yet while Russia mobilized Central
Asian cultivators and forcefully settled nomads to grow cotton (as had also been the
case in the Ottoman Empire’s Çukurova), the United States removed most
indigenous inhabitants from cotton-growing soils as it encouraged citizens from
farther east to move in, combining, as historian John C. Weaver has put it, “defiant
private initiative” with “the ordered, state-backed certainties of property rights.”24
Capturing and incorporating new territories as a strategy to increase cotton
production for world markets was thus not just significant in the context of
European colonial expansion. The U.S. cotton empire expanded at a rapid clip and
entered entirely new territories. Before the Civil War, in 1860, 5,386,897 bales of
cotton had been produced in the United States, but in 1920 production had
increased two and a half times, to 13,429,000 bales, and the territory used for
cotton grew rapidly. Twenty-two million acres of additional land was plowed under,
or a little more than the total area of the state of South Carolina, or that of the
nation of Portugal.25
In the United States, the expansion of land under cotton occurred in two distinct
ways. Cotton production expanded into the remoter hinterlands of older American
cotton states such as Georgia and the Carolinas, now made accessible by railroads,
where white upcountry farmers began growing much larger quantities. In the South
Atlantic states, annual production, for example, increased by a factor of 3.1 between
1860 and 1920. In Tennessee, Alabama, and Mississippi, by contrast, annual cotton
production stayed level until the end of the century, and declined by about 25
percent in 1920, due to the exhaustion of cotton soils and the emergence of more
productive cotton-growing areas farther west. Yet even despite the tired soil, cotton
production dramatically expanded in some areas, such as in the Yazoo-Mississippi
Delta, where large numbers of African Americans cultivated cotton, enabled by new
railroads, canals, and levees. As a result, by 1900, “one of the most highly
specialized cotton producing areas in the world” emerged. The most dramatic
expansion of cotton agriculture, however, occurred farther to the west. In Arkansas,
Louisiana, Oklahoma, and Texas, the production of cotton exploded from 1,576,594
bales in 1860 to 7,283,000 bales in 1920—a factor of 4.6 in the half century after
the U.S. Civil War. By far the most important expansion took place in Texas, a state
whose farmers had only produced 431,463 bales of cotton in 1860, but produced
ten times as many, 4,345,000 bales, in 1920. Indeed, the cotton growth of 1920 in
Texas alone equaled about 80 percent of that of the entire South in 1860. And by
the late 1910s and early 1920s, vast investments in irrigation infrastructure by the
federal government enabled a further extension of cotton agriculture into the arid
lands of Arizona and California.26
Territorial expansion—“the great land rush”—was thus crucial to the position of

the United States within the empire of cotton, paralleling developments in other
parts of the world. Most of these new cotton-growing territories had been captured
from Mexico in 1848, and without their acquisition, Mexico, not the United States,
might have been the world’s premier cotton producer by the early twentieth
century.
The incorporation of these territories relied as much on infrastructure advances as
it did on land grabs. As with India and Africa, cotton bloomed alongside the
railroad. There were no railroads in Oklahoma before the mid-1880s, but by 1919,
6,534 miles of railroad crisscrossed the state. In Texas, there were 711 miles of
railroad in 1870, but 16,113 miles in 1919, including into the fertile lands of the
blackland prairie, which the Houston and Texas Central had connected to Dallas in
1872. Once it had done so, cotton production exploded: Dallas County cultivators
grew 3,834 bales of cotton in 1870 but 21,649 bales in 1880—an increase of 465
percent in only one decade.27
The arrival of cotton growers in most cases displaced the indigenous inhabitants.
In the antebellum decades, native peoples who had inhabited the cotton-growing
territories of Georgia, Alabama, and Mississippi had been pushed farther west. Now
pressure resumed. In October 1865, the Kiowa and Comanche were forced to give
up land in central Texas, west Kansas, and eastern New Mexico—land that was
turned, among other things, into cotton plantations. Shortly thereafter, many of the
Texas plains Indians were pushed into reservations in Oklahoma, and so were the
last southwestern Indians during the Red River War of 1874 and 1875, thereby
freeing up further land for cotton growing.28
Yet Oklahoma ultimately provided little protection for these Native Americans. By
the 1880s, the old Oklahoma and Indian territories came under pressure from white
settlers who hoped to displace the native population from the most fertile lands. In
1889 the U.S. government gave in and paid the Creeks and Seminoles to surrender
claims to land in the center of Oklahoma. Over the next few years, further “land
runs” in various parts of Oklahoma put ever more pressure on native people. Many
white settlers began to grow cotton, as Oklahoma’s fertile soil and its infrastructural
opening to the world market, thanks to railroad construction, made such expansion
a profitable proposition. By 1907, when Oklahoma became a state, cotton was
grown on more than 2 million acres and production had reached 862,000 bales,
compared to 425 bales grown on 1,109 acres in 1890. Cleveland County, to cite just
one example, produced thirty-nine bales of cotton in 1890, but 11,554 bales in
1909, on land that was once the home of the Quapaw. Creek and Seminole Indians
later lived there, tribes that had been forced to leave the southeastern parts of the
United States during the late 1820s and 1830s where their lands once before had
been turned into cotton plantations. Cotton planters chased America’s native
peoples from their land, though eventually they hired some of them to work on
cotton plantations. In Oklahoma, as elsewhere, the dispossession of America’s native
people and the expansion of cotton-growing territories went hand in hand—state
coercion, indeed, was central to the further expansion of the empire of cotton.29
The territorial expansion of the empire of cotton in the United States, Central Asia,
Egypt, and Korea, among other places, was vast. Yet statesmen and capitalists
pushed the cotton frontier ever further, and Africa, in particular, became the focus

of European efforts. These European efforts in fact were directly related to the
United States’ and Russia’s successful expansion of their respective cotton empires,
and focused on the goal of emancipating themselves from the United States’ cotton
supply. Africa, in other words, was to be the “South” and “West” of Europe—a
supplier of raw materials, labor, and agricultural commodities that were deemed
necessary to confront the global challenge of a rising United States with its
seemingly limitless supplies of industrial raw materials, and also of a Russia whose
very territorial extent embodied a rising “threat.”30 Imperial efforts at cotton
growing in Africa were the cutting edge of the cotton empire’s new “national”
constitution.
Take Germany, for example. In the last decade of the nineteenth century this
latecomer to colonialism engaged in frantic efforts to secure cotton from its African
possessions. This was not surprising considering that by 1900 the German cotton
industry was the most significant on the European continent and, indeed, the third
largest in the world. Despite significant productivity increases, the number of
workers directly engaged in cotton spinning and weaving had increased to nearly
four hundred thousand, with an estimated one in eight German industrial workers
so employed by 1913, making the “healthy development of our cotton industry a
vital question for our national economy.” The value of their output was the most
considerable of all domestic industries and constituted the nation’s most important
export product. In 1897, the German cotton industry produced goods valued at 1
billion marks, or about 36 percent more than those of the next largest industry, coal,
and 45 percent more than the industry that symbolized Germany’s economic miracle
and all too often overshadows our historical imagination, the male-dominated iron
and steel industry. And no other German industry was so reliant on other countries
for its crucial raw material. Because all raw cotton came from abroad, it amounted
to Germany’s costliest import. A full 1 billion pounds of cotton were imported into
Germany in 1902. “King Cotton has become the most powerful ruler,” observed
cotton manufacturer Karl E. Supf, “he has deeply affected the social conditions, yes,
even entirely rearranged them.”31
Considering the size of the industry, German cotton industrialists understandably
expressed a desire to secure an ample, regular, and inexpensive supply of raw
cotton. From the beginnings of a German mechanized cotton industry that supply
had largely come from the United States. However, the cotton shortages of the
1860s had indelibly etched in the minds of cotton industrialists and statesmen the
danger of depending on the United States for raw cotton. Indian and Egyptian
cotton did gain market share during the crisis, but by the 1880s and 1890s the
United States again supplied—depending on the years—between 50 and 90 percent
of cotton to the German industry.32 Such overwhelming market dominance worried
cotton interests. By late century, these concerns sharpened as German cotton
importers realized that new, competing low-cost manufacturers were emerging in
places such as Japan, the southern United States, and Mexico.
German manufacturers and statesmen could do little to alter this situation before
their creation of a colonial empire in the 1880s. Once Germany acquired colonies in
Africa and the South Seas, however, new ways of solving the “cotton question”
emerged. Interest in African cotton reached fever pitch at the turn of the century,
when cotton industrialists spoke of a global “Baumwollkulturkampf”—a “cottongrowing struggle.” Following these concerns, in 1896 these manufacturers created

the Colonial Economic Committee (Kolonial-Wirtschaftliches Komitee), an
organization devoted to utilizing colonies as a source of raw materials for home
industries. More than four hundred German cotton industrialists contributed funds
to its operation.33
Four factors spurred cotton industrialists’ interest in raw cotton production in
German colonies. They were deeply concerned about the rise in cotton prices at
century’s end, which more than doubled between 1898 and 1904. German
industrialists argued that the ever greater use of cotton by the two major growing
countries, the United States and India, was the root cause of such increases, which
they saw as permanent. Most dramatically, the United States had used only about 20
percent of its home-grown cotton in its own factories before the Civil War, yet by
the 1870s that proportion had grown to around 33 percent and to nearly 50 percent
after 1900. Moreover, like many American industrialists and landowners, German
manufacturers feared that the United States lacked sufficient cheap labor to plant,
prune, and harvest all the additional cotton now required on global markets. Labor
shortages, they argued, would eventually limit the expansion of American cotton
agriculture. The cotton market remained volatile, and these price fluctuations made
it difficult to plan profitable production. Colonial cotton, in contrast, promised to
ensure stable and low prices, and as an added benefit could prevent a repeat of the
market disruption they had experienced during the cotton famine of the 1860s.34
With that scarcity in mind, manufacturers feared that demand for U.S. cotton by
newly emerging manufacturing nations, especially Japan, would further diminish
their supplies. And in a strategic move meant to secure broad political support for
their agenda, cotton manufacturers argued that a prosperous cotton industry was
essential to combatting working-class upheaval. Karl Supf invoked the terrible social
effects of the American Civil War, and concluded that “it [was] obvious that a
crisis…in the cotton industry would include a social danger whose results are
unpredictable.” Even the generally anticolonial Social Democrats expressed their
hope that colonial cotton would break the “cotton monopoly” of the United States.
The fantastic plan of these cotton industrialists was to grow cotton for German
manufacturers on German-controlled soil under German supervision—in fact, to
become more like their American and Russian competitors.35
With these arguments, cotton industrialists moved boldly into Germany’s public
arena. Their interests intersected with those of powerful statesmen and bureaucrats
who argued that securing colonial cotton was of great geostrategic importance. As
the scholar, engineer, and Africa expert Ernst K. Henrici observed in 1899, “In the
great economic competition among peoples, mass production and mass consumption
are becoming central. Our colonies, if they should be of real benefit to the mother
country, need to aspire towards delivering great quantities of raw materials, so that
they can in turn purchase great quantities of the industrial products of the
motherland.” Only colonial cotton production, argued economist Karl Helfferich,
could break the “economic rule of America over the European cotton industry.”
Colonial cotton, in short, was the only way to resist “American rape.”36
Colonial cotton symbolized the new symbiosis of a powerful nation-state with
powerful national industries. This symbiosis in fact characterized a new form of
global capitalism centered on the strengthening of national capital in rival capitalist
nations.37
Cotton growing was important to European expansion in Africa from its very

beginning, just as Africa had provided much of the labor that had enabled cotton
industrialization since the 1780s. For example, in 1888—only four years after its
African explorations had begun—Germany embarked upon its first systematic trials
of growing cotton for world markets on the African continent. In May 1890, a
Samoan cotton planter, Ferdinand Goldberg, arrived in the German colony of Togo
to investigate the possibilities of cotton growing there. While his experiment failed,
in 1900, as we will see, the German imperial government made another effort,
recruiting cotton farmers from Alabama to go to Togo and expand its cotton
agriculture. At the same time, colonial bureaucrats and cotton manufacturers built
huge cotton plantations in German East Africa. In 1907, German textile
industrialists Heinrich and Fritz Otto opened a cotton farm in Kilossa; three years
later, about a thousand workers cultivated cotton on a full 37,065 acres. Soon the
Ottos were joined by the Leipziger Baumwollspinnerei and by manufacturer
Hermann Schubert from Zittau in Saxony.38
French cotton manufacturers and colonial bureaucrats made similar efforts. In the
French Soudan, in Côte d’Ivoire, and in French Equatorial Africa, colonial
penetration went hand in hand with an effort to secure cotton—the French minister
of colonies studied the prospects for colonial cotton in great detail. African cotton
exports to France at first only supplied a very small percentage of the cotton used by
the French industry, but they increased rapidly. Côte d’Ivoire, for example, supplied
next to no cotton in 1912, but more than 4.4 million pounds in 1925. In other
colonies, similar developments occurred. Portuguese colonialists in Mozambique
began their first cotton-growing experiments in 1901, an effort that produced 6
million pounds by 1928. The Belgians had begun their first tentative cotton-growing
efforts in the Congo territory in 1890, yet production only exploded in the 1920s,
and at a cost of tremendous violence. In 1920, rural cultivators produced 3.4 million
pounds of cotton in the Belgian Congo, 98.8 million pounds in 1931, and 312
million pounds in 1941. This was a respectable amount, equaling about 15 percent
of the production of the United States before the Civil War, when King Cotton
reigned supreme.39
The British, however, undertook the most significant effort to grow cotton in
Africa. By 1913, 74 percent of all cotton exported from Africa to Europe came out of
British colonies. In the eyes of the British Cotton Growing Association, no other part
of the world had “larger latent possibilities than our West African possessions,” with
plenty of land and labor available. As Africa’s people could no longer be sold to the
Americas, Europeans concluded that they might profitably be encouraged or
compelled to grow agricultural commodities for world markets at home. Altogether,
Africa exported more than 2.315 billion pounds of cotton in 1930, a little more than
the United States in the year before the Civil War.40
Taken together, between 1860 and 1920, 55 million acres of land in Africa, Asia,
and the Americas, at the very least, were newly planted with cotton for world
markets—an area larger than that of Massachusetts, Vermont, Rhode Island,
Connecticut, New Hampshire, and New York combined. Approximately 80 percent
of all that new cotton-growing land was situated in territories that had not grown
cotton in 1860, the vast majority of which had come under the effective control of
colonial powers only during those years. Indeed, by 1905, cotton experts estimated,
a full 15 million people, or about 1 percent of the world’s population, were engaged
in the growing of cotton. Imperial expansion and the production of ever more cotton

for world markets were inextricably linked.41

With the territorial scope of the cotton empire spreading on the wings of powerful
imperial states, the struggles over labor mobilization spread as well. Territory alone
never sufficed. Indeed, the core question that continued to face these states was the
same as it had been in 1865, upon the emancipation of cotton workers in the United
States: how to motivate rural cultivators to grow cotton for world markets—that is,
how to effect the transformation of the countryside. As the French Association
Cotonnière Coloniale put it, it was easy to secure land, but that land “needs arms,
labor.”42
No colonial ruler followed the example of the United States, which had made
cotton-growing territories available by removing the native peoples who had
dwelled on those lands for centuries. Native peoples in places such as the Çukurova,
Central Asia, Egypt, and East Africa were certainly also forced to abandon their use
of the land to make space for cotton—a wave of expropriation that accompanied the
geographic spread of cotton agriculture in particular, and capitalism in general. Yet
colonial governments and strengthening nation-states usually tried to integrate these
rural cultivators into the cotton-growing complex. Instead of displacing them,
colonizers drew upon their labor in three distinct ways. In some settings, such as
India, Central Asia, and western Africa, cotton continued to be produced by
indigenous farmers and sold to Western merchants. In other parts of the world,
labor was mobilized by settling formerly nomadic people. This was the case, as we
will see, in Central Asia, and in the Çukurova, where nomadic groups who for
centuries had herded their animals on these plains were settled so as to make space
for Anatolia’s most significant cotton-growing complex. In yet other areas, settlers
from elsewhere came to organize cotton growing by indigenous people on
plantations, such as in Algeria and German East Africa, but also in parts of Mexico
and Argentina.43
No matter which strategy colonial bureaucrats and capitalists employed,
eventually the push toward commercial cotton agriculture, as we have seen
elsewhere in the cotton countryside, permanently recast social structures. Russian
Central Asia provides one example for such a shift. Before Russian occupation,
Central Asians grew cotton, spun yarn, and wove cloth, using some for their own
needs and exporting the rest to distant markets. Indeed, throughout Central Asia,
cotton and cotton products were the most significant industry. Caravans of up to
five thousand camels traversed the steppes between the Central Asian khanates and
Russia carrying cotton cloth and yarn. The raw cotton for this thriving industry was
harvested on small family farms as one crop among many, often sharing the same
field with rows of wheat. Most of the cotton grown by family labor was used for the
production of textiles within the household, while local merchants bought small
quantities to be worked up for trade in more distant markets.44
Central Asia was thus a source of manufactured cotton textiles for Russia. In the
last decades of the nineteenth century, however, after Russia captured these
territories, it became, as we have seen, a supplier of raw cotton for the factories in

Moscow and Saint Petersburg, and a market for Russian cotton cloth. To effect that
transition, Russian entrepreneurs and colonial bureaucrats rapidly and radically
reshaped the cotton-growing countryside. At first, as elsewhere in the empire of
cotton, metropolitan merchants and agents of Russian textile firms arrived,
purchasing cotton from small farmers and providing them with credit, enabling
them to specialize in a nonedible crop. Once cotton exports expanded, these firms
increasingly specialized in exporting the crop to metropolitan Russia, and an
indigenous capitalist class emerged to deal with the myriad peasant producers, a
development roughly parallel to what was unfolding in the southern United States
and in India. They provided essential working capital to small farmers, typically
charging interest of between 40 and 60 percent annually, though rates of more than
100 percent were not unknown. Such exorbitant interest rates, combined with one
or two poor harvests or a price downturn, usually sufficed to make peasants entirely
dependent on these advancing merchants even when they did not lose outright
control over the land.45
By the 1880s, Russian entrepreneurs set out to create large cotton plantations to
supplement the cotton grown by small farmers. These plantations, however, quickly
failed due to labor shortages. As elsewhere, rural cultivators were reluctant to work
for wages and instead preferred to work their own or rented land. As one German
observer remarked, “There are only a few propertyless, who can be considered for
this kind of work. Landless natives prefer to cultivate on their own account small
rented fields. For these reasons, the sowing of cotton on large plantations occurs too
late in the season…. Entrepreneurs, who own large plantations, find themselves
forced to rent them in small units to the natives, under the condition that all cotton
grown is to be delivered to the landlord.”46
As a result of both the inability to mobilize sufficient numbers of workers for
large cotton plantations and the tenuous situation of owner-occupiers, a system of
sharecropping increasingly emerged, akin to the one prevailing in the U.S. South.
The German consul in Saint Petersburg remarked on these changing social relations
in 1909, noting that “more and more of the land of long-settled planters is being
absorbed by capital-rich merchants; the former owners of the soil in many cases
continue to work their former properties as renters of the purchasers of the land.”
As a result of the crisis of owner-occupiers, middlemen acquired large tracts of land,
while the refusal of these landless rural cultivators to work for wages on plantations
forced landowners to employ them as sharecroppers. The class structure of this
portion of the cotton zone, as elsewhere, changed significantly in the course of a few
decades, with the emergence of a large group of indebted farmers and landless
agricultural workers.47
Sharecropping, however, was often just a way station on a path toward wage
labor. An ever larger number of cultivators eventually became hired laborers,
despite their preferences, as a result of a large wave of expropriation that swept the
cotton-growing countryside. Small farmers, highly indebted, lost access to the land
and thus were left with few options but to sell their labor. In the cotton district of
Fergana, there were approximately two hundred thousand landless workers by
1910. By 1914, 25 to 30 percent of the Fergana population was landless, as the
Central Asian countryside, thanks to the determined actions of the Russian state and
its cotton capitalists, came to resemble that of the American South. In addition,
many of the nomads of Turkestan, losing land and access to fodder crops for their

animals, were now forced to settle and make themselves available as agricultural
laborers. Globalization once more fixed people to particular places, particularly
those places that were not their own, while divorcing them from control over
agricultural resources.48

“The second hilling of cotton with native hoes”: Central Asian cotton growers, 1913 (illustration credit 12.4)

This drastic recasting of Central Asian economies opened up new markets for
Russian cotton manufacturers, and by 1889 a British traveler observed that
“money…is being taken from the pockets of Bombay and Manchester, and
transferred to the pockets of Nijni Novgorod and Moscow.” This escalating focus on
cotton growing, as elsewhere, had a grave impact on food security. Like other
cotton-growing areas of the world, Central Asia now became dependent on food
imports, while at the same time peasants’ income became “highly vulnerable to
fluctuations in” the cotton market. By World War I, the recast class structure, along
with a huge deficit in food crops thanks to the reorientation of local agriculture
toward cash crops, produced terrible famines, resulting in significant depopulation.
In Turkestan, for example, the population fell by 1.3 million people, or 18.5 percent,
between 1914 and 1921.49
As states’ efforts to control territories by administrative, infrastructural, legal, and
military means sharpened along with their capabilities and resources, the question
of how precisely to mobilize cotton-growing labor remained prominent. Expertise
was in high demand. The surprising, even unlikely story, of how a small group of
African Americans, the descendants of slaves, came to play an important role in the
efforts by German colonists to recast cotton agriculture in Togo illustrates both the
efforts to access colonial sources of cotton for national industries and the ongoing

struggle to find cotton-growing labor.
It was a stormy November morning in 1900 when the Graf Waldersee steamed out of
the port of New York for its journey across the Atlantic to the German city of
Hamburg. Among the more than two thousand travelers who glanced one last time
at the receding steeples of Trinity Church, the towering Manhattan Life Insurance
Building, and the Statue of Liberty, four passengers stood out: James N. Calloway,
John Robinson, Allen Burks, and Shepard Harris. All were the sons of slaves, from
Alabama, and connected to Booker T. Washington’s Tuskegee Industrial and Normal
Institute. Calloway was a teacher, and Robinson, Burks, and Harris were students or
recent graduates. Perhaps even more remarkable was their mission: They had
boarded the Graf Waldersee that morning as part of a journey that was to bring them
to new jobs in a faraway land—the German colony of Togo, a sliver of West Africa
that the Germans had acquired in 1884. In the ancient homeland of the Ewe, these
African Americans were to instruct the German colonialists and their subjects on
how to grow cotton for export, “to determine the possibility of a rational cotton
culture as a native culture, and…to show the marketability of the product for
German industry.50
For the next eight years, these Tuskegee experts advised German colonialists on
how to extract more cotton for export from African rural cultivators. They built
experimental cotton farms, introduced new strains of cotton, opened a “cotton
school,” expanded the local infrastructure, and used increasingly coercive measures
to force local cultivators to grow cotton for world markets. And indeed, between
1900 and 1913, cotton exports from Togo increased by a factor of thirty-five.51
Bereft of experience in cotton growing, German colonial bureaucrats and textile
industrialists had looked to the United States for expertise in such matters and
immediately had settled on the possibilities of recruiting African Americans to their
colonial cotton venue, assuming, like most of their imperial counterparts, that
“cotton culture since time immemorial [is] the Negro’s favorite culture.” To do so,
in the summer of 1900 a German aristocrat and agricultural attaché at the German
embassy in Washington, D.C., Beno von Herman auf Wain, traveled to Roslindale,
Massachusetts, to meet African-American activist and Tuskegee leader Booker T.
Washington, asking him for help in recruiting cotton planters and a mechanic “to
teach the Negroes there [in Togo] how to plant and harvest cotton in a rational and
scientific way.” By late September, Washington was able to confirm that he had
selected four men who were ready to go. James Calloway, forty, director of the
cotton section of Tuskegee, was to direct the mission and supervise its younger
members. He had been in charge of Tuskegee’s eight-hundred-acre farm and spoke
some German. He was to be joined by John Winfrey Robinson, an 1897 Tuskegee
graduate; Allen Burks, a 1900 Tuskegee graduate; and Shepard Harris, who had
entered Tuskegee in 1886 and had learned the carpentry trade there. They were all
the sons of slaves, and according to Washington, the ancestors of two of these
experts “came from this part of Africa.” Washington insisted to von Herman that “I
should very much hope that your Company will not make the same mistake that has
been made in the South among our people, that is, teach them to raise nothing but
cotton. I find that they make much better progress financially and otherwise where
they are taught to raise something to eat at the same time they are raising cotton.”52

Once Calloway, Robinson, Burks, and Harris arrived in Togo, their operations
unfolded in grand style. On land once controlled by the king of Tove, they ventured
to build a cotton farm much like the ones they had left behind in the United States.
With the help of two hundred local men they cleared the high grass and trees, while
local women and children collected the remaining roots to burn them. As a result of
such and other exertions, by May they had planted about twenty-five of these acres
in cotton and by July about one hundred acres. Starting systematically and virtually
ignoring the accumulated experience of the people of Tove, Calloway and his
colleagues planted fields with different kinds of cotton at various times to
investigate what cotton would grow best and when it should be sown. By April,
Calloway reported proudly to Booker T. Washington that “our work looks quite
promising…and we believe that we will make cotton.”53
Despite these energetic beginnings the Tuskegee experts soon encountered
numerous difficulties. For the African-American planters, for example, it was
unimaginable to run a successful cotton farm without draft animals, but the rural
cultivators around Tove, reported John Robinson in astonishment, “were as afraid of
a horse or cow as a common American youth is of a ‘mad dog.’ ” Not only were they
unfamiliar with using draft animals, but the animals themselves did not survive long
in the local disease environment. Unanticipated patterns of rainfall also created
problems. When the rains started in July, the cotton that the Tuskegee experts had
planted right after their arrival rotted. They could have learned as much from local
cultivators, but their firm belief in the superiority of their own methods and their
inability to communicate in the local language precluded such lessons. The
Tuskegee experts also faced nearly insurmountable problems relating to the lack of
infrastructure. In order to get their ginning equipment from the beach near Lomé,
where they had left it upon arrival a few months earlier, to Tove, they first had to
widen the road to make it passable for their wagons. They then needed to hire thirty
people to draw the carts, and they still took more than two weeks to return with the
equipment. Such reliance on human muscle power also hindered the ginning
process.54
Despite these frustrations, Calloway, Robinson, Burks, and Harris harvested one
bale of Egyptian cotton and four bales of American cotton on their experimental
farm in the early summer and five more bales of American cotton in November and
December. Considering the enormous input of labor, land, and expertise, this was a
meager harvest, but both Calloway and the Colonial Economic Committee
considered it a success. The committee concluded that the local climate was indeed,
as expected, favorable for the growing of high-quality cotton, that the indigenous
population was willing to embrace the crop, and that plenty of land was available to
grow cotton, perhaps as much as in Egypt. Calloway concurred, suggesting that
production could be expanded further by creating markets where indigenous people
could bring their cotton for sale, and by educating rural producers in agricultural
techniques, especially the use of plows and draft animals. If these reforms were
embraced, Calloway expected that “in a few years we shall be able to export many
thousands bales of cotton from this colony. This will not have an effect on the
market of the world; it will nevertheless be of great advantage to Germany and
especially to the 2½ millions of natives of this colony.”55
The amount of cotton grown by the Tuskegee experts during their first year in
Togo may have been exceedingly small, but the goal of the Colonial Economic

Committee had never been to make Calloway and his colleagues into major cotton
growers. What German industrialists instead had hoped for was to learn from these
experienced cotton farmers and to then transfer that knowledge to local growers.
Their goal from the beginning was to make cotton production in Togo a
“Volkskultur,” a people’s culture, and not, as elsewhere in the German colonial
empire, a “Plantagenkultur,” a plantation culture.56
This choice was partly based on the tremendous problems German cotton interests
had encountered with the mobilization of labor for their plantations in German East
Africa. These plantations, many of them run by German textile industrialists, had
had trouble securing a sufficient number of African laborers, who by and large were
not willing to work there. Though local German planters had tried to persuade the
colonial administration to raise taxes in order to force rural producers to work for
wages, the government had been reluctant to do so, fearing open rebellion.57
Such German experiences paralleled those of other colonial powers. In British East
Africa it was clearly understood by experts that “the dearth of labour is the most
serious difficulty…. Coolies must be brought from a distance, as the inhabitants,
who get four crops a year off the land without putting themselves to any
inconvenience whatever, cannot be got to see that there is any reason why they
should work for hire.” Wage labor, in fact, was extremely difficult to
institutionalize. In British Uganda as well, growing cotton had “consistently been
opposed by the peasant growers who are its principal intended beneficiaries.” As a
result, British colonialists came to believe that “the native will do better work when
farming on his own account than when working for wages on a plantation owned by
Europeans.”58
German cotton policy, like that of other colonial powers, was influenced by its
encounter with the region’s inhabitants, the Ewe, and their old and thriving
indigenous cotton industry. For centuries, rural cultivators had interspersed their
fields with cotton plants, which local women spun into yarn and men wove into
cloth. Throughout the nineteenth century, some of this cotton had also been traded
across substantial distances. During the American Civil War, some had even entered
world markets, as local rulers had created cotton plantations that they worked with
slave laborers, allegedly exporting twenty to forty bales of cotton a month to
Liverpool. As late as 1908, the German colonial government reported that
manufactured European textiles had not yet destroyed the indigenous spinning and
weaving industry. Such a thriving cotton textile industry indeed could be found
throughout most of Africa, despite European imports of cloth.59
It was this thriving domestic industry that the German colonialists hoped to recast
when they expanded their influence into the Togolese hinterland during the 1890s.
They hoped that they would be able to change its internal orientation to an external
one, just like the British had been able to do in India, and the Russians in Central
Asia. Thanks to the exposure to “scientific” agriculture, infrastructure
improvements, and incentives provided by “free” markets, indigenous farmers were
to grow more cotton of a uniform quality and then sell it to German merchants—
just like former slaves had done in the United States. This “Eingeborenenkultur”—
native culture—was another attempt, after sharecropping, to solve the vexing
question of labor that had been at the core of the world cotton industry since the
emancipation of slaves in the United States thirty-five years earlier.60
Unable to mobilize labor for colonial cotton growing on plantations, and inspired

by the expansion of “free labor” cotton in the United States as well as the seemingly
successful transmission of these experiences to Togo by the Tuskegee experts,
German cotton interests hoped to set up a small number of model farms that would
serve as examples to the Ewe. Moreover, the German colonial administration, along
with the Tuskegee experts, developed a number of policies to promote their
common goals: to encourage Ewe cotton growers to produce more well-ginned and packed cotton and move it speedily to market. First, to improve the quality of
cotton, the Colonial Economic Committee, along with private German investors such
as the Deutsche Togogesellschaft, set up gins throughout the cotton-growing areas of
Togo. Growers thus did not need to gin the cotton themselves nor to transport the
much heavier raw cotton over long distances. Purchasers, in turn, gained control of
the cotton much earlier in the production process. Second, the colonial government
tried to make the cotton more uniform in appearance by distributing seeds to
growers. Here, the studies of the Tuskegee experts mattered a great deal, as they
had experimented with Egyptian, American, Peruvian, and Brazilian seeds and had
also cataloged existing seeds in Togo. After 1911, an American variety, mixed with
Togo strains, was marketed under the name “Togo Sea-Island” and was the only
strain distributed by the German authorities. Third, to encourage rural cultivators to
grow more cotton, the colonial government set minimum prices for the purchase of
cotton, presumably making it less risky for growers to plant cotton. Fourth, to
export this cotton, Tuskegee experts, colonial authorities, and the committee
concentrated on gaining control of the cotton market, at the beginning mainly by
sending members of the cotton expedition, including Calloway and Robinson, to
remote areas to purchase cotton from growers. Indeed, by 1902, the Tuskegeans had
fanned out over a large area of Togo, running various experimental farms and
purchasing cotton whenever there was an opportunity to do so. They had also
participated in the building and supervising of cotton collecting stations in various
towns.61
Price guarantees, ginning facilities, seed selection, and control over markets were
critical measures to make more cotton available to German merchants, but even
more crucial was the rapid development of an infrastructure to move cotton to the
coast. When Calloway and his colleagues first arrived in Togo, it took fifteen days to
go to Lomé and return, in wagons pulled by local workers. By 1907, when a railroad
connected the most important cotton areas to the coast, transportation time had
been cut to a few hours.62
In all of these measures, the colonial state played a central role. Indeed, prices,
markets, and infrastructure were creations of the colonial administration. And the
colonial state’s role went further: By taxing rural cultivators and making these taxes
payable in labor, the state coerced them to, among other things, carry cotton from
Tove to the coast, to build railroads, and even to clear land for cotton.63 By
recasting the context in which rural cultivators came to make their decisions, they
hoped to bend their inclinations toward embracing world market production of
cotton.
Taken together, the efforts of the Tuskegee experts and the colonial government
were spectacularly effective. Cotton exports from Togo rose from 31,863 pounds in
1902 to 238,472 pounds in 1904, and 1,125,993 pounds in 1909. This was only a
minuscule part of German cotton imports (indeed, Germany never got more than
half a percent of its cotton supply from its colonies), but the rate of expansion

(increasing by a factor of thirty-five in seven years) suggested that colonial cotton
would have a bright future.64
Yet despite such a promising beginning, after 1909, further increases in cotton
exports eluded the Tuskegee experts, the Colonial Economic Committee, and the
German colonial administration. In 1913, the last full year of German colonial rule
in Togo, cotton exports were slightly lower than they had been in 1909. The limits
to such an expansion were largely rooted in the ways cotton fitted into the
agricultural schemes of local producers. Ewe cultivators, after all, had their own
ideas about commodity production, ideas that did not necessarily correspond with
those of the Tuskegee experts or the German colonialists.
As elsewhere in the global countryside, cultivators desired to maintain economic
and social patterns that gave them control over their work, subsistence, and lives.
Traditionally, women had interspersed their corn and yam fields with cotton plants.
This provided them with an additional crop that did not require much additional
labor, as the land had to be hoed and weeded in any case. At first the production
and eventual export of cotton was not necessarily disruptive of these agricultural
patterns. The fact that cotton occupied such a definite place within traditional work
patterns and a long-standing gendered division of labor, however, placed severe
limits on how much this culture could be extended. To the chagrin of German
colonial authorities, it meant, among other things, that Togolese peasants refused to
engage in the monocultural production of cotton, which according to a German
report was much disliked because it was much more labor-intensive and not
necessarily more profitable. Corn and yams, moreover, provided cultivators with
food, no matter what the price of cotton. The prices German colonial administrators
and merchants offered for raw cotton were too low to persuade peasants to risk
abandoning their subsistence crops and to engage only in the backbreaking work of
cotton monoculture. Indeed, even colonial cotton enthusiast August Etienne
recognized dryly that an exclusive focus on the growing of cotton “entails some risk
for peasant economies.”65

Removing cotton from the hinterland: a train loaded with cotton bales in the German colony of Togo, 1905
(illustration credit 12.5)

Moreover, cotton exports were limited by keen competition from indigenous
spinners for the white gold. Hans Gruner, the head of the German administrative
post Misahöhe Station, reported in December 1901, “As in other things the native
artisans spoil the price of the raw material, as they receive for the products of their
skill unusually high prices.” These spinners and weavers, said Gruner, though few in
numbers, were willing to pay 50 pfennige for a pound of clean cotton—significantly
more than the 25 to 30 pfennigs the German colonialists offered.66

Cotton spinning in Togo (illustration credit 12.6)

Such price discrepancies show that a market in cotton never developed; indeed
German merchants who wanted to purchase cotton in Togo had to formally
guarantee that they would not pay more than the price stipulated by the colonial
administration. Throughout Africa, colonial authorities created such highly
regulated and supervised markets, which became increasingly coercive to break
peasants’ preference to sell cotton to the thriving and more profitable local cotton
industry.67
European colonialists competed with African purchasers of raw cotton and the
continued strength of the domestic cotton industry. They understood clearly, as
British economist William Allan McPhee argued in 1926, that “part of the problem,
then, is to divert the supply of cotton from the Nigerian hand-looms to the powerlooms of Lancashire.” The goal was to replace indigenous cloth with imported cloth,
to set people free to grow cotton to export it to Europe, a lesson that European
cotton kings had learned in India first. Frederick John D. Lugard, a British colonial
official in Nigeria, hoped for the decline of cotton manufacturing in the old weaving
city of Kano (“Africa’s Manchester”) to facilitate greater exports, since “the cotton of
Zaria will then cease to come to the looms of Kano.” To destroy that industry, a
“better class of English cloth than that now imported is required, which will
supersede the native, and so bring the raw cotton on to the market.” Best of all,
“The industries of spinning thread, weaving and dyeing afford…occupation to many
thousands who may possibly become additional producers of raw cotton.”
Deindustrialization, in his eyes, was the prerequisite for incorporating this African
territory and its people into the orbit of Manchester.68
Last but not least, the very fact that most African cultivators remained far
removed from world markets and experienced little if any commercialization of
their lives meant that they felt little economic pressure to produce cash crops,
unlike, for example, upcountry farmers in the United States. Thus the Ewe could
back up their preference for mixed farming with their ability to maintain it. In
precolonial Togo, the Ewe had bought and sold some goods on markets and engaged
in long-distance trade. But even after the arrival of the Germans, capitalist social
relations had only very marginally penetrated Togo; rural cultivators resisted the
logic of long-distance markets in favor of long-established local exchanges and
safeguarding their own subsistence production. German colonial officials bemoaned
that “unlike America, the peasant here is not dependent on cotton growing for his
subsistence. The latter always has access to other crops, and his needs are so low,
that he can live without any cash income for extended periods of time.” The “dread
of starving” that British abolitionists had hoped would replace the “dread of being
flogged” as a motivation for colonial people to produce crops for world markets
failed in Togo in the face of plentiful alternatives. Such resistance to the global
marketplace, moreover, had astonishing staying power, because the Germans were
unable to institute systems of exploitive credit relations.69
Even before Togo’s cotton cultivation stagnated, German colonial authorities
understood these forces well. They began to look to experiences elsewhere so as to
learn how rural producers could be pressured to increase their production of cotton.
Colonial Economic Committee member Karl Supf, aware of the tensions between
subsistence and world market production, suggested that the goal of colonial policy

should be “to bring the Natives into economic dependence upon us.” One way to do
so, he suggested, was to increase local taxes and make them payable in cotton.
Alternatively, the governor of Togo suggested in December 1903 that small sums of
money, secured by future cotton harvests, be advanced to peasants to enable them
to focus on cotton, as “an emphatic influence of the governmental agencies on the
natives at least for a number of years is essential.” He thought the government
should explicitly look for ways to “pressure those natives, who took on
responsibilities by voluntarily accepting seeds, credit or advances or other support
for cotton growing.” Yet despite their willingness to force cultivators, the Germans
found old habits difficult to break, especially because the relatively weak presence
of the German colonial state left the resilient social structure of rural producers,
predicated on the continued access to plentiful land, largely untouched. Railroads,
markets, and price guarantees were not sufficient to persuade growers to abandon
subsistence agriculture.70
With efforts to involve rural cultivators in debt schemes faltering, and outright
expropriation of land beyond the power of the colonial administration, other forms
of coercion became more appealing. While cotton manufacturer Karl Supf
recommended “slight pressure,” local colonial administrator Georg A. Schmidt
suggested the need for “strong pressure” as the best way to increase cotton
production. Colonialists systematically undermined markets by setting fixed prices
that were completely detached from the world market price, compelling cultivators
to bring their cotton to market in ways exactly prescribed by the colonial
administration, eliminating middlemen, forcing certain cotton strains on producers,
and, last but not least, extracting labor from peasants by force. Not only were roads,
railways, and cotton gins built by forced labor, but colonial authorities also asserted
ever tighter control over cotton production and the trade of raw cotton. Local
government officials supervised the planting of cotton, tried to make sure that fields
were regularly weeded, and secured a timely harvest. By 1911, for example, the
German administration had created forty-seven authorized buying stations
throughout the cotton-growing areas to make sure the sale of cotton occurred only
under the watchful eyes of the government; at times, soldiers took on the task of
purchasing cotton. A year later, in January 1912, the administration further ordered
that every ginning or mercantile company send only government-licensed
purchasers to markets. They also stipulated that sellers had to separate good- and
poor-quality cotton at all times. By 1914, rules as to how cotton had to be treated
were honed further and now included corporal punishment for indigenous growers
who violated them. As time went by, force, violence, and coercion became ever
more central to German policy.71
Such emphasis on coercion increasingly brought conflicts between the Tuskegee
teachers and the German colonists. Most pointedly, Robinson believed in the
importance of growing subsistence crops along with cotton. He advocated the joint
development of cotton and food crops in “harmonious ways,” and his teachings
reflected Washington’s concern that rural African Americans focused too much on
the growing of cotton and too little on providing their own subsistence. In fact
Robinson brought with him the memory of the defeated struggles of freedpeople in
the United States. In an exceptionally wide-ranging letter, Robinson opined that “the
source and life of all governments are its people, and the first duty of the
government is to maintain this life and source. Consequently, the people are its first

and Chief Concern. For that same reason we wish to teach the people cotton culture,
because it is good for them, they will gain wealth thereby and the Colony grow
richer.” “But,” Robinson continued, “the people cannot live by Cotton alone.
Therefore we should begin now to teach them. Where they grow only maize we will
teach them to grow more maize and better maize, and also Cotton. Where they grow
now Yams and Cotton they must be shown how to grow larger Yams and finer
Cotton.” To effect such a slow transition, Robinson believed, it was important not to
coerce peasants and instead to involve them with “as little excitement and
inconvenience” as possible. Robinson and his colleagues from Alabama, however,
were increasingly ignored by the German colonial administration.72
Throughout Africa, indeed, coercion became an ever more powerful means of
extracting cotton. In Côte d’Ivoire, peasants were forced to grow cotton in specially
designated fields under the supervision of local colonial officials. In the Belgian
Congo, by 1917 cotton production was made a “culture obligatoire” in which
peasants were forced to grow certain amounts and to sell them at below market
prices. Those who did not produce sufficient quantities were penalized. If work was
not done according to expectations, severe punishments were meted out, including
whippings. In the French Soudan, peasants were similarly forced to grow cotton.
Peasants in Mozambique faced “sexual degradation and beatings…by which the
government agent compelled people to produce cotton.” The regime of violence was
so terrifying that as late as the 1970s, the word “cotton” still evoked, according to
two historians, “an almost automatic response: suffering.”73
Yet in Togo, all these efforts yielded minimal results. After the peak year of 1909,
Togo never produced more cotton while under German rule. The experiences of
other colonial powers in many other parts of Africa were similar. Meanwhile, the
German colonial authorities watched with envy the great expansion of cotton
production in Central Asia and western India, where Russian and British colonialists
had virtually recast local social structures to make them conducive to cash-crop
production. To reorient an economy toward the world market in the absence of
clear-cut economic incentives, social relations in the countryside had to be
drastically recast—a process that usually took either several decades, as in India, or
severe violence, as in the slavery-dominated societies of the American South, the
West Indies, and Brazil. To be sure, Africans adapted rapidly to a new set of
incentives, as (in a very different context) the pioneering efforts of Gold Coast
peasants in the 1890s and 1900s to produce cocoa for world markets demonstrate.
But in the absence of such incentives, the Germans in Togo could not wait long
enough, nor did they have the administrative, economic, or military capacity to
shorten the process. It was only during the 1920s, when France got to govern much
of the territory of Togo, that world market production of cotton expanded
significantly—three times between 1913 and 1938. But, tellingly, cotton production
only truly took off after independence, and today Togo exports 84 million pounds of
cotton, or seventy-five times as much as under German rule. Togo is still one of the
world’s poorest countries.74

Forced cotton cultivation by peasants in the Belgian Congo, c. 1920

The venture of a small group of Tuskegee cotton experts in Togo speaks to a story
much larger than itself. The encounter between African Americans one generation
removed from slavery, German colonial authorities, and Togolese rural cultivators
illuminates a vast recasting of the empire of cotton—and with it global capitalism—
in the early twentieth century. Imperial states had taken on unprecedented
importance in structuring global raw cotton markets: They secured huge swaths of
territory on which cotton could be grown and they used their accumulated
bureaucratic, infrastructural, and military might to mobilize cotton-growing labor.
And such commitments were only one facet of policies that also included import
duties, imperial preferences, and powerful national industrial policies. Within the
empire of cotton, global networks had spread their geographic reach and intensified
significantly. States shaped these networks, demonstrating how state formation and
globalization were part and parcel of the same processes. States captured territories,
facilitated their infrastructural incorporation, and mobilized workers to labor on this
new land. Wherever we look—in the colonial world, in Russia, in the United States
—the control of the cotton-growing countryside depended ever more on powerful
nation-states and empires.
To be sure, imperial powers competed with one another over the control of
territory, but in their search for ways to make potential cotton-growing lands serve
the interests of metropolitan industries, people from all over the empire of cotton
also tried to learn from each other’s experiences. French, Japanese, and British
cotton interests, for example, observed the German activities in Togo closely; they
sent delegates to meet with John Robinson. J. Arthur Hutton, the chairman of the
British Cotton Growing Association, even saw German efforts in Togo as a model for

African cotton growing. The French government now monitored cotton harvests
globally and its consulate in Saint Petersburg reported in great detail on
developments in Central Asian cotton, as did the German consulate. Though all
these efforts were fundamentally about isolating national industries from the
vagaries of the world market, they themselves formed part of a new global
conversation on cotton. Cotton manufacturers’ shared interests in the transformation
of the global countryside transcended national boundaries, resulting in the
formation of an incipient transnational bourgeoisie during the period before World
War I as manufacturers from a wide variety of countries met not just to discuss how
to make rural cultivators in Egypt, India, or elsewhere grow more cotton, but also to
take pleasure rides on the Nile or dance in the concert halls of Vienna.75
The lessons learned from the imperial recasting of the global cotton-growing
countryside eventually spread, during the twentieth century, to the most unlikely
places: the Soviet Union, independent India, and then to the People’s Republic of
China. It was the Indian Central Cotton Committee, largely under Indian control,
that finally succeeded in recasting Indian cotton agriculture to better suit the needs
of its mills in the 1920s and beyond. Just as tellingly, in 1923 the cotton experts of
the German Colonial Economic Committee, with the support of some of Germany’s
major banks and cotton industrialists, became involved in Soviet Central Asia’s
cotton industry. After having lost the German colonial empire, the object of their
work, in World War I they hoped to find yet another source of cotton for German
industry, while their Soviet partners eagerly read the publications that the Germans
had produced before the war on colonial cotton and hoped to make use of German
expertise. The orders that the Soviet cotton committee received in 1923 from the
Council of Work and Defense in Moscow were almost identical to the many
documents that colonial cotton bureaucrats had produced in Africa, Asia, and
elsewhere.76

The revolutionary vanguard II: Azerbaijan, Soviet cotton production, 1937 (illustration credit 12.7)

One of the effects of this new political economy of strengthened imperial nationstates was the marginalization of areas once central to regional or even global
networks of exchange and power.77 Nation-states everywhere now focused on their
industrial cores and their attendant political economies, leaving little if any space
for the political demands of the producers of agricultural commodities such as the
planters in the American South had enjoyed before 1865. After the American Civil
War, in fact, cotton growers throughout the world had become politically and
economically marginalized—a new global periphery had emerged in which millions
of farmers, sharecroppers, peasants, and agricultural laborers toiled to keep up
industrial capitalism’s awe-inspiring advances, while themselves not sharing in
them. The particular ways in which regions, countries, and even entire continents
were integrated into this new industrial capitalism drastically sharpened global
inequalities and cemented them through much of the twentieth century.
Yet despite the enormously more important role of nation-states and empires—a
direct result of the overcoming of war capitalism—the cotton empire remained as
global as ever. By 1910, for example, it included Indian merchants selling Ugandan
cotton to Japan. Former American slaves advised German colonialists in Togo. An
Indian from Madras, who had apprenticed in a German textile mill, now directed a
cotton plantation in German East Africa. Texas farmers walked the Congolese
countryside along with Egyptian agricultural experts to advise their Belgian hosts

how to expand cotton production. Russian agricultural experts scouted the Indian,
Egyptian, and U.S. countryside to study irrigation schemes. And Japanese
agricultural bureaucrats carefully observed cotton agriculture in German West
Africa. By 1913, E. R. Bartley Denniss, member of Parliament for the British cotton
manufacturing town of Oldham, had concluded, quite perceptively, that the
question of cotton supply had become “a world question. The cotton industry of the
world is one which makes nations dependent upon one another more than any other
industry that exists.”78
This new geography of global capitalism, so decisively constructed by European
and North American states and capitalists, ironically would also bring to an end the
more than one-hundred-year dominance of Europe and North America, the twin
hubs of the empire of cotton. As the vast expansion of cotton agriculture fed the
factories spreading throughout the world, the number of spindles that dotted the
global countryside exploded. In 1865, 57 million spindles turned worldwide. By
1920 that number had increased to 155 million.79 Yet increasingly, these spindles
and looms did not twist yarn and weave fabrics in the cities and countryside of
western Europe and the northern United States, but in those of the global South.

Chapter Thirteen

The Return of the Global South

The rise of the South: cotton mill near Petropolis, Brazil, c. 1922 (illustration credit 13.1)

Sprawling along the shores of the river Sabarmati near India’s western coast,
Ahmedabad today is a bustling metropolis of 6 million people. It is Gujarat’s most
important city. But just a century and a half ago, it was still essentially a medieval
town with “its old institutions…flourishing; the sarafs and mahajans…dominat[ing]
trade and industry; the ancient crafts…the basis of its prosperity; and its imports
and exports mov[ing] on pack animals along the narrow unpaved lanes, flanked by
high, unpainted wooden houses, and through the guarded gates in its walls.” All
that changed, however, with the unprecedented profits and productivity of a new
wave of Indian cotton manufacturing. On May 30, 1861, Ranchhodlal Chhotalal
ordered steam-powered spinning machines into motion for the first time in the city’s

history. A few years earlier, the youthful Chhotalal had floated the idea of creating a
spinning mill while working as a clerk in a government office. Inspired by the
opening of cotton mills in Bombay, he understood that the new technology might
radically recast India’s industry. Not discouraged by a general lack of enthusiasm
among Ahmedabad’s commercial classes, he eventually found some merchants and
bankers to back his venture. The novel machinery was ordered from Great Britain,
complete with a team of British mechanics; after several months Chhotalal’s
spinning machines arrived in a lurching processional of bullock carts.1
In May 1861, sixty-five Shapur Mill workers set twenty-five hundred spindles in
motion. While this was but a hobby shop in size, even by contemporary Bombay
standards, one fact made it a lighthouse of future investment: The factory was
profitable right from the beginning. By early 1865 Chhotalal had hired an additional
235 workers and expanded the mill to ten thousand spindles, and also added one
hundred power looms.2
Ahmedabad’s spectacular rise as one of the world’s prime cotton manufacturing
locales was only partly due to these cutting-edge British machines. The new
enterprises drew deeply from Ahmedabad’s long history in cottons. Local merchants,
organized in guilds, had for many centuries engaged in the long-distance trade in
cottons. Some had accumulated significant amounts of capital in the process, and
when the British took over the city from the Marathas in 1818, those merchants
continued to play a prominent role in local and long-distance trade. Even after
British cotton yarns began to arrive in large quantities by the 1830s, displacing local
handicraft manufacturers, many of these merchants incorporated foreign-made yarn
into their operations, continuing to finance the domestic weaving sector.3
Despite Chhotalal’s early success and the region’s cotton history, most of the
merchants and traditional business classes of Ahmedabad remained reluctant to
invest in further mills, content for the time being with high rates of return on
moneylending. The transformative wave of cotton mill construction hit those shores
only in the 1870s. By then, the deepening crisis in the export-dependent countryside
made moneylending less certain, and capital-rich Ahmedadians turned to cotton
manufacturing. The Jain merchants Masukhbhai and Jamnabhai Bhagubhai were
the first members of Ahmedabad’s merchant class to take the plunge. In 1877, they
opened the Gujarat Spinning and Weaving Company with 11,561 spindles and 209
looms. In quick order, other merchant families, increasingly shut out of transoceanic
trade, followed suit. As in Europe a few decades earlier, old commercial capital was
now reinvested in textile manufacturing, soon accounting for the vast majority of
investments. And as in the Alsatian city of Mulhouse and elsewhere, these investors
were tightly linked to one another. Vaishnav Vanias and Jains dominated the
industry. Members of these castes institutionalized their social connections through
organizations such as the Jain Conference and the Gujarat Vaishya Sabha, among
whose leaders were the city’s mill owners.4 Thanks to the entrepreneurial capital of
Ahmedabad’s merchants, by 1918, fifty-one cotton mills dotted the banks of the
Sabarmati and thirty-five thousand laborers streamed each morning through their
gates and toiled relentlessly to turn these investments into profits.
Soon the world was full of such Manchesters, as the growth of the cotton empire
went along with its continued movement. The spatial arrangements of the global
cotton industry—and with it, of capitalism—were in constant flux. Not only was
cotton being grown in new parts of the world, but increasingly it was being spun,

woven, and finished in new parts of the world as well. The days of a cotton empire
led by the North Atlantic countries were numbered.
Most precipitous was the declining importance of cotton manufacturing in the
United Kingdom. In 1860, 61 percent of the world’s mechanical spindles had turned
there, but by 1900 that percentage had declined to 43 percent and by 1930 to 34
percent. Thanks to workers’ struggles for better working conditions, British
machines also operated for fewer hours than machines elsewhere. They were also
generally older, and thus their share of global output was even smaller, just 11
percent by 1932. The interwar years in particular were an “almost unmitigated
disaster” for the British industry, once the workshop of the world, with cotton
textiles its leading export. Shipments to Asia, Britain’s most important market,
collapsed after World War I, with exports to India declining by 46 percent from
prewar years, to the Dutch East Indies by 55 percent, and to China by 59 percent. As
a result, the British industry began its painful dissolution not simply in relative
terms in a growing world economy, but eventually in real losses: 43 percent of all
British looms disappeared between 1919 and 1939, along with 41 percent of its
mule spindles between 1926 and 1938, and the number of cotton workers fell by 45
percent between 1920 and 1939.5
As Britain’s industry began to lose its global predominance, continental Europe
and the United States retained until 1930 their global share of cotton spindles, at 30
and 20 percent respectively. Yet the reign of these North Atlantic countries in the
cotton empire would eventually be cut short by the slower but inexorable rise of the
mechanized cotton industry in the vast global South. Indeed, by the 1920s the
cotton factories of New England “experienced a collapse…even more thoroughgoing” then the ones of old England. Among the usurpers, Japan was by far the
most impressive. In 1880 the country had a mere eight thousand cotton spindles. By
1930, Japan put 7 million spindles in motion, at which point its share of spindles
globally was 4.3 percent, just behind Germany (6.7 percent), France (6.2 percent),
and Russia (4.6 percent). Japan by 1920 counted only 6.7 percent as many spindles
as Great Britain, but by 1937 that number had skyrocketed to 32 percent. It was
also the largest investor in cotton production in China, where the industry expanded
rapidly from just under a million spindles in 1908 to nearly 4 million in 1930. India
was in a similar position, although it started from a slightly stronger base: from 1.6
million spindles in 1877, rising to nearly 9 million in 1930. By the twentieth
century, the Asian cotton industry had turned into the world’s fastest-growing, as
the world’s cotton industry returned to where it had largely originated.6
Cotton, while becoming clearly less important to the global economy in an age of
vast steel mills, chemical plants, and electrical machinery industries, went through a
significant geographic shift, foreshadowing, as it had a century before, the next
phase of global capitalism. While many mid-nineteenth-century Europeans had
persuaded themselves that the wonders of modern industry were reserved to them
because of such unchangeable factors as the local climate and geography, their
superior religious beliefs and “culture,” or even their “racial” characteristics, the
geographic shifts of the world’s first modern industry showed anyone willing to see
that essentializing the particular global geography of a particular moment in the
history of capitalism was nothing but a self-serving justification for global
inequality. The history of the empire of cotton, in fact, proved them wrong.
This rise of cotton manufacturers in the global South resulted from a shift in the

balance of social power in both the heartland of industrial capitalism and its
periphery. Industrial capitalism had altered class structures not only in Europe and
North America, but also in the global South, which witnessed the rise of new
inequalities in state strength and wealth. Two groups played a decisive role in this
century-long story: workers in Europe and the northeastern United States, and
aspiring cotton capitalists in the global South. They contributed independently to a
pair of mutually reinforcing processes: nationalizing social conflicts and
strengthening states. As workers organized across the United States and Europe,
their collective action increased labor costs. This made low-wage producers
elsewhere competitive on global markets, even though those operations were often
less efficient. At the same time, capitalists in the global South supported state
policies conducive to their own project of domestic industrialization. They could
also draw on a pool of low-wage workers, many of whom had been displaced by the
rapid transformation of the countryside. This combination of huge wage differentials
and the construction of activist states shifted the geography of global cotton
manufacturing more rapidly than most observers thought possible. In short,
assertive northern workers and politically sophisticated southern capitalists changed
the shape of the empire of cotton, foreshadowing the new global division of labor so
familiar today.7

Factory consumption of all kinds of cotton, in millions of running bales (illustration credit 13.2)

As collective action of cotton workers in Europe and New England began to affect
the global geography of cotton manufacturing, their efforts mirrored an equally
profound shift of the nineteenth century: the individual and collective action of
slaves and freedpeople, whose struggles had shifted the geography of cotton
growing. Of course, cotton manufacturing workers had acted collectively before the
1860s. But in the late nineteenth century and thereafter, strikes, unions, and
working-class political parties mushroomed under the increasingly warm light of the
nation-state, and succeeded in creating much-improved conditions for workers.
The Massachusetts city of Fall River, one of the United States’ most important
cotton manufacturing centers, is but one of many examples. Early in the nineteenth
century, easy access to waterpower had attracted the attention of entrepreneurs to

the region. In 1813, Dexter Wheeler and his cousin David Anthony opened the “Fall
River Manufactory,” followed by numerous similar ventures. By 1837, the city
boasted ten cotton mills feeding on a workforce of sons and daughters from the local
countryside. Helped by easy shipping access to New York markets, Fall River soon
rose to become the nation’s leading producer of printed cotton cloth. From 1865 to
1880, the number of factories in Fall River increased fivefold; at the industry’s peak,
around 1920, the city counted 111 mills, one-eighth of the United States’ total
spinning capacity, and a textile workforce of some thirty thousand people, nearly as
many as in Ahmedabad.8
Workers in Fall River consistently organized to improve their wages and working
conditions. Thirteen major strikes occurred between 1848 and 1904. Some, like the
1865 mule spinners’ strike, involved only one craft’s struggle for higher wages;
others, like the 1904 strike, shut down almost every mill in the city for months. In
fact, Fall River workers’ mounting militancy eventually impelled the Massachusetts
Bureau of Statistics of Labor to launch a formal investigation into the question posed
by an 1881 letter from a Massachusetts state representative: “Why is it that the
working people of Fall River are in constant turmoil?”9
Workers’ militancy was in part driven by the conditions in which they worked
and lived. Cotton mills, just as in Ellen Hootton’s time a century earlier, remained
noisy, polluted, and dangerous places. Factories, now often powered by steam
instead of water, had increased in size and often combined spinning and weaving
operations. The movements of bobbins and shuttles, power transmission belts, and
metal parts assaulted the ears of children, women, and men, cotton dust filled the
air and their lungs, and all too often pieces of clothing, hair, or limbs got stuck in
machines, grotesquely injuring workers. The workday was harshly regimented and
seemingly unending, providing spinners and weavers with little time off. The effects
of such work regimes continued to be profound: Among the textile workers of the
German city of Aachen, for example, an estimated half of all children died before
celebrating their first birthday, an unusually high rate of child mortality. Even
during relatively prosperous times, workers suffered subsistence wages and
wretched, congested housing. An 1875 Massachusetts Bureau of Statistics of Labor
investigation, for example, found one unskilled laborer in Fall River with a family of
seven living on a yearly salary of $395.20—below subsistence levels—supplemented
by the wages of his twelve-year-old daughter who worked beside him in the mill.
His family lived in an “out of repair” five-room tenement “in the worst part of the
city.” They were in debt, and the only ray of hope was that the next summer would
see another child coming of age to send into the mills alongside father and
daughter.10
In response, Fall River’s cotton workers organized. Bolstered by the transplanted
cultures of working-class solidarity and militancy brought across the Atlantic by
British workers, their often militant strikes allowed them to score a number of
pathbreaking victories. In 1866, the mule spinners’ union led a successful citywide
drive for a ten-hour workday. In 1886, that same union secured a wide-ranging
agreement to set the wages of New Bedford, Fall River, and Lawrence spinners on a
“sliding scale” based on the price of cotton measured against the selling price of
print cloth. In the fallout of the citywide 1904 strike, Fall River mills also accepted
the demands of weavers’ unions for a sliding scale wage agreement. As early as the
1890s, the city’s skilled textile workers began taking an interest in national union

organization, and over the next half a century Fall River workers joined or created
various regional labor organizations.11
Moreover, Fall River’s cotton workers along with their New England counterparts
succeeded in improving their wages and working conditions, at least in part because
as citizens of the United States they enjoyed political influence. Most important,
they translated their right to vote into improvements in the workplace. In Fall River
and elsewhere, unions and strikes became factors in politics, as it was all but
impossible for the government to ignore the demands of enfranchised and mobilized
workers.
And Fall River’s story was far from exceptional. In France during the early
twentieth century, the number of strikes among its approximately 165,000 cotton
workers increased rapidly. In 1909, for example, a particularly strike-prone year,
there were 198 such strikes with more than thirty thousand participants. Unions
also became a growing force in French politics.12

Textile strike, 1934: Firestone Mill, Fall River (illustration credit 13.3)

In the German industry cotton workers as early as the 1840s had organized
collectively. By the early twentieth century, about 25 percent of them were
unionized, and in some areas, such as Saxony, the percentage was even higher.
These workers were unusually political—in Saxony’s cotton industry, for example,
“the socialists rule almost unchallenged.” One of German social democracy’s
greatest figures, August Bebel, was elected to the Reichstag with the votes of the
weavers of Glauchau-Meerane, and the 1869 founding of the Sozialdemokratische
Arbeiterpartei (SPD) had strong support in the textile areas of Saxony and
Thuringia.13
In Russia, nearly half a million cotton textile workers came to play a key political
role as well, especially during the revolutionary upheavals of 1905 and 1918–19,
building on many decades of union activities and strikes. The first major strike
occurred in the Russian cotton industry in May 1870 at the Nevsky spinning mill in
Saint Petersburg, when eight hundred workers left their machines. Two years later,
five thousand workers walked out of the Kreenholm cotton mill. Between 1870 and
1894, a total of eighty-five strikes occurred in the cotton textile industry, with
53,341 workers participating; between 1895 and 1900, 139,154 workers

participated in 188 such strikes. During the huge 1905 strike wave, workers took
part in 1,008 walkouts, succeeding in improving working conditions, shortening the
workday, and gaining higher wages. Further waves of cotton workers’ strikes hit the
Russian industry in 1912 with 135,000 cotton workers, in 1913 with 180,000
workers, and 1914 with 233,000 workers participating, with some of these strikes
taking on overtly political tones. When cotton workers’ strikes broke out again in
1917, they became a central part of the revolutionary turmoil of that year.14
In Switzerland, cotton workers mobilized, albeit less dramatically than in Russia,
in the late nineteenth century. In 1908 they created the national Schweizerische
Textilarbeiterverband (STAV), the Swiss union of textile workers, which fought for
improved working conditions and higher wages and embraced socialist ideas. In
Catalonia, socialists and anarchists dominated many mills, with the cotton industry
rocked by frequent confrontations between owners and well-organized workers,
with massive strikes in 1890 for shorter hours, with bombings of mill owners’
houses, and, in 1909, during the Setmana Tràgica, with violent insurrection in
Barcelona. In the Dutch industry, many strikes occurred around the turn of the
century, and in its center, Twente, 60 percent of cotton workers had organized in
unions by 1929.15
Lancashire, the heartland of the global cotton industry, witnessed the influence
and national scope of unions earlier than anywhere else, and served as an
inspiration and a source of organizers for cotton workers in other parts of the world,
including Fall River. Unions had created national organizations in spinning by 1870
(the Amalgamated Spinners Association), and in 1884, in weaving (the
Amalgamated Weavers Association). The Trade Union Congress, bringing British
unions together in all sectors of the economy, had been created two years earlier.
The spinners’ union, which organized the most highly skilled workers in spinning
mills, had by the 1880s organized almost 90 percent of all workers, making it
perhaps “the most powerful union in the world.” They succeeded in raising wages,
improving working conditions, and managing technological development. The
Spinners were among the “best organized and best-financed workers’ organizations
in Britain,” and they extracted premium wages and captured a large portion of the
increasing productivity of the industry from the 1880s to the 1920s. The Cardroom
Workers and Weavers, larger, more diffuse, and less committed to exclusive craft
practices, also won significant gains for workers. According to a study of data from
1890, the union wage premium for skilled, semiskilled, and unskilled workers in
cotton textiles was around 12 percent, a significant margin, providing material
rewards for the unionized workers of the cotton districts. The working conditions
were still hot and humid and the hours long and hard, but militant, massive, and
disciplined collective action from the cotton workers managed to force employers
into sharing the profits from increasing industrial productivity.16
The mobilization of cotton workers did not in all cases succeed in improving local
working and living conditions, but collectively, workers of these North Atlantic
nations reduced their hours of work, improved working conditions, increased their
wages, and won political influence—often with the tacit support of strengthening
states that were above all concerned with social stability and under pressure from
politically mobilized and at times enfranchised workers. This trend was magnified
by the tendency of wages to roughly converge within national economies, which
allowed even less well organized cotton workers to benefit from the collective

mobilizations of other groups of workers.17
As a result, workers in western and northern Europe and the northeastern parts of
the United States spent less and less time at work. Cotton workers in the Saxon town
of Crimmitschau demanded in 1903, “An hour for us! An hour for our family! An
hour to live!” And even if all too often their demands were unsuccessful, over the
years they managed to decrease their working hours from an annual average of
3,190 hours in 1865 to 2,475 hours in 1913. In France, labor legislation in 1892
restricted women to the eleven-hour workday, to be reduced further in subsequent
years. In January 1919 the Spanish government gave cotton workers the eight-hour
day.18
As hours declined, wages increased. In Germany, spinners in 1865 had been paid
an average of 390 marks per year. In 1913 they made 860 marks annually, or, in
real terms, 53 percent more. In Alsace, there was also a “remarkable” increase of
wages between 1870 and 1913. Mulhousian mule spinners had made between 40
and 48 francs every two weeks in 1870, but took home 65 to 75 francs in 1910,
which in real terms equaled a doubling of their wages. In Rhode Island, hourly
wages of male weavers climbed from 13.5 cents an hour in 1890 to 59.8 cents by
1920; for loom-fixers, wages rose from 18.4 cents an hour in 1890 to 79.1 in 1920.
Even doffers, unskilled laborers generally excluded from formal labor organization,
saw their wages rise. In 1890, the average male doffer might expect a daily wage of
135 cents; by 1920, their wages had shot up to 484 cents, an inflation-adjusted 50
percent rise, while the more skilled loom-fixers saw a near doubling of their real
wages.19
Workers not only improved their wages and working conditions through
collective action at the workplace, but they also succeeded in getting newly
strengthened nation-states to pass legislation that improved their welfare. Germany
enacted a whole slew of worker-friendly legislation: When compulsory schooling
came about after 1871, children under twelve years could no longer work in
factories, and the effective work time of children under fourteen was thereby
limited. Laws in 1910 stipulated that women could not work more than ten hours
on weekdays and eight hours on Saturdays, while children under thirteen were now
not allowed to work at all. Massachusetts passed its first labor laws in 1836, factory
safety rules in 1877, and by 1898 outlawed night work for women and minors, in
effect closing factories at night. In Switzerland, as elsewhere, labor laws increased
labor costs, as already in 1877 the maximum number of hours for textile workers
was limited to eleven, night work for women was outlawed, and child labor for
workers under fourteen was declared illegal.20
After World War I taxes on employers also surged, demonstrating that the
administrative, judicial, and military capacity of the state, so vital for industrial
capitalism, came at a rising cost. Indeed, the tensions that led to war in the first
place had emerged from the tightening connections between national capital,
nation-states, and national territories. The competition between increasingly
powerful states rested on the mobilization of their citizens into mass armies and the
marshaling of taxes to fund those armies and produce war materials. Under such
pressures to extract money and people, states were forced to legitimize themselves
democratically.
For European and North American capitalists, this dependence on powerful states
—the principal source of their strength—was now also their single greatest

weakness, because these states in effect enabled working-class power on the shop
floor and in politics. From the perspective of capitalists, indeed, the state was Janusfaced. It enabled the emergence of industrial capitalism, including the mobilization
of labor in the global countryside, but it also “trapped” capitalists, as workers would
use access to national politics to better their working conditions and wages. As a
result, social conflicts that had once been primarily global (as when the
mobilization of slaves in Saint-Domingue affected the interests of cotton
manufacturers in Britain), or local (as when Indian peasants refused to labor on
British cotton plantations), now increasingly became national.
Rising production costs in the core areas of the Industrial Revolution in Britain,
continental Europe, and North America, along with unrelenting price competition,
in turn dimmed the once blazing profitability of cotton manufacturing. From 1890,
northern manufacturers in the United States complained about falling profits. One
author reports that dividend payments in German cotton spinning corporations
hovered between just 4 and 6 percent between 1900 and 1911, a far cry from the
profits that British entrepreneurs had depended on a century earlier. In the Oldham
and Rochdale spinning industry, the very heart of Lancashire, average return on
capital was low: 3.85 percent from 1886 to 1892, 3.92 percent from 1893 to 1903,
rising to 7.89 percent from 1904 to 1910. British cotton capitalists, spoiled by
decades of enormous profits, experienced during the 1920s a “rapid fall in spinning
company profits.”21
In some parts of the world, manufacturers responded to rising wages by investing
in improved production techniques. New spinning machines and looms allowed for
greater output per worker, and in Germany, for example, productivity in spinning
more than tripled between 1865 and 1913, and in weaving increased by a factor of
six. Such productivity advances meant that wages formed a diminishing portion of
total production costs. In German spinning, the share of wages fell from 78 percent
of total costs in 1800 to 39 percent in 1913, and in weaving, less dramatically, from
77 to 57 percent.
But in the face of manufacturers’ inability to manipulate the price of other inputs,
especially raw cotton, wage costs continued to remain important, and thus had a
significant impact on profitability. After all, as of 1910, Chinese wages were just
10.8 percent of those in Great Britain and 6.1 percent of those prevalent in the
United States, while Chinese workers also labored nearly twice as many hours as
their New England counterparts—5,302 hours versus 3,000 hours. Such low-wage
competition was found in even more places and it mattered. By the 1920s, for
example, competition from Czech and Russian producers proved to be a threat to
the German cotton industry. In the long run, cotton manufacturing became a “race
to the bottom.”22
Manufacturers tried to respond to such pressures by using their access to ever
more powerful governments to insulate their respective national industries from
global competition. Germany’s cotton industry depended on an intricate tariff
regime catering to the very specific needs of very specific sectors of its cotton
industry. As manufacturers organized (in 1870, for example, the Verein
Süddeutscher Baumwollindustrieller was founded), they successfully lobbied the
state to support their interests, with the Deutsche Volkswirthschaftliche Correspondenz
arguing that tariff protections were the only means by which the German industry
could survive the pressures of imports—a benefit not available to Indian, Chinese, or

Egyptian manufacturers. Such tariff protections were important elsewhere too. Italy
effectively protected its home market with tariffs on cotton goods passed in 1878
and 1888. In France, at the behest of its cotton manufacturers, increasingly
protectionist tariffs had fueled cotton industry profits since the 1880s, especially
since 1892 with the passing of the Méline Tariff.23 The United States also saw the
strengthening of its protectionist regime in the last half of the nineteenth century. In
1861, the Morrill Tariff increased duties on imported cotton goods, and while the
Tariff Act of 1883 lowered tariffs on cheaper cottons (qualities that American
manufacturers could easily produce), it increased them on higher qualities, a trend
that continued with the Tariff Act of 1890.
Imperial markets also became ever more important as the new imperialism that
had arisen out of the ashes of the nineteenth-century “second slavery” now paid
dividends—for some. It paid, for a while, for Catalan manufacturers, who gained in
the 1880s more protected access to the remaining Spanish colonies, including a
monopoly in the Cuban market. It supported the interests of Russian cotton
industrialists in gaining access to the Central Asian territories. It protected British
manufacturers from Indian competition. Even in the United States, following the
demands of cotton manufacturers such as Edward Atkinson, the government
aggressively helped manufacturers gain access to markets abroad, especially in Latin
America, the destination of half of U.S. cotton exports.24
Despite the frantic efforts of European and New England cotton manufacturers to
secure their exalted position within the global empire of cotton, rising labor costs
were a powerful countervailing force. The result of the opportunities and constraints
created by the nationalization of both labor and capital, rising labor costs opened up
new possibilities for manufacturing in those parts of the world in which labor was
cheaper and less constrained by state regulations.
As a result, the global South welcomed back home the world’s cotton industry in
the twentieth century, reversing a century-long departure. At first that move was
hardly perceptible, and as late as 1900 was not much more than a flicker on the
horizon, but by the 1920s it was the object of widespread debate—a debate,
especially in Great Britain and New England, with alarmist undertones.25 To take
but one example, the Times of London reported in 1927 on
the worst spell of bad trade [Lancashire’s industry] has encountered since the
appalling cotton famine of the sixties, which was caused by the American Civil
War…. The chief factor in this alarming decline has been the falling off of the
great markets of the Far East—India, China, &c…. Whereas in 1913 the Far
East absorbed 61.6 per cent of our total exports of piece goods, the percentage
had fallen in 1925 to 41.8…. Both in India and in China there has been a very
large increase in home production, and in both countries the rapidly expanding
Japanese industry—which has so far been working on the two-shift basis with a
120-hour week, as opposed to Lancashire’s maximum of 48—has tended to
displace imports from Great Britain.26
At about the same time, the governor of Massachusetts, James Michael Curley,
forecasted accurately the complete destruction of the New England cotton industry
in the absence of massive federal intervention. As local industry representatives
concocted in 1935 a “Buy American-Made Goods” campaign to undercut the threat

of Japanese imports, Curley met with cotton manufacturers presenting plans to slash
wages in Massachusetts in an effort to narrow the gaping wage differential between
the American North and South. Despite such protests, the North Atlantic moment in
cottons was over, its vaunted productivity and state sponsors no match for the
precipitous wage differentials and the burgeoning nation-states of the global
South.27
The move of cotton manufacturing into the global South began, as had so many of
the industry’s disruptions, in the United States. Unlike Europe, its working class was
never nationalized to the same degree. Labor markets in the United States were
highly segmented, with huge differences in wages in its own national territory. As a
result of the peculiar settlement between the expropriated slave owners and
industrial capitalism after the Civil War, the United States had a global South within
its own territory. And the United States also had its own class of global South
capitalists who had, just like their Indian counterparts, accumulated wealth in the
trade of raw cotton, ready to move some of it into manufacturing enterprises. The
exceptional combination of extensive territory and limited political, economic, and
social integration between North and South was the envy of European capitalists—
and the first harbinger of the global fate of European cotton manufactures as well.28

The empire strikes back: Mahatma Gandhi visits Lancashire, chatting with British cotton workers, 1931.

By 1910, the cotton manufacturing industry of the U.S. South was the world’s
third largest, after that of Great Britain and the northern states of the Union. This
was an amazing departure. At the end of the Civil War there had been hardly any

significant cotton manufacturing in the states of the former Confederacy, and as late
as 1879 there were seventeen times as many spindles in the North than in the South.
Then, however, growth rates in the South skyrocketed—during the 1880s, to an
annual 17.6 percent, during the 1890s to 19.1 percent, and to 14.3 percent during
the 1900s. To be sure, the cotton industry in the northern states of the Union
continued to grow as well, but it did so at a distinctly slower rate of around 4
percent per year. By the 1920s, the northern industry, for the first time, actually
shrunk, and by 1925 the U.S. South had more spindles than the North. By 1965, the
ratio was 24 to 1, a radical reversal of fortunes.29
The massive relocation into the southern United States had begun, decades
earlier, at the Atlanta International Cotton Exposition of 1881. There, cotton
machinery was sold to the “Exposition Cotton Mills,” which became in fact a
functioning mill. Endowed with huge supplies of cheap labor and supportive local
and regional governments, budding local manufacturers opened additional mills in
short order. Lax labor laws, low taxes, low wages, and the absence of trade unions
made the South alluring to cotton manufacturers, a region of the United States,
according to an industry publication, “where the labor agitator is not such a power,
and where the manufacturers are not constantly harassed by new and nagging
restrictions.” As a result, the period from 1922 to 1933 saw the closing of some
ninety-three Massachusetts cotton mills; in the six years after 1922 alone,
Massachusetts would come to shed some 40 percent of its total textile workforce. In
Fall River, in the decade after 1920, half of the city’s mills disappeared.30
It was not the proximity to cotton fields that explains this sudden expansion of
cotton manufacturing in the U.S. South. Indeed, the slightly lower costs in accessing
cotton were offset by the cost of shipping finished goods to northern markets. The
secret of success was plentiful and cheap labor. The destruction of slavery and the
attendant transformation of the countryside had created a large and malleable pool
of low-wage workers for the cotton factories, at first mostly white rural workers,
who had once been tenant farmers, and later African American workers, most of
them former sharecroppers. As one contemporary observed, southern cotton growers
left the farms “like rats leaving a sinking ship.” As a result, a 1922 study by the
Massachusetts Department of Labor and Industries revealed that whereas the
average hourly wage of a Massachusetts mill worker was 41 cents, the going rate
was 29 cents in North Carolina, 24 cents in Georgia, 23 cents in South Carolina, and
a mere 21 cents in Alabama.31
The low wages paid to these workers were even lower because cotton mills could
draw on a large number of very young and very cheap workers—a direct result of
the low level of national integration of the American working class. In 1905, 23
percent of all workers in southern cotton mills were younger than sixteen, compared
to only 6 percent in the northern states. Thanks to the absence of national
standards, people also worked longer hours in the South—sixty-four hours per week,
even seventy-five hours, was not uncommon. In fact, cotton industrialists’ influence
over southern state governments—and the disenfranchisement of large segments of
the local working class that began during the 1880s—allowed for much laxer labor
laws than in other states of the Union, a defining characteristic of emerging cotton
industries throughout the global South. Cotton industrialization, moreover, had
strong backing from state governments, whose legislators and governors were
vulnerable to the enormous influence and power of organized industrialists.32

Aware of their own rising costs and declining profits, cotton capitalists in Europe
also sought to relocate to places with lower wage costs. But none were able to
follow directly the U.S. model, because no other industrial country contained within
itself such uneven regional conditions or the legacy of slavery. Still, there were some
tentative British investments, such as in India. Other British firms invested in
manufacturing in the Ottoman Empire, especially around Izmir and Istanbul, and in
Portugal and Russia. In China, foreign-owned mills became important, especially
Japanese investments, but also a few operated by English and German investors. In
Egypt, British entrepreneurs created in 1894 the Egyptian Cotton Manufacturing
Company, followed in 1899 by the Alexandria Anglo-Egyptian Spinning and
Weaving Company and then, a year later, the Cairo Egyptian Cotton Mills Limited.
French investments became important in the Mexican cotton industry. In Brazil
during the first decades of the twentieth century, British, Belgian, and Dutch
entrepreneurs opened mills. German textile manufacturers as well invested in lowwage regions. One of the major outlets for German cotton capital was Poland,
especially the area around Lodz that the chamber of commerce of the Saxon city of
Leipzig called an “offshoot of our German, especially Saxon, textile industry.” This
“Manchester of the East” experienced a huge boom between 1870 and 1914, seeing
the emergence of gigantic factories, such as Carl Scheibler’s mill, with seventy-five
hundred workers on its payroll.33

The global South, North Carolina, early twentieth century: “One of the spinners in Whitnel Cotton Mill. She was
51 inches high. Has been in the mill one year. Sometimes works at night…. When asked how old she was, she
hesitated, then said, ‘I don’t remember.’ ” (illustration credit 13.4)

Cotton industrialists in the former core manufacturing areas of Europe and North
America staggered, and then fell, under the combined weight of the twin pressures
of mobilized workers and democratic states. They also, as capitalists, felt the pull of
new investment opportunities in new industries. Owners of capital in the global
South, conversely, awoke to the profit potential of industrial capitalism, and
realized the opportunity in their own backyards, their low-cost labor. These
entrepreneurs often found themselves surrounded by workers experienced in textile
production, had access to modern textile technology, and were master manipulators
of their home markets, having often sold imported cotton wares for decades. Like
the entrepreneurs of Ahmedabad, they understood that to be profitable, industrial
capitalism needed strong states to build infrastructures, protect markets, enforce
property rights, and maintain an advantageous labor market. They encountered in
their state-building projects more and more activists who, with the rise of national
independence movements, appreciated the power latent in a vibrant industrial
economy. The model of industrial capitalism so successfully forged in Europe and
North America during the first decades of the nineteenth century now took wing in
the global South—tantalizing the imagination of capitalists and state builders, and
reshaping the geography of the global economy.34

Searching for cheap labor: German industrialist Carl Scheibler invests in the Lodz cotton industry, late
nineteenth century. (illustration credit 13.5)

Ideas about industrial capitalism, inspired by the British example, had reached the
far corners of the world already by the early nineteenth century. During the cotton
revolutions of Germany, Egypt, the United States, and Mexico, forethinking
statesmen and capitalists in each country, including Friedrich List, Muhammad Ali,
Tench Coxe, and Esteban de Antuñano, had engaged in these discussions and drawn
political conclusions from them. By the late nineteenth century, others beyond
Europe took note as well. Faced by the pressures from imported cotton wares on
domestic handicraft industries and desiring to build an industrial economy,
Brazilian, Japanese, Chinese, and other statesmen and capitalists searched for ways
to replace imports with domestic production, this time mixing a unique blend of
state-building and capital accumulation efforts.
The debate on how to withstand European imperialism and how to take

advantage of the new ways toward profit by building manufacturing capacity spread
around the world. As early as 1862, Chenk Kuan-ying, a Chinese merchant, had
published Sheng-shih wei-yen (Warnings to a Seemingly Prosperous Age), advocating
industrialization. Thirty-five years later, entrepreneur Zhang Jian followed in his
footsteps. Concerned with huge imports of cotton yarn and cloth, and especially
with the stipulations of the 1895 Treaty of Shimonoseki that allowed for the
establishment of foreign-owned cotton mills, he advocated domestic
industrialization, and, following words with deeds, built a spinning factory in his
native district of Nantong. “People,” he argued, “all say that foreign nations
maintain themselves through commerce. This is a superficial view. They do not
know that the foreign nations’ riches and strength is industry…. Therefore we must
concentrate with single purpose to promote industry…. Factories should be set up to
produce items of foreign goods which have the greatest sale in China.”35
Zhang was part of a school of thinkers throughout the global South, among them
also Ch’en Chih and Hsueh Fu-ch’eng in China, who tried to reenvision their nations’
roles in the global economy. They focused on regaining domestic markets, undoing
the process of deindustrialization, introducing Western technology, and, like List,
Ali, Coxe, and Antuñano, coaxing the state into supporting industrialization.
Arguing that industrial progress equaled national progress, they wanted local
industries protected against imports. “The local production of coarse cottons,”
observed the Brazilian Associação Industrial in 1881, “is being warred upon by
foreign competitors and if legislative measures do not come to the industry’s aid, all
the effort and capital employed to date will be wasted.” Referring explicitly to the
protectionism of Germany and the United States, they called upon the state to
support manufacturing in “young lands.” Cotton mills were no less than a “patriotic
undertaking.”36 Similarly, Inoue Shozo of Japan’s Industrial Development Bureau
concluded from a study trip to Germany in 1870 that
I want to make our country equal of Europe and America…. After having read
something of world history and geography in my search for the source of
wealth, the military power, the civilization, and the enlightenment of presentday Western nations, I realized that the source must lie in technology, industry,
commerce, and foreign trade. In order to apply these precepts and make the
nation rich and strong, we must first of all instruct the people about industry.
Then we can manufacture a variety of goods and export them, import those
articles we lack, and accumulate wealth from abroad.37

Zhang Jian, advocate of Chinese industrialization (illustration credit 13.6)

Such ideas became a mainstay of anti-imperialist conversations, from Japan to
India, from West Africa to Southeast Asia. Strong nation-states, these thinkers
hoped, might one day protect domestic manufacturers, build infrastructure, mobilize
labor, and help manufacturers capture export markets. There was no little irony in
the fact that anticolonial nationalism as often as not drew on the lessons of
colonialism itself.38
Yet putting such ideas into practice remained difficult. First, budding
industrialists had to gain control of the levers of state power, overcoming competing

elites. In the U.S. South, for example, cotton manufacturers could dominate state
governments only because of the loss of power of slaveholding elites. In Brazil,
Japan, and elsewhere, the struggle against rival agrarian elites was far more
protracted.
Brazil’s cotton industry, for example, unlike the region’s poster child, Mexico, was
weak until the 1890s, despite a significant market for cotton goods, significant local
capital accumulation, and large foreign imports. In 1866, Brazil counted as few as
nine spinning mills, with a negligible 15,000 spindles as most textiles were either
imported or produced on plantations. The number of mills increased very slowly in
the following decades, but then it virtually exploded. By 1921, the industry had 242
cotton mills with 1,521,300 spindles and 57,208 looms, employing 108,960
workers. The industry continued to grow, and by 1927, on the eve of the
Depression, it consisted of 354 mills.39
The three decades after 1892 have been called the golden age of Brazilian cotton
manufacturing. It was in the wake of the abolition of slavery in 1888 that
manufacturing elites gained greater influence over the government and managed to
create policies conducive to their interests, especially tariffs. In 1860, the tariff on
cotton had been at a low 30 percent of the value of imports, by 1880 it had doubled
to around 60 percent, and after drawn-out battles it increased to as much as 100
percent in 1885. It rose further in 1886, 1889, and 1900. The protectionist 1900
tariffs then remained in effect for three decades, creating a protected market hugely
profitable to manufacturers. As a result, by 1920, 75 to 85 percent of all cotton
goods used in Brazil were spun and woven domestically. As an Englishman put it in
1921 with some regret, “Twenty-five years ago Brazil was an excellent market for
Manchester…. First the grays dropped out, and now all these goods are being
manufactured in the country and only the very finest qualities remain to be
imported.”40
By the 1890s, Brazilian manufacturers had helped shape the state in ways
congenial to their interests. At the same time, unlike their European and New
England competitors, they retained access to extremely cheap labor. The vast
majority of workers came “from local orphanages, foundling homes, and
poorhouses, and from the unemployed urban classes of the cities.” Children as
young as ten, along with women, populated the shop floors. As late as 1920, when
the minimum legal age for employment in mills had been raised to fourteen,
children much younger were found laboring in the mills and in some instances
women and children would work fourteen or even seventeen hours per day. As a
cynical contemporary observer saw it, Brazilian children gave a “few years of their
labor, at an age when character is forming and regular habits of industry can be
acquired.”41

After emancipation, Brazil’s cotton industry takes off: number of spindles, 1866–1934. (illustration credit 13.7)

Cheap labor and tariffs combined with more dynamic markets. Slavery had
suppressed internal markets, as many plantations engaged in production of rough
textiles, and free-labor immigration had stagnated because of competition from
slave labor. Now huge numbers of immigrants came into Brazil, and they, along
with newly emancipated agricultural workers, began to purchase textiles in
domestic markets. As a result, Brazil finally joined the region’s leading cotton
producer, Mexico (whose industry continued to expand in no small part due to a
national policy of protectionism), on the road to cotton industrialization. From
Brazil, the model spread to neighboring Argentina, which saw the opening of its first
cotton mill in 1906. There too, the promotion of cotton industrialization became a
deliberate project of the state.42
Japan experienced an even greater boom in cotton manufacturing. Indeed, it was of
such magnitude that Japan became in the course of just a few decades the world’s
dominant cotton manufacturing power.43 Japan’s history shares some features with
Brazil in the late nineteenth century: Neither of these countries was subject to direct
colonial rule, but they were vulnerable to significant influences from abroad. They
faced huge cotton textile imports. Their economic elites were rooted in a political
economy radically different from that of domestic industrialization, but those elites
saw new elements emerging that altered the sources of their income and the policy
predilections of their class. At the turn of the twentieth century, they were poised
for a revolutionary transformation of the state, made no less revolutionary by sharp
differences in outcomes.
Japan’s history of mechanical cotton production came later than Brazil’s, but with
equally inauspicious beginnings. In 1867, in Kagoshima City in Kyushu, local rulers
of the domain of Satsuma imported six thousand spindles from England. Two other
small factories opened around the same time, one in Sakai and the other near
Tokyo. Confronted by a flood of imported yarn thanks to the forced opening of the
Japanese market by the Treaty of Amity and Commerce of 1858, none of these
pioneering projects succeeded commercially.44
Faced with these failures and an ever-rising tide of imported cotton goods that
had captured a third of the Japanese market, the government began to take a more

active role in promoting cotton industrialization. The 1868 Meiji Restoration had
brought a more centralized and modernizing regime to power, concentrating the
once dispersed powers from the feudal domains of the Tokugawa samurai, whose
system of vandalage had dominated Japan for 270 years. From the 1870s, the new
nation-state began to pursue a more active policy to promote industry—and cottons
were foremost on the new rulers’ minds. A member of the Diet, the Japanese
parliament, explained: “Because Japanese are clever and can work for cheap wages,
they must buy simple goods from abroad, add manual labor, and ship them
abroad”—a project for which cotton was superbly suited. The pressure of Western
imperialism, as elsewhere, had inspired manufacturing as a nationalist project.45
From 1879 to the mid-1880s, the minister of home affairs, Ito Hirobumi,
expanded domestic spinning capacity by organizing ten spinning mills with two
thousand spindles each, importing them from Great Britain, and giving them on
favorable terms to local entrepreneurs. These mills failed as commercial enterprises
because their scale of production was too small to make them profitable. But unlike
their predecessors they introduced new policies that turned into the key factors for
the success of Japan’s industrialization: a switch to much cheaper Chinese cotton (in
lieu of domestically grown cotton); experimental labor systems that would structure
Japanese textile industrialization long into the future (such as the day and night
shift system, which gave cost advantages over Indian competitors); and
encouragement of government managers to become entrepreneurs themselves.
These mills, moreover, created the “ideological roots” of low-wage, harsh-labor
regimes, drawing on women whose pay was below subsistence levels, combined
with a powerful rhetorical commitment to paternal care, and a transfer of power
from samurai and merchants to managers and factory owners.46
Easing the shock of such rapid industrialization was Japan’s long history in cotton
textiles. For centuries, Japanese farmers had grown, spun, and woven cotton in their
households for domestic consumption and local markets. By the nineteenth century
a thriving putting-out industry had emerged in the countryside, an industry that at
first received an enormous boost from the importation of cheap yarns in the wake of
the forced opening of Japan’s ports.47
By 1880, with the possibilities of mechanized cotton spinning demonstrated by
government-organized mills, merchants created more—and much more substantial
—factories, supported by a state committed to domestic industrialization. That year,
the head of the (private) First National Bank, Shibusawa Eiichi, backed the Osaka
Spinning Co., which would start operations in 1883 with 10,500 spindles. It was
profitable from the beginning. Encouraged, others followed suit, opening several
mills of similar size. Using English-trained Japanese engineers, these mills were all
incorporated and tapped capital from nobles and wealthy merchants. These new
factories were able to outperform British imports in price and even quality. Indeed,
as early as 1890, Japan’s mill owners were able to dominate their home market, and
by 1895 hand spinning had almost completely disappeared. Such successful
spinning industrialization, in turn, allowed for the further expansion of weaving in
the countryside.48
This industrial capitalism forged in Japan, however, was not solely the offspring
of nationalist politicians: Emerging industrial interests had applied tremendous
pressures on the state and had organized early on for political coordination. The
Japanese Spinners’ Association had formed itself as a leading lobby in 1882,

pressuring the government for policies favorable to cotton industrialization, most
importantly the discontinuation of the import tax on raw cotton (which was meant
to protect Japanese cotton farmers) and an end to export fees on yarn. The Greater
Japan Cotton Spinners’ Association followed suit in 1888. In fact, industrialists
helped build the very state that supported their interests. Capitalists and rulers were
able to implement these lessons because they defeated the visions of rival elites but
faced no significant democratic mass movements to contest their control over the
state.49
A strong state dedicated to the political economy of domestic industrialization
mattered tremendously to Japan, but in ways quite different from Brazil. Tariffs at
first played no role in Japan’s industrialization because the international treaties
that had been forced on the nation by Western powers precluded protectionism, and
there was indeed no tariff protection before 1911. The state, however, played a key
role in importing the new technology, and, perhaps more importantly, helped
Japanese capitalists gain access to foreign markets that could be served
competitively because of Japan’s extremely low labor costs. Prefectural author ities
set up “industrial laboratories” that investigated the special needs of foreign markets
and provided weaving companies with blueprints as to what kind of cloth would sell
where—just as the French and British governments had done in the eighteenth
century. The Japanese state also collected market information, which included
consular commercial reports, industrial exhibitions, trade missions, “the dispatch of
specific students to foreign countries in order to conduct research on specific
industries, and commodity exhibition centres abroad…, export cartels from 1906,
trade commissioners from 1910, and world tours and business missions undertaken
by exporters.” The government, moreover, stood as the ultimate guarantor for all
kinds of debts that were essential for the success of the industry.50

Building a Japanese cotton industry: Shibusawa Eiichi (1840–1931) (illustration credit 13.8)

The Japanese government acquired the ability to support local cotton
industrialists in part because of the spoils of war. Indeed, the Japanese story once
more demonstrates the tight link between colonial expansion and industrial
capitalism—the one, in effect, enabling the other. Reparations gained from the
1894–95 Sino-Japanese War—essentially a land grab—were used to subsidize the
nation’s shipping industry, thus helping cotton exports, and fueled the government’s
ability to provide credit to the country’s trading firms and forgo the revenue
generated by duties on raw cotton imports, which were removed in 1896,
cheapening the industry’s essential raw material.51

The Rise of the Global South in the Empire of Cotton, 1880–1940

In one of its most decisive effects, the war also provided new markets, which
would soon become supremely important to Japan’s industrialization. China turned
into Japan’s most important buyer of yarn and cloth, until 1929, when it gained
itself the ability to impose tariffs. By 1894 China consumed 92 percent of all
Japanese exports, and by 1897–98, exports of cotton yarn, especially to China,
constituted 28 percent of total Japanese spinning output. During World War I, with
British manufacturers sidelined, Japan made its deepest penetration to date of the
Chinese market. When exports of yarn declined, those of cotton cloth expanded.
Between 1903 and 1929, indeed, more than half of all Japanese cotton cloth exports
went to China.52
During the 1920s, the percentage share of cotton cloth exports to India increased
as well, from about 12 percent in 1926 to about 50 percent in 1932. And, again, a
state committed to industrialization mattered greatly: The Japanese government
exerted political pressure on the British colonial government in India to facilitate
their entry into that market. As India’s cotton growers became dependent on the
Japanese export market, the Japanese government was able to negotiate low tariff
barriers for the import of manufactured cottons into India, despite objections from
Lancashire manufacturers. When in 1930 the Indian government began
discriminating against such imports from Japan in response to pressures from
Lancashire, Japanese cotton manufacturers decided to boycott raw cotton from
India. That created a problem for India, because remittances to London were paid
from these exports. In the Indo-Japanese trade negotiations of 1933 these
differences were reconciled, allowing for a freer flow of goods to India from Japan
and vice versa. In 1913–14, Japan had exported 7 million yards of cotton piece
goods to India; in 1933 it exported 579 million yards.53

Low-cost labor was as important as state support to Japan’s success. Japanese
cotton manufacturers, like manufacturers elsewhere, spent much time thinking
about the “problem of labor.” Labor costs in Japanese mills were even lower than in
India and about one-eighth of those in Lancashire. Initially, mills recruited their
workers from their immediate surroundings, but as time went on they increasingly
relied on labor recruiters who brought workers from more distant locations, literally
scouring the countryside in search of poor farming families.54
Women especially were pushed out of the countryside and into factories. In 1897,
79 percent of workers in Japanese cotton factories were female. Most of these
women were very young, between fifteen and twenty-five years old, and 15 percent
were below age fourteen. Typically they would start working at age thirteen and
retire at age twenty, upon marriage. For women workers themselves, employment in
factories was a particular moment in their life cycle, related to their preindustrial
spinning and weaving within the household, and often motivated by an effort to
accumulate savings for a dowry. This massive wave of very young women moving
into factories was facilitated by Japanese manufacturers’ early embrace of ring
spinning, which required mostly unskilled labor.55
These young women were subject to extreme exploitation. Away from the
protection that their families might have provided, most lived in dormitories next to
the mills—company boarding houses that were places of surveillance and
disciplinary action. (In this way conditions were quite similar to those in Lowell,
Massachusetts, nearly a century earlier.) One 1911 study found that workers often
shared beds, and had as little as twenty-seven square feet of space. To stem high
rates of labor turnover, companies embraced a rhetoric of paternalism, and at times
also more substantive paternalist policies. For the companies, short commutes and
total control over the workforce allowed them to exploit their labor to the utmost,
operating under a two-shift system, each lasting twelve hours, making perfect use of
capital expenses by continuously running the machines.56
The state had made possible such low-wage competitiveness by resisting any
protective legislation for factory workers in the cotton industry. The Factory Act of
1911 was only extended to cover women and children in the textile industry in
1920. The collective action of Japanese mill owners had postponed the passage of
protective labor legislation for forty years—undoubtedly helped by a franchise
restricted to propertied men.57
Women’s principal strategy of resistance to such conditions was absconding, the
same tactic Ellen Hootton had employed a century earlier at Eccles’ Mill in
Lancashire. Turnover, indeed, was tremendous—in 1897, 40 percent of all workers
left the factories within six months of taking up employment. In 1900, fewer than
half of all spinning workers in Kwansai had worked for their employer for more
than a year. Employers responded by locking boarding houses at night, forbidding
women to leave them during their free time, and retaining part of their wages until
they had served out their employment contracts.58
Thanks to this availability of extraordinarily cheap and disenfranchised labor,
Japan’s cotton industry continued its rapid expansion.59 By 1902, domestic
production had largely replaced imports. By 1909, Japanese spinning factories were
the fifth largest consumers of raw cotton in the world. With spinning concentrated
in large factories, weaving, including handloom weaving, continued to thrive in the
countryside, with multiple small entrepreneurs organizing labor, and eventually, by

the 1910s and 1920s, the introduction of power looms in their often very small
shops. The value of the cotton industry’s output continued to increase thereafter
from 19 million yen in 1903 to 405 million yen in 1919. The years between 1920
and 1937 were a golden age for the Japanese cotton industry. In 1933, Japan for the
first time exported more cotton cloth than Great Britain, France, and Germany, and
was the world’s third cotton power after the United Kingdom and the United States.
By 1937, Japan had captured 37 percent of the globally traded cotton cloth market,
compared to just 27 percent for England. Thanks to this explosion of cotton
manufacturing in Japan, Asia as a whole had become again a net exporter of
cottons, after a hiatus of about a century and a half.60
In the U.S. South, Brazil, and Japan, budding manufacturers overcame competing
elites and won the support of the state for domestic industrialization only with
considerable difficulty. Yet their difficulties paled in comparison to those in the
global South who confronted powerful colonial overlords. Those capitalists fought
not just competing elites domestically, or other social groups, but also powerful
imperial states and their economic elites, who were determined to preserve their
access to colonial markets and who opposed alternative projects of industrialization.
To sustain that struggle, they were forced far beyond the other cotton upstarts to
cultivate a mass ideology of nationalism, and to work in concert with other social
groups. For them, colonial dependency on the global scene translated into often
devastating weakness domestically.

Asian industrialists turn the tables: cotton yarn imports and exports, Japan (in thousands of tons), 1868–1918
(illustration credit 13.9)

Take Egypt, for example. One of the world’s premier cotton-growing countries
and one of the earliest cotton industrializers, it failed in its efforts to build a thriving
cottage industry until the 1930s. The failure was not for lack of trying. In 1895 a
number of capitalists formed the Société Anonyme Egyptienne pour la Filature et le
Tissage du Cotton in Cairo, and four years later two additional mills opened their
doors. Never very profitable, these mills expired under the weight of an 8 percent
tax on the value of their yarn and cloth production and competition from textile
imports, especially after Egypt became essentially a free-trade appendage of the

British Empire. One-quarter to one-third of all imports into Egypt between 1880 and
1914 consisted of cotton textiles—profitably spun and woven in Britain. There and
elsewhere, the colonial state subordinated the project of local industrialization to its
efforts to secure export markets for European manufacturers.61
Things began to change slowly during World War I, and the newly created
Filature Nationale d’Egypte blossomed for a short while. It expanded further in
anticipation of tariff reforms in 1930, promoted by an increasingly strident
nationalist movement. That tariff reform increased import duties substantially, and
soon made domestic industrialization possible, especially in cottons. Most
prominently, the ardently nationalist economist and entrepreneur Tal’at Harb, who
had created Bank Misr in 1920, drawing on the capital of wealthy landowners,
created the Misr Spinning and Weaving Company in the early 1930s, which was
well capitalized and expanded rapidly. By 1945, 25,000 of the 117,272 Egyptian
textile workers spun and wove cottons in this mill. Tariffs, in effect, had been a gift
of the state to its “nascent bourgeoisie.”62
Stories like Egypt’s indicated to capital owners throughout the global South that
they needed to create a state supportive of their project of domestic
industrialization, and that under conditions of colonialism such a state could not be
forged. India, more than any other country, exemplifies this history. On the face of
it, India enjoyed all the preconditions for successful cotton industrialization—
markets, access to technology, skilled labor, low wages, and capital-rich merchants.
There was even a powerful state lording over India. Overcoming competing elites
also proved not to be overwhelmingly difficult. Still, dominated by a foreign
colonial power, Indian industrialists faced insurmountable hurdles to molding the
kind of state they so urgently wanted—hurdles that eventually would draw them
into an anticolonial struggle that, while successful, would also weaken their
dominance over workers and peasants.

Anticolonialism reshapes global capitalism: Tal’at Harb, nationalist economist and builder of one of the world’s
largest cotton mills in Mahalla al-Kubra, Egypt

India’s cotton industry emerged, as we have seen, principally in the cities of
Bombay and Ahmedabad in the wake of the American Civil War. To be sure, the
Bombay Spinning and Weaving Company had commenced production as early as
1854, and by 1861 there were 12 spinning mills in India. Yet the true expansion
occurred only after 1865, drawing on the profits Indian merchants had accumulated
during the years of very high raw cotton prices. Indian capitalists, increasingly
pushed out of the raw cotton trade by European dealers such as the Volkarts,
redirected their capital into cotton mills. By 1875, they had opened 27 mills. In
1897, there were 102 mills in the Bombay Presidency alone. The number of spindles
exploded, from 1.5 million in 1879 to nearly 9 million in 1929. Cotton
manufacturing would come to dominate the Indian manufacturing economy.63
India’s dynamic entrepreneurial class drew to the best of their ability upon the
British colonial state. Export markets within the colonial empire, for example,
became highly prized, with much of the industry’s markets to be found within the
British sphere of influence—by the 1890s, 80 percent of the yarn exported from
Bombay went to China.64 This state also created infrastructures, laws, regulations,
and rules within which economic life was increasingly embedded. As the state
pushed for a massive commercialization of the countryside, more dynamic markets
for manufactured goods emerged, which benefited Indian cotton manufacturers.
Indian cotton industrialists initially also drew on the colonial state for the
mobilization of labor—after all, changes within the countryside drove huge numbers
of workers into cities and into cotton mills. During 1896, an estimated 146,000
workers labored in Indian cotton mills, and 625,000 in 1940, a significant figure for

a country that hardly saw any other factory production. As elsewhere, the first
generation of mill workers remained in touch with the villages from which they
hailed. For many families, sending one member into the city to work in a factory
was a strategy to retain access to land. But unlike elsewhere in the empire of cotton,
most of these workers were men. The roots of India’s proletariat, like its
bourgeoisie, were to be found in cottons. Indeed, “cheap labor” was widely seen as
India’s most distinctive competitive advantage—a proletariat created by, among
other factors, the decisive actions of a powerful colonial state.65
But while no doubt crucial to many aspects of cotton industrialization, the
colonial state in India was peculiar and often destructive of local industrial dreams
—it was, after all, subject to the pressures of statesmen and capitalists in England,
not in India. This peculiarity showed with regard to labor. As elsewhere, working
conditions in the Indian cotton textile mills were terrible. Days lasted thirteen to
fourteen hours during summer, and ten to twelve hours in winter. Temperatures in
mills often exceeded 90 degrees. Mill owners justified these conditions, in the words
of the Bombay Millowners’ Association in 1910, by arguing that their workers were
“mere machines of blind industrialism, having no initiative of their own and with no
great consideration for the future,” words that would have sounded strangely
familiar to European manufacturers a century earlier. Yet unlike in Japan, and in a
sign that Indian capitalists enjoyed significantly less sway over the state than their
Japanese counterparts, working conditions improved and labor costs increased
thanks to government intervention. The Indian Factory Act of 1891, passed at the
behest of Lancashire cotton manufacturers concerned with Indian competition,
limited the number of hours children were allowed to work in mills. Labor
legislation in 1891 and 1911 further regulated child labor, women’s work, and
hours. While working conditions and wages remained abysmal, Indian mill owners
still opposed these acts, complaining about the low productivity of their workers
and arguing that “any restrictive legislation sought to be imposed on us at the
insistence of our friends of Lancashire will have to be resisted in a strenuous
manner.” Yet confronted with British textile workers’ self-serving protests against
“the excessive working hours in the Bombay mills and the employment of children”
and with Lancashire mill owners fearing for their export markets, they failed.
Subduing labor under conditions of colonialism proved difficult.66
Most striking, however, was the exceptional character of the colonial state in
India when it came to the question of market access. Its greatest success, in many
ways, was to facilitate the vast influx of British cotton goods, making India into
Lancashire’s most important market, and severely damaging its handicraft
industry.67 Industrialization and deindustrialization thus intersected on the Indian
subcontinent—and it was the Janus-faced nature of the Indian state, strong but
beholden to foreign interests, that delayed and stunted Indian cotton
industrialization. Indian capitalists had to share the spoils of the British-initiated
transformation of the subcontinent with a powerful group of foreign capitalists and
statesmen.68
Capital-rich elites in the global South from Ahmedabad to Rowan County, North
Carolina, from Petropolis to Osaka, from Mahalla-al-Kubra to Veracruz tried to jump
on the cotton industrialization bandwagon, and in doing so they learned about the
importance of strong states to industrialization. If they were unusually perceptive,
they recognized the emerging weaknesses of European and North American cotton

capital rooted in that same tight link to the nation-state. Their experiences were
quite different. While in Brazil, the southern United States, and Japan they
succeeded by gaining power over competing elites and then by forging a state
responsive to their needs, in Egypt and India the project of domestic
industrialization encountered a powerful hurdle—the colonial state itself. But
wherever global South capitalists succeeded in carving out a niche for themselves in
the global cotton industry, they did so because two processes emerged
simultaneously: the nationalization of social conflict in the core countries of the first
Industrial Revolution, which increased labor costs, and the construction of states
favoring a project of domestic industrialization and keeping down labor costs in the
global South. It was in China that these stories came together.
Cotton industrialization came to China later than to the U.S. South, Japan, India, or
Brazil. This was not for lack of experience in cotton manufacturing, difficulty
obtaining raw cotton, the absence of markets or capital, or lack of access to modern
manufacturing technology. As we know, China had one of the world’s oldest and
largest cotton manufacturing complexes, and indeed until the mid-nineteenth
century Chinese peasants were the single most significant growers of cotton
globally, nearly all of which was manufactured into yarn and cloth domestically. In
turn, the spinning and weaving of cotton were China’s most important
manufacturing activities.69
Despite such ideal preconditions for cotton industrialization, mechanization only
began at the end of the nineteenth century. To some extent the very vibrancy of
Chinese traditional cotton manufacturing made industrialization more difficult. As
with much of the cotton belt prior to the nineteenth century, millions of peasants in
China’s countryside produced cottons for their own use or for nearby markets, with
little pressure to do otherwise. As late as midcentury, 45 percent of peasant
households may have produced cloth. Moreover, Western imperialists began to put
pressure on China’s port cities, deluging the country in the second half of the
nineteenth century with yarn and cloth. European merchants and European
governments (along with those from the United States) pressured the Chinese state
for market access, with the 1877 Chefoo convention, for example, stipulating further
access to deep-sea as well as Yangtze ports, and the abolition of internal duties.
“The foreign merchant has waited long and patiently for the attainment of these
objects,” argued one such Western merchant in 1877. “In his opinion they are
essential for the successful development of his trade with China.” Indeed, market
penetration was a clearly articulated political goal of all imperial powers. As a
result, the import of cotton goods into China increased tremendously, yarn by a
factor of twenty-four, while cloth imports doubled between the 1880s and 1910s. By
1916 the U.S. Department of Commerce called China “the largest market for cotton
yarns in the world,” including for U.S. manufacturers. At first, the vast majority of
cotton yarn and cloth imports into China originated from the United Kingdom and
the United States. After 1900, imports came mostly from Japanese manufacturers.70
Such market opening rested on the uses of imperial power, that is, strong North
Atlantic states committed to providing market access to their own industrialists. In
1882, for example, the United States sent a gunboat to Shanghai to support its
cotton interests. Four years earlier, Peng Ruzong had founded a cotton company—

the Shanghai Cotton Cloth Mill—which received a ten-year monopoly in 1882.
When William S. Wetmore, head of the American merchant firm Frazer and Co.,
began acquiring Chinese investors for a competing mill, the Shanghai Cotton Cloth
Mill immediately entreated the Chinese government to defend its interests.
Trumped‑up arrest warrants were issued for the American firm’s two principal
Chinese investors, forcing both into hiding. The newly appointed U.S. minister to
China decided it was time “to impress upon the Chinese the fact that we were a
government, with power to maintain our rights under the treaties.” The U.S.
corvette Ashuelot was promptly stationed in Shanghai for the winter, on orders
approved by President Chester A. Arthur himself.71
Faced with a flood of imports, the tantalizing prospects of profiting from
mechanized cotton production, and the desire to strengthen the Chinese state vis-àvis Western imperial powers, modernizing elites, both within the state bureaucracy
and among capitalists, began to favor a project of domestic industrialization. As
unlikely allies in that project, they teamed up with foreign entrepreneurs, especially
from Japan, who in their search for ever cheaper labor invested heavily in the
Chinese cotton industry. Together they created one of the most rapidly growing
cotton industries in the world.
The first modern Chinese cotton mill, the Shanghai Cotton Cloth Mill, as we have
seen, began operations in the early 1880s. At first the industry grew slowly. By 1896
there were only 12 mills with 412,000 spindles. Two decades later, the number had
risen to 31 mills with somewhat more than 1 million spindles. Then came World
War I, which played a similar role for Chinese cotton industrialization, and Asia’s
more generally, as the Napoleonic Wars had done for continental Europe 125 years
earlier. Its protectionist effects created a mill building boom, and by 1925 there
were 118 mills with more than 3 million spindles, employing 252,031 workers, half
of them in Shanghai alone. The growth of cotton manufacturing in China after 1914
was indeed the fastest in the world. Globally, the number of spindles increased by
14 percent between 1913 and 1931—but in China it skyrocketed by 297 percent, or
twenty times as fast. Taking 1913 as the base year, by 1931 the number of China’s
spindles increased to 397, Japan’s to 313, India’s to 150, the United States’ to 106,
while Russia’s declined to 99, Great Britain’s to 99, and Germany’s to 97. The same
was the case with mechanical looms: The number of such looms more than tripled
in China between 1913 and 1925, nearly tripled in Japan, but slightly declined in
Great Britain.72
By the early 1920s, Chinese cotton yarn manufacturing had gained a dominant
position in the domestic market, and by 1925 China was able to export more cotton
manufactures than it imported. By 1937, it was once again self-sufficient in cotton
yarn and goods: As recently as 1875, 98.1 percent of all yarn in China had still been
spun by hand, but by 1931 only 16.3 percent of all yarn was so manufactured, while
nearly all the rest came out of domestic factories. Cotton had become China’s most
important factory industry; according to writer Chong Su, “Shanghai is fast
becoming the Manchester of the Far East.”73
This industry drew, as elsewhere, on cheap labor; indeed, labor in China was
cheaper than anywhere else in the world, including Japan. When the U.S.
Department of Commerce reported in 1916 on the situation in Chinese cotton mills,
it found tens of thousands of workers laboring day and night on twelve-hour shifts,
with the only break for twelve hours on Sundays. Their pay amounted to about 10

U.S. cents a day. With working hours “longer than in any other country in the
world” and no child labor laws on the books, China was the world’s lowest-cost
producer. Even owners of cotton mills in Bombay feared Chinese competition, not
least because, unlike them, China’s industry “enjoys perfect immunity from
restrictive factory legislation.”74
Even in a context of low-cost labor, Chinese manufacturers showed a clear
preference for the very cheapest workers—children and women. By 1897, 79
percent of workers in these spinning factories were female, and 15 percent boys and
girls younger than fourteen years old. If earlier in the nineteenth century women
could not be moved into factories, as mentioned, by the 1890s changes within the
countryside, not least occasioned by low-cost imports of cotton yarn, had made
women’s labor available. Female or male, rural migrants became the core of the
workforce, often hired directly in the countryside under conditions involving
significant coercion. Privileged male workers within the factories, so called
“Number Ones,” engaged them in return for “gifts.” Workers, especially women,
were often traded, as very poor families sold their daughters into mill labor, with
their wages controlled at least in part by others, a status that closely resembled
bonded labor and was very difficult to escape.75
Another decisive factor in the rise of the Chinese cotton industry was government
support. State bureaucrats believed that China needed cotton mills to withstand
foreign pressures and they used their albeit limited state capacity to provide
strategic support to these enterprises. Just like in Japan and elsewhere, they did so
partly under pressure from ever better organized and mobilized urban economic
elites. The Chinese state helped keep labor costs down by repressing workers’
collective action with a strong police or even army presence in cotton mills. During
the 1920s, Shanghai mill owners, with the support of Kuomintang leader Chiang
Kai-shek, went along with the murder of thousands of left-leaning labor leaders. But
the state mattered in other ways as well. At times it granted monopoly rights to
certain enterprises to attract capital, and on occasion the state provided what one
author has called “bureaucratic capital” to enable the start up of a mill. Provincial
governments promised low taxes and other supports, along with loans and even
machines. But the financial means, and indeed the power, of the government was
quite limited, especially after the defeat in the 1895 war against Japan, which
saddled China with indemnity payments. It was only in the 1920s and 1930s, when
Chinese nationalists called for a boycott of Japanese goods, and after 1929, when
China regained the capacity to create tariff barriers, an ability that it had lost in
1842, that Chinese industrialists could begin to compete effectively.76
Unlike the situation in Japan, or, for that matter, other parts of the world,
Chinese investments in cotton mills were rapidly combined with, and eventually
superseded by, international investments. The reason for this unusual deep
penetration by foreign capital was the very weakness of the Chinese state: The 1895
Treaty of Shimonoseki that ended the Sino-Japanese War, as mentioned, explicitly
allowed for the establishment of foreign-owned mills in China. Two years later, the
first foreign-owned mill opened, and by 1898 there were already four such mills in
Shanghai. Many followed. Some of these mills drew on British and German capital
and expertise, but the vast majority were of Japanese origin.
Ultimately, the Japanese cotton industry created its own low-wage production
complex across the East China Sea, just as the Germans would do in Poland and the

manufacturers of New England in the states of the U.S. South. The first Japaneseowned mill opened in 1902 in Shanghai, drawn by labor costs only half of what
they had been in Japan. Chinese workers lacked any of the paternalist welfare
benefits increasingly enjoyed by Japanese workers. Such investments made
Japanese-owned mills the fastest-growing segment of the Chinese cotton industry,
and by 1925 nearly half of Chinese spinning capacity was foreign-owned,
overwhelmingly by the Japanese.77
Considering the importance of states to industrial capitalism’s political economy,
and the onslaught of an ever larger number of imperial powers such as the United
States and Germany, it is not surprising that economic elites throughout the global
South aspired to forge such states as well. European and North American statesmen
and capitalists resisted them in this project, however, and in turn became even more
dependent on their respective states, states strengthened by the colonial project and
whose tasks now included containing ever more vibrant anticolonial movements.
The ensuing struggle was fierce and violent, creating for budding manufacturers in
the global South conditions fundamentally different from the ones their counterparts
had faced a hundred years earlier in western Europe and the United States. Because
their opponents—mighty North Atlantic states tightly linked to wealthy capitalists—
were so powerful, the new entrepreneurs were forced to build coalitions with
increasingly mobilized and nationalized groups of workers and peasants within their
own societies. As they were unable to fight on both foreign and popular fronts, their
dependence on subordinate social groups in the process of state making
distinguished their trajectory toward industrialization from Europe’s or North
America’s. The legacy of colonialism would remain a powerful influence long after
independence even while decolonialization became perhaps the single most
significant event in the history of twentieth-century capitalism.

Ownership of spindles in Chinese cotton production, 1900–1936 (illustration credit 13.10)

As capital-rich merchants and bankers along with their rulers in the global South
worked to create conditions conducive to cotton industrialization, and
industrialization more broadly, they developed a devastating critique of colonialism.
Entrepreneurs in Shanghai, Mahalla al-Kubra, Ahmedabad, and elsewhere saw the

urgent need for a state responsive to their interests—a goal that brought them into
open opposition to foreign powers.78 Indian cotton capitalists were among the most
eloquent, as they vocally accused the colonial state of being beholden to the
interests of Lancashire. British colonialism, they argued, had failed to allow Indian
capitalists the benefit of protected markets, as the tariff policy of the colonial
government was guided by the principle of allowing for the massive importation of
English yarn and cloth.
In response to such discrimination, Indian capitalists mobilized politically. In
Bombay, they formed the Millowners’ Association to articulate their demands.
Ahmedabad’s Gujarati counterparts followed suit and organized the Gujarat
Industrial Association, advocating for protectionism. One of their first struggles
began in the 1890s against the excise tax that they were forced to pay on their
products to make up for modest import duties, a tax they found to be “not fair on
any principle”—“an altogether unnecessary and indefensible sop to Lancashire.”
This struggle carried into the new century, with mill owner and activist Ambalal
Sakarlal Desai complaining at the Indian National Congress meeting in Ahmedabad
in 1902 that the “heavy duties imposed on the textile industry are unjustly borne by
every householder of Ahmedabad.”79
In this conflict, the mill owners encountered Indian nationalists, who focused a
significant share of their agitation on the ill effects of British colonialism on Indian
cotton industrialization. The Mahratta, published in Poona by militant nationalist
Bal Gangadhar Tilak, consistently expressed opposition to colonial tariff policies. It
favored mass protests against the cotton duties bill and accused the colonial
government of “sacrificing” India for Lancashire through the “cotton duties crime.”
A year later, the colonial government sent Tilak to jail for sedition. Even Gopal
Krishna Gokhale, founder of the Servants of India Society and a leader of the Indian
National Congress, who could not agree on much with Tilak, was opposed to the
tariff policies of the British in regard to cotton. When the Imperial Legislative
Council was enlarged in India in 1911, mill owner Ratanji Dadabhoy Tata
demanded abolition of the excise duties, supported by fifteen of the sixteen Indian
members. For freedom fighter Mahatma Gandhi, these duties were “an instance of
fiscal injustice…unparalleled in any civilized country of modern times.” Indeed, the
struggle over the excise duty on cotton goods was one of the first great flare-ups of
the anticolonial struggle, as the political interests of cotton manufacturers became
important to Indian anticolonialism more broadly.80

Narottam Morarjee, cotton manufacturer and chairman of the Bombay Millowners’ Association, 1894

Cotton capitalists not only sought relief from excise taxes and protection; they
also wanted the state to be more supportive in their efforts to capture export
markets. Indian mill owners, like their British counterparts, recognized the promise
of distant markets—in Africa, for example—and went so far as to produce cloth
specifically designed for the tastes of East Africans. But they bemoaned that “there
really exists no official organization for the supply to Indian merchants and
manufacturers of the trade intelligence so indispensable to their enterprise which
the Foreign Office and the Board of Trade purvey to the British trader.” Such market
information, gathered by governments, had become increasingly important to
manufacturers. To access foreign markets they needed the support of the state,
support that the colonial government, unlike, for example, the contemporary
Japanese government, was not likely to provide.81
One of the strategies that Indian nationalists increasingly advocated in opposition
to the British presence in India was to encourage consumption of domestically
manufactured textiles. The first Indian Industrial Conference meeting in 1905,
bringing together industrialists from all over India, decided to “foster and extend the
use of such manufactures in India in preference to foreign goods.” That demand
intersected with the emerging Swadeshi movement, which advocated Indian selfsufficiency, especially in cottons, and symbolized the confluence of cotton
entrepreneurs and the emerging nationalist political elites. Tilak was “glad to find
that associations and leagues have been formed in various places to advocate the
necessity of using native cloth and thus ousting Lancashire and Manchester from the
Indian market,” and the increasingly influential Indian National Congress, founded
in 1885, supported the Swadeshi movement. Indian entrepreneurs agreed:
Ahmedabad textile pioneer Ranchhodlal Chhotalal, along with others, created the
Swadeshi Udhyam Vardhak Mandli (Organization for the Promotion of Indigenous
Industry); Jamshetji Nusserwanji Tata named one of his mills the Swadeshi Mill; and

Ambalal Sakarlal Desai, of the Ahmedabad Merchants Spinning Company, strongly
supported Swadeshi. As the Chairman of the Bombay Millowners’ Association,
Vithaldas Damodar Thackersey remarked at the annual meeting in 1907, he was
“glad to see…the increased interest which the public take in indigenous industries
under the impulse of the Swadeshi movement.” Hopes ran high that domestic
industrialization would restore India’s former importance to the global economy.
Symbolizing the great significance of cotton to nationalism and anticolonialism, a
few years later Gandhi not only wrote a history of cotton in India, but also publicly
spun cotton on a spinning wheel, the same mechanism that the Indian National
Congress chose in 1930 as the centerpiece for its flag.82
Gandhi was nostalgic about homespun cotton, but Indian industrialists had a
realpolitik appreciation of decolonialization. They agreed with Gandhi that the
radical spatial recasting of the global cotton industry in the nineteenth century was
one of the most damaging effects of colonialism—but they also had a significant
interest in furthering the colonial project of turning rural cotton spinners and
weavers into the producers and consumers of commodities, with Sir Purshotamdas
Thakurdas, mill owner and president of the East India Cotton Association, urging in
1919 that “measures must be taken to protect the quality of Indian cotton.” Indian
mill owners fought just as strenuously for recasting the Indian countryside as their
British counterparts had done. Tata himself suggested that longer-staple cotton be
grown in India in order to enable domestic manufacturers. When a group of Surat
cotton merchants met in April 1919 they discussed measures to maintain the quality
of local cottons. And Purshotamdas Thakurdas saw an urgent need to improve
Indian cotton, as otherwise it would “militate considerably against the Weaving
Industry of India.” Indian capitalists now became deeply immersed in questions of
cotton supply: Vithaldas Damodar Thackersey of the Bombay Millowners’
Association demanded government support for the cultivation of long-staple cottons
to “revolutionize the whole industry.” By 1910, the association went so far as to
laud the efforts of the British Cotton Growing Association to improve cotton
growing in India: “We cannot but deplore the absence of legislation against the
adulteration of cotton in this country.”83 Eventually, cotton nationalism did not lead
to a return to the preindustrial world of cotton symbolized by Gandhi’s spinning
wheel, but instead to a massive wave of state-sponsored industrialization that
radically recast the empire of cotton once more, drawing millions of displaced rural
cultivators into cotton factories, to work for wages only a fraction of the ones paid
in Lancashire, in Lowell, or in the valleys of the Black Forest.84

Protest in the empire of cotton: flag of the Indian National Congress and Gandhi spinning at home (illustration
credit 13.11)

More so than perhaps anywhere else in the world, cotton and nationalism became
intertwined in India. Textile industrialists became supporters of the independence
movement, and its leaders in turn made domestic cotton industrialization a prime
goal. As Gandhi, who enjoyed close connections to Ahmedabad’s mill owners, put it
in 1930, “The cotton textile industry is a valuable national asset giving employment
to a large number of people, effecting the prosperity of the people of India, and its
safety and progress must continue to receive attention of her capitalists, labour
leaders, politicians and economists.” For many Indian nationalists, independence
would, among other things, make possible the development of a home market and
import-substitution industrialization—the “reconstruction of her entire political and
economic life,” according to a 1934 book by scholar and engineer Mokshagundam
Visvesvaraya. Creating a state conducive to domestic industrialization threw Indian
cotton industrialists, like their Egyptian, Chinese, and eventually African and
Southeast Asian counterparts, into skirmishes with the colonial state, as a global
social conflict came to focus increasingly on the control of the state.85

Postcolonial state building: Prime Minister Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru being received by cotton mill owner

Purshotamdas Thakurdas (with cane), industrialist Naval Tata, Maharashtra governor Sri Prakasa (second right),
and Maharashtra chief minister Y. B. Chavan at the office of the Indian Merchants Chamber in Bombay on
February 3, 1958 (illustration credit 13.12)

Despite unprecedented differences in wealth as well as state strength, and despite a
thick bulwark of racism that pinned much of humanity to subordinate roles, the
struggle to break out of the imperial system succeeded, across the globe, by the
second half of the twentieth century. Sometimes small victories came even before
the great wave of decolonialization, such as in India, when tariffs began to protect
the Indian industry against Japanese competition, and when the hated excise duty
was repealed in 1926.86 Such victories—and even more so decolonialization itself—
came not as a result of the political strength of global South capitalists alone, but
because nationalist movements were able to draw on large numbers of newly

mobilized peasants and workers. Indeed, decolonialization almost always rested on
mass mobilization, and thus the construction of nation-states in the formerly
colonial world looked drastically different from their constitution in Europe and
North America a century and a half earlier.
Capitalists’ dependence on workers and peasants in their struggle to create a state
conducive to the interests of national capital, however, weakened those same
capitalists in the long run. Not surprisingly, global South cotton capitalists remained
quite ambivalent about popular anticolonial mobilizations. Indeed, at times fear
drove them into the arms of the colonizing power. In Korea, the Japanese
colonialists observed in 1919 that “wealthy Koreans have recently grown extremely
fearful of the radicalization of popular sentiment.” Indian industrialists were
generally on the moderate side of agitation as well, not least because they feared the
militancy of their workers; “the truculence of the mill-hands needs to be
checkmated in time,” said the Bombay Millowners’ Association, reporting after a
round of rioting in 1909 that they “have lost their hold over them.” Industrialist
Ratanji Tata supported the Servants of India Society for similar reasons, embracing
the nationalist call for a program of “industrial development of the country,” but
also hoping that the society would retain its moderate positions. Manufacturer
Purshotamdas Thakurdas pushed strongly against Gandhi and the non-cooperation
movement, and tried to draw on the support of Indian capitalists for his position.
The need to forge a state dedicated to the interests of national capital, in a colonial
setting such as India, in effect brought national capitalists into an uneasy alliance
with politically mobilizing workers and peasants. In the wake of the depression of
1929, Indian industrialists saw little alternative but to hitch their political fortunes
to a Congress Party whose mass base increasingly was to be found among India’s
peasants. When they started planning for a postindependence economy, they
acknowledged in the 1944 Bombay Plan the centrality of government planning, with
a “supreme economic council” coordinating most sectors of the economy—laying
the groundwork for India’s first five-year plan in 1950. Five-year plans of the kind
that spread from Russia to China to India had decisively not been on the minds of
Lancashire, Alsatian, or New England manufacturers a century earlier.87
Throughout the global South, indeed, cotton workers played key roles in the
struggles for national independence, in addition to joining unions and engaging in
vast strike movements. Social and national struggles merged more often than not.
Some of the twenty-five thousand workers at Egypt’s huge Misr Spinning and
Weaving Company in Mahalla al-Kubra, for example, played a key role in the
struggle for Egyptian independence. There and elsewhere, tens of thousands of
cotton workers went on strike in 1946 and 1947 to demand better conditions of
employment—and the removal of British troops from Egypt.88
Chinese textile workers mobilized just as much, and—eventually—would come to
play an important role in the struggle against Western powers, and in the 1949
revolution. They struck frequently, 209 times between 1918 and 1929. When
workers walked out of the Japanese-owned Naigai Wata Kaisha mill in May 1925,
they provoked “the famous May 30 incident,” a day of rallies culminating in the
killing of thirteen Chinese protesters by the police. This incident fueled a wave of
popular discontent and the growth of Chinese trade unionism. Cotton workers at
times also joined the Communist Party and took on an important role in the
revolutionary struggle between 1946 and 1949.89

In India as well, the struggle for higher wages and better working conditions
merged with the anticolonial struggle. Indian cotton workers had mobilized
collectively since the late nineteenth century; indeed, the first strike had occurred in
1874, followed by many more during the 1880s. In 1895 workers rioted for better
working conditions, and in 1918 Gandhi himself played a leading but conciliatory
role in an Ahmedabad textile workers’ strike. Narayan Malhar Joshi’s Bombay
Textile Labor Union was founded in 1925, in the context of a general strike against
the mill owners’ effort to cut wages by 10 percent. By 1927 that union had
approximately one hundred thousand members, and four hundred thousand by
1938, a powerful group of workers in conflicts with their employers, yet also an
important pillar in the struggle for national independence.90
As cotton workers assumed an important role in anticolonial struggles, they
would eventually translate their role into further social and economic gains. In
China, just a few years after the revolution, the cotton industry was nationalized
and set on an enormous trajectory of expansion (albeit one that brought little
benefit to China’s rural masses). In India, protectionism and state investments
channeled by five-year plans led to the growth of the cotton industry, while
postindependence labor activism led to significant wage gains. Wages for Indian
cotton workers increased by 65 percent between 1950 and 1963, even as the price
of output only rose 18 percent. In Egypt, independence at first brought significant
new protective labor legislation and, especially, an important role for the state in
the mediation of labor conflict. Eventually, independence brought significant
changes to the Egyptian economy, as raw cotton exports—the staple export of the
Egyptian economy for more than a hundred years—stagnated as more and more
cotton was used in domestic manufacturing. “Arab socialism” brought
improvements to workers, but also the repression of independent trade union
activities. During the 1960s, under Gamal Abdel Nasser, the cotton industry was
nationalized. The strength and political importance of the working class had in
effect resulted in the expropriation of local cotton capitalists, coupled with the belief
that industrialization was necessary for the defense of the state itself. Capitalists’
dependence on workers (and peasants) in the struggle against the colonial state had
now translated into diminished powers.91

Indian cotton workers organize: textile unionists in Bombay, early 1920s (illustration credit 13.13)

Not only was the balance of social power between workers and capitalists
different in these postcolonial societies; the state’s relationship to society was
different as well. As these latecomers to cotton industrialization faced a world
unlike that confronted by the first wave of industrializers in England, continental
Europe, and North America, they believed that they needed to make the transition
to industrial capitalism more swiftly, including the mobilization of labor, territory,
markets, and raw materials. As industrial capitalism rested on the state, such “Great
Leaps Forward” led as often as not to extreme statist outcomes in the postcolonial
world—with postcolonial or even postcapitalist regimes now deploying the tools of
the colonial integration of territory, resources, and especially labor with much
greater radicalism.92 Industrial capitalism had become central to the survival of the
state itself, a state that often now prioritized the industrial in industrial capitalism.
In fact, capitalism at times seemed to stand in the way of industrialization.
Yet even though Soviet Russia, Communist China, and independent India and
Egypt represented variations of the most radical merger of the state and capital, of
industrialization and political consolidation, capital by the 1950s had been hedged
in by nation-states more generally. It was only after the 1970s, as we shall see, that
industrialists began to emancipate themselves from their age-old dependence on
particular states. Capitalists, so long dependent on strong states to pursue their
project of industrial capitalism, now began overcoming their greatest weakness—the
territorialization of capital. It was at this point that the empire of cotton took on the
shape of today.

Chapter 14

The Weave and the Weft: An Epilogue

The empire of cotton I: Walmart, 2013 (illustration credit 14.1)

The empire of cotton II: Bangladesh, April 2013

Europe’s reign over the cotton empire ended with a whimper. It was the year 1963,
the year Liverpool’s most renowned band, the Beatles, was first heard in the United
States, the year the Reverend Martin Luther King Jr. had “a dream that one day
even the state of Mississippi…will be transformed into an oasis of freedom and
justice,” and the year when the huge Bhakra Dam opened in India, providing water
to 2.8 million acres of land, much of it cotton fields. On a rainy and cold December

morning, a group of Liverpudlians met at the Cotton Exchange Building on Old Hall
Street. They were there not to rule over their empire, but to dismantle it. The day’s
task was to auction off the “valuable club furnishings” that for the previous century
had graced the offices of the Liverpool Cotton Association. Attendees purchased
close to a hundred items, including a “trader’s Desk in Mahogany,” “Mahogany
Quotation Board frames,” a “Weather Map of the United States in Mahogany
Frame,” and S. A. Hobby’s painting Cotton Plant. The Cotton Exchange Building
itself had been sold a year earlier for lack of business.1
Founded in 1841, for more than a century the association had played a central
role in regulating the global cotton trade. As the buyers of chairs, desks, lamps,
shelves, sofas, and paintings carted their loot through the streets of this increasingly
sad city, it would have been difficult, if not impossible, for them to imagine that a
mere hundred years earlier, Liverpool was one of the world’s wealthiest cities, a
vital linchpin connecting cotton growers in the Americas, Africa, and Asia with
European manufacturers and customers all across the globe.
But by 1963, Europe’s domination of the empire of cotton was over. By the late
1960s, the United Kingdom could only claim 2.8 percent of global cotton cloth
exports, a market it had so decisively dominated for a century and a half. Of the
more than six hundred thousand workers who had once labored in British mills,
only thirty thousand remained. Cotton towns crumbled as workers whose families
had labored on mules and looms for generations found themselves unemployed. The
symbolic evidence of the continent’s fall had come in 1958, when the Manchester
Chamber of Commerce, long an adamant champion of free trade, reversed course
and declared that the British cotton industry needed protection—an unintended but
obvious expression of defeat. Yet while Europe, and increasingly the United States,
had become marginal to this marvelously productive and frighteningly violent
system of production, the empire itself persisted. Indeed, while today’s cotton
industry would be nearly unrecognizable to the nineteenth-century members of the
Liverpool Cotton Association or the Manchester Chamber of Commerce, the world
today creates and consumes more cotton than ever before.2
Chances are the shirt or pants or socks you are wearing as you read this are made
out of cotton. Those pieces have found their way to you, just as cotton has clothed
your parents and grandparents and great-grandparents, thanks to the efforts of
growers, spinners, weavers, tailors, and merchants in distant parts of the globe, each
inhabiting a world quite different from one another. Yet while a century ago your
shirt would have likely been sewn in a shop in New York or Chicago, using fabric
spun and woven in New England, from bolls grown in the American South, today it
is probably made of cotton grown in China, India, Uzbekistan, or Senegal, spun and
woven in China, Turkey, or Pakistan, and then manufactured in a place like
Bangladesh or Vietnam. If any part of the cotton empire, whose rise this book has
charted, was involved in your shirt at all, that unlikely, vestigial element would be
American-grown cotton. Twenty-five thousand highly capitalized cotton farmers
remain in the United States, mostly in Arizona and Texas. The cotton they grow is
so uncompetitive on the world market that they receive enormous federal subsidies
to continue to farm it, subsidies that in some years equal the GDP of the country of
Benin (coincidentally, another important cotton grower).3
While a small group of American cotton farmers hangs on, the cotton mills that
were once so important to the economies of Europe and North America alike are

nearly gone. If those hulking buildings have not been torn down, they have been
turned into shopping malls, artist studios, industrial-chic condos, or museums.
Indeed, the downfall of the cotton industry in the global North has created a boom
in textile museums. You can visit the Boots Cotton Mills Museum in Lowell,
Massachusetts, Quarry Bank Mill near Manchester, the former Wesserling mill
turned museum just outside Mulhouse, the Memphis Cotton Museum housed in the
former Memphis Cotton Exchange, the textile museum of Wiesenthal in the Black
Forest, James Henry Hammond’s Redcliffe Plantation in South Carolina, the twentymile-long hiking trail of the Ruta de les Colònies along the Llobregat River in
Spain’s Catalonia with its eighteen abandoned cotton mills, and dozens, perhaps
hundreds of other sites as well. The empire of cotton, which for a century and a half
shaped and reshaped global capitalism in its image, is now the object of family
outings. Parents and their kids wander the quaint-looking factories in their often
idyllic surroundings; they watch the spinners and weavers in period costume who
demonstrate the workings of the antiquated machines, holding their ears to block
the noise of power looms and staring at photographs of children—prematurely aged,
as if from a different planet—who not too long ago worked sixty-hour weeks on
those same machines. Cotton plantations, too, have been reshaped for tourists. Here,
though, the horrors of slave labor are downplayed or hidden—often intentionally
overpowered by the sights of magnificent mansions, beautiful vistas, and welltended gardens. But none of these historic curiosities can display the greatest
invention of the empire of cotton: the globe-spanning network that connected
growers, manufacturers, and consumers, a network, that, though radically altered
and far from these museums, persists to this day.
As European and North American tourists gaze at the remnants of the empire of
cotton, and communities and workers from Fall River to Oldham struggle with the
aftereffects of postindustrial devastation, millions of workers stream into textile
mills in China, India, Pakistan, and elsewhere, while further millions of farmers tend
to cotton crops in Africa, Asia, and the Americas. Thanks to their often ill-paid
efforts, about 98 percent of all garments sold in the United States today are made
abroad. China alone supplies the United States with about 40 percent of all apparel,
followed by Vietnam, Bangladesh, Indonesia, Honduras, Cambodia, Mexico, India,
El Salvador, and Pakistan. Fabric and yarn no longer come primarily from the
United Kingdom or even the American South: China, India, Pakistan, and Turkey
spin and weave the most cotton globally. Today, China’s factories contain nearly
half of the world’s spindles and looms, working up 43 percent of the world’s raw
cotton (Asia’s total is 82.2 percent), while North America uses 4.2 percent and
western Europe 0.7 percent of the global cotton harvest. After more than two
hundred years, most global cotton use is once again concentrated in the pre-1780
heartlands of the cotton industry. As a managing director of the New York textile
firm Olah Inc. put it, “China’s industry is such a large portion of the global market
that, plainly put, the global industry goes the way of China.” Moreover, it is less and
less likely that the shirt on your back is made of cotton at all: Beginning in the mid1990s, production of synthetic fiber began to outpace cotton textile manufacturing.
Today, about 52 million metric tons of petroleum-based synthetic fiber is produced
annually to make, for instance, the fleece jacket you might be wearing, almost twice
the worldwide figure for cotton.4

The ruins of the empire of cotton: Cal Rosal, Spain, 2013 (illustration credit 14.2)

The centers of growing have shifted in parallel with the shift in manufacturing.
While in 1860 the United States had a near monopoly on cotton growing for export,
today only 14 percent of cotton worldwide is grown in North America. Instead,
China and India lead the way, producing 34 million and 26 million bales of cotton
yearly, compared to the United States’ 17 million bales. Global production has
increased by a factor of seven since 1920, with cotton growing becoming immensely
important to the economies of many countries, particularly in Asia and West Africa.
It has been estimated that 10 million farmers in Central and West Africa alone
depend on cotton. Worldwide, estimates of the number of people involved in the
growing and manufacturing of cotton range from approximately 110 million
households involved in the growing of cotton, 90 million in its transportation,
ginning, and warehousing, and another 60 million workers operating spinning and
weaving machines and stitching together clothing, to a total for all branches of that
industry of 350 million people. This number, never before reached in one industry,
represents between 3 and 4 percent of the world’s population. More than 35 million
hectares of land are dedicated to the growing of cotton, the equivalent of the surface
area of Germany.5
Some nations, just like European colonial powers in Africa a century earlier, have
policies in place to force farmers to produce cotton, despite its often devastating
environmental and financial consequences. Uzbekistan, for instance, one of the
globe’s top ten cotton exporters, continues to force its farming population to grow
cotton despite the fact that the need to irrigate its dry lands has essentially drained

the Aral Sea and turned much of the country into virtual salt flats. As one Uzbek
cotton farmer told a journalist, “We are destroying ourselves…. Why are we
planting cotton, and what are we getting from it?” Moreover, the emergence of new,
genetically modified cotton plants has doubly amplified the burdens of many
farmers. The seeds for these plants are more expensive to buy and maintain, but
they are also far more productive, thus pushing costs up at the same time that they
push cotton prices down. Many Tajik cotton farmers, for instance, are locked in a
cycle of debt and forced cotton production just like their counterparts a century ago
in India and the American South. Indeed, cotton growers have remained relatively
powerless. In India in 2005, after a season of weak rains and crop failures, hundreds
of heavily indebted farmers of genetically modified cotton committed suicide by
drinking their own pesticides, a trend that persists to this day. Cotton production
continues to be an often brutal ordeal. For most farmers and workers, cotton is far
from the cuddly “fabric of our lives” touted by marketers for the American cotton
industry.6

Asia as the world center for cotton growing: the global cotton crop, 2012 (illustration credit 14.3)

One of the few geographic consistencies between the beginning of the twenty-first
century and the world before the Industrial Revolution of the 1780s is the
reemergence of Asia in the world of cotton. Both the growing of cotton and the
manufacturing of yarn and cloth continue on their remigration to Asia, a process

that began in the 1920s. We have seen how budding Asian capitalists and statebuilding nationalists studied Europeans’ penetration of territory and mastery over
labor and applied those techniques to their own postcolonial and, eventually, even
postcapitalist hinterlands. These states found novel ways to wed the methods of
industrial capitalism to nationalist development projects; bureaucrats and statesmen
of all stripes dreamed of “great leaps” forward. In a century, these states redrew the
geographic boundaries of the empire of cotton; the combination of low wages and
powerful states enabled cotton growing and manufacturing to flourish once again in
the corner of the world where cotton was first grown, five thousand years earlier. So
powerful has the rise of Asia been that Asian states, China first among them, are
increasingly eager to set the rules of the global cotton trade, a privilege once
enjoyed by Liverpool merchants and, later, the American government.7
In the course of that return to Asia, the balance of power between growers,
manufacturers, merchants, and statesmen shifted again, starting after the 1970s.
Consider that today it is commonplace for cotton grown in Uzbekistan, Togo, or
India to make its way through a Hong Kong textile mill, then to a Vietnamese
sewing shop, and finally onto a clothing rack in Kansas City. It is not the distances
that are new; rather, it is the way the elaborate networks that move the fiber
through its various iterations are held together. Instead of manufacturers, or cotton
or cloth merchants, it is massive retailers like Walmart, Metro, and Carrefour that
have come to dominate the commodity chains linking contractors, subcontractors,
farmers, mills, and sweatshops. Manufacturers no longer “push” their products upon
consumers; instead, products are “pulled” across oceans by retailers, allowing them
to pit manufacturers, contractors, and workers against one another to ensure the
quickest speed and lowest cost.8
This reemergence of merchants, particularly from the 1990s on, in the form of
retailers and branded apparel sellers as key actors comes as a surprise. In some
ways, of course, their power is reminiscent of the importance of merchants in the
first half of the nineteenth century. Yet since the 1860s, as we have seen, the central
actors in the empire of cotton had been states in conjunction with manufacturers.
States moved to the forefront in the grand project of transforming the global cottongrowing countryside, and in the process created a central role for national
manufacturers and, within careful limits, for organized textile workers as well.
These trends further accelerated in the twentieth century. In the United Kingdom, to
cite the most prominent example, the British government, in response to wartime
conditions, took over the entire cotton market in 1941, including the purchase and
distribution of raw cotton. After the war, government control continued, and to the
great lament of the Liverpool Cotton Association, the government’s Raw Cotton
Commission remained the sole purchaser and distributor of cotton in Britain.
Merchants who had built a globe-spanning network were reduced to begging the
government for some consideration of their interests. As the New York Times put it
in 1946, “It would be difficult to imagine a more direct blow to the whole system of
free world markets.” Yet the Times editors also registered, accurately, that “this
action with regard to cotton seems to represent a world-wide bureaucratic distrust
of the free market…combined with a boundless faith in the magic of government
‘planning.’ ” It was only when a Conservative government came to power and in
1953 passed the Cotton Bill that the Liverpool market reopened, but even then it
continued to be structured by “subsidies, duties and currency imbalances.” And it

was in response to “the contraction of the merchant element in the market” that the
Liverpool Cotton Association would eventually reorganize itself in 1963—and sell its
furniture.9
Across the Atlantic, the government also came to play an ever more important
role in the cotton industry. In response to the devastating agricultural crisis of the
1920s and the subsequent Great Depression, the New Deal created the Agricultural
Adjustment Administration, which regulated production to match demand and
provided subsidies to cotton farmers—roles that continue to this day with ever
increasing controversy. Cotton growers and manufacturers themselves, cognizant of
the increasing importance of government, founded the National Cotton Council in
1939 to lobby Washington and promote market and scientific research on cotton.
The Foreign Agricultural Service, an agency within the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, was founded in 1953 to open markets for American cotton all over the
world. Its mission continues unabated today. Throughout this period, tariffs and
other protectionist measures tried to keep America’s increasingly besieged cotton
spinning and weaving industry afloat. Yet in 1965, even in the cotton center of Fall
River, the last cotton mill closed its doors.10 By the 1970s, America’s cotton
complex, as well as the remnants of its British counterpart, was completely
dependent on government policies.
Though cotton merchants had facilitated the rise of the cotton empire in the
nineteenth century, by the middle of the twentieth they could do little more than
watch the state’s ascendancy. On the most extreme edge, Spain’s Francisco Franco
and Argentina’s Juan Perón, among others, pushed for domestic cotton growing to
insulate the nation from the world market. Yet the power of government projected
itself nowhere more than in postcolonial and postcapitalist states, best exemplified
by China’s “leap forward” and India’s five-year plans. In Communist China and
independent India, state planners envisioned vast expansions in growth and
manufacturing; production skyrocketed. In China, low prices for seeds, fertilizers,
and farm supplies and generous farm credits, along with the encouragement of the
use of fertilizers and insecticides on consolidated, state-owned land, and the
preferential treatment of high-yield cotton strains, resulted in startling increases in
cotton output. Cotton manufacturing took off as well: In 1952, the People’s Republic
of China produced 656,000 tons of cotton thread, a remarkable increase from
previous decades but still well behind the world’s leaders. By 1957 China had
turned itself into the world’s third largest manufacturer of cotton yarns, its output
two and a half times that of the United Kingdom. And in 1983 3.27 million tons
poured out of its huge state-owned cotton mills.11 The growth of India’s industry
followed suit.12
The dominance of China, a self-proclaimed peasants’ and workers’ state, would
have seemed like a hallucination to the cotton kings of the early nineteenth century
—to the Hammonds of South Carolina, the Rylandses of Manchester, the Dollfuses
of Mulhouse, the Barings of Liverpool, and the Volkarts of Winterthur. They could
not have imagined that by 2008 a semimilitary unit of the People’s Republic of
China, the Xinjiang Production and Construction Corps, would grow 1.3 million tons
of cotton, or 5 percent of the world’s total. Yet the coupling of state building and
industrialization was the norm. That marriage would succeed in other parts of the
world as well, such as the Soviet Union, which further recast cotton agriculture in
Central Asia to facilitate a truly spectacular increase in the output of raw cotton. In

1980 the Soviet Union produced nearly 6 billion pounds of cotton, making it the
world’s largest producer after China. These stratospheric gains—production
increased by about 70 percent between 1950 and 1966 alone—were only possible
because of massive state investments in irrigation, fertilizers, and machinery.13

Chinese propaganda poster: We sell dry, clean, neat, and selected cotton to the state, Wu Shaoyun, 1958
(illustration credit 14.4)

Such recourse to the state in postcolonial and postcapitalist societies was not a
return to the war capitalism of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, but a
sharpening of the tools and an enhancing of the methods of industrial capitalism.
Even though force continued to play an important role in mobilizing labor, outright
physical coercion now represented industrial capitalism’s most extreme edge. While
differences between the global South and Europe and North America were
significant, from a long-term perspective what is most remarkable is the way that
over the course of the twentieth century the trajectory of the empire of cotton
converged more and more with the goals of state-led development.14 State-directed
economic planning, which had claimed its first great victories in Europe’s scattered

imperial possessions, was by the 1950s the globe’s efficient and seemingly inevitable
norm.
Yet the particular form of the state’s reign in the twentieth century would be as
brief as the merchant’s reign in the nineteenth century. As mentioned, by the 1970s,
with the decline of cotton manufacturing in Europe and the United States, and with
the slow dissolution of the alliance between manufacturers and the state, the empire
of cotton saw the emergence of a new breed of merchant—not the well-connected
individual walking the streets of Liverpool inspecting cotton bales, but immense
corporations that source their branded goods globally to sell them to consumers
worldwide. The growth of this new group was aided immeasurably by two broader
shifts that they had nothing to do with. As manufacturing, particularly of cotton
textiles, became much less important to European and North American economies,
the ability of north Atlantic states to shape the cotton industry shrank accordingly.
But these merchants also grew more powerful as an unintended result of one of the
state’s great successes. By the mid-twentieth century, governments had transformed
the global countryside; the capitalization of everyday life had reached an
unprecedented level. Most of the world’s people were now inextricably tied to both
commodity production and consumption. As a result, capitalists no longer needed
the state to turn rural cultivators into cotton growers, a reservoir of factory labor,
and consumers of those textiles. That process was already far advanced, meaning
that these new merchants can now profit from a larger market of consumers and a
larger labor reservoir than has ever existed in human history.
But their successes were also due to their ability to organize production globally,
and to create branded goods and the sales channels to offer them for purchase all
over the world. Unlike in the nineteenth century, these modern merchants focus not
on the trade in raw cotton, yarn, and cloth, but on the apparel business. They source
cotton, yarn, cloth, and clothing from the cheapest suppliers they can locate,
without engaging in manufacturing themselves. They then focus their energies on
developing channels to sell those goods, with branding, as in the case of the
American company Gap (“Get together”), Chinese Meters/bonwe (“Be different”),
and German Adidas (“Adidas is all in”), but also with the development of new forms
of retailing, as in the case of Walmart (United States), Lojas Americanas S.A.
(Brazil), and Carrefour (France). To dominate this global cotton supply chain, these
merchants still depend on state power, but their reliance on any one specific state
has lessened considerably. As a result, they foster competition not just between
manufacturers and growers, but among states. In today’s empire of cotton,
merchants have finally managed to emancipate themselves from their previous
dependence on particular states. As a result, the protections that strong nation-states
offered, to at least some of their workers, for at least part of the twentieth century,
have been gradually eroded. Workers today are increasingly at the mercy of
corporations that can easily shift all forms of production around the globe.
Globalization is nothing new in the empire of cotton, but the ability of capitalists to
utilize a number of states and thus remain free of the demands of all of them, is
new. The state, the very institution that facilitated capitalists’ rise to wealth and
power in the first place, is now increasingly desperate for their investments.
Yet the prominence of today’s apparel giants and retailers should not blind us to
ongoing patterns; these cotton capitalists continue to rely on the state—in many
subtle ways, and some not so subtle ways. In the United States, as mentioned, huge

subsidies keep cotton farmers in business: In 2001, the U.S. government paid a
record $4 billion in subsidies to cotton growers, a cost that exceeded the market
value of the crop by 30 percent. To put it another way, these subsidies amounted to
triple that year’s USAID payments to all of Africa, a part of the world where
production costs for cotton were only about a third of what they were in the United
States. In fact, in 2002, Brazil lodged a lawsuit against the United States through the
World Trade Organization, alleging that the government’s cotton subsidies violated
its own previous trade commitments. As part of the settlement, the U.S. government
now also supports the Brazilian cotton economy, at a rate of $147.3 million a year.
The European Union, in similar ways, produces its own small cotton harvest, in
Spain and Greece, thanks to subsidies ranging from 160 to 189 percent of the world
price for cotton. Highly subsidized cotton then is dumped onto world markets,
depressing prices for the much more competitive cotton growers in Africa and
elsewhere.15
Elsewhere, states continue their active role in labor mobilization, making more
cotton available for retailers to fashion into ever cheaper clothes. In Uzbekistan, the
government forces children to help out in the cotton harvest (it has been estimated
that up to 2 million children younger than fifteen are sent to the cotton fields), a
“system [that] is only sustainable under conditions of political repression,” reports
the International Crisis Group.16 In China the repression of independent trade union
activity keeps wages low. The emancipation of capitalists from the state is thus not
complete—the state still matters greatly—but because cotton capital itself has
become fluid and not tied to particular territories, specific nation-states matter
much less. Not only has the geographic shape of the empire of cotton shifted once
more, but also the balance of power between growers, merchants, manufacturers,
and the state. Capitalism’s endless revolution continues.

Children harvesting cotton in Uzbekistan

Today’s empire of cotton, just as it has for the last 250 years, connects growers,
traders, spinners, weavers, manufacturers, and consumers over huge geographic
distances in ever-changing spatial arrangements. This fundamental innovation—the
connection across space—was first forged by connecting slavery and wage labor in
the vicious cauldron of war capitalism, and has remained at the core of the empire
of cotton ever since. Yet the geography of these connections has changed radically.
Nodes once central within the empire of cotton—Lancashire, for example—have
been marginalized, while formerly unimportant nodes, especially China, have
become its very core.
The geographical rearrangement of economic relations is not just a noteworthy
element of capitalism or an interesting aspect of its history; rather the constant
shifting recombination of various systems of labor, and various compositions of
capital and polities is the very essence of capitalism. As capitalists search for ever
cheaper labor, better infrastructure, and greater markets, they combine and
recombine the world’s workers and consumers, and the world’s lands and its raw
materials, in ever new ways.17 In that process, the collective action (or lack thereof)
of workers matters a great deal, as do the policies (or lack thereof) of states. We
have seen that the history of capital and cotton can only be understood if we
consider the history of many different places and groups of people. Looking at just
one part of the empire leads to vast misunderstandings, for example the
characterization of the past fifty years as a world of deindustrialization (as some
European and North American social scientists have described it), when exactly the
opposite is true, as the greatest wave of industrialization ever has overtaken the
globe.
Capitalists, from the Barings of the eighteenth century to the titans of today’s
global retailers, forged many of the connections that created the world we recognize
today. Exploration of this history, however, reveals that capitalists and states arose
hand in hand, each facilitating the ascendancy of the other. It is easy to assume, in
our relentlessly branded world, that today’s vast corporations exist entirely on their
own. Yet such a simplification misses the reality that, historically, capitalists’
greatest source of strength was their ability to rely on unusually powerful states—
and simultaneously, for much of capitalism’s history, the greatest weakness of these
same capitalists was that dependence on the state. It was this dependence that gave
workers an opening to improve the conditions of their labor. We now know that the
increasing emancipation of capital from particular nation-states has dramatic
consequences for the world’s workers. Workers’ successes in improving their
conditions almost always lead to the reallocation of capital. For the last several
decades, Walmart and other retail giants have continually moved their production
from one poor country to a slightly poorer one, lured by the promise of workers
even more eager and even more inexpensive. Even Chinese production is now
threatened by lower-wage producers.18 The empire of cotton has continued to
facilitate a giant race to the bottom, limited only by the spatial constraints of the
planet.
The constant reshuffling of the empire of cotton, ranging from its geography to its
systems of labor, points toward an essential element of capitalism: its ability to

constantly adapt. Again and again, a seemingly insurmountable crisis in one part of
the empire generated a response elsewhere; capitalism both demands and creates a
state of permanent revolution.
This permanent revolution is only possible because of the existence of places and
people whose lives can be turned upside down. These frontiers of capitalism are
often to be found in the world’s countryside, and the journey through the empire of
cotton reveals that the global countryside should be at the center of our thinking
about the origins of the modern world. Although our historical imaginations are
usually dominated by cities, factories, and industrial workers, we have seen that
much of the emergence of the modern world occurred in the countryside—by the
often violent turning of rural people into the creators and consumers of commodities
made or used elsewhere.
This emphasis on the countryside allows for an equally important emphasis—the
importance of coercion and violence to the history of capitalism. Slavery,
colonialism, and forced labor, among other forms of violence, were not aberrations
in the history of capitalism, but were at its very core. The violence of market
making—forcing people to labor in certain locations and in certain ways—has been
a constant throughout the history of the empire of cotton.
This emphasis calls into question some of the most ingrained insights into the
history of the modern world—for example, conceptualizing the nineteenth century,
as is so often done, as an age of “bourgeois civilization,” in contrast with the
twentieth century, which historian Eric Hobsbawm has termed the “age of
catastrophe.”19 An assessment such as this can only be derived from a vision of the
world that focuses its moral judgments on Europe. Looked at from the perspective of
much of Asia, Africa, and the Americas, one can argue just the opposite—that the
nineteenth century was an age of barbarity and catastrophe, as slavery and
imperialism devastated first one pocket of the globe and then another. It is the
twentieth century, by contrast, that saw the weakening of imperial powers and thus
allowed more of the world’s people to determine their own futures and shake off the
shackles of colonial domination. Without its Eurocentric distortions,
decolonialization would be at the very center of the narrative we tell about the
twentieth century—and this retelling would allow us to see that global capitalism
today is most fundamentally shaped by the struggles for independence. Either way,
our journey through the empire of cotton has shown that civilization and barbarity
are linked at the hip, both in the evolution of the world’s first global industry and in
the many other industries that have modeled themselves after it.
Violence and coercion, in turn, are as adaptive as the capitalism they enable, and
they continue to play an important role in the empire of cotton to this day. Cotton
growers are still forced to grow the crop; workers are still held as virtual prisoners
in factories. Moreover, the fruits of their activities continue to be distributed in
radically unequal ways—with cotton growers in Benin, for example, making a dollar
a day or less, while the owners of cotton growing businesses in the United States
have collectively received government subsidies of more than $35 billion between
1995 and 2010.20 Workers in Bangladesh stitch together clothing under absurdly
dangerous conditions for very low wages, while consumers in the United States and
Europe can purchase those pieces with abandon, at prices that often seem
impossibly low.
Within this larger story of domination and exploitation, however, sits a parallel

story of liberation and creativity. The unfolding of global capitalism, and its
awesome adaptations during the past 250 years, has resulted in enormous advances
in productivity. As late as the 1950s, it took sixty days of hard spinning and
weaving labor to produce enough clothing to fulfill the most minimal subsistence
needs of a family of five in northern China. Today, the average American family
(albeit at 2.5 persons also smaller than the Chinese family of the 1950s) spends only
3.4 percent of its household income on much more ample clothing—that is, the
equivalent of approximately eight days of labor. Agriculture and industry have
virtually exploded, as capitalist social relations have enabled a growth in the
churning out of goods that has never been matched by any other system of
production. Tellingly, today there are expectations that cotton production will triple
or quadruple again by 2050. The human capacity to organize our efforts in ever
more productive ways should give us hope, the hope that our unprecedented
domination over nature will allow us also the wisdom, the power, and the strength
to create a society that serves the needs of all the world’s people—an empire of
cotton that is not only productive, but also just. Considering the perpetual clashes of
power at the center of cotton’s story, a just world might seem like an idle dream.
Yet, as we have witnessed in the preceding pages, the least powerful members of
cotton’s empire have consistently tried to create such a world and at times also have
succeeded in effecting dramatic changes: A world that seems stable and permanent
in one moment can be radically transformed in the next. The capitalist revolution,
after all, perpetually re-creates our world, just as the world’s looms perpetually
manufacture new materials.21
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